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PREFACE  

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT - 1985 SESSION  

This book is a compilation of final 

records of the Conference on Disarmament (CD) and 

its predecessors from 1977 to 1984, relating to 

Radiological Weapons (RW). It has been compiled 

and edited to facilitate research on the RW issue 

and is a compendium of the more significant 

material made available to the CD. 
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CCD/PV.760 
23-24 

(Mr. Likhatchev, USSR) 

Seeking to meet the positions of those members of the Committee on 

Disarmament who pronounced themselves in favour of the prohibition of specific-new 
types and systems of weapons of mass destruction on the basis of special agreements, 
the Soviet side provided for the possibility of applying such a method. as well when 

necessary. It proceeds from the assumption that, parallel to a general agreement 

on the prohibition of the development and manufacture of new types and systems of 

weapons of mass destruction it is possible to conclude special agreements on the 

prohibition of specific types of those weapons. 

In order to reflect this possibility in the agreement, we suggest that 

article I cf the draft Should include the following additional provision as 

paragra#h 3: "States Parties to the Agreement may, in cases Where they deem it 

necessary, conclude special agreements on the prohibition of particular new types 

and systems of weapons of mass destruction". 

An important component part of our new proposal is the inclusion in article I 

of the draft agreement (the last sentence of paragraph 1 cf article I) .of the 

reference to the fact that a specific list of types of armaments to be prohibited 

will be annexed to the agreement. 

In our view such a flexible approach -- where the agreement would at the same . 
 time Contain a general definition of new types of weapons of mass destruction to 

be prohibited as well as a specific list of types and systems of such weapons to be 

prohibited -- would make it considerably easier to achieve a generally acceptable 
solution of the question of the scope of the prohibition. 

Our supplemented draft agreement contains an approximate list of the types and 
systems of weapons of mass destruction covered by the agreement. As to the 
possible content of such an approximate list, the Soviet delegation suggests that 
it Should include the following  types of weapons: 

1. Radiological means of the non-explosive type acting with the aid of 

radioactive materials. What is meant in this case is the prohibition of the 

development of weapons on the basis of the use of the spent fuel of atomic reactors 

and of other radioactive materials designed to injure human beings through 

radioactive emisoions and to contaminate cerrain, water, mnitary hardware, and 

military and civilian targets. 
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Mr. FISHER (United -States of America): Today I would like to express some

views-as to the best way that-the Conference of the Committe•• on Disarmament could

protect humanity against weapons of mass destruction. In doing so, I will be quite

brief and confine my remarks primarily to a discussion of the suggestion made by our

distinguished Soviet colleague that the best way to approach this problem is through

a comprehensive treaty banning new weapons of mass destruction. He made this

suggestion in his thoughtful remarks at our plenary session on Tuesday, 9 August.

The United States believes that all of us in this room share a common objective

with respect to dealing with weapons of mass destruction. We all agree that both

existing and possible new types cf weapons of mass destruction pose a particularly

serious threat to mankind, and that our ultimate objective should be to eliminate

and prevent future development of such weapons under adequately verified agreements.

With respect to weapons of mass destruction, however, we are not convinced that

it would be either desirable or effective to attempt to deal with them in a single

treaty. We continue to believe that the most effective approach would be to keep

this issue under review in order to identify potential weapons of mass destruction as

early as possible. When specific potential weapons are identified we believe it

would then be appropriate to develop a specific agreement dealing with the weapon

in question.' However, any new weapons of mass destruction will undoubtedly have

different technical characteristics as compared with other weapons, and we believe

it would be particularly important and necessary for any agreement to control such a

new weapon of mass destruction to be tailored to the specific weapon. This is true

not only because the dangers of weapons of mass destruction may vary, but also because

the means of verifying compliance with an agreement to ban these weapons may be quite

different, depending upon the nature of the threat posed by the weapon and its

characteristics which might determine.the means for its control.

The United States delegation has'read with "interest the revised draft treaty

proposed by our distinguished Soviet colleague.

It presents two new points which we have studied with interest. The first is

a new definition of weapons of mass destruction by which it is proposed to expand

the 1948 United Nations definition of weapons of mass destruction. This consists of

two parts. The first part embodies the concept of a new weapon of mass destruction

based on scientific and technological principles that may be discovered in the future,
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or based on relationships between presently lmowl

princiules that ma be developed in the future.

(^s. Fisher, United States}

scientific and technological

I would subn :t, however, that the

verÿ nature of this concept, one dealing with a principle or

not now tinderstand, or a relationship among knovm principles

conceived, prevents our dealing in as considered a manner

problem of bringing weapons of mass destruction, based on

principles that we do

that have not as yet been

as we would like with the

new principles or new

relâ.tionships, under control.

The second part consists of a recommended addition to the standard of

comparability in destructive effect contained in the 1948 United Nations definition,

by adding the concept of greater destructive effect. We would be surprised if this

view were not already accepted.'

The second point proposed by our distinguished Soviet colleagze is the concept

of a cbmbined approach -- that we should draft an over-all agreement covering all new

types of weàpons of mass destruction and also agreements dealing with specific
.. .... : .

weapons, as we becomé aware of them and ofthe danger they present.

I bélieve the latter portion of this approach has merit and will make a specific

suggestion along these liries. But I do not believe our efforts to de4 with specific

weapons of mass destruction that we can identify, and whose dangers we can recognize,

will be helped by linking them with an effort to draft an over-all treaty dealing

with areas that we do not understand or with an effort to include under such an

over-z.ll treaty areas of scientific development where we do not have agreement that it

is necessary or advisable to identify the potential products of these developments

as weauons of mass destruction. _

The'IInited States believes that we should work alcng the lines of the

mited Nations 1948 definition of weapons of mass destruction and address "radioactive

material weapons", and should continue to focus on the concept of comparability

côntainèd in'the definition.

The United States delegation heard with interest the observation by the

representative of th.- USSR that sclentif ic developments since

amendments to the 1948 United Nations definition. We are not

in particular, we are not aware of any development that would

trânsforcaing the definition contained in that resolution into

of a multilateral treaty. .

1948 justify proposed

aware of any such changes;

justify changing or

the operative clause
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(Mr. Fishcr., United_States) 

This position of the United States does not mean that we believe we have to wait 

until a weapon haF. been developed or deployed before taking steps to'bring it under 

control. Our agreement on the Treaty on Outer Space and on the Treaty on the 

Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass 

Destruction on the Sea-Bed, both concluded at a time When no such  emplacement  had . 

been made, indicates we are not opposed to preventive measures  in the field of arms 

control. 

The test, however, is whether or not we know enoue about the weapons potential 

of anew écientific development to identify it as the basis for a weapon of mass 

destruction and to draw up an agreement which deals in the most effective manner 

with the dangers it might present. We still remain firmly of the view that we cannot 

do so in a vacuum because When we are dealing with a principle or a relationahip 

that we do-mot:yet -know or understand, we cannot  make  the rational evaluation 

require& if we are to advance the cause of both peace and progress. 

In summary, What I have said thus far is, in sum, that: (1) we share the 

objective of pursuing the broadsoal of curbing weapons of mass destruction; 

(2) we find the 1948 United  Nations  determination to be an adequate and reasonable 

basis for deciding definitional questions that havé arisen thus far; (3) we 

acknowledge that the 1948 definition includes "radioactive material weapons" and that 

this type of weapon should be subject to an appropriate agreement; and (4) none of 

the other examples suggested so far seem to us to qualify as weapons of mass 

destruction. 

We are aware of the feeling that we should not only be concerned about weapons 

of mass destruction that we now can perceive but also about others that might be 

developed in the future. We share this concern. 

One approach that will keep this problem constantly before us, and that we miàht 

wiàh to consider, might be along the lines suggested by MiniSter of State, 

Lord Goronyy-Roberts. We might work toward a United Nations resolution which 

recognizes the potential dangers of new types of weapons of mass destruction, takes 

note of previous resolutions, and calls on the CCD to keep this issue under 

continuing review with a view toward negotiating  agreements on Specific new types of 

• weapons of mass destruction as they are identified. • 
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14 • 

(ir. Fisher, United States)  

Discussions in the CCD and bilateral discussions between the United States • 

and the USSR  have  resulted in a growing awareness of the desirability of prohibiting 

radiological weapons. During Secretary Vancele visit to Moscow in March of this 

year, the United States and the USSR . agreed to establiah a number of arms-control 

working  groupe. One of these groups  bas as its mandate radiological weapons and 

new types and new systems of weapons of mass destruction. This bilateral working 

group has just.completed a series of meetings on these topics and considerable 

progress was made on a possible initiative for a prohibition of radiological 

weapons. My delegation believes that it may be possible_to comelete work on a 

joint United States-USSR initiative dealing with radiological weapons at an early 

date and that such an initiative might be ready for presentation to the CCD at its 

next session. I would like to stress that we do not believe that negotiations on 

a possible radiological weapons convention should distract  the . CCD from its work 

on other important issues that it  bas  before it. 
. 	- 

My delegation notes that radiological weapons were included in the 1948 .  

United Nations definition of mass-destruction weapons. This definition recognizes 

the possibility that in the future there may be new weapons of mass destruction 

comparable in destructive effect to nuolear weapons and others specified in the 

definition. The United States believes that the designation of some new weapons 

as mass-destruction weapons is an important step. In order for the new weapons 

to be designated as weapons of mass destruction it would be desirable to have the 

broadest possible agreement, and if possible consensus. Ve believe that it would 

be appropriate for the CCD to keep the issue of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction under review and, when specific new weapons of mass destruction are 

identified, to negotiate individual agreements specifically tailored to deal with 

each case. 
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I (2fr. Fisher, United States)'

Another measure which may be considered by the -tSdo ttus year is the

prohibition of radiological weapons, weapons which could use radiation from

natural radioactive decay to cause damage, death or injury.

Let me explain briefly why a convention on Ail would be a valuable step.

This convention tiiould prohibit the use in warfare of the radioactive material which

is becoming increasingly plentiful as the use of research and power reactors grows

throughout the world. Althoudh of relatively less significance when compared with

a comprehensive test ban or a chemical weapons convention, a prohib?ticu? on•

radiolpCical sreapons.and .their use would fill: a logical gap in the panoply "ôf arms

control measures, and would serve to head off the possible development of hitherto

untried Heapons of.mass destruction specifically mentioned in the 1948

ünited Nations definition. The -relatively vide ava.i.lability o_ radioactive material

creates a potential threat which we should not ignore - one which we can

effectively guard against through. arms control, i. e. providing we act promptly

and deal with such weapons before rather than after they are in the arsenals of

States. I believe it should be possible for us to consider a comprehensive

prohibition on radiological weapons without interfering with the CCD's higher

priority issues.

cCD/FV.781
71-z2

(t•Ir. Wassnke, United States)

The United States and the Soviet Union have made considerable progress

on a joint initiative. dealing with radiological weapons, and work on this

issue is oontinuin.g.

It has not interfered tjith our bilateral efforts on higher uriority

issuesp and it need not distract.the CCD from hiGher priority_issues

either. Hoi•rever, the United States believes that it would be worth vhile

to conclude a m41tilateral arms control measure prohibiting ^adiological,Weapons

ôefoTe such weapons are introduced into the arsenals of States, ard.We believe

that the zegotiation of such an arms control agreement would be an appropriate

task for the CCD.
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(Er. Likhatchev, USSR) 

In general, the Committee on Disarmament is quite actively engaged in 

studying the substance of the problem of prohibiting the development and production 

of neu types and  ystems of weapons of mass destruction and in searching for 

possible approaches to its solution. Uuman thought has never before dared to 

erect barriers to the development and creation of apy possible new types and 

sydtems of weapcils. Dut nou the Committee has embarked ulon the taaL of solving 

titis  problem and has already gone beyond the stage of ez:changing general vieus. 

A solution to the problem has crystallized on the basis of the conclusion of 

a comprehensive agreement (CCD/511/Rev.1) which would in principle do aumy mith 

even the possibility of the emergence of net; and more sophisticated weapons of 

mass  •  destruction as uell as on the basis of the conclusion of separate agreements 

on the prohibition of specific types of such ueapons in cases when the danger of 

the development of such weapons becomes clear. Eadiological weapons, whose 

prohibition is being now negotiated betueen the USOR and the United States is 

precisely such a specific case. 
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Mr. FISHER (United States of America): . As the 1978 spring session of

the CCD comes tc a close, there seems to be a sense of disappointment.that the

Committeè is unable to report concrete results on the priority tasks before it.

I share that disappointment. W.delega.tion had hoped that either a tripartite

comprehensive nuclear test ban agreement or a joint initiative on chemical

weapons, or both, might be presented to the Committee during this session.•

However, it has taken more time than we anticipated to develop the framework

for agreement on these extremely complex and technical issues. Our efforts

will continue on both of these issues, with our two other negotiating p4rtners

on the CTB, and bilaterally with the Soviet Union on chemical weapons. While

we have been able to report considerable progress in both cases, it is not

possible at this time to predict with accuracy when either will be ready for

presentation-to the CCD.

Turning briefly to another issue which is currently the subject of

bilateral negotiations, the United States continues to believe that a

comprehensive prohibition of radiological weapons would be a meaningful and

logical disarmament measure. This would close off a potentially dangerous,

although yet untried, category of weapons based on the radiation from

radioactive material, in the absence of a nuclear explosion. Such radiological

weapons have been designated as weapons of mass destruction since 1948. The

United States and the Soviet Union have recently concluded another round of

negotiations on a,possible joint initiative on radiological weapons, and we

expect to resume negotiations on this issue soon. I am pleased to report

that the two side&are close to full agreement on a.possible.joint initiative

which could permit us to•proceed to multilateral work on a radiologiçal weapons-

convention in the CCD at an early date. In this regard I would like,to stress,

that the United States shares the views,expressed by many members of the

Committee that work on a possible radiological weapons convention should in no

way interfere with work on our othe*- important tasks.
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Lihhatchev, USSR) 

The delegation of the Soviet Union, guided by the desire to  brin g about a 

more profound and scientifically reasoned discussion of the problem of the 

prohibition of net types and systems of weapons of mass destruction, proposed 

th.: establishment, under the auspices of the Committee, of an ad hoc group . 

- of qualified governmental experts te consider the question of  possible areas 

of the development of new types and systems of such weapons (CCD/564). This 

would, in - ourrvieu, have constituted a useful step in the spirit of the desire 

expressed by the United Nations General Assembly to the effect that the work  on 

 the elaboration of measures to orevent the use of scientific and technological 

progress for the development of new types of weapons of mass destruction Should 

be continued and deepened. 

Ab regards the solution of  the problem of preventing the development of new 

types and systems of veapons of mass destruction in practical terms, the 

conclusion of  an international convention on the prohibition of radiological 	• 

weapons-in the immediate future couldrepresent  one sten in this - direction. I am 
. 	. 

saying:this - On the basis of the fact that, during the Soviet4imerican* 

negetiatians on the subject -- as indicated in the statement released by  the 

 USSR and the United States to -be press -- which were held from 6 February to 

4May 1978 in Geneva, the work of drawing up the said convention  ras  continued. 
- 

COD/W.302 
10 

(Mr. Pfeiffer, Federal Republic of Germany) 

Although we attach priority to the early conclusion of a CTB and a CT  treaty, . 

we also consider a complete ban on radiological weapons to be important as well as 

possible. We are looking forward to the results of the bilateral talks on this 

subject between the United States and the Soviet Union which were resumed on 19 July, 

endue  are  hoping for an early joint initiative wbich can be dealt with further in 

the Committee. In this respect we have been encouraged by the positive statement 

of the distinguiahed delegate of the Soviet Union on 15 August. 

The formulation contained in paragraph 77 of the Final Document of the 

special session devoted to disarmament dealing with the complex of new veapons of 

mass destruction provides for the conclusion of specific  agreements  on particular 

types of new weaoons of mass destruction which mgy be identified. We agreed to 

this text because otherwise it did not seam possible to meet the specific 

characteristics of a  given weapon in an effective ban which also has to include a 

verification system for that particular yeapon. 
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(Mr. Domokos, Hungary) 

In connexion with the new types of weapons of mass destruction mention should 

be made of the radiological weapon, which is expected to be the subject of a 

separate convention. . My delegation noted with satisfaction the information on the 

ne w round of bilateral talks and looks forward to a successful and early completion 

of these negotiations. 

This sàbject was already raised and discussed several years ago, but at that 

time the necessity for action was not generally felt. In the meantime, however, 

conditions have changed, from both the technological and the arms-limitation point 

of view. The need for an effective prohibition of the radiological weapons is in 

our opinion due to the following developments: 

1. The world-wide spread of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes and the 

growing share of nuclear power in national energy economies in an increasing number 

of countries has led to the accumulation of radio-active materials and know-how 

which might be .used for the development of radioloaical weapons. 

2. The possible use of radiological meapons is envisaged in the professional 

literature by men and methods similar to that of the CU. The aim would be - 

the  sanie; to kill troops or civilians or to prevent access to an area by 

contamination. The conclusion of the OW convention might generate interest in 

the development of radiological weapons. 

3. The non-proliferation aspect of the issue should also be considered. 

One cannot rule-  out the possibility that the radiological weapon's being a kind 

of non-explosive nuclear meapon may make its acquisition attractive to some 

non-nuclearL-weapon States. 

_POr  the above reasons, my delegation feels the necessity of a preventive 

measure. We support the efforts aimed at the preparation and conclusion of an 

1114 convention. 
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The CH:.IR'iald: I declare open the 40tii nlenm meetinc of the

.;oma.ittee on Dis,,xmesaent.

Me Committee sttirts today the considcratior of item ? of the qrogremr:ic c: "rK

"New types of weapons of mass destruction and. new syster.is of such reeons;

r<<1.i.oloCical i•reapons".

In connexion with this item, may I draaw the attention of the Commi ttce to

documents CDA1 and CD02, containinC an "IiCreed joint US-WR proposal on major.

elements of a treaty prolLibitinL the- development, production, stoclLpiline and use of

v-•'inl nCi.cal veanons", which are- being circulated in the official and i.,orhinG

at present used by the Committee.

Iir. ISQ&LYA13 (Uni.on of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Ruçs' an).

At the meetine between L.I. Lrezhnev, the General Secretary of the Central Comr:ittcc

of the Commtmist Party of the Soviet- Union and President of the Presi3ium of the

Suprern Soviet A the US.=•R and J. Ccster, the President of the United States whieli

tool_ place from 15 to 13 We thi s year, the leaders of the USSR and the United States

confirmed with satisfaction the achievement of bilateral agreement on major elements of

a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological

weapons. Today our agreed joint proposel is beinG presented to the

Committee on Disarmament for its further consideration and discussion.

We hope this step, uhich is a specific contribution by the two countries to the

erection of barriers against t11e further spread of the arms race, will receiv&. àu'^

recognition both within and outside the Com-ittee.

The document which has been distributed in the Committee is aimec: at preventi:2

the emergence of one of the types of weapons of mass des truction -- the radicloSical

veupon -- rrhich, should it be developed and used, could cause mass destruction of

human life and have e;:tremely dangerous consequences for mankind.

L::perts maintain that the-possibili ty of the development of radiological ere07:_.

is quite real. They have in mind possible varieties of these weapons such as bo.ioc,

shells, demolition charges and the like, which are designed to disseminate, by me=, of

an explosion, the radioactive material they contain; special devices or equinr!ent

which disseminate radioactive material by a non-e.:-plosive method, for e::awnle, by

dispcrsinC it in the form of liquid or solid particles as well as the radioactive

material itself with which such devices are filled.



Issraclvan, USU) 

There is every reason to-believe that the scale of the destruction wrought by 

radiological ueepons would be similar to the scale of destruction caused by 

radioactive materials mhich are produced in nuclear explosions and brin about the 

radioadtive contamination of the area. 

The importance of preventing the emergence of this type of meapon of mass 

destruction is also -connected with the fact that the rapid development of nuclear 

enerey and technology in many countries of the morld creates objective conditions 

for the large—scale proliferation of radioactive materials mhich, bein rhat they 

are, may be used In reaiological weapons. Such use of radiological materials may 

become technically accessible for a very large number of States. 

AS is knoun, the Soviet Union regards the prohibition of radiological weapons 

as a part. of  the solution to the problem of the comprehensive prohibition of nem 

types and systems of meapons of mass destruction. We are convinced-that the treaty 

prohibiting radiological weapons will constitute yet another important .  contribution 

to the limitation of the arms race, to saving manilind from the danger of the 

development and use of one of the Possible nem-tyres of ueapons of mass destruction. 

A major -step forward •ill be taken to prevent the use of scientific and 

technological progress for the purpose of developing neu types of weapons of mass 

destruction. 

I should now like to comment -on the principal provisions of the draft treaty. 

Ilhen elaboratine these provisions, the Soviet delenation endeavoured to have 

them worded in precise treaty language and, as far as possible, to put them in 

final form, which -would undoubtedly facilitate further work on the tent. 

Paragraphs I, II and III define the scope and subject of the prohibition. 

The obligations to be assumed by  the  parties to thretrcaty under these 

provisions would completely preclude the possibility of the deliberate use of any 

radioactive material, not produced by a nuelear explosive device, as a weapon of 

mass destruction. 

In this connexion, paragraphs I  and II are concerned vith the obligation net 

to develop, produce, stockpile, otherwise acquire or possess, or use radiological 

meapons. The term yradiolorical veapen" covers any device nni • ny radinective 

material, other than nuclear explosive devices or material produced by them, wilich 

ma;>' 	specifitally_designed for employtent as a weapon of mar;s destruction acting 

by radiation. 
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(Hr. Issraelyan. tin) 

In our vieu, the obligations assumed under paragraphs I and II completely 

preclude the possibility that parties to the treaty could make preparations to wage 

radiological uur 	developing in advance. special devicen, snd enpressly prohibit 

th employment of such devices to cause destruction, damage or injury.• 

On the other hand, in elaborating the provisions on the scope and subject of 

the prohibition,  ire  were fully aware of the fact that, in vieu of the steadily 

increased scale of the practical activities of States entailing the use of 

radioactive materials in arean of activity not prohibited by this treaty, situations 

connected uith a deliberate violation of the treaty could arise when it may be not 

evident uhether this or that radioactive material used to cause destruction, damage 

or injury is-or is not covered by the definition of radiological ueapons. 

The purpose of paragraph III is to prevent such deliberate use of radiological 

material which is not defined as a radiological weapon. 

In concludine our eplanations concerning paragraphs I, II and III, ue should 

like to duell ôh yet another important point. 

Of course, as we are talking about radiological weapons, it is emphasized 

throughout that this treaty does not cover nuclear enplosive devices and the 

radioactive material which is.produced during their eplosion, which means that 

the treaty does not deal with nuclear weapons. As is well known, the Soviet Union 

is in favour of the complete prohibition of all types of nuclear weapons and of 

beginning negotiations on this question. However, the treaty prohibiting radiological 

weapons has a framework of its our.. 

In drawing up the basic 1:revisions of the treaty prohibiting rajiological 

ueapons which are being presented to the Committee on Disarmament, we took into 

account the fact that the activity prohibited under the treaty abuts very closely 

and along a broad front on the various multifaceted activities of States entailing 

the use of radioactive material for purposes net related to radiological ueapons. 

Various aspects of this factual situation are emphasized by appropriate provisions 

of the treaty. 

Paragraph. IV iMDOSCS an obligation on the parties te the treaty not to assist, 

encourage, or induce any person, State, group of States or international organization 

to engage in. any of the activities prohibited under parag agraphs  1 and III. 



(iir. IJJr^eltt^n, US_•R)

Paragraph V emphaûizes the riClit of the parties to the treaty to carry out,

e:rithout hindrance, peaceful activitics in a corresnondinL field.

ParaCraph VI imposes an obligation on the pa:_ ti es to the treaty to take any

necessary measu,_es to prevent the loss and. diversion oî radioactive materials, and

to prohibit any activities contrar3, to the t_eûty. Paragraph VII also provides

that this treaty in no iray affects the obligations asst^raed by States under a number

of other international leC^1 instruments.

Paragraph VIII deals tritlz verification questions. It reflects the principle

that verificc>tion measures provided for in any agreement on üms limitation should

correspond to the subject and scope of the prohibition. The ex-perience acquired

Ath the agreements in force in the field of the limitation of the arms race and

Of ciisesmament was made use of in the prepare•tion of this provision. lllembers of

the Committee who tool: part in the elaboration of those a Creements -vill, of course,

immedi,-^tely notice t'ric. The provision provides for the establishment of a

cor.sultati ve• committee of experts to resolve questions reLaxdinC compliance with

obligations under the treaty, and states the conditions for makin^-; findings of fwct

should any doubts arise on ruestions of comrliznce with the provisions of the

treaty and on similar matters.

In draurin.- up the bûsic provisions of the treaty we proceeded from the need to

ensure its reliability, and to assure all parties to it that this instrument will be

a viable and effective means of arms limitation. It was precisely in this spirit

that we dre,îted the wording dealing -,Ath the introduction of e-mendments to the

treaty and the conver.inC, of review cônferences of the States parties to the treaty.

In concluding my statement, I would lilce to note that the aGreed joint

proposal trhich ire are subrittinG deals with the obliGation not to develop, produce

stockpile, othercri je acquire or possess, or use radioloCical weanons. In this

copne,sion, the Soviet Union understends that no obli^ations underte':en by States in

the projected treaty will be interpreted as coverin•C the use of radioactive

materials or any sources of radiation except such uses as the parties to the treaty

have undertaken not to engage in pursuar.t to the provisions of the treaty.

In submitting thi^ document, the Soviet dele;ation e.-.pre: ses the hope that it

will command the interest and serious attention of all members of the Committee.

The Soviet deleeation is airalc that members of thc. Committec may have various
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(Hr. Iscraelvan,  

questions to raise and that they will require to co-ordinate their respective 

positions with their Governments, but we nevertheless believe that as the Committee 

must take practical steps towards limiting the arms race, we Shall  ail  take the 

necessary measures to ensure that  the  draft treaty prohibiting radiological weapons 

is submitted to the thirty-fourth session of the United Nations General Assembly 

for consideration. 

- Er. FISHER  (United States of America): Today the United States delegation 

is tablin a proposal on major elements of a treaty on the prohibition of radiological 

weapons. A parallel proposal is beinfl tabled by  the  delegation of the 

Soviet Union.  Ile are presenting this joint initiative for consideration by all 

delegations with a . view. to the early conclusion of a multilateral treaty. 

In so doing, we are living up to the commitment in the joint United States-USSR 

communiqué of 10 June this year which reads: 

"Presient Carter and President Drezhnev were pleased to be able to 

confirm that bilateral agreement on major elements of a treaty banning the 

development, production, stockpiling and use of radielogical weapons has been 

reached. An aereed joint proposal will be presented to the Committee on 

Disarmament this year." 

Raàioloeical weapons (or radioactive material weapons, as they have also been 

called) have long been identified as potential weapons capable of mass destruction. 

In 1948, a United  Nations Commission identified as weapons of mass destruction: 

... atomic explosive weapons, radioactive material weapons, lethal 

chemical and biological weapons, and any weapons developed in the future which 

have characteristics comparable in destructive effect to those cf the atomic 

bomb or other weapons mentioned above." 

Nùclear e;:plosive weapons have been the subject of a number of international 

arms control agreements, and further neeotiations directed toward the cdntrol of 
• 

such weapons arc proceedine. Biological weapons have been prohibited by a 

multilateral treaty that entered.into force some five years atm. A convention 

whieh banned the use of chemical weapons wassiened in 1925, while efforts continua 

toward a comprehensive prohibition of chemical weapons. 
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The reriG.i.ninC cateCor^r included in the United Nations dcfinition of 1;'<<C was

radioactive 'mûteria.l weapons. At that time, the araounts of hi,211-1y radioactive

materiels in e.di ..tence were =•1l and, CeoGraphiccll; l, t;cre confined to a few

facilities. ITonetheless, it was recognized tlict, used as a weapon, these

materialÿ could cause mass destruction of human life. As Are are all aware, in

the succeedinL yearc the accumulation of radioactive materi^:ls has proceeded at an

acceleratine rate, and such material is now to be found at many facilities

throuLhout the z.rorld.

Consideration of the matter led my Government, in 1976, to sutgest before

the United Nations General Assembly that there appeared to be merit, in view of

the continuinE. proliferation of radioactive materials, in seehi.n` an international

aa^_-reement coverinL radiological ereapons.

The lcind of specific activities that the treaty would Prôhi.bit would be, for
ti.

e;cample, the use of radioactive material from spent fuel rods of a reactor over

an area to melce it imnassable or, in a populated area, to l:ill, harm or to force

evacuation of the population. It would also prohibit the develôpment, production,

and-stoclcpiling of devices specifically designed for such purposes.

In 1977, the United States and the soviet Unidn initiated bilâ.teral

consideration of this problem. Suirsequently, later in 1977, the two sides agreed

to pursue a joint initiative to be presented in this Committee, leadinE to final

elaboration of acomprehensive agreement banninE rai-ioloGical weapons. The •

United Nations G,•:ierel Lssembly rëcent3.y aemor_strated its b^linf in the d2sirabilit3-

of tal.inL steps to he:üd off any possible resort to this uea-pon of mass destruction.

The Committee on Disarmament also e:_pressed concern over the potential thre,%t nosed

by raG.ioloCicel veanor.s by -placing this subject on the agenda and nro{*ramme of work

for its 1979 session. jle believe that the agreed joint proposal we are presenting

today represents an adequate basis for the Committee on Disarmament to arrive at a

final treaty te;:t.

t*^ith respect to the te,,:t of the joint initiative, it should be said that the

formulation of restraints on the employaient of radioactive materiels presented a

major challenCe in the bilateral neGotis_tions, particularly as regards definition.

This was because there are so many uses of these materials that in no way involve

the inflictinn of destruction, damuee,"or injury by nezns of the radiation:produced
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mc teric?.1C• Or any ."iollrCe.^ of r:'.'lîwti0?_ E^:C•??)"L such '1C`C .., i"x-, t0 the treaty

pro- iono ta•^ t_ee:^^rl.wl^c no tn nc' to -^11ro^ i_-; ^;ir^.2.ni• tol^ne^er .hr.^•e ` _ _

.;11 nuclcw. c.: îlOï?l'^? '.r,'C':)OnC, t!iL.C_7 1'af1•_^.tiCY'_ C.1Cn•^- t;1t:1 ot1.C'r

Cl:::i:2n'.Cûive v^ffects, COllstitlitf: _, C^*G',:oT"j Oi :r•-^.C:,)Oi:" of ...zC^ destruction ^C:7crûte

liOL' rc^_C'•-iOloL•2c^^..^. 1rC^:.po?1i, and are tliereforC not C7VCrnd 1-Y t he Joint initiative.

ProEress in ct'S'J].nG :`i Cii 1rea1)Ons tllroilgh anPro,)riC_te control û:îran?Ciaent s is

a nriority objective of the United States Government. We are n21:inL every effort

to -advance that objectivc.

I trould noir lilce to summarize and comment on s;^ecifi c portions of the ^ro^osecl

elements themselves.

Paraz,,,raphs I and III contain the basic c'oli`ations of the propose! tr^2.ty.

Par4.rra1)11 I oti1.i,-ates net to deVel0p, j)roCi.'.ce, stockpile, Otl:ei'lriCC 4cÇLi? re

or possess, or use racliologic21 ueai)ons. - Para^aranh III is abroaa prohibition

of the intentionul dissem;.n2-tion of radioactive materi2l not defincd a,., an

rai:iOlo^1CC.1 ^:ec.^On for the pL117)ose o_^ CA:ls?n^ CICCt=UCtlon, Ci4F^-`C, or injury.

The clefinitior_ of a radiolo`ical wea?pon is U.= Jen in p2.ra;^raZ)lh II ; ne*ael;^,

1. c^ny CLev1 Ce s7ecifica.l.1^' desiL^nC`.t to eil^loi* radioactive II'c.tC:lc^ ^7 % C1150-T^' n^^tl::^

i t t0 cât^se destruction, C^^&5e, or ]_nju^^^ by L1_211s of the radiation ^'roduCe^: U^'

decay Of P.acil i1^?_tC:rial , or `Z. any radioactive lèlatCrlC.1 ."i7Ccîilc.l.lllvr def`,îcned for

sucI. use. :a I ner_tio_Ied Ue_ore, m:cleal e:.^losivc devices do not f211 under

this ciefinition.

P£Sa.rranh IV wOuld obligate pi^?'tiez not to assis t, onCJl.lrû^^•,i-1, or induce other

States, croups o? .citO.tes, or individuals to cn;=a.^_e in the actiV2 t1CC pro111b1.ted

by narat;rap110 I and III.

ParaC^rapll V ma'.es clea`r that the treaty i:ould not a»Ply to any of the myriad

uses of radiation from radioactive dECayr for 71Cûce_^lll 7idrnose s, and would not

stand in the wry of international co-oneration in this regard.

P2ra*ranh VI irould require parties to tal:c me..oures to prevent the los s or

cliver,-ion of radioactiv^, material:^ tn-l-ic'i r^i,,,ht be useJ in radioloGical wcaPons.
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(ii:.  Fisher, United States) 

An essential and long-recognized requirement of any effective arms control 

or disarmament measure is that it must contain m*asurés of verification adequate 

to the special ni_ure of the weapons to be controlled in order to create the 

necessary confidence that it ic being observed by all parties. The United States 

is.satisfied that the verification provisions incorporated in this joint 

initiative meet the requirements of this particular treaty. 

Paragraph VIII contains procedures proposed for dealing with problems that 

miEht arise in insuring compliance with the treaty. It sets forth the basic 

undertaking to consult and co-operate in solving agy such problem. It provides 

- for a Consultative Committee of EXperts. It also specifies procedures for 

submitting complaints to the United Nations Security- Council. 

The remaining paragraphs deal with such,matters as amendments, duration, 

entry into force, and so forth. 

The United States is, of course, aware that many, if not all, countries may 

wish to transmit the text to their capitals and that discussions durinE this week 

will of necessity be of a preliminary nature. Ue hope, however, that Governments 

will be able to act quickly on this proposal so that the Committee will be in a 

position to complete its work as soon  as  possible, perhaps in time for consideration 

by the First Committee of the General Assembly at its:thirty-fourth session. 

• Mr. SUJK&  (Poland):  1 propose to address briefly the third item in our 

schedule of uork  for the  current session of the Committee, namely, "New types 

of weapons of mass destruction  and  noir  symtems of such weapons; radiological 

-weapons":. 

First, however, I should like to say hou pleased I am to see you, Mr. Chairman, 

the representative of fraternal Bulgaria, presidinE over our deliberations in 

this very crucial period of our work. I am confident that your profound experience 

and dedication to the cause of disarmament  will  greatly facilitate the 

achievement of the objectives which  ire  all pursue. 

I also take pleasure in associating my delegation with the warm words of 

welcome which have been addressed.to  Hr. Jaipal, the distinguished Secretary of 

the Committee and the Épecial Representative of the' Secretary-General. 
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(Ur. Suika. Poland) 

As you will arree, Ur. Chairman, the Comnittec is quite familiar with the 

subject under 

of the Soviet 

objective has 

technological 

The objective 

discussion and the reasonn which led the Committee at the initiative 

delegation, to focuc its attention on this issue. The overriding 

been  cil flonr to erect an effective barrier to halt the 

arms race in the most sinister area -- weapons of mass destruction. 

has also been to take practical and early measures before any 

break4:hrough occurs in weapons technology, in fact before any research in that 

area can be undertaken at all. 

That objective  emains valid today when it is increasinrly realized that 

world peace and security can be assured only on the basic of the principle of 

equality of the military potential and of equal security of all parties. The 

recognition of those fundamental principles has made possible the elaboration 

by the UM', and the United States of the second strategic erns limitation 

treaty -- SALT- II. 

I would even go so far as to say that the recognition of and respect for 

those principles is what can most significantly promote the timeless aspiration 

of man for - a peaceful future in a disarming world, and for that ultimate and 

elusive goal of general and complete disarmament. 

As it will be recalled, in the joint United States-Soviet  Union Vicnna 

communiqué, issued on the signature of the SALT II Treaty, the leaders of 

the two Powers stated that neither is striving and will not strive for military 

superiority, since that can only result in dangerous instability, generating 

higher levels of armements wi.th no benefit to the security of either side. 

I believe that the messare conveyed in that statement Goes far beyond 

the mutUal relationship of the two contracting parties. Indeed, I believe 

that we all in this Committee should reflect upon its full meaning and 

implications for our immediate work. The question cf an international convention 

to outlaw the development, production and deployment of new types of weapons 

of mass destruction and of new systems of such leeapons is the logical next 

step toward halting the arms race,  a etep of universal concern underlined . 

in paragraph 77 of the  Final Document of the special session. 
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Je  face a situation in uhich vu are within reach of achievini7 the most 

humanitarian objective 	drafting a document which Vuuld decree once and 

for all that any scientific  .or  technclogical breakthrough cannot be ever 

put to use for other than peaceful purposes, that it cannot be turned against 

munkind. 

The elaboration of a universal treaty would provide a leeal basis for 

the domestic leeislation of States and would authorize action on an 

international level  in  case of proven or suspected activity contrary to its 

spirit and objectives. 

Indeed,,over the years vp have devoted considerable attention to 

advancinE Prospects of such an agreement. In our -work we had the benefit of 

expert advice. Scientific authority  iras  invoked to . varn the international 

community that  ire  are indeed on the threshold of the development -- in the more 

or less,distant future -- of new types of weapons of mass destruction. And 

yet little has been  donc  to halt the inexorable sword of Damocles. 

As vu recall, there were many objections and reservations formulated 

against the proposal to reach an all-embracing, comprehensive agreement. 

For some delegations such an approaCh  ras  much too comprehensive; others 

perceived it as an attempt to interfere with the freedom of scientific 

research. Yet others appeared incredulous that any additional ueapons of 

mass annihilation uould actually be developed, perhans riehtly believing that 

more than enoUgh .-:re now available. Then there was the in-vitable argument -- ,- 
what about the feasibility of effective verification and control? 

Let me deal briefly vith those objections. 

There,is certainly no doubt that the scope of the proposed international 

convention  is broad and universal. But cannot  ire  think of some equally 

broad and universal agreements in the history of international relations? 

Cannot we recall treaties that this Committee helped to negotiate whose scope, 

sienificance and possibilities of verification are similar to the one ire are 

now examininE? The 1971 SeaDod Treaty or the Environmental Modification 

Convention of 1977, to name just  tire. Are they not useful and effective 
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It may therefore be riGhtly su`Gested that a little prevention is better

than a lot of cure. ?Te reject the theory that the best tin^ ^or action

will come trlleri and if specific types Of treapons o-, mass destruction oxe

proven feasible, when they Got to the dracrin^ bo^d. `^llat r,i^ht be

traC.!ically late. Consenuently, m;,r deleLation submits that ^he best time to

act is now, and that the onl^r tr^y of zettinQ about the tasl:is to draft a

comprehensive treaty which trJuld cî^eCtlVely nrevLnt any and all type of new

t•r{:apons of mass destruction from, ever ^ettinG to the design stz.ze, let alone

as-senbly line.

I nd, finally, let us look at the issue of central and verification.

It was resolved i^irly t.rell in the aûavc-Lientior-nd a,^reeIIc?n^s. It has been

settled'rather successfttll;,r in the :i^_L`^ II ireatf, a1t'_lov^ll act.^.ittedly

there .^•1.'e people who 1!Culd not be ^)c^.rsua^C:Ci, n.r.'t L"- t point. 1 1'%r dei

can tl•il.nl: of no reason why on E:clual,z,r effective £?l:: satisfactory v:rlf2ca tiol'i

system shoulcL not be devised in the case of a com^rehensivc• trcaty bo.nsli.n;

the development, :roduci;ioll and dC.11G,,,i1^llt of new tyl)e:; of We?j?ons of m,-.3s

destruction and of now sy,teras of such trea7ons.
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Ily dele^ation is no t onc to deny the letitim^.cy of justified dou'ut.

Dut then, if we have such doubts about the scope, the reality of the danger

or the feasibilii;;• of verification -- vei l, lot us cal l aC-i'oup of

governmental e:-parts, indeed, as sua;_ested some time a!^o by the Soviet Union.

Set up and wor'_:inC tlnder the ausnice: of the Comr.^ttee on Disarma..^ent,

they could dispassionately examine arc-as with a potenti:l for the emergence

of new types of veLpons of mass destruction. A report by such a panel

uculd consicierably facilitate and advance our deliberations in that area.

Consequently,' the Polish del.eff action fully runnorts the proposal to ortanize

such aproup of expert;;, end we are prepa_red to co=operute with such a

group to the best of our ability.

Apart from my prepared statement I should like to e:-press the

satisfaction of the Polish delegation at the su'umission by the czistingLiished

representa.tives'of'the Soviet Union and the United States of their joint

proposai on major elements of a treaty prohibitinG the development, production,

stockniling and use of radiologi.cal véapons. This is an important arms

limitation measure uhich has been awaited with anticipation. Comine in the

;r-ahe of the SALT II aC.reement, it is a si`nificent testir•sony of the determination

of thé two neCotiatinL n?stieÿ to pursue and conclude successfully agreements

which they have been seélânL in other areas.

We are also hopeful that this welcome agreement represer.ts a valid

manifestation of ability and willingness to seel: a comprehensive treaty.

My delegation will vant to study that document carefully, and wishes

to reserve its ri`ht to comment on it in some detail at an o.npropriate time.

Ile believe that the Committee on Dis2rmaaent will fir.LL the necessary

time and an appropriate method for a further -- and in this case

multilateral -- consideration of the document so that it can be presented

in a treaty form to the forthcomine session of the Gerierel Assembly with a

recommendation for its approval.
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There is another subject I should like to dwell on. My delegation  vas  glad 

to hear that the bilateral negotiations on the banning of radiological weapons 

had been successfdlly concluded according to the indication given earlier by the 

two participants. We whole—heartedly welcome the agreed joint initiative by 

the Soviet Union and the United States on major elements of a treaty prohibiting 

the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons placed 

on the negotiating table of the Committee only today. 

My delegation higbly appreciates this joint initiative as the first concrete 

manifestation of the positive impact the Vienna summit was expected to make on 

the effectiveness-of disarmament efforts in various international forums. 1Je 

are aware that radiological weapons are not in the possession of any of the 

States, and that relatively few States have the potential for their development. 

My delegation, like others in the CD, will also heve to study the initiative 

carefully, to report it to the Hungarian Government and obtain the necessary 

clearance on it. However, we will spare no efforts in trying to ensure that 

it becomes a final disarmament treaty as soon as possible, which would be a very 

promising first step in prohibiting neu types of weapons of mass destruction. 

To this end, my delegation would propose that the Committee should do its 

best so that it could report to the thirty—fourth session of the General Assembly 

not only"that the joint initiative had been received but also that the Committee 

had accomplished a good deal of substantive work on it. 

.We still have enough time before the r•ssion of the General Assembly to 

acoomplish the necessary work and to approve of the initiative in its final form. 
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Er. HERDER  (German Democratic Republic): It was at the very outeet of 

the suer session of the Ccnmittee on Disarmament that my delegation expressed 

the view that,  ovine  to the recent improvement of conditions in international 

relations, it should be possible to obtain specific results in the work of the 

Committee. 

We now take pieaeure in finding that those assumptions have obviously been 

ponfirmed.in the conteXt of the banning of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction -- a context that is so decisive to the future of man. The 

German Democratic Republic appreciates, in this connexion, the proposal presented 

jointly by the USSR and the United States on 10 July on major elements of a treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stodkpiling and use of radiological 

weapons. 

We  consider this result a first step towards a conprehensive and Preventive 

ban on anx. new types and - systems of weapons of mass destruction. The text 

sdbmitted will be carefully studied by the German Democratic Republic. We feel 

that the greatest efforts should be made to conclude negotiations in the Committee 

on a finalized and definite text of the treaty before the end of this year. That 

would provide an opportunity to submit the draft treaty to the United Nations . 

General «Assembly at its thirty—fourth-session, and tô recommend its presentation 

for signature and 	 - ratification by Governments. 	 - 

Ey delegation feels that this first important partial achievement Should 

stimulate and eluourage us to discuss more concrete steps çm the roadleading to a 

ban on new types and systems of weapons of mass destruction. 

The objective of the socialist States is well known. Their intention  je  to 

rule out, once and for ever, any misuse of scientific findings and teChnological 

potential for the invention of new means of mass destruction. That objective 

can be achieved by a comprehensive ban of a.preventive nature that should take full 

effect before theoretical knowledge is translated into military applications. 

This is a notion Which has been fully confirmed by all the experience obtained 

so far with the arms race. This experience has shown that, as soon as a • 

militarily applicable research result had been achieved, .certain political forces 

appeared on the scene 	 pusL t -ncough at alz ,  1.ate the development and 
manufacture cl ne •  weapons. in order tu use them as a mean:: of alterinc the 
military balanze  cf fercer, . 
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Sir James PLIMSOLL  (Auztralia): Thio merning I want tO talk enly on the 

pronosalo that have been eubnitted to us on radiolegical warfare. The Australian 

delomtion weicomoc th -s iniiatte':: by two ceuntries. It is a very ?rood 

- development following out of the meetings between ill.. Brezhnev and 

President Carte ,' at Vienna. It is welcoeic for two reasons: one is that it will 

brin g the internatienal community into a field of arms control which has hitherto 

not been substantially entered by any ceuntry. It  i  always easier to reach an 

agreement in a field 	vested interest  ha  s not y et  developed. Neu the 

countrie•  of the world, and partieularly the zrat Powere, have not made 

radiological ueapons part of their arsenal, and we have a real chance, I think, of 

preventing this hapnening. This is the first reason why we should welcome it. The 

second reason is that, although it might appear to be small in itself, it is going 

to fill part cf the total picture that has been sketched out on the control of nuclear 

and related weapons and potentiality. It is eeeing to be a contribution to the total 

scheme of control and ultimate disarmament that we are working for. 

I would also like to welcome the way in which the two countries have introduced 

this initiative. They have submitted to the Committee a series of proposals which 

they had worked out carefully, and put them to us for cur consideration.  Nor  this is 

a very good spirit on their part. They are two countries which, though they have 

the exclusive competence or interest in this field, have a very particulâr rare 

of expertise and resources, and so it has been very useful that two of our members 

in this snecial p7sition have taken this 'eaitiative. Thou g different forms of 

disarmament uill haveto be handled differently, it is in a sense  coing  to be a 

pattern for the future of some thinzs and, similarly, will be the response of this 

Committee. Ue must  no  t appreach it in a nigglin nirit. U.e must not approach it 

in a spirit of wantine to make se= amendments juet for the sake of making amend-

ments, or asserting the cempetence or the right of this Committee to do certain 

things. There has eot to be a matching on bath ides, and that is the spirit in which 

the Australian delegation will approach this natter.  But  we do have to cive it 

careful consideration. 

There are several broad points that will need examinationby our Governments. 

One is the definition of the agreement.-- whother it is too wide, in the sense of 

permitting thinszs which should be centrolled; or, alternatively, whether it is too 

narrow in the sense of not alleuinc things that States would normally want to engece 

in. That is one thing we ohall all have to leek at. Another thinc is goine.to be the 
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peaceful applications of some of these

representative

their speeches

applications.

elements and manufactures. Both the

representz_tive of the United States

recoc-ni z^2d the neecz for peaceful

in
of the Soviet Union a_nd the

,^ade it clear tI^a± they had

They have reco`nized the

to impede it. So that

And then the third ône, of course, uhsch is the

is verification. And here we have

we match the

need in this

requirements with the

nec d for the treaty to allow that and not

look

:re t-rill all r.av_ to bear in mind•

!j.ost difficult one in many respects,

at it in a way that satisfies us, that

needs -- trhich means th.a t we do not necessarily

convention enforcement machinery, inspection machinery,

nachinery generally, 1-hi cl} is

take account in each of these

of it becomind a threat.

So these are the sorts

identical with that in other trFaties.

trelties of the nature

verification

We have tc

of the threat, the li'_celihooâ

of thi n^s ^:e have to bear in :nind ir_ our considerations

and, as I have said, we do not do it in a r_ijg`li?^ spirit or with any feeline-

that we have C.ot to make amendments for the sa_.e of amendments. But we have to

seriously.
We have to remember that this Cor.mittee is in a sense a trustee for

the members of the United Nations. They rely on us to make the detailed

examination of proposals on their behalf. That means that it cannot be a

perfunctory e1amination. It means that it t•rould not be, I believe, consonant

do i t
all

with

our duties if we were to refer this mv.tter quic.cly and I.ri thout adequate

consideration to the First CoM11-nit tee of the General Acsembly. 1-!e are

dump triin¢s in the lap of the First CoTnrittee. We are her-a to carry out the

to

preliminary and exhaustive examination so that the Fi r':^t Cor.i.*iittee will have some

confidence that when somet'_:ine comes before i t, it has already been sulomitted to

scrutiny by the major Polrer.,, by a group of other countries represer_tine- theI broad

spectrum geographically and politicall;^ Of the t•rorld. And we will want to take

advantaCe, I think, of any views that may be ex nressed in the next few

;iembers of the United 1,11ations uhich are not r•.embers of this Committee,

v,ould be de^irable for us to ensure that this draft document is in the

other Iiembers of the United :Taii ons .

months by

so that it

hands of

And. if we do do our "orj: resnonsibly, carefully, it id-11 increase the

chances not simply of adoption by the General Assembly -- which is only; one

step -- but also the chances of wide accession to the treaty by the countries

to

is t:lc second point th

of

the world. And that is ver=t necessary becau:e any country i4iich has a developed
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peaceful nuclear indus tr.I m2e.ilt very well t1IC?2''':'1` a<<iL1'2 some czpacity t;)

manufacture, acquirs a l ^ emZ^lo;V ^^tdi c 1oLic ^^:L r-aancn.. Am so we need, if possible,

to get the entire t•rorld comnnuli ty to a cc•eùe to this treaty, and in order to do thi,:,

as I say, this Coi?u-:ittee has to play a responsible nart.

Now as far as the laustre.lian dele; atio.z is c.ncerned, Imast say quite fran',ly

tl'iat we are not in a rosition this Z7,ei: or next ?:eel. or indeed before t1lis session

of the Coir:mittee r1111She5, to cive i t that scrutiny. I have, I1?tu_rallt,r, like other

re;-,rese2ltaii ves here, sent the te_rt to r,^, Govein.:ent. It will have to be looked

at by our expert-s, not only our sciElltifiC experts, but experts who may wish to

ensure that peaceful uses, for e..a=:ple, in tha medical field, are no t beinc-

infrinCe CÎ. o r that dan^El'S are not bei21L left opi:n. Merv' will have to be not

simply expert examination; tltere will have to be a C'22•t•7i.ri 1:::oiL'1t of cons id e ration

and co-orc3i.tlai:icn between 1iLtC?'i:: 1:!'d parts Cr our CcL•C1'lll::•?at, and this L:'1.ll T.ai.'e

some time. And 1 coinet believe tila t i -U 1.: l'O^Î l^'i•1 tC^ e::t)c.; t thc^•t this can be

done by this Co.mittee bafor,^^ the General Assei?1b7;• meets this year.

I welcome the fact that the reure::e:ltc:tit-e of the Soviet Union and the

ÿe Jl'eCe2ltatiVe of the Ullil'eCl States have said. that they a I1C! tli(el -;
wi l Î l,C

at^a Zl2..'tile for consultation by any Iiei.L'er: of tilis Coi+S:àitte•? if we have any

questions to raise. As I have :ai d, I czoubi^^.*iletller the r,u-traliezl de?e`e.tion ^'rill

be in a position to raise any l-,ijaestlolls Gl',rinC th lc sessicn, 1 tahe it t!î2-t

these two ûoverl^s?entS are 2.Zs0' e}:vLridilla the 1nVl.tatio2i to uS i•I:_Otl^:l our

respective Ei'baS.°. 3s to raise any questic s i•"_ tC pu'Stle a1"'_ consulta -ions in

l'.o3COtl and é':asbi'_lten. And, therefore, if we do not take the tLtiI.:ate 2.Ct4on at

this session of the Committee, it Qoe-- not mean thalt we are eoillg to, be inactive or

doing no L•:orK. Work will be done In our C2Ditals, i t V-1-1-1 1)C dore in CCI1Sii_tatlonS,

and I l•1Ji1lCI su`jgest that the be.t 1.12iC for the at ï•'zils st22e ''70'tZlQ be t0

r°CO^ûe21'.'L t0 the senera? _ rs^cEu.y -Cor
a rCSO^il.l^Ii 5CI:e:it.cl a101?` these,r ~ lJ_ for ^:..^1.^^ ^ L y

linP_s. I say ^?.lC11_ these iZn°_S; I a7:'. not Z]Li.ttlnt forLca_•7 a i^1'1^ ^i words -- "tt.:8

General Assembly, belie ain^g that a treat r on ra3ioloçical Lree.por_^ would be a

l .,̂-^^t"^^̂  ^ the faC t that thevaluable contribution tu world pzace and ^ seciari.i}r, cre_•

United States and the ^o viCt Union have :L:JII11.ttCC to the Committee on Disarmament

for its. cons '_uerai 1C11 ^.r-ait proposals for a treaty. Cl: rad-CI^^'_..al i:t'cl)OnC ^ no te s

that the COWi:^ tfle on PisarlilamCnt ilO.: 'OO^uI? COn:31;LerC_12b1_ of the q7a°S tion Gf

rauicloCical weapons and src-C_ificO:ïly ef this proposal; requl^st^ the CoirT:ittee cn

iÎiswrI ^amEnt to submit to the G?Ile:'C.l Aosembly for i t* coIl?lcler8.t21n, a t the

'Ghi r t,: -f if t}1 Ezos1.on, (namely, I2oX t year' :: session) a rlraf L. tri •^. t"' C1'
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radioloeical weapons". Nov, that would ensure first that, throuch our report, the

countries of the world, Tienbers of the United Nations, had before them the text

of this draft proposal and some F...C'.^.ouT!': cf 8'1',' .':'-^•r'J-` "? O.'.?^ we have had, ?..n^^.

secondly it would also enable the General Assembly to record its consensus of what

we are doing. to welcome the United States/Soviet preposal and to give us a firm

deadline for comi.nC up with e, treaty. I dr) not think it would be wise to say

that it has to be completed at our next session, but at this stage I think that

would. be a good objective. Iiot•reL•:?r, it may well be that further questions will

arise for clarification or that we might have another priority early next year,

particularly with the Review Conference of the IIon-Proliferation Treaty cominZ up.

How t•rhat_I am sue.gestine is not in any way dispara`irt the importance of this

subject or the need for haste; quite the contrary, it i s because we think i t is

important that we believe this Committee should approach it with a full sense of

the importance of the matter, with a full sense of th: signifioa.nce of t•;i,at has

been propos'ed to us, and by doing so help to ensure that the widest possible range

of countries will acced.e to the treaty when it is approved by the United Nations

General Assembly.

I-Tr. SOIA VILA (Cuba) (translated from Spanish): Comrade Chairman, it is a

pleasure for my delegation to see you p_esidinL over the deliberations of the

Committee on Disarniament durinC the r:^onth of Juiy; you cone _"rom. a brother

country -- Bulgaria -- with which Cuba r:aintains the most profound and fraternal

relations of friendship and co-opere.tio.i. ':'e are suri the,t, z,_>>eT your able

leadership, the Com.':ittee will mG'_:e progress in the tasl: before it during this

final stage of its worl> for this yewr. You may ccunt on the support, and

co-operation of my deleC.ation to that end. .

I also take this opportunity to express to your predecessor,

Ambassador Celso Antonio de Souza e Silva of Brazil, our mos t;:incerâ appreciati cn

for the t•rori: accomplished duris.E the month of June. I should also like to extend

the warmest welcome to our colîeaLues, Ambassador Alberto Duriont of Argentina,

Am'oassador Sir James Plimsoll of -.1u--tralia, Jlmbassador ICaser:: Radjavi of Iran, and

Ambassador Felipe Valdivieso of Peru, and to express the 'greatest satisfaction at

the designation of I-1r. Jaipal, of India, as Secretary of this Cors:^ittee, We are

well acquainted with his e1perience and c•risdora, i:hi ch will surely mmal:e a valuable

contribution to the success of the _ uork of this multilateral disarmament

negotiating body.
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In accordance with the timetab]e adopted for our sunmor session, the 

Committee on Disarmament.is no W considerinc item 5 entitled "New types of weapons . 

of mass destruction and new systems of•such weapons; radiological weapons". EY 

delegation welcomes the joint proposal submitted by th* Soviet Union and the 

United States on major elements of a treaty prohibitinz the development, production, 

stockpiline and use of radiological weapons, contained in documents CD/51 and 

CD/32; this joint initiative is consistent with paragraph 76 of the Final Document 

of the special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, which states: 

"76. A convention should be concluded prohibitin ,7 the development, production, • 

stockpilïne and use of radiolocical meapons." 

EY delegation.has taken note not only of this draft treaty, but also of the 

statements made by the representatives of the Soviet Union and the United States, 

and will carefully consider all the elements in auestion, so that it may collaborate 

in ensurin£ that the treaty will constitute a further contribution to eeneral 

and complete cilearmament. 

For my country, as for those countries at present eneaeed in a stubborn 

strugele for economic, social and other forms of development, this question is 

of special importance. It is alarming to note the fieures of current expenditure 

for military purposes -- approximately ',410 billion a year, about C?1 million 

per minute on the arms race -- while the vital needs of MDSt of the world -- health, 

educatiOn and nutrition -- remain unsatisfied. .Today, the countries of the 

so-called third w rld have increased thci'military expendiures from 4 to  

14 per cent, unquestionably as a result of the prevailing world situation, a 

subject which •e do not intend to go into here, in this negotiating body, the 

task of mhich is to arrive at concrete measures  for  disarmament. 

It is the developed countries that stand out because of their use of their 

scientific and technological resources for military purposes. It is in these 

countries that a lare  proportion of the labour force works in industries 

specializing in the production of military rmods; the developing countries, in 
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many cases with extreme difficulty, are using science and technology to solve 

problems of their very survival. It is vital, therefore, nat the Committee on 

Disarmament should make progress in that regard. The international community 

is awaiting from us m asures mhich will contribute to the improvement and final 

solution -- of the problem of halting the arms race. 

One need only ask mhat mould happen if the expenditure on research and 

advances in science and technology mere used not for military purposes but 

for scientific purposes. The answer is not difficult; the utmost efforts must 

be made towards that end; we must prevent advances in science and.technology 

from being used for military purposes; we must prevent such new weapons of mass 

destruction from cOming into being. It is not logical, nor is it in keepins 

with the aspirations of mankind, tbat we - should wait until sueh nem meapons have 

been developed, until they come into being, before "calmly" beginning to 

consider how to prohibit them.  lïhat we  must do is to ensure that tbsy are not . 

produced ill the first place. 

Paragraph 77 of the Final Document of the special session devoted to 

disarmament states: 

In  order to help prevent a qualitative arms race and so that 

scientific and technological achievements may ultimately be used 

solely for peaceful purposes, effective measures should be taken to 

avoid the danser and prevent the emergence of new types of weapons' 

of mass des -bruction based on new scientific principles and 

achievements. Efforts should be appropriately pursued aiming at 

the prohibition of such new types and new systems of -weapons of 

mass destruction. Specific agreements could be concluded on 

• particular types of new weapons of mass destruction which may be 

identified. This question should be kept under continuing review". 

From a careful examination of this paragraph, we reach the conclusion that 

the most appropriate and most effective approach is to put into practice the 

part which states: 'Efforts should be appropriately pursued aiming at the 

prohibition of such new types and new systems of weapons of mass destruction". 
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Scla Vila, Cuba) 

In that reeard, my delegation believes that the consideration of this 

topic is clearly consistent •ith resolut'on 3479 (XXX) -and esolution 33/66 B, 

paragraph 1 of which states: 

"Requests  the Committee on Disarmament, in the ii;zht of its existing 

Priorities, actively .to continue negotiations, with the assistance of 

qualified governmental experts, with a view to agreeing on the text of an 

agreement on the prohibition of the development and manufacture of new 

types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons, and 

to expedite the preparation of specific agreements on particular types of 

such weapons". 

Ile support this proposal. If, for example, an agreement of this type had 

existed, perhaps it would have prevented the manufacture of the neutron bomb, 

which was  utterly rejected by the whole international community. 

We do not share the view that agreements can be concluded when it becomes 

possible to identify different types of weapons. That approach leaves the door 

Open for the continued use of scientific and technological advances for thé 

development and manufacture of new weapons, even more lethal and refined than 

those already in existence. 

lie also base our resition on the conviction that the text of any aereement 

that mieht be arrived at by a group of governmental experts would be paralleled 

by objective studies of the question. That •ould constitute a further 

'contribution to ..ne valuable reports on t:isarmament already prepared, and 

oonsequently a further step towards eeneral and complete disarmament. 

We believe that, if, in its report to the thirty-fourth session of the 

United Nations General Assembly, in addition to submitting the draft treaty on 

radioloeical • eapons, the Committee also reports its agreement that the croup of 

experts in question should work on negotiatin2 the text of a treaty prohibiting 

the developMent and manufacture of new types of wee.pons of mass destruction and 

new systems of such weapons, this would be welcomed wholeheartedly by the 

majority of members of the supreme world organization. 



I-1r. Pi^'L=12: (Pederal Renublic of Ger.marV) : It is my privileC.e and iny

plewsure to mcla-_.ie the Italian Anibzassc.dor, I••LrquitiVi-ttorio Cordero di i•Iontezenolo,

as head of his delegation in the Cor.uaittco on Disariac.ment. I an vexy confident

that 4:e sI1.lI enjoy S:ii;Il Il?x the same cordial and friend?y co-operation we bad

l:itii his predeceosor, Ambassador IFicolo Di Bernardc. Please conve;; to

A-mbassatlor Di Bernardo our best visi?es.

This 1:-ee1_'s discus:^ions in the Committee on Disa3micz^ent are devoted to

"Ne,", types- of l:eapon.: of L7_ occ destruction end n l: s;;Tstei"^O o-`, :'1lcl: ?•7e,-Tons;

rat^ioloGical véapons" .

We are glû.d, to note ttl£Lt. at our.last meeting the t190 neCotiating partie:,

the United StAtes of America and the Soviet Uni, on, introduced to t1he Co:_,miittee

in two separate letters an "kr-roed joint US=dSSPt propcsal on mâjor elements of

pili n; and use ofa treaty prohibitinG the develonraer_t, production, ctocl:-

ra.dioloSical meaÿ:onc". I conCratule.te the two parties on the success of the_r

joint eff 4'ort:. I take it as agood onen for the future encleavours of the tua

p7 arties to Z^]'or'_^ out other joint 1?roi^Osal-, peri:aj?., coverin" even more important

i ssues of disarraanent.

Ttr delc^.ti on r_eitlzer overe::tir3ates nor undcrestimatec the inl^ortance of

the issue at ste,:_e. We regard it beinG imortwnt that apor,sible nev means

of - arfare 1.s COvere[l by the propos-Z-1 ^l1tl? the ai_C'e of, e..^luc=nr, it 5 development

and application once and for all.

is termed "ele-men:s" in the draft bCfO::e LE^. is c^• rather Con:?lete

te.-:t already forl,ulated in trekty 11nGuace. Only the preuLlble is :aissinS.

But I thinl. the Comi ttee 1•:ill not only- cOncCntratc on the 2:!_ssinG prc:ombt'_lar

but also deal idii:cl the oti,er elements of the trCety '.:r:-.t.

l;tr dele6ration is prepared to contribute actively and con,-,-' ruc-livZlj' '.:o'tlle

deliberations in the Committee on Disarna.ment in order to Give tlle joint proposal

its final structure and sllca;e. lie sl:a:e the vie, of those spet!;ers l:ho

expressed tlle].1 E:lppOrt for the proposal, but made it Cleµr.at the C^*7e time

that the Cormittee does not feel it ii-, under a particular time pressure to •

finalize its deliberations.

Full use should be made of the calXacity and capabili•^y ef Cor.w:ittee nembers

to vorli out, a treaty lrhicll l:ill receive, al on ? is pizsentation, the unanimous

support of the United .Ilations. The Comr_,ittee cilo•a1.l set an exe-z:ple by tai)i inE; a

coi"?ÿ:rel)enzive tr?c tfto 1•IIIico the ovC-rl:Ilc^.lillnt;, major ty of- StateC; ?•1ill accede.

The Col'.llli ttC'C should t11erF'f0_t CCIt;:? l'1-^r carefully i:Gl: i t can bC:.;i: orL^,_.?71-_:c the

Of UiiC treaty.



C:;% rv -
)J3.

(i;l I'feiffe'r Feâe._'^1 1te,)ttblic of Germamr)

1ü dele£:ation feels tl:cat the_e vil-, be c. more a.?:-nrop:_,7iate oP.,ori,.+r.ity at a

later J3taGe to deal more s7ecifically tue ele:Jent:^ of the joint r_

before us.

o1^osG1

I•le lis tened ca1'efiLly to tti1-,^; e: .12l ï.:.nî:tiOn:• [' ven to LLC by the p two

authors of the nrorosal durinC. our la-:!t _,lenar,y.

I may, nevcrtileleso, be c1lotJc•d tr, touc?: bri ef=y on two c_srecto t:liich, for

L^;r Clele^^ -ion, are of 71art1C LA1' 1lApertancG. iirCt, it must 'Je made clear

be;^ond any doubt that the tTea^ r Ctoes not a.,_rly to -- as st^tec? b;,•

United States AT!ic^.ssE1.dol' Fisher in :`i'f: enti n^^T.' t'::•: propos-,7_1 -- llavu of the

^r,•i e: _^̂ u.c; of radioactive Ciecc^,;' for ^'^a=ef 1.1 l'àlr}1Jv^^tt . The1:^ ^. radiation f rom : r<_

TîeaCeful. use of l'c^C.1.c3i;ion II1:2si, romain fully

The second- point I[dCttl.d like to toucil upon is t :e verification system

as errrieaaed•in the joir.t prc:,osal. It if. i zentica'_ t.,i th the s;•sten includec?

in the Convention of the }`roil_bi t1.on of i111.i tR?n,- or Any Other 1i7.r,t21e Use of

Envi_or.r:enta? iiodific,,tiori Techniques (M.\!•ll%7). 1 7e ??:C:v CO al G2î^ !:1ti"s it, bu t

it is our unâ.erstanLlin- that the veri^ication c;^sten _^_ovidet^ for in the trea ÿ

UTobibitl.ng raL.loloil.CG.l ?Je£•p^nS is complcteiy -,Jithoitla !nre7Lâ&Zce to and not.

binding for any other _•eal disamai::eni agreement whicl: t:ill be r_ego tiated in

the future . ^L^;I'eL?G12iS i?i,iCi? rCClU11'e, inter cll.a, c_:''ual î•:=C•ponS destruction

need a ver` different 'verilic2. tion S`: tGi7.

iettirninC. briefly to the itCL? L1n6v'r discussion, rame!zi', "IT-ev Î'IeG.UUI:s of

, • ^. j era iU e1„`E s CieStil!c tio2: and now S^'StciiS of SàlG.h !:c2_î.^I.S^^, I should l41:e 'O re•

.W a l ï, I^ith, ele^ v Lionis r^ c11-':r.ocJr_ ?7^vS_t1oI2 that U11?L° t'e??02?G have to be Cte3

not in a -eneral aCreerlent, but on a case-by-case bc.sis. We believe that a

meaningful prohibition of ::e2.yJon:3 of mass destruction can be 2..CT71.e['ed only

by defining ti:éce veapons in scpe._a}e agreements and at the cme time by

defir.ing an adequate ve_if i cc.tior_ systeiri ZJï:iciî Eaarar.tees the observance of

all parties of theiz' -- cre.i t> ïcr_.s.

ISST-irl:«-r;IAs: (Union of Soviet Socialist îcepublic: )(tra:îelc' ed frUI

Ÿ:uSsic.lî): In accordance à:i th tile li]'U(,-T-iC.:.-..̂!e of l:G^l : t:e have approvcd, "lie

Cor•s:i',;tee on Disert:a::,cr.t Lac be;;alZ corsideration cf tquestion ci' tï:e

prohibition of the Ctf`I IU-û.lCi manufacture of n^iJ types and 1.1, 0'

FJeaponC of mass C?E`:-^t?uc-t:ion .
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- In the context of the present scientific and technical revolution, . 

unprecedented sentific progress is inevitably accompanic by an increasing 

danger that scientific and technical achievements mill be used to develop new 

weapons, and in particular  nez  types and  ystems of weapons of mass destruction. 

It is •ell known that the press and scientific and militai circles in a number 

. of countries are diScussing in depth the question of usirr -- for the purpose 

of causing destruction, damage or injury -- various physical phenomena which 

mere previously not employed for such purposes and wilich can be used to develop 

new types of weapons of mass destruction. - 

In taking the initiative on this  question in  the United Nations, the 

Soviet Union  drew the attention of the international community to the danger 

threatening it. Discussion of the matter in the United Nations and in the 

Committee on Disarmehent has quite clearly revealed tbat an overwhelming number 

of States,.in the world understand the need to prevent the achievements of 

scientific and technological progress from being used. for the_purpose of . 

developing  nez types and systems of weapons of mass destruction. The 

manifestation of that understanding is already an important result of the  

discussion of the question. The determination to prevent the dangerous 

evolution of events is reflected in a number of General Assembly resolutions, 

including the Final Document adopted by the special session of the 

General Assembly in 1978. However, there is still no unanimity on specific 

ways of solving the problem. 

The Soviet Union is making considerable efforts to put into practice the 

idea of prohibiting the development and manufacture of new types and  ystems 

of weapons of mass destruction. 

As is well known, as long ago as 1975, the Soviet Union submitted a 

draft international agreement on the prohibition of the development and 

manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of 

such weapons. - The General Assembly recommended that the Disarmament Committee 

should work out the text of such an agreement. The Soviet Union, taking into 

Cr• 



account the comments and wishes expressed by a number of States during the 

subsequent discuLJion of the problem, suilitted an expanded draft agreement to 

the Disarmament Committee in August 1977. This, document envisaged (a) the 

comprehensive  prohibition of  the development and manufacture of ne v types and 

systems of weapons of mass destruction, with a list of examples of the specific 

types to be prohibited; *  (b) the possibility of supplementing the initial 

list in the future; and (c) the possibility of concluding separate agreements 

on specific new types of  seapons of mass destruction. 

In the view of the Soviet Union, the road to a comprehensive solution of 

this problem is the most straightforward and reliable. Naturally, in proceeding 

towards the objective, not only main highways but also hyways can be used. 

However, it is important that all these ways and maths should meet at the same 

point. 

As  is known the bilateral negotiations conducted with the United States 
%. 

sinee 1977 on the preparation of a joint proposal on the prohibition of 
radiological weapons led to the achievement of an understanding on major . 

elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and 

use of radiological weapons ..  The joint Soviet—United States proposal on 

this question  was  submitted to the Committee at its last meeting. 

The Soviet Union is also prepared to adopt the se constructive approach 

in future to the learch for measures to  event the emergence of separate neu 

typec and systems of weanons of mass destruction. In addition, we Should 

like once more toemphasize that the conclusion of separate agreements, 

notwithstanding their importance, does not offer a solution to the problem of 

completely sealing off specific avenues of the arms race, but rather increases 

the need for it. 



CO/Vv./1'2 

ilr. 1.;11C.ia) (Canz....ds.) (translated i'ren 1.creach) -.  As many other delegations 

have done before me, I should like 1.-,o take this opportunity to expresz.; the 

Cznadian GovernmL•It's satisfaction at th(... submission of the joint 

i)rowial on i:..tjor ell:gents  of  zt tros.ty 

d.e.velopment, production, :.-,tockpil-irig. and use of radiological treanOnc. Although 

the draft agreement concerns a ban on weapons which do not exist, in view of our 

concern.  to curb technolosical developments which stimulate the arms race 

(a concern which led to our proposal .  to prohibit the production of fissignable 

material for vreanons purposes), we are :Yratiried« that the text is before the 

Committee on Diceasmament. re also hope that the other bilateral megotiations.- .  _ 

between the United Stater, and the USSR will have a similarly successful Qutcome. 

In view of our heavy programme of work, we do not think it will be possible . 	. 	. 

really to come to grips with the problem of drawing up a treaty to prohibit such 

weapons within the short time still at our disposal. Our respective Governments 

will also need . time to study the text which has just been submitted to us. 'le 

would, for example, in particular like to study the implications of the 

viLrieio.r re..nc.lul.-e for --it:*Licr itiaarriament U.•;1'e:nnni:s. jj reards the 

procedure envisaged for the review of the treaty, we wonder whether a 10-year 

period before the first conference is not tco long. Paragraph VI an measures 

to prevent loss and. diversion will require carefu.1 studye ils other delegations 

have suggested, ie hope tha.t the Committee on Disarmament will -take note of this 

development in it annuz.:1 report, but we , 'e not thinlc it will be possible to 

start nezzotiations before our next session. 

CORDDRO DI 110ETEZZEOLO  (Italy): As I am taking the floor for the • 

first time, I should like to avail myself of this opportunity to convey to you, 

Ur. Chz.Liamiux, iiy iincere conuratulz-ttions on your lcsumption of the chair of the 

Committee for the current month. 

liay I also express to you and to the other distinguished colleagues who 

welcomed me in my new capacity of leader of the Italian delegation my gratitude 

and ray desire to develc-p t.d.th all of you the most co-operative and friendly . 

 relationship. 

Today it is my intention to refer specifically to the problem of the•  _ 
prohibition of radiological weapons, a subject: on which the attention of our. 

Committee was ..lr•ady focused last ueek. 



(i:_ ^.Gi•l^'•2^ f:- liC11^L'i.t:Ll:i1n. l'taly)

On 10 July, the United State^ and Soviet ri^lery: tian^ jointly ,-re:;or.ted 1:o

the Committee on Dis,-rsier.ient a i 13' .llpl propoc;al "on major nlements cf a treaty

prohlbiti7i the Ci2vel oT.i7enti, proilLlction, '-:-f:ock-,.ilinr ;±rlri. -if:e --- 'L

ereupon:^" .

iiy cleleCation, .t thi:_1 jur.cture, ::ould '_il:e to -place on record i.t:.

v.pprecia+,ion for the pouitive conclusion of Lhe bilai.r--ral te1:_c on mat ter.

The joint initiative in conUVl^2'G•cl i;jir: I1: .ll,.i.t7 GCVC•rncieIII, ^ti:; %, ;!i^ ltl_Il^iul

,^%::p-ression of the renet7ed. dedication and commit-mont of the two i:iajor :a .litary

Power:: to the se:,.rch for concrete neasures :.iraed at coiatrolli.nC ti:e various

of the arms race.

:ir; Atnbassador Fisher, the di ,tincui:;hect representative of the Uni-.;Gd States,

*pertinentlf recalled in introducirg tizis proposal, radiological -.aeanons "have

lonC been identified as potential weapons capable of mass destruction".

As early as 1943, the first resolution adopted by the Commission of the

United ifations for Conventional Ai-rsaraent;; Utatc:d that ti•reapons of mz.ss destruction

l0.d to Le defined to include atomic nxnlocive ti•1ez:non:;, -i•a.dioactive :zz:tt:ri.zl

ueapon:, lethal chemical and biolo4^ica1 ir^anons, and any weapons developed in

the future with characteristics conaparaüle in destructive effects to those of

the atomic bouo or the other vreaposzs noted above.

iïore than 30 ye1rs have na::::Id. Jloucnver, the lgij8 clefi;iition has never

been challenged in i tâ• substance and. continues to i7alntaln, in our view, its

full validity. 1:ari:^? this in mind, my -.elegation conside%,s the prohibition

oî raliolo^^ical weapons a_ cooner_dal,le rnd responsible steP forward in C^F1oTt3

to brinff about real disarmament ^.mder effective international control.

I.: welcominj the joint Uniteri -States/USJR pÎo7o<îLl, we all realize that the

implication, of the prohibition of ra.c'.i ologic31 weapons clearly extend beyond

the bilateral relations of two States.

i.s a nuuiber of previous ^per:lhe-rs have noted, and I should li?ce in narticular

vo quote :aioassador Is::racl;/an, the distinZuisheù representative of the USSR:

"The irwportar.ce of preventine, the e;zergence of this tSTe of :reapon of

mass (lestruction is also coiunecte!i with the i.-%ct that -the rapid develonment

of nuclear 3rlqrr t and technoloig;T in r.t.•riy countries of the :-:orld creates

objective cond.i::ionu for the ïcirz^e-ccale p-roliferation of radioactive

r.iaterial3 :-rhich, U-iit what they are, may oe used in radioloCical :•reapons.

Such use of rldioloeica1 mlterials may become technically accessible for a

-rery larae number of :Qtaf:e:;".



,;.i',,/1^v •

(iir Cc^r('.^.1 , 1?i t1^ri1.çZ_.12o1c:, t-.:,^?(^

:in Liri:. v,^ i'(,rr1 ►.;r.l. L-in:• Cnl.(r.tiLLr.•., nl l Di: •:..rr1: •mcal-i: 11:::• 6I:1^(t".c 6; !;() Live

care:'vl ;.nd in-cienth conoi(lerr.tion to the elemellt : ri.=^e,: t.non the nz^.rtiF:s to

the bilateral ne(TUtiation^, ;..Ili ^. tlle'.r to L•ro.rlClrtj ^':{; i:i'.e texi: of v, ial?lt:llc ter,^l

a,:rceineat o.cce_, tc:-)lc to cal t!i<:r.:be re. Of i.ile Cc,rvnittee.

NY delE- tion :1il.l Cive the cT-ca£.+, prono;;al beforra us ;eriou:: considerat.ion,

-mil i. -̂. C::rL^^1.11lJ li].lll.t^ti LO 7).:rticin^L^:C CsC't1VElf in thehre r.et ^^ti;: FlOn:. il:tiCli cr
i

1.0 l(: Off-th?(} oit t}l:1: Dl:'.}.^.('.l' J.11 (i lY ^^l1C7Ll^_i.i.f:(:. ^IU!1^'V•'l', !h.. ClClll :J Z't^iC::OIliC::l(3

oerior of tune to studf it and to mai-c: cler^r cii;'- min(,,.

I ilnde2•ot:•114L that otheÎ f1P.le?utior-. c:.rp in. tue .^-.oI1e position t:nC.l !-iill needl.

:sum,2 i:imi Lo cori:nil'L• tLei?• t,ovvx•iimEn'.:cs :-,.n(1 for cc constructive
CI i;;cuc:;ion.

Nrtileimlorc, we should not îorre t that our Committee has already a icr_vy

Uuiieciule for the fec•r c-reeks nrececlinj the closure of the nresent session. This

ccïlecïule inclu4e; consideration of .liZh-priority problems cuch as the prohibition

(,f cilc;mical weapons and the nuclear test ban and, in addition, the nrep: ration

of a report. c,hiçh will require special n.ttell'ion, heinG the fir3t report Of the

Cc.rmittee on i)i,lrm4raent since its enlarGement; and renovation.

The an;;e:;sment of the elements propo;;ecï by the United States and the USSR

and, the elaboration of a final ?raft aereement will possi'oly- require the

0:;-I•a1)li:;Iu:lent of v. drûftinC Croup, erilic:-1 would have (tift'icul ties in holding its

meetings et this s te.g-e concurrently rritrl other c'rorltinE partie: ^%lread;j se t, up
for oUher, more u-----exit purposes.

I have indicated, it is too early, at leasL for r,^ dele<<tion, to comment

in. cIc tai1 on the elements of the joint 7rvpo^a.l.

Perr.it me, howeve'r, t^., refer j)rlefly to two questions of great importance
!.o Gl;J Cow-rnment on which s•3:'isi})le reiIIarict; have ;:^ll'e2.d^v been made i)^- •

t>.iabzos1(lor Ffeiffer in his statement of 12 JuIf 1979.

The first one is the cuestion of the use of radiation fi•or~ r. dioaetive

decay for aeacefuI nurp oce.^. In this cot^rle ^ion, I would like to stress tllat it

is the unelers tc+ndilke, of the Italiz^a C,overrunent that, no obligation a: st^.-^ed under
Lite nrojecL-ecl tre1ty on .radiolo`ical orev.pons: can be in-tcrnreted as limitinj or

Ilin(l;^,rin,! the ri^•ht of alI :,i;;1.te;-: to ne:eceful applications of radiation fjocn.

r.ciioactive decay.

The second nroi)lem ia vc•z'ification. II; ► - d.-Aoga tion ha s •tv1.ei1 Jue note of
he L-Ie.L^I71a^!]i: ;!lv(?n to tili:; é'(:;f 111 ^:ii(3 Chaî t s)lOnA3al. The '?.t^p"l b^ch

::ilv1C,aE'_'Cl iC9 clo:;ely F1eCll:l?(?eL on i'. *la tt[:rt: aliea(i`- a^1^7ntCvil i.0 the, r t 1̂ 2111,0D (.•)r.vn.n;ic, ,.,.-
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(1h.. Coreero al iiontesemole, Ita17) 

and un delegation has no major diftiO1.li7le5  vit':; it. It is our 

interpretation, houever, that such an approach does not constitute a precedent 

for other disanument agreements, each disarmament asreament demandinz, in eur 

vieu, specific verification provisionsCorresponding to the nature and :cope of 

th* mrohibition. 

'laving said this t a can assure the Commit  tee that my delegation intends to 

participate: full'  in the connifieration or Lbe Unitea'Stateo/USSR jointloroposal, 

in the co-operative and Constructive spirit We think should inspire the attitude 

foruard in this multilotexml of all delegations toward seriour: proposals put 

nogotiating body. 

And this is, in our view, not only a serious proposal but an important 

contribution to the achievement on an ad hoc  basis of specific and adequately 

verified agreements aimed at preventing or limiting the development, production, 

stockoilin-,  and use of clearly-identified categories of weapons of mass 

destruction. 

CD/PV.42 

M. ISSW.171WAll  (USSR) (translate2 fro::. Russian):  The Soviet delegation 

would like toaay to tow:a on an important organizational natter. Clearly the • 

tine hPs come fpr the COE.-diittee on Disarmanent to decide on the date for the 

Closure of the second part of its 1979 session. 

.Under rule 7 .....f the rules of procedure, the date  for t1-_e closure of tiu: 

sesoion has to be £termined, taking into oecount the requirements of the 

Committee's work.  t  the present tilae, the Conmittee on Disarmament is facoa 

with a number of questions that nust be considereaextreuely carefUlly. They 

include, first of all, the.draft treaty on the prohibition of the development, 

production, stodkpilinc ana use of radiological weapono. We think that the 

Curaittee on lisarmament Ohculd do all it can to ensure that, at thio very session, 

everything poosible ia  .one  to  te the draft treaty further. Naturally, a study 

of the joint Soviet/United States initiative will need a certain aucunt of time, 

ana 	hope that delegations Will soon receivm the neceosary instructions. I: 

number of aelenations, in particular, those of the Netherlands, Canada and Italy, 

have alreac/ aske6 ue for explanationu, and havo, in an informal way, expresse. - 
sous: preliminary views. Mere time  must obviously be allotted, therefore, for 

the consideration of the  joint Soviet/Unit States araft. 
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VOUTOV  (Bulgaria): At this meeting our delegation would like to 

address itself to one of the important questions of the second part of the annual 

session of the Committee, radiological weapons, and namely to wo±king papers .  CD/31 

and CD/32 introduced by the delegetions of the Soviet Union and the United States 

and containing a proposal on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, 

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

The distinguished members of the Committee are well aware of the attachment of 

mine and of many other delegations to the idea of a comprehensive prohibition of new 

types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of each weapons. We are in 

favour of a comprehensive approach to this problem, an approach which, combined with 

political will and concern for the future of humanity, could block the way to the 

ever deadlier naw types and systems of weapons of mass destruction. 
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(flr. Voutov, Bulgaria) 

At thesame time, however, displaying a constructive spirit and a sinceru 

aspiration to achi-lve any meaningful stop uhatever in the U.71d of disarmement, we 

supported the idea of a certain groilp of delegat:.ons in this Committee to concentrate 

especially on the problem of radiological weapons. I hope that a number of 

delegations in this hall may recall that the Bulgarian delegation has shown 

purposeful participation in the numerous discussions on the problem of new weapons 

of mass destruction and particularly on radiological weapons, both with and without 

participation of relevant experts. 

Welcoming the joint USSR,United States proposal on radiological weapons, and 

looking forward to a similar productive outcome in other well—known areas, we are 

taking into account the fact that, unfortunately, we have come too near to . the end of 

our annual session, and there seem to be objective difficulties in arranging a 

full—fledged discussion in the Committee resulting in a negotiated draft treaty for 

presentation to the thirty—fourth session of the General Assembly. 

At the same time, we note with satisfaction the extent of the preliminary 

discussion of the proposed draft which took place at the informal meetings, We.see 

the usefulness of these sessions in the fact that it is only natural that the first 

comments, questions and clarification should take place in this body, composed of 

highly—qualified professionals, who no doubt provide first—hand assessments and 

advice to their Governments. All the points touched upon during this off—the—record 

debate are a contribution to the clarification of different aspects of the problem, 

thus bringing us doser to finalization  c. the future treatà- , which hopefully mill be 

welcomed and adhered to by the widest possible majority of the world community. 	In 

this connexion I would like to mention not only the introductory statements and an 

expertls view-  presented by the delegations of the Soviet Union and the United States, 

but also the comments and the pertinent questions asked on behalf of a number of 

delegations. Net  only did they not provoke bursts of laughter, as,a highly 

respected Ambassador and a distinguished friend of mine feared they might, but on 

the contrary our delegation regards them as a contribution to the businesslike and 

creative atmosphere that happily prevails in this body. 

Since my delegation has received instructions on its participation in the 

outlawing of radiological weapons, I would.like to make some comments on the meaning, 

the character and the substance of the future treaty the foundations of which, and I 

believe this is generally agreed, are readily available to us in the proposed major 

elements elaborated diligently by the delegations of the Soviet Union and the - 

United States. 
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Firstly, the treaty.on.the banning of radiological weapons is-to be thé first

international legal.-instrument outlawing a type of weapons which, thôugh still

non-existing,-is clearly seen on the horizon,.as vividly outlined by the Soviet

expert Colonal Surikov at the last ;Lnformal meeting. May I:.underline at.this.point

that I fully share the view of the distinguished_-representative of. AustraÏia, that

this is yet another reason for us to hurry up and exclude the dangerous prospect of

having some 50 States in the world armed with weapons that are not so distantly

related to the nuclear weapons.

Secondly, my delegation readily agrees that against the background of the

existing nuclear arsenals the ban en radiological.weapons could not be considered as

an outstanding achievement,'-but the treaty certainly has merits of its own when seen

against the rapidly expanding peaceful nuclear activities _4f mankind. . Having-in

mind this, as well as the new=possibilities for rapidly increasing the efficiency of

weapons based on radioactive materials, we believe that an international treaty to

block th# avenue in.the arms race has its rightful place and significance in the-

work.of this Committee.

IIndoubtedly, assessing the true value of a ban on radiological weapons, we

should not.fail to take into consideration the.growing problems of storing and

-disposing of spent..fuels from peaceful nuclear activities, now that the enrichment

and fuel-cycle questions have turned out to be more complicated than previously

believed. By no meanq should we permit that the.radioactive materials, or radioactive

waste for that matter, be turned into a-new type of-weapons of mass destruction.

Thirdly, the major elements of the future treaty reflected in documents CD/31

and CD/32_a.re acceptable to the Bulgarian delegation. In our opinion there are all

the necessary prerequisites for achieving an effective ban on this new type of '

weapons of mass destruction. The future treaty should be properly integrated in

the franework--of.the existing international legal arrangements in this field -- I

have in'mind the Non-Proliferation Treaty and the.Geneva Protocol of 1925,without

prejudice to the obligations.or rights of States•under those two instrumenta.

Fourthly,.we share the view expressed dizring..our preliminaxy discussions by

.the.delega.tion of the Federal Republic of Germany concerning the influence of the

future treaty on peaceful nuclear activities of the signatory States. As a country

with a considerable peaceful nuclear programme, both in energy production andin

other fields of our economyp.we ncte with satisfaction the relevant texts, as well

as the assurances of the authors of the joint proposal that nothing in the future

treaty shall inpede the multi-faceted peaceful use of radiation.
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lir. T_IDGLED  (Sweden). Pro 	le r-Juedisn nide we have 	far ebtainca from 

more detailed. comm.,nts on the joint Seviet-ïnited States draft convention 5n t'le 

prohibition of radiological weapons. "t!e ihve, however, now carefully studied thc 

relevant documentt, and are prepared to enter into neuotietione on a cenventien in  tt 

course of this set!,ion. It nay be recalled that the eluention uns firzt raised 	the 

twenty-fourth section of the General Assembly, in 196;), -which in retolution 26(22 

invited the CCD, inter alia,  to consider effective methods of control against tne 

use of radiolorical methods of warfare conducted independently 5f nuclear epleeicn. 

The matter  'ras discusted in the COD in 	The Hetheriende delecation 

presented a working paper (CCD/25'1) in which it statetl that....judginc by the available 

information, pocsibilities for radiological warfare do. exist theoretically but do not 

seem to be of much or even of any practical significance'. Ti e E.;wedish delegation 

stated on 5 Lugust 1 (;7C that the Swedish liational Defence llesear•h Inntitute had 

devoted some energy to exploring the tubject and haa  corne  to tLe same conclusion as 

the iletherlandtdelegation. 

. -Recent invetigvtions undertaken by my Government essentially "eonfirm the 

vnlidity of dàr 197G conclusion. The danrer posed by the posnibl• use of " 

radiological weapons is indeed limited es compared to the immensely much craver 

danger from radioactive substances Produced by nuclear weapons, particularly weapons 

with dirty dee:ign or excessive yield. niding by paragraph 76 of the Final Do ,ument 

of the special session, we are, however, willing to participate in th nor.stiatien 

a convention on raulologicel  'capon.  We i.re also of the ope.tion that !c-e in thio 

endeavour should constructively survey the whole related sector of possible future 

weapons of warfare methods in order to make the negotiations as meaningful as pcsnible. 

Thus, .even if we deliberately exclude nuclear weapons from the purview of the 

enmisaged convention, we should in the preamble reAr to the prioi-ity we cive te 

nuclear disarmament, in order to prevent any misconception that the convention on 

radiological weapons is to be regarded as a substitute. 

In the definition of radiological weapons, in the proposed article II the 

concept of a "nuclear.explosive device" is used. Tnis concept hae, however, not been 

used in any previous convention. It vill no doubt be used again in a future 

nuclear-test-ban treaty. 	co-ordination  ha  s to be considered f.:o that ye use  the  

same de finition in both convention°. 
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delegation wishes, however, to draw ettention.to. another, may be etill more 

important, aspect of the definition of radiolocical teapons, namely that it does not 

seem to include so-called partic:le-beell wcapeno, which give ionization radiation in 

another way than through radioactive decay. ..iartiele-beam weapons may be of the same 

hypothetical character as the .radioactive weapons which arc dealt with in the draft 

convention, but in order to prevent a possible weapons development in the future, it is 

our conviction that it - might be appropriate to explore if particle-beam weapons should 

be included among th prohibited radiological weapons or if they should be outlawed in 

another context, which may  se em more expeditious. 

In introducing the draft, the Soviet and United. States delegates made one 

idlntical statement, namely that 'no obligations undertaken by States in the projected 

treaty will be interpreted as covering the use of radioactive materials or any sources 

of radiation for the purpose of any activity except such activities as the parties to 

the treaty have undertaken not to engage in pursuant to the provisions of the treaty'. 

Hy delegati&I would like to have some clarification of this statement. Do the two 

negmtiators have any particular activity in mind? 

In the discussion in the Cornittce last year, it  ,as  pointed out that the 

prohibition of the dissemination of radioactive material in articles II and III. also 

was intended to cover actions for defensive purposes. Ue think that this should be 

stated explicitly in the convention. 

In article III of the draft convrnt:i.r .e, the deliberate dissrmination of 

radioactive material which is not produced by a nuclear explosive device is prohibited, 

if the intention is to cause destruction, damage or injury by means of the radiation 

produced by the decay of such material. Uè should, however, be aware that military 

attacks or deliberate damaging in var_of nuclear reactors or other nuclear-fuel-cycle 

facilities may cause the releace .of dangerous radioactive substance.s,.which.may imply 

considerably larger risk of damaee and injury than that from direct spread of such 

substances. We therefore consider that tkis'17 ,roblem - chould be taken into account ullon 

we consider article III or generally the scope of the convention. 

Prohibition of- such military action has been prescribed in the Protocols 

additional to the Geneva Conventions of l54 (Protocol I, art. 56, and 	• 

Protocol II, 	75), but the '..,rohibition is limited to  the rurrose of the 

protection cf civilians and -refer3 -oh-17Y to'nUclearelioctrical generating stations". 

For the purpose of a treaty prohibiting radiological warfare, we sould consider such i 

ban to be without operational excoptions and to cover all facilitie containinu largo 

amounts of radioactive substancr.c.. 
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`1Lr. :ZLZ-.^.•r'.' tAi ^C.^l.^/

The prov isions of crt1Clt^ VI O^ t:'!^ tl1'a'i"^ i0i1FE?^tit`:: S3e!l to 1)r^l S1i:

relationship to th-: recentlIx.- concluded Con•:cntior_ oin the pl:y, :crl protection of

r_uclesx material. ûome explicit reference t:lerefore seems :rort_. toncicjeri:ij, cit:-IC!•

^:? ^rti:-le !I or in the preamb?e..

In that cont`: ^ it m_,L Zt be e•._plered :rl,sther Il L^^ safe^uarda ?ld be c.pnlicd,
_ ; ^

ea moc? i fi ed for t:^ s purpose, to e.ll radioactive vaste the 1: ate s parties 40 : e

future convention . Decau^rE of the r3.r•i:S of I.-iostile use of radioactive

terrorists, it may also be considered trF:Et?ier the Gonver.ti on or, the p'•:3T^i^c^

protection of nuclear Pti.atî:ric^..l si?oulCl be e1:tc?nC1eC'i to radioactive waste.

^ f ; treaty, ?!e have some : e rio^ae
!_^ re garc^^ the complaintc -procedure in the ^ -cîr^.^ ^^

concern. The only instance ?rhic`_Z may decide upon the cor plaint of P. State party

against another State p.-xty because of an alleged breach of obligations derivinC from.

the provisions of the treaty is the Security Council of the 'United i?-n.tionc.. L: long as

the permanent members may exercise tiieir rig_it of veto in suclln matters, we co?ZSi(ler
,_

thds procedure insufficient.

Finally, ire also consider the proposed period of ten years from the entry into

force of the convention till the first reviei; c;or_feren^e too loiz^,
into accouni

the rapid development in the field of nuclear tecluwlogV, and also in vie?r of tî.e fact

t.ur-t the definition of the concept of ':nuclear e._plosive c?evice" in a n:.^clear-test-40ai:

treaty might affect the st:O1Se of the coilt!entiCn on rûaioloCicc^..l [reaponS. "e consider

five years a more appropriate tine lcnet?i.

These are some of the considerations -hio: ► we %'O? :l'.^ l1ICE' to pre s°_ n t on this

occasion. !:^en we come to the stage of a more cletailed e._aL^in^:tien of the matter,

vie may have ad.ditional observations and su`gestions.
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I would like to confine my nresent statement to the problem of the convention 

• prohibiting the develotmont, production, stockpiling and .use of raajological 

weapons. 

Ue may rocall paragraph 76 of the Final Docuuent of the smecial session l 

 which calls for an international convention nrohibiting this type of weapon. 

In view of this part of the Final Document and of the expoctations-generated by . 

the Vienna summit as regards the increased effectiveness of the diSarmament 

efforts made in different international fora last year, my delegation, together with 

several others, welcomed the Presentation by the delegations of the Soviet Union - 

and the United States of the agreed joint USSR—United States proposal on the major 

elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production I stockmiling and use 

of radiological wùapons. In its formal and informal meetings, the Committee gave 

preliminary consideration to this Proposal. The Hungarian delcgation was willing 

to go further, and in order to facilitate the work of the Committee submitted its 

•orking paper CD/40. However, the Committee did not find it possiblo to start the 

drafting of that convention. 

The General Assembly at its thirt>fourth Session paid due attention to the 

subject, and.  in its rosolution 34/07A, adopted unanimously, requested the Connittoo 

to rùach agreement on the t.:1:t of such a convention as soon as rossible. Tho 
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Hunfmrian delegation is of the opinion that the Committee should respond to 

this request and do it be ,3t to accomplish the elaboration of the draft 

convention and 1 present it to -the thi:.- by7-fifth session  c:. 	General Assembly. 

I was pleased to hear delegations state their readiness to enter into 

concret* negotiations, but. I cannot hide my disappointment that, irrespective 

of this readiness, the Committee for one reason or another has not started 

the necessary negotiations. 

In proposing that concrete work should be embarked upon, my delegation's 

point of departure is that the joint initiative submitted by the USSR and 

United States provides a reliable basis for the elaboration of a convention. 

It is the product of protracted bilateral efforts, a balanced, properly 

structured document, reflecting the political and technical expertise of its 

negotiators. The final aim  of  the convention is clearly defined:. to prevent 

the misuse of radioactive materials which are in growing quantities in the 

possession of a,.steadily increasing number of States. The amount of 

radioactive materials is likely'to expand further at an increasing race in 

view of the growing number of nuclear reactors and plants. It is in the common 

interest - of all  States  that these materials should not be used for military 

purposes. 

This purpose of the treaty is strongly supported and advccated by my 

Government. It may be pertinent to draw the attention of the Committee to the 

fact that the Parliament of the Hungarizr Peomle's Republic enacted a law on 

6 March 1980 recrplatinr 	7...spects of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 

In accordance with the efforts made by the Hungarian People 's Republic in 

various international fora, the law declares that, in my country, ate:lie energy 

can be used only for peaceful purposes. • 

Tho document submitted by the delegations of the  US SR and United States, 

in the view of my delegation, gives a clear definition of radiological wcapons  
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as "any device, includinr: any weapon or eeuipment, other than a nuclear 

explosive device, spedifically designed to employ radioactive material by 

disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or injury by means of radiation 

produced by the decay of such material". It contains adequate provisions to 

prevent the development, production, stockpiling and use of such weapons. The 

document mays duc attention to the generally-recognized need of the peaceful 

uses of radioactive materials as well. 	 - 

My  delegation is of the view that the proceur£: of verification and complaint 

is adequate, commensurate with the nature and scope of the treaty. 

The document contains -- ad indicated in its title -- only the major elements 

of a future convention. The task of the Committee.therefore is to transplant 

its contents into a treaty framework and to provide its missing elements. 

It  :as in this very spirit that my delegation submitted its proposal for tha . - 

preambular part of the convention, trying to concentrate on the main guidelines 

and principles involved. My delegation is giving careful consideration to the 

proposal made by the7Swedish delegation that a reference should be made in 

the prearlible te nuclear disarmament. 

Concerning procedural aspects, my delegation is of the vie that a working 

group with an ampropriate mandate is the proper framework for accomplishing this 

task. It should start its work as soon as possible, taking also into account the 

fact that delegations will need  soue  time to place their experts at the disposal 

of the group, as their presence will be indispensable in the drafting process. 

In concluding, I would like to assure the Committee once again that the 

Hungarian delegation stands ready to make its contribution to the efforts of the 

Committee so that an agreed draft convention can  'ce  presented to the 

thirty-fifth cession of the General Assembly. 



trr. ISSiULrLYAl? (Un.ion of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from

Ru:-rian): Lt the previous session of the Com.mittec on Disarmament in July 1979,

the deleGation:. of the Soviet Union and the United States submitteâ an aGreed -

,int USSIt-United States proposal on major element-- of a treaty prohibitinu the..

qelopment, production, stockpilin; and use of radiological weapons.
The purpose

of this joint initiative was to prevent the emer`ence of one of the new types of

weapons of mass destruction uhich, if developed and used, wrould result in massive

loss of human life and would have exceptionally danGerous consequences for marLhind.

The importance of preventinC the emerg-ence of this kind of weapon of mass

destruction also bound up with the fact that the rapid development of nuclear

encrgr and technolo^Mr in mary countries of the world creates the Possibility of the

wide dissemination cf radioactive materials suitable for use in radiological

weapons. In present conditions, the use of radioactive materials for this purpose

may become technically possible for quite a large number of States.

The Soviet Union has always regarded the prohibition of radiological weapons

as part of the problem of the comprehensive prohibition of netr types and systems of

weapons of mass destruction. Z•Te are convinced that an international agreement

or. the prohibition of radiological weapons will represent an important

contribution to the cause of détente, curbing the arms race and ridding mankind of

the danger of the development of new lethal tfeapons.

There is I^toad international agreement on the queztion of the need to prevent

the possible emerCence of radioloGi.cal weapons.

This is demonstrated by the resolution adopted at the thirty-fourth session

of the General Assembly of the United Nations in which the Committee on

Disarmament is requested to continue negotiations at the earliest nccsible•date

with a view to reachinL agreement on the text of such a convention and to submit a

report on the results achieved to the General Assembly for consideration at its

tr:irty-fifth session.

At its last session, the Committee on Disarmament be,-Zai considerinG the joint

USSR-United States nroposal on the nrohiàition of radiclogical weapons. In the

course of the discussions, which were preliminary in nature, certain deleü tions

made a number of comments on the substance and fcrm of the future convention. In

particular, proposals were made by the delejation of Hun;,?ary cencerr_inG the draft

preamble (CD/40) and by the delegation of the German Democratic Republic

concerning paragraphs XI and XII (CD/42).

In statement , made in the course of the work beC:un this year in the Committee

on Disarmament,.a number of deleGation.^ reaffirmed the need for the vr,;ént

consideration of the question of the prohibition of radiological weapons at the

Committee's current session and made a number of comments on the substance of the

prublem.
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In the view of the Soviet delegation, there is at present a real basis on

tilrsich to conclude work on a cirait convention or. the prohib; tion of radiological

weapons in the course of the Com.,-^ittee's current session. The ad hoc worlcing grour

which should be set up for this purpose could lbase its work on General Assembly

resolu ti ons 34/79, entitled ^'Proh_bi tion of the development and manufacture of no-...,

types of ITeapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons", and

34/C7i entitled "Conclusion of an international convention prollibiting the

development, production, stockpiling and use of racïiological t,eapons". It Irould

have at its disposal the "Agreed joint USSR-iJnited States prenosal on major elements

of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of

radiological weapons" (Cp/31 and CD/32), as well as a number of pro7osals made

by delegations of countries members of the Committee on Disarmament.

The joint USSR-Uniteü States proposal submitt,eu to the Committee was the

result of mz:fiy years' work by the delc^ ations of the USSR and the United States in

bilateral talks involving qualified government experts. The propos.al was

formulated•in the light of compromises concerning specif'ic aspects of the problem

of the prohibition of radiological weapons and a nûmber of delicate questions

relating to that problem.

In the course of the negotiaticn:,, both sides proceeded on. the basis of a

clear understandinC that the activities to be prohibited by the treaty are very

closely and extensively linked with the various muïti-level activities of States

concerning the us•: of radioactive materiaïs for purposes be;.xing no relation to

radiological ^-.reapons. The joint proposal also contains a provision concerning the

peaceful use of radioactive materials.

The Soviet delegation considers that the working group could begir_ its *ork

immediately, where necessary, calling upon special j7,,ver-iment exnerts, with a view to

submitting an agreed draft convention on radiological i•reapons by the end of the

Committee's current session.
The formulation of such a convention z-rould represent

an important practical step towards resolving the problem of prohibiting new types

and systems of weapons of mass destruction and ridding markind of the dant,
r-er of

are.development of new destructive means of t•ra-_f.
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ISr. FLO',1EPREE (United States of Anerica) : In introducing the

United States proposal on major elements of a treaty on the prohibition of

radioloci.cal weapons on 10 July 1979, nlY predecessor, Ambassador Fisher, described

the background of that initiative as well as the substance of the proposal. Since

then, the need to undertal:e neGotiations or. a multilateral convention banning

rad i ological weapons was expressed in our Committee's report to the United Nations

General Assembly and also in General Assembly resolution 34/37A, t'hich was adopted

t-rithout a vote.-
The United States continues to attach cr%nsidera^le importance ^o the early

conclusion of such a convention. Although radiological wcapor_s may not exist at the

rreser_t time, their feasibility clearly does. Idoreover, the potential for the

development and production of these -vreapons of mass destruction is constantly

spreading, given the increasinG accumulation of radioactive materials throughout

the world.
,^lthouGh a ban on radioloGi cal veapons t*rould be a relatively modest step, it i s

a r,ecessary one.
The United States believes, Toreover, that in our irorl. here we

should also tal.e into account what is most readily a&.-7Leva0le.
Ln striving

patiently for more ambitious -- and consequently more distant -- objectives, we

should not neGlect what can be done now. Ari}r realistic and effective as control

measure we develop can only help us in na'tin^ progress towards our ultimate

dis6xnaraent goal.
It is in this spirit that the United States delegation will participate in the

t•rorkin; group on radiological weapons rrhich we hope will be established shortly.

We also hope that the working ,-roup will find the major elements, which are the

result of careful examination and prolonged nerotiation, a Good basis for launchin.
r-

its work on a draft convention.
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MoPHAIL  (Canada): Er. Chairman, let me begin by welcoming you to the 

Chair for the month of April. lie have great confidence that you will carry out your 

duties with Skill and confidence, and all of  us  wish you well. You summed up, in your 

statement, the position we have reached in the last couple of Months and have given 

us a chart of where you think we : should be going during this month, pledging to spare 

MD effort on your part to  brin g us to that successful conclusion. Let me do likewise, 

and assure you of the assistance and confidence of my delegation in producing that 

effort which we mould all like the Committee to make this month. 

I must also take this opportunity to thank the outgoing Chairman, who, like 

Myeelf, had his baptism in thià Committee. He showed great patience and untiring 

efforts, and also displayed a very careful approach. I mish to thank and conETatulate 

him on the success that he has known in this past month. 

For 10 years this Committee and its predecessor have been considering, with 

varying degrees of concern, the threat to mankind posed by the possible use in mar of 

radiological weapons. .In 1970 the Netherlands submitted a working paper (CCD/291) on 

thé subject which, taking into consideration the information available at that time, 

concluded that discussion of aras  control measures relating to radiological warfare 

mould not have been useful in practical terms. Since that time, I believe it is 

safe to say that  United Nations sensitivities have heightened, as has our 

comprehension of the significance of the development of radioloeical weapons. 

By 1976, with,increasing apprehension as technology evolved and as information 

became more readily available, it became increasingly apparent that the seject 

required re-examination. In the First Committee of the United Nations 
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General Assembly at its thirty-first session, the United States representative warned 

that rapidly accumulating radioactive materials had the potential for use in 

radiological weapons. - Bilateral discussions were initiated  in 1977 and resulted in 

.the documents forwarded to the Chairman of this Committee by the representatives of 

the USSR (CD/3I) and of the United States (CD/32) on 9 July last year. The tabling 

of these documents in the .Committee on Disarmament  was  a positive manifestation of 

pledges  cade. in  Vienna by Presidents Carter and Brezhnev the previous month. 

Our comments on the joint United States-USSR proposal on major elements of a 

treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 

weapons were made before this Committee en 17 July 1979, and I do not propose to 

repeat them except to say that, while we noted at that time that the proposed treaty . 

covered weaponS not yet in existence, we recognized the utility of it doing so. 

.Uhile we acknowledge that eriticism might be levelled at this Committee for 

tackling a non-existent weapon system instead of one which is real and deployed, I 

believe that. in  the long term the foreclosinu of possible future weapons options has 

value in our uork touards disarmament. We have a unique  opportunity to ban a  ystem 

before the >research and development expenditures  have in fact been made. 

Additionally, ve realize that there is an area of theoretical application in modern 

warfare for this type of ueapon  and  that our action within the Committee can eliminate 

the risk of a possibly significant ueamon system being used on the battlefield. lie 

can envision, as a result of cur negotiations, a treaty banning an entire ueapon 

system being accented for ratification. This should give impetue to the solution 

of problems in other and more controversial areas. 

Noreover, based on the expectatiens of many members, the elaboration of such a 

convention may  well  provide this Committee with its first opportunity to negotiate an 

agreement. lie have demonstrated up to now conbiderable skills in negntiating, but 

essentially on procedural questions. Of course, Procedural questions have been of 

considerable importance in the Pursuit of our work. But we have done little'in a 

substantive way to satisfy -,ihat is expected of us by the international community. 

Thus, the achievement of the text of an agreement on radiological weapons could be the 

first tangible product of our efforts and ene by which the international community will 

judge whether we are fulfillinr our mandate. 

Doubts have occasionally becn erpreesedaei,e the reality of the threat and thus as 

to the urgency ve should attach to the banning of radiological ueapons. Whatever the 

case, for our part we believe that the Committee on Disarmament . will profit from 

negotiating this agreement and that the erperienec will have great value as a 
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precedent for other, more complex vex* in•the future . . If, as has been said, it is 

casier  to ban a system of woapons before it eridts or is widely .  held, it is also 

likely tc bo eazier to werk out the te:•rt of a convention satisfactory to all in its 

initial draftinc than to attempt to amond a text Once it has been concluded. In 

elaboratinz this azreement, wo must ensure, inter.alia, that it will be 

non,discriminatory in character and that its provisions, in particular its complaint 

procedures, will result in an effective convention that functions fairly. Our 

detailed comments on the various clauses that miuht appear in such a convention will 
be put forward in the Worhinc Group, and I would assure you that we shall do so in 
this  saine  spirit, with a view to developinE an acreement not only with intrinsic 
sent  but also of sicnificance as a model for our future work in other fields. 
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I-ir. 3•iGr"NU (Italy )(translated from French): Today Cuba assumes the

chairmanship of the Committee for the mon th of Anril. In t'-zis circu^.-^stance', I have

pleasure in offer].nÉ y_il1' and you p-3rsona_ly :.l'y Ctclee-vt'_on's

connatulations and bect wis?los for success.

At the same time I would like to express to your distingaished predecessor,

Ambassador Yu Pei ?•len, the representative of China-- my delegation's hiGh appreciation

of hi s competenae and devotion in zerforr.ine, the taslc of Chairman at a particularly

delicate stage in our worli.

The subjeét on the Committee's acmnda for today is the question of "New types

of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons: radiological weapôns."

I propose to submit a few preliminary considerations re,,-srding the joint

proposal submitted to the Committee on Disarmament on 10 July 197; by the

United States and the Soviet Union on the pr^paration of a treaty on the prohibition

of the development, manufzcture, stockpiling and the use of radiological weapons.

As has often been stated, radiological weapons have not as yet made their

appearance in militaxy arsenals. These are wèapons of mass destruction vrhich have

already been identified and defined as far back as 1943, and which, should certainly

be banned 'as a preventive measure.

Last year, already, we welcomed the joint initiative of the United States and

the Soviet Union. In the same spirit we joined the consensus by which the

United Nations Ceneral Assembly, at its thirty-fourt,i session, adonted

résolution 34/87 .: whdch:

"Requests the Committee on Disarmament to proceed as soon as possible to

achieve agreement, throueh negotiation, on the text of such a convention and

to report to the General Assemblyen the results achieved for consideration by

the Assembly at its th-fiftiz session."

We also welcome the establishment of an Ad Hoc Working Group with a view to

achieving agreement on the convention. We will be happy to participate in the

negotiations lils; will embark upon.

The elements of.a treaty submitted to us last year seem, in cur opinion, to

offer a sound working basis, on which our Committee should prepare a. multilateral

agreement acceptable to all members.
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11e4e1ectinn.cansiders that, during our negrtiations on the text, particular 

attention should be given to the definitions in article II with a view to adopting 

terminologywhich is fully consistent with the rights and obligations under other 

international legal instruments and allows for no ambiguity. -  This is, in any case, 

a general requirement which should apply to all the provisions of the convention. 

In drafting the various proyisions, we should therefore continually bear in 

mind the basic provisions  of the Non,Proliferation Treaty, which most of us have 

ratified, and which must not be called in question by the future agreement on 

radiological weapons. 	 - 

. Regarding draft artidle V, I would recall the comments made by my delegation 

at the last session. In our opinion it is essential that the wording adopted shall 

be such.as  to enbure the peaceful use of the radiation produced by radioactive decay.. 

I have in mind; for example, medical, industrial and agricultural uses, without 

prejudging other peaceful uses.. 

It would also be desirable for the Working Group to consider the relationship 

between certain provisions of the future treaty and the provisions of the Convention 

on.the Physical Protection of Nàclear Materials recently negotiated under the 	• 

auspices of IAEA. 
- 

,Another Provision which we consider needs careful examination is article VIII, 

concerming machinery for consultation and co—operation in the solution of any . 

'problems which may arise in relation to the objectives . of the treaty or the 

application of its provisions. This touches cri the important aspect of verification., 

The machinery provided must at the same time be effective, non—discriminatory,.and _ 
acceptable to all the countries concerned. 	 • 

These are the general comments that my delegation wanted to submit to the 

Committee at the present stage. We reserve oUr right, of course, to revert 

in a-more specific manner and to- suoplement these remarks, as appropriate)  during 

the negotiations which we hope will soon be starting in the Working GroUp. 

•r. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (translated from Spanish): Keeping, as • 
faithfully as I have tried to do on previous occasions, to  the programme of work 

of the Committee on Disarmament that was finally approved on 11 March this year 

after long and arduous negotiations, I should like today to . make a few comments 

concerning the item on radiological weapons,which forms part of the more general 

heading "New types of weapons cf mass destruction and new systems of such weapons". 
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I shall beein by obsérvinE. that, although, in the cor_text of the various items

on the Committee's agenda, the radiologi-^al weapons item is far from being one of

those which call for priority ' attention, my delegation welcomed the joint proposal

submitted by the United States and the Soviet Union on 9 July 1979 on-"major elements

of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stocl:niling and use" of such

weapons, since the two Superpowers do not often -git*e us the opportunity of being

witnesses to their achievement of agreement on disarmament questions.

As the time that has elapsed makes it quite clear that we could by no means

cQnsider the elements of this treaty as a substitute for the various other mandates

entrusted to us, and as, on the other hand the WorLing Group to be entrusted with

.this question was set up at the same time as three other Working Groups which must,

as you know, deal. with chemical weapons, the comprehensive programme of disarmament

and so-called "negative safeguards", my delegation thinlcs that the time has now come

to consider this question in détail and is ready to co-operate to the best of its

aL•ility so that, if féasible, the Committee can transmit to the General Assembly,

annexed to its report for 151811, a complete draft treaty that the Assembly can examine

in its next session. • -

It is not my inténtion to present specific suggestions here, dither concerning

the United States-Soviet elements or the t•rorking papers submitted - also in

July 1979 - by the deleCations of Hungary and the German Democratic Republic

respectively, concerning the preacible and some provisions of the preliminary draft

treaty.. We tPsri-: that the appropriate fcr ►zm for this is the Ad hoc Working Group,

in which we shall present our suggestions at the appropriate time.

For the time being we should like not only to ask a question -- similar to that

already raised by the delegation of Sweden at the 6 jrd- meetinG on 26 February -

as to vihy the joint preliminary draft does not seem to include so-called "particle-

bea-m weapons", the development of which perhaps attracts the attention of the

Superpowers to a much greater extent than that of the "radiological weapons" defined

in article 2 of the prelimihary draft.

Indeed, one of the highly specialized magazines on questions of this kind in

the United States devoted, in October and ITovember 1968, an entire series of six,

articles, totalline approximately 50 printed pages, to the development of what was

called "the particle-beam arms race". These articles are . full of specific facts,

official and unofficial statements, technical data, photographs and diagrams which,

even discounting anything that can be attributed to an excess of imagination or to
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tendentious motives, would be impossible to ignore ana.:rhich seer.: to suggest that

it is feasible for the weapons in question to become a reality c:L;rinE. the 1930s and

that, if their development is not halted, therc ie the danC-er that in, the subsequent

decade, they irill be able to produce "extremely high radiation levels", the effects

of which would be "similar to those of a gigantic neutron bomb".

For this reason we ho;e that the delegations cf_the States sponsoring the joint

proposal to which I referred at the beeinninG, will express, at the appropriate time,

their opinion on the considerations formulated on this question tiy the delegations

of Sweden and Hexico.. °
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^-tilfiic.). !Li. C:hûlrûicil, I?ri7ulld li4_e t0 join the other dc^li^.-

uv•i;loî.^: who have Elre_>i.-z' ^r^a ,^.or1é C: you as Chsirüzn of this C T` ^'- omniwteO, and L̂o e:^_e^s the

fulle.^.•t c0--o?Jelc-G1o:1 Of 7Ci°lc-Cstioil S•li t'_ï yoL' 2 in .Le-Lins the ïrQï'k of this û0' lttee

successful, comprehensive and fr•aitfuï. Iwas sorry to hear that you may be leaving

very soon and I an sure that many of my collee.ÿues are already s tartine' to-berToan the

occasion.

Today, my del^•,-ation z-rould lil:e to -aa- on record its coi:.;idereû position on the

proposed treaty on the prohibition of radiological veapons. In this connexion we

would also be referr,ind to certain specific articles contained in the joint

United States-USSR draft treaty on radioloCical i-reapens which iras presented to the

Committee on Disarmament in documents CD/2;1 and CD/32 durin` the 197; session.

The use of radiation produced through radioactive decay for weapons Vuposes has

been examined by experts and it has been concluded that there are vel-Y serious

practical difficulties in the manufacture of veapons vhich depend for their

effectiveness on radiation produced from radioactive ciecay. Durine the consideration

of this subject in the Conference of the Comr*.^i.ttee on Disarmament in 1970, the

Netherlands deleeation had presentee a uor.l:ind papcr, CCD/291, vho•rein it had been

stated that "judginC by the available info=ation, paasibilities for radiolodical

warfare do exist theoretically, but do not seem to be of Mucl: or even of any prlctical

sienificance". In its latest yearboo.:.,. Slïïs ha:: îurtheL enplïasized this point.

The 19C0 Yearboo'.; states:
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"In order to kill or injure people by the use of radiological weapons on 

the ;battlefield,  •a very high radiaticn dose would be required. - One would need 

-radioactive isotopes havinp a short or very short half-life, but these cannot be 

stored.(theywoulddecaybefore beine used). Alternatively, one would need such 

large amounts of isotopes with a long half-life that the very method of warfare 

- would be impracticable. In general, transport of radioactive material to the 

battlefield would be a very cumbeDsome ta*, mainly due to the heavy protective 

shielding phich would be needed, While delivery of this material to 

intercontinental taret s for so-called strategic purposes is hard to conceive. 

On the other hand, it is technically-possible to use material of lower activity 

for causing lona-term effects, harmful to life or health after months or years, 

or even to future generations. ror this purpose, one might  use  materials having 

a relatively long half-life, for instance strontium 90, 1:filich has a half-life of 

about 28 years. . These materials can be obtained from the radioactive waste of 

reactors. But there would be little military rationale for producing long-term 

harmful effects. This iras  acknowledged as early as 1962, by the United States 

Department of Defence, and nothing is lnioun since then to have undermined this 

assessment." 

In view of the impracticality of usine radiation produced by radioactive decabr 

for warfare murposes, it shonld be clearly understood that the . treaty under negotiation 

is of limited arms control value. If, however, there are practical Possibilities for 

the use of radiation produced.by  radioactive decay for weapcns purposes, then we 

would like such possibilities to be clearly spelt out by the co-snonsors of the joint 

draft text. 

The draft treaty defines the terni  "radiological weapons" as "Any device, including 

any weapon or equipment, other than a nuclear.explosive device, specifically designed 

to. Eloy radioactive material by disseminating it to cause destruction, damage or - 

injurybymeansof theradiationproduced by the decay of such material". The draft 

further adds that such a radiological weapon would also incluOe "Any radioactive 

material, other than that produced by a nuclear explosive device, specifically 

designed for employment, by its dissemination, to cause destruction, damage or injury 

by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material". 

If a specific weapon of mass destruction is to be banned, it stands to reason 

that such a weapon should be.clearly identifiable. In other words, it should be 
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possible to identify the inherent gue:lities of such ereapor_ in a iray that it may not

be confused with éther kinds of ireanons su,h as nuclear cre4:^^^ls. Therefore, ^r1^.;-

should it be necessary to adopt a definition, as has been done in the draft text,

which describes radiological ireapons by the method of exclusion? ;le would propose

that the phrase "other than a nuclear explosive device" should be dropped from the

text. This should be follot-red by a more nrecise definition of radi oloGical rreanons

rrhich we should be able to arrive at after the co-sponsors of the draft text have told

us the precise practical possibilities that exist for the use of such weapons in the

future.

The vordind presently adopted by the co-sponsors c_° the draft may be interpreted

as licensind the use of. nuclear explosive weanons. 11hat the t•rordine of the treaty

would seem to sue@est to any layman i s that, uhi le it would be an offence to ?.i ll by

radiation alone, it would be perfectly le^al to kill by radiation provided it is

acconpanied by blast and heat, as is the case with nuclear bombs. India has

consistently held that the use of nuclear-:reapons under any circamstancés :^rould be

illegal and cannot be leeitimized tluoueh any appeal to reasons of security of a State

or the â.llerC^r"shotm by some States to abandonin^ the perverse and dan^eroûs doctrine

of nuclear deterrence. If our attempts to maintain nuclear disarmament as the Locus

of our negotiations are considered impracticable or unrealistic, we uould vash to

state that it seems even more i.mnractica'cle and unrealistic to treat, as a priority

item, the bannin^ of weapons that not only do not exi st at nresent but. seem to be

difficult to fabricaté in the foreseeable future as well. There is also a serious

danger that by Jieldind to the temrtation of CoinC in fo_ treaties that ban

non-existent ueapons, we may only succeed in pullinc_ the irool over cur ot. rn eyes and,

what is worse, lull the peoples of the world into a false complacencir that all is well

and there is nothing much to uorry ;about. A better yardstick of our sense of-

realism and pragmatism would be to address ourselves to the e;L, stinfz and ever-Crocrinc-

threat of a nuclear or thermonuclear war thich may pause the total annihilation of the

z•rorld, just" because of a short circuit in a computer.

The proposer] radiolodical weapons treaty must therefore reco`nize in a suitable

manner that our goal is to free this planet of all wews7ons that ?-il l through radiation,

whether this radiation is caused by radioactive decay or through the falleut from a

nuclear explosive weapon. This troulc' uemand that the n^^rrorr focus of the present

treaty text must be broadened suit,-:bly as mentioned above.
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The draft treaty te:'t, in article VIII, has referred to the obliGations assumed

by any State under any specific treaties, '.ncludine the Treaty on the

iion Proliferation of Nuclear 1leapons. liy country is not a party to the Treaty on

the I1on Proliferation of Nuclear ?Ieapons. If a snecifi c rererence is made to

commitments under any other treaty it may be necessary to state that noth.inc in the

present treaty shall be interpreted as creating obliGationc for States trhich they

have declined to assume under any other existing treaty.

In the course of disoussions on the verification provisions in the proposed

treaty, some deledations have referred to the possibility of extendind I1'~4-type

safeguards to all radioactive wastes in the States trrich are parties to a future

convention. Such a recommendation appears to us as an attempt to introduce the

.concept of full-scope safeguards, in a modified form, on nuc?ear facilities of

States which have refused to accept similar safeCuards, because of their

discriainatory and unequal nature, under the ilon Proliferation Treaty. i{y deledation

reserves itsposition on this point, and would like to have more complete and precise

details of what is entailed in the extension of"IPTU-type safeduards to radioactive

wastes.

The co-sponsors have informed the Committee that the proposed convention

contains no provision for exemptions for defensive purposes. However, certain

delegations have referred to the exenption of certain equipment and activities of

protection a£ainst radiation. - IIf deleeati on would like to have a vernr precise idea

of the distinction between defensive and protective equipment and activities, and

irhat exactly trould fall under these categories.

The discuosions we have had so far on the suoject of radiological weapons reveal

that the co-sponsors of the draft treaty have in mind an extremely r.arroir focus for

its application. The delegation of Sireden raised the very pertinent point as to

whether we could not have a specific exticle in the treaty rriiich wculd -prohibit

attacks on civilian nuclear facilities which could lead to irides-Dread radioactive

contamination in populated areas. In trartirae this would be a t•ery real possibility.

Simila.rly, several deledations have referred to the future possibilities of developing

particle beam weapony which would also use radiation for destructive effects. It is

quite clear, aC.ain, from our discussions so far that these, too, will not be covered

by the treaty. There has already been con.iderable debate on vhether the neutron
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bomb, mhich kills mainly through lethal radiation, should also be logically covered 

by this treaty.> ' Here - , too, it is quite clear that several delegations are not 

willing to accept such enhanced radiation meapons under-the category of radiological 

weapons. Uhen all such practical possibilities uhich come to mind havé been 

excluded from the purview of the proposed treatY, ye feel entitled to ask mhat really 

is its rurpose and intention. 

Hy delegation hopes that we would get satisfactory answers to some of the 

questions me have raised and in the light of further discussion ma hope to revert 

to this subjedt later on during our aurrent session. 

At the plenary Meetinglield on Thursday, 3 July, the distinguished Ambassador 

of Canada put fonrard the view that initiatives which had- been proposed for nuclear 

disarMament in the Committee seemed to go beyond the rcle assigned to this Committee, 

which should initiate speCificagreebents of a multilateral character. He added that 

it mould not be useful . to  redraft the Final Document of the special sésbion on' 

disarmament with respect to the question of nuclear disarmament. He also stresse 

that there:were only a very limited number of measures in the field of nuclear - 

disarmament mhich were ripe for negotiations. This Committee has on its agenda an' 

item entitled "Cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament". As 

the Committee is recognized by all as the negotiating body on disarmament matters, we 

presume that having this item on the agenda clearly implies that we are authorized to 

conduct negotiations on this item. Nowhere in the Final Document is it stated that 

nuclear disarmament is a field where multilateral negetiotions are inappropriate. 

In fact, with respect to all disarmament measures, the Final Document has clearly 

stated a preference for multilateral negotiations. ITUclear disarmament is not a 

sdbject that concerns merely a handful  of  nuclear-weapon States. As has been 

recognized in the Final Document, the very existence of nuelear weapons  and the  - 

continuing arms race pose a serious threat to the very survival of mankind. 

-Paragranh 14 of the Final Document clearly states: 

_ "Since the process of disarmament affects the vital security intevests of 

States, they must all be actively concerned with and contribute to  the meaSureb 

of.disarmament and arms limitations, which have an essential  part  to play in 

- maintaining and.strengtheninc international security". 
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No one can deny that nuclear disarmament ir of urgent and vital concern te all 

countries of the world. If this is so, then we cannot understand ùhy a multilateral 

negotiating body such as the Committee on Disarmnent should refrain from addressing 

itself to the question. 

Initiatives taken in this Committee at least to commence the process of 

negotiations on nuclear disarmament cannot be described  as an  attempt to redraft 

the Final Document of the special session. These initiatives are based  on 

 well—recognized principles aàbodiéd in the Final Document and contain some of the 

most important elements that have been put forward as specific measures in the 

process of nuclear disarmament. 

The other point that I uish to drau attention to is regarding the ripeness or 

otherwise of a adbject for negotiations in the Committee. I must confess that we 

w•re disappointed to hear that there uere very limited numbers of measures which 

could be coèsidered in the Committee on Disarmament with respect to nuclear 

disarmament. EY delegation does not accept such an approach. In aur view it is 

not the ease with which an agreement can be arrived at which should determine the 
• 

ripeness of the sdbject for negotiation, but,  mach more importantly, it is the 

relevance and urgency of the subject to our security and survival. Paragraph 20 

of the Final Document clearly states: 

... effective measures of nuclear disarmament and the prevention of nuclear • 

uar have the highest priority. To this end, it is imperative to remove the 

threat of nuclear weapons, te halt and reverse the nuclear arms race until the 

total elimination of nuclear ueapons and their delivery systems has been 

achieved, and to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons." 

It seems, therefore l .somewhat contradictory to  us  that nuclear disarmament should be 

considered as not being ripe for negotiations. Ile do not minimize the complexities 

involved in dealing with this subject, but neither do we exI.:ect that'such complexities 

should be allowed to deter us from focussing attention on this vital issue. 

Hy delegation uould therefore urge that member delegations in this Committee 

should recognize the great urgency of achieving tangible progress in the field of 

nuclear disarmament, and thus live up to the mandate-given to this Committee by the 

international community. The total elimination of nuclear weapons is the hey element 

in any process of disarmament. Failure to recognize this would  me  this body 

irrelevant to the concerns and aspirations of the peoples of this world. 
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Lllow ne now - to express my views on the item on this week's work programme, 

"New types of weapons of mass destruction and. new systems of such weapons; 

radiological weapons". 	 - 

My delegdtion welcomes the fact that a working  croup  has been set Up on 

radiological weapons, and. considers that, although such weapons do not yet exist, it 

is a neastire of control, and that the .Comnittee's work oould appropriately be based 

on this type of negotiation in future, i.e. drafting preventive measures sd far as 

concerns  the cessation  of the arts race, instead of waiting until increasingiY 

sophisticated and refined. weapons are produced before banning then. 

It would be a step in the right direction if the Committee  on  Disarmament oeuld 

sUbmit a (f,raft trety on such weapons; un'oubtedly it would 	well viewed by  the 

international cOmmunity, particularly since we are  on the point of beginning the 

preparatory work for the second special session on disarmament. . 

We share the view of many delegations that there are other items of grer3ter 

urgency and priority on our agenda, such as the -one to which I hava just referred: 

nuclear disarmament. This does not detract, however, from the value we have attached 

to the questien of radiological weapons within the context of new types of weapons of 

mass destruction. 

1de must not fcrEL-et that expenditure on the arms race is increasing aaily, and 

that peace-loving peoples and. countries, and particularly the devoleping ceuntries, 

are struggling dogge;Ily to reverse the arms race, to secure the use of these -resources 

for improved economic and social development and a better standard. cf living, and 

for making Possible the establishment of a New International Econcmic Order. 
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That is wiW we suppcrt the proposal for the establishment of a ;•7or=::ng group,

a contact croup or some Ctï er appropriate forum in which qualified governnental

experts can patin the prepe.ration of a ^?raf coaprehensi v: ^reeZer.t on the

prohibition of the Û.eveloprler_t and. manufacture of new types of weapons of mass

(1ec t2 ucti^n Sn.,^' nC•.•7 a: °t;;'iS ; f SU,-.h S•reap;ns, --ne. where nCCeSsûry, speci fi c

ac-ree.T'!entS on pûrticalex types of such [1CûponS, as the CC.r.l.r.i t tee on 17i 3= ĉmellt was

reouestej. to .]o in resolution :z/34/-19 adopted. at the last session of the

Unite;, Nations General ^,ssLr.cl;;-.

The current 1980 session of the CoisrZittee on Dis'ncsàent is not very lonE, aliG.

we already have a full kork pro^r^^*le; but we must take this aspect into account

for r.c}t ;fear.

r•^wy i enJ m}- state-lent by sa,yinC once more that we bclieve t:.rt the best

fra.ii:e;aork for d1e2ling with the items now on the a;,en::.n, 2n^. these we may have to

deal with in the future, is provided. by ;:cr1_ing- groups, as is s^cwn byr the mar:: d.one

in such €TJuns.- They enable us to COncentr at C on Ci? sa.T'i!?ï1Cnt nC.ZotlationS ; they

czllCi:' a constructive c^.tLlOsphere to nrevail in the Cotr.iit tc?c? on Disaxna^.zent; they

make for progress in the long and. coz:plr:Y. r.rccLss of Gis<-r-mament; they permit us

to discharge our G:ui:i3s end. rCsDonsibilities as ucryber3. of this -unique multilateral

nLr,Lotlatin.- body on e?isa.rnament• We must Î?Cc^.r in ---;_15 vho fact that l+aslczl.ly,

the efforts of the ont-ire ;4CrlC: û.St c2:d on th2 forty I:e<:ber-Stu,tos of t!li: CoL1T:llttee

^r Dis^r11 ^1Cnt we c n i^terArè t ^.__ ^^. ; -,-!e 'L the ;- men alc. all t: f•^ ĉ the^ ' ^rS ,f 1.- .2v^11n of theh^

international coilï.l't,l:?it^' iJniCl1 Ci?S1rCS a ^3 c Ct?fi:l ':7itL?O lt -":1s or 4:cSST arlit.

our repsrts to the Cencral i,ssemLly must inc_caSin,;ly :i:•_t: that our efforts are

(JeÛ' C%.t î to T,j;e r.:c^.ii .._.ïiCn cf til:?t (:CS1rC.

(V-:ni:.T,..lelP..) (trLnS'c^..t,-- fr: ST1c^.I1.18i:). ji1'. Cir.c'ir::12an, before

t)Lgi7LT'.in`=, P,Ÿ $tCtS^t?llt. I uCul,:. like to express the satisfaction of .^i7' .e1C,.-ation at

SQCi::`^ you in the Chai,-- of the Co=.1à'_tte2 on Dis=r18L'st?lit fr•r the m..ntZ2 t:f.1uly. We

W^'Lil. also, tl•S::li^:l you, Sir, like to saltite t!'i<a 'â.ClZ,-ai: 7:i' ;7h?Cil has a

lonE international career of offorts tJt7-ar::s peace e^^•= u_scr lo:.in::t; and in you, Sir,

^7C sec a i^isti rlE,Lisrn?G. .^,l`•ll•_a_-UC who has ::1^.:ly :.•.im^,?î ano '.' Ii'1C ;at1C St-ill."a 1r1115,

,^.,Ûilitiu-s, c1n:' îdC th1rŸ-- that t't',ls 2uçars uell f•:l' the succCssfu'1 pro,TeSS of ou?•

i7JrI•_ 6L'Sin^ your time ::f oCCulî.-^.ncy of the Ch?.ir.

like on this occasion 41v t.^-x^rC&S SI:-:i: j7cnl:2'al lrlCc1S c•r the

li.Cï.i Wl:iCll, in 2.cccr61.cY1^•e i•7ith our pro?"^LiL ZA :?.'•rk, '6 1?î.f -'rf' they^'^ ^ 'yi., - pl^ri^.ry Li^̂ c^_rig

^'.%{^:?v'. üf?j ?^yL'•$ ;)f S^'JP.p-'1!û C1 1^:.. ^1GS^r'.1Ct"t.._ 11--w ^"^i „1S of such Z'ilû?^ ms;

r ^'l'i r,.1•.^.',..
^'.,^, • .
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The crux of the item concerning new types of weapons of mass destruction may be

sur .̂^n_a.rized. as follows: scientific research for military purposes has reached. such a

level of development that new d.evices may come into being with d.estructive effects

comparable to those of nuclear weapons. The d.Lvelopner.t and. manufacture of such

weapons has grave cor_sequences for the peace and security of nations. Consequently,

it is necessary to make every effort to prevent scientific and. technologica1 progress

beiig used for the creation of new types of weapons of mass destruction and. new

systems of such weapons.

The first definition of what is to be und.erstooû. by weapons of mass destruction

was given in 19^;8 by the Commission for Conventional j.r..-^auents established by the

Security Cbuncil; with the object of d.elirnitint; the sphere of its own competence,

that Commission d.ecid.ed. that in its opinion, its jurisdiction embraced. all

armaments and. armed. forces except atomic weapons and weapons of mass d.estruction.

The Commission for Conventional lraaments e.cl.ded. that : "weapons of mass d.estruction,

should. be clî:fined. to inclucl.e atomic explosive weapons, radioactive material weapons,

lethal "chenical and. biological weapons and any weapons ;?evclopeJ. in the future which

have châ.racteristics comparable in d.estructive effect to those of the atomic boz.ib,or.

other weapons mentioned a'uove."

The question of weapons of mass d.estruction has been before the LTnite:7. 21'ations

since 1975, as a result of a Soviet initiative. The main questions discussed. have

been the follow--*Ln;:

(a) The r.att.^-•e of the prohibition: some countries nair,ain that it is essential

to apply a comprehensive nrolv.bi tion, and. that it t•ri ll always be easier to prohibit

the creation and. manufacture of such wLapons when they are still in the stage of

research or exDeriment.

Other countries favour a "case by case" apprt-ach. They maintain that new

scientific advances should. be tackleil. as they arise, and. that every type of weapon

should.be the subject of specific consid.eration.

(b) The type of measure to be acopted, or thesco-00 Of the prohibition: the

advocates of a comprehensive prohibition maintain that there is a need.'for an

agreement of ageneral nature, that is to say, a prohibition sufficiently wide to

embrace all kinc'.s of weapons of mass d.estr!iction incorpor,-.tinC qualit=1ti1ely new

principles as well as types of weapons incorporatin?- scientific rrinciples already

in application but whose leth,-.l nature might be enhenced. by the introduction of new

technical features.
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Those who suppert the second. epproach, while recognizing the need. for efforts 

to prohibit specific ueapens of mass destructien, reject the idea of a broadly based 

conventien which wouLl. prohibit without further specification any weapons cf that 

type which might appear in the future. They take the  vie  w that a single treaty on 

the matter wour,be too generalized and. -would be so vague as to be ineffective. 

In our opinicn, the two additional positicns on this matter do not seem 

irreconcilable. 

That is born* out by the fact that with the passage of time the two theories, 

•hich started eff by admitting of no cempromise, have been pr•gressively converging. 

The 1977 decision of the United. States and the Soviet Union, in the context of 

the SALT II negotiations, to establish a bilateral verking group charged. with 

producing an agreement on the prohibition of radielogical weapons may be regarded. 

as a consequence of the greater flexibility of  -attitudes referred. to above. 

A still further degree of reconciliation cf the two positions is reflected in 

Paragraph 77 of ,the Final Document of the tenth special session of the General Assembly, 

devoted to disarmament, which refers to the need. to take affeetive meaeures to avoid the 

danger of new types of weapons of mass destruction by efforts aiming at the 

prohibition of such new types anC. the conclusicn of specific agreements on particular 

types of new weapons of mass destruction which might be identified. In the preceding 

paragramh, the Final Document says that a. convention sheuld be cencluded. prohibiting 

radiological weanens. 

These two paragraphs represent a positive effort of accommodatien and 

reconciliation of previeusly oppesing positions, and may be said to open the way to 

joint efforts bascd. on elements which have been generally accepted- 

The joint proposal of the United. States and. the Soviet Unien regaraing the 

principal elements of a treaty for the prohibition of the develePuent, production, 

stockpiling ana use of radiological weapons is also a part of this gradual process 

of reconciliation of the two traditional viewpoints. 

The special session of the General Lssembly, in paragraph 77 of the Final . 	. 	. . 	 e. 
Document, recbmmends that the question of new types and gystems of weapons of mass 

destruction should be kept under continuing review in ole.7er tz prevent scientific and 

technnlegical achievements in the nilitary 	beini: used for non-peaceful purposes. 

For its part, the General Assembly, at its thirty-feurth sessien, ae„eptei. by 

117 votes in favour, none against  and 24 abstentiens reselution 3 .4/79, whioh, 
inter alia  requested. the Cemnittee on Disarmament, in the liFht of its existing 
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priorities, actively to continue negDtiatioris, with the assistance of qualifi ed

^;overnnontal expcrts, with a view to preparing a draft co::,rrehensive agreement on the

prchibition of the develepc:ent anü manufacture of new types of weapons of mass

d.estruction and. now syster!s of such weapons, an,, where necessary, specific

agreements on particular types of suci: wec.pcr.s. The Cor:nittee sr.culd give particular

attention to this Qilestion 4:it'Un its existi2'U priorl.t.2.es, at neYt ye2rts session.

Perhaps in 1981 a work.inC group could be established. to make a more concrete

st-.zdy of the argarent s in favour of the conclusion of a General a n:i conprehensivc

agree*tent, and the reasons advzlced. in fa.vour of special and -specific agreements.

Such a:•rcrY.in^ grcup would endeavour to devise acon::.on approach combining the two

alternatives.

"s I said before, in my delegation' s Opinion the two approaches are quite

reconcilable, and we think that the adoption of a conprehensi ve agreement d.oes not

exclud.e the possibility of making specific agreements relating to particular

caterories or types of weapons.

Iwould. now like to nake some observations regardino the second part of the item

before us, which relates specifically to rad.ioloEical weapons.

1•1y d.elegaticm has folloued, with great interest the discussions in the Ad. Hoc

VlerkinG Group d.ealin,; speeifieally with such meapons. The cietailecl. study of this

question which we have been nak.in;; has given rise to sor..e d.eubts and. anxieties which

lea.r.'• us to cenclud.e that i t may be nocessa?-y t7 :1od1fy our apprCcch.

The discussic._;s in cuestion have sl:o; :-: that basically ?c . arc not concernet;. with

one specific type of weap,:;n. In the first place, such keapons do not exist as far

as we have been able to ascertain, and it dLes not seem likely that they can exist as

a specific type of ;.eapor.. The basic issue is the need. to avoid. the possibility of

radioactive materials yiiich do exist, such as the -vaste from nuclear plants, whether

civil or military, being used. in future for hostile purposes, or as a means of causing

casualties in presuüed enemy terrain by radioactive emissions prod.uceu by the decay

of such materials. (As the Soviet -Uni ted. States prcposal points out, this can be donc

by the dissemination of radioactive su:istances). S:_;onG possible applicati=s for

,"..ilitax-y purposes of radioactive waste, reference has been nace, for example, to the

placing of caterials obtained from spent nucle2r-fuel rucls from a nuclear reactor in a

particular area. to interdict passaGe, or in a populate_': area to kill hu:-ian beings,

cause damage to the population or oblige it to evacuate the c:rea. The quostion is

therefore one of the use for.rsilitary purposes of radioactive r.izterial or any other

source of radiation. As I have saià., it is n:t a. q;iestion c:f a type of weapon which

can be snecifically defined as such.
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In our  vie':, • his finOing should induce us te modify . eur approach to the natter. 

 The convention which emerges fret the :Jerk of the Ld Hec  Group shoulC nt  refer to 

radiological yeapens, but should concentrate on the prohibition of the use of 

radiieactive materials for military purpeses, the prohibitien of radielogical methods 

of•warfare or Of methods of radiological war. 

.This chanEe of approach'youl& have the cLvantage of recoEnizing the concern 

•hich several delegationS have alreadp-  expressed, and which is shared. by my 

delegation, that, when we speak of radiological wcapons, an interpretation 

contrario sensu  of the definitien mrepesod in th? Soviet-Uhite!' States draft could be . 

taken to imply that we are legitimizing, endorsing or givine legality to the use of 

nuclear weapons. Such a change of approach would. also take account of another 

c•ncern ef my delegation, namely, that in making an agreement cn radiological weapons 

-we may  bave  outside the international regulation mechanism certain weapons which 

also use radioactivity to cause injury or harm, such as bundles  of charEed. or neutral 

particles and the so-called. intensifie& radiation bomb or neutron bomb. 

. . Lnother concern :hich preoccupies my delegation in connexion with the discussions 

in the Working Group is whether what has been represpnted. to us as a radiological 

/deepen, er the dissemination of radioactive materials or substances for military 

purposes, can really be considered:a weapon of mass destruction. We have seen that 

one of the member States of the Committee on Disarmament has proposed the deleticn of 

the wor "destruction" in the definitien contained in the Seviet-Unitr,3 States 

proposal, sayinr that in fact it is net possible to speak of destruction properly 

so called as the result  of contamination arising  froc  the decay of radioactive 

materials. Llthough I am not an expert in the field, I agree that it seems unlikely 

that the disseminatien of radioactive sibstances can cause destructien in the strict 

sense of the word. It may be a truism, but I venture to  s'y  that a weapon which is 

not a weapon and. which does not cause destruction can scarcely be regarded as a 

weapon of mass destruction. 

I do not mean by this that the negotiations which the Working Group is pursuing 

have no purpose. On the contrary, we think they are very useful and that they 

should be. continued, because their object is te prevent the use fer military purposes 

of highly dangerous subetances or materials which cen cause indiscriminate large-

scale damrc. 

Hewever, in these negotiations we sheuld be  in mind: 

That we are net speakinF •f wanene as such, but  of the use ef 

radioactive materiels fer hestile purpeser; 

2. 	Thr.t we are net dealin7 wi -U1 p. weapen ef mass 

1. 

destruction. 
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- Hr. LUUES  (Czechoblovakia): I would like to devote my today's  • • 

intervention to the item listed in our programme -  of work as "New•types of 

weapons.of mass destrudtion and new systems of sudh weapons; radiological weapons". 

As I am taking the floor for  the  first time in this month;:may I be *permitted 

to extend my,congratulations to you, Hr. Chairman, on your assumption of the, -. - 

_chairmanship of the CD for the month of July. Ike-  delegation is very well 

acquainted from its own experience with the responsibility -of your task.  lie 

 appreciate verymuch•the way you guided the COmmittee's activities. I would like 

to assure you of the readiness of my delegation fully tc contribute to yOur 

demanding missior  in fulfillinj the work pf the July progra7:pc. I am persuaded 

that you will receive in this field the full help and Co-operation of.the 

CD Secretariat, represented by Ambassador Jaipal, 	Berasategui and others in 

such a satisfactory way as we have got during the June chairmanship  of 

 Czechoslovakia. 

-It was also due to their merit,amoneother things, that our term in 

chairing the CD went so smoothly, and, -  as was generally recognized, in a 

business-like manner. 

Government attaches great importance to the prevention of the misuse of 

new scientific and technological achievements for military purposes in general, 

and especially for the development and production of still more effeetive and 

sophisticated types of weariowA of mass destruction.- 
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The endeavours of our Com7eittee to find a speedy and real means for the 

termination of this senseless, harmful and extremely dangerous waste of human 

and material resource:: are in thir connerion more and more expected by the world 

community. As a first concrete step,. we consider the establishment of the • 

Ad Hoc . Working Group on Radiolocical Weapons. 

Ve believe that, under the skilled chairmanship of Hungarian Ambassador Mmives, 

this  croup  would  chou  its readiness to elaborate the draft of the treaty 

prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 

weapons on the basis  of the eint Soviet Union and United States initiative. • 

delezation is convinced that this problem is ripe to be solved. For this 

reason we have invited to the Committee our ernert, Dr. Franék, - wfio takes an 

active part in its Working Group. 

Nevertheless, the discussions in the Working Group have already shown the 

existence of some facts Which make more difficult such speedy and effective 

proceeding as would be desirable for all of us. I have especially in mind certain 

still unexplained technical questions connected with the entire problem of the 

development of new weapons of mass destruction and of their prohibition. 

That is why the Czechoslovak delegation considers it most important at this 

moment to agree on a clear and mutually acceptable definition of radiological. 

weapons and on the SCODe of the prohibition. We think that the Ad Hoc  Working 

Group should not lose time and energy in deliberating questions which are no 

doubt important but co beyond the frameuork of the radiological weapons convention.. 

We strongly feel that deliberations about thie convention undoubtedly show 

that the development of new weapons ol mass destruction is a factor uhich is 

postponing the reaching of our common aim, which is General and Complete 

Disarmament, and.complicating disarmament negotiations even more. That is the 

reason wh we think that the Committee on Disarmament should devote the necessary 

attention even to those questions of a preventive pharacter which are Closely • 

linked with highly actual aims of national security  as  well as with the 

effectiveness of future disarmament necotiations. 

.I would like to remind the Committee that the delegation of the Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic han Mehl:: appreciated ant'. fully supported the initiative of 

the USSR made on 1 April of thie year, propozing to oet ur a special Eroup of 

experts which would meet periodically ana could concern itself with the 

nreperfition if  a draft eompreheneive agreement  an C with the conside..ration of the 

question of concluding special.agreements on individual types of weapons of mass 

destruction. We have alreadydeclared our  readiness to participate in such a 

group as soon as it ie establiched. 
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R'.xS: 12.r1). The .̂^';^;:_tie^^ on D=f'> tr^,.;:^cIît .^. col^t:ilil=n^j its cc?S1ieratZo„ of one of

the most im^oortwnt z)reblen-,s connectecï t-ritl. the limitation of the qualitative arms

race-- the problert of the prohibition of new t;y-pes and systems of ueapons of mass

dest,action.

The position of principlP of the Soviet Union and other coar:tries of the

socialist coP.2..̂ ^iUnity on this question is iari9iin to members of the CoII2..-!7.ttee. It was

stated once again in the Declaration of the States Parties' to the Warsaw Treaty of

15 i;ly 11.0,80, where, inter aliû, it- is proposed t_ initiate business-!:L-ce negotiations

on a number of urge2^_tly needed mec;.s:2re^3' to stoi, the ?tiül: race uriiiCh 2.rE' also favoured

by the United Nations, but on whicii neGotiations have not yet been held. In the

above-mentioned Declaration, the prohibition of the development of new types and

systeti:: of weapcns of mass destruction is included among the problems on which no

State or Government has or can have any convincing rea,sons for evading negotiations.

"Thq conscience of taan?:ilnd," the Declar2.tion states, "ca_n*-lot be reconciled to the

loss of any opportunity for their solution in the interests of all peoples."

The problem of the prohibition of new types ; nd systems of weapons of mass

destruction has appeared on the agenda of various international forums since 1975.

The per1.o1 wriich has cla?]sed since that date confirms that there is every justification

for raising the prQi,lc(G. Its consideration in the General Asse7ibiy and in the

Committee on Disar.^.ame.'_t, where Qualified ^overr^e: t eX2erts f?"t:`m a number of countries

snoke at unofficial meetings in 1;^76-1 j-j', has revealc^: the real dangers of a course

of. events in Z3hi.ch the latest scientific aCI23?Vv'L:^_*I:S coU:.d. this was

prevented in time, be kti? iaed for tho development of ne*..: types of weG:,or_s of mass

destruction. Despite the widely held vie:., cOYlcc?i lirg the 1nadIIllss'_Gi! lt;r cf using

scientific and technological progress for purpoSc's of developing new typos of

weapons of mass destru: tior., there is still no agree:^er.t as to hat, to prevent this

in practice.

It is our profound conviction ti-z^t the cl7aestien of s; comprehensive prohibition

of the dF=velopylent of ne;; types and syste[y3 of i•7er.Dî.nS of mass destruction could

already be solved if t.^^.'. T?oSïtical will t:- d'• so were .:c^_nifested, a:'cve all, by

States developed from the military point of vi::::.
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However, argaments are still occasionally heard to the E:I7 e:+t that it is

hardly worth while ccnsiderin6 the proï,le-m of the prohibition of net, types and

systems of weapons of mass destruction and spending time and eriergy on this

subject, since far more urgent prcblems of prohibition of already etiisting types

and systems of no less dangerous weapons have not y::t been solve :. It is

particularly surprising that argaments of such a l.inCl should be advanced by

anyone in the Committee on Disarnament, the only multilateral ergün for

negotiations on disarm`sent. Such a position car.not be regarded as correct.

We mzst all bear in mind that while the search is going on for solutions to

problems of liraitin; or prohibiting existing means of mass destruction, the

emergence of new varieties of such weapons is not pr2cluded. It goes vi-thout

saying that if events were to tc^l:e such a course, the problem of disarmament,

a very thorny one in any case, would become still mcre cemp'_eï. Should we

passively await such developments?

Historical experience shows that even the most highly a_ua_ifieà specialists

were unable to predict the emergence of new types of weapons during the two greatest

world wars in the history of L^.aYLC1.T'id. in this connexion it wG:llG =t be SuperflLtOus

to recall that Rktherford, the founder of eX_1erlmCntal nuclear pl,ysics, asserted

in 1933 that anyone who expected to produce enerD-r from the transformation of atoms

was talking nonsense. Not much more than 10 years passed before the atom bomb had

not only been develcpeci but had also been droppec. To l:.^!4erstand the urgency of

the problem of prohibiting the development of new types and systems of weapons of

mass destructicn, it is sufficient to ask o^zs seivEs l:o;t mankind have De

had it been possible to prevent the use of atomic energy for military purposes.

The Soviet Union consistently advoce.tes a comprehensive agreement which will

erect a reliable barrier against the emergence of new types of weapons of mass

destruction. At the same time, the e1_psnded dr..St agreement on this • question

submitted to the Committee in 1;77 also provides for tüe possibility of cenc'_uding

special agreements on the prohibition of individual nec: typLs oî such weapons.

Taking into account the Western c3antrie_' approe.ch to solving the problem

of the prohibition of new types and syste.::s of ueap=:ns of mass destruction, the

Soviet dclegation on 7. April 193î^ cama fori;rxa t•:+Lri a proaosâl for the establishment,
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under the auspices of the Committee on DisarMament, of a group of experts 

which would be convened from time  t tim(: and whicb. lould concern itself both 	- 

with preparing a draft comprehensive agreement and with considering the question 

of the conclusion of special agreements on individual types of weamons of mass 

destruction. 

A considerable number of unofficial meetings on the question of the prohibitiron 

of new types of weapons of mass destruction have already been held, with the - 

participation of experts, in the Committee on Disarmament. The establishment of  

an ad hoc group Of experts on this question would provide an additional important • 

practical means of encUring continuous observation of developments in the field 

of potentially dangerous trends in the development of new types of weapons of 

mass destruction. 	 - 

We note with satisfaction that a number of delegations are showing interest 

in the establishment of each an ad hoc group of experts.  I  should like to hope 

-that at the present session the remaining delegations will also determine their 

position on this proposal and will  take part in drafting the terms of reference of 

such a group éo that it may embark on its work under the auspices of the 

Committee on Disarmament in the very near future. The Soviet delegation is 

eubmitting a draft decision  on the establishment of an appropriate group of experts 

fer the consideration of Members of the Committee. 	 • 

Allow me now to dwell on the questicy. of the preparatill of a treaty 

prohibiting radiological weapns. As is known, the problem of the prohibition 

of radiological weapons, which the Soviet Union views in the context of the 

problem of a comprehensive prohibition_of new types of weapons cf mass destruction, 

has already been on the agenda  of the ComMittee on Disarmament continuously for 

more than three years. As we  ail  know very well, radiological weapons omerating 

with  the  help of radioactive material were mentioned as belonging to the category 

of weapons of mass .destruction already in the well-known United Nations formula 

of 1948.. In the course of the discussions on the preparation of a specific 

international agreement on this problem conducted within the Committee over 

the past Years, additional expert evaluations and arguments  .have been submitted 
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to members cf the Committee which have convincingly demonstrated that the 

preconditions for the possible emergence cf such weapons in the future are 

continuously expanding. 

This is due, above all, to the broad development and dissemination throughout 

the World of radioactive material of various kinds, which may objectively be 

regarded as providing a supply base for radiological weapons. 

The international community's realization of this danger is reflected in 

General Assembly resolutions known to us all, and it is this realization which 

acted as the starting impulse for consideration by the Committee on Disarmament, 

over a space of three years, of matters connected with the prohibition of 

radiological weapons and for the preparation by th:: delegations of the USSR and 

the United States of America in 1979 of the joint proposals on a draft international 

treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. 

An ad hoc  working group is at present working on the preparation of a draft 

treaty based on those proposals. In the course of this work, delegations are 

introducing and discussing various suggestions introducing ideas as well as actual 
• 	• 

formulations on various aspects of the problem. The active approach adopted by the 

majority of delegations in this connexion indicates that the problem of prohibiting 

radiological weapons is, in one way or another, of concern to all. At the same 
time, according to our preliminary appraisal, certain difficulties have arisen in 

the course of the lready completed stage of work on the treLty on radiological 

weapons. 

An examination of the proposals submitted by delegations shows that their 

orientation is by no means uniform. 

One group of proposals does not diverge from that interpretation of the 

purposes and objectives of the future treaty by which the majority of States members 

of the Committee are guided and which guided the sponsors of the joint initiative 

in drafting the relevant articles of the treaty. This group of rroposals provides 

for the preparation of an international treaty which would ureventively prohrbit 

one of the possible nèw types of eeapons of mass destruction -- radiological 

weapons -- as well as the conduct of radiological warfare, i.e. of warfare involving 

the'employment of such weapons or of any radioactive material that might be at  the 
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disposal of Stc.tes . The further harmonization cf this group of propos^^..ls shc•ulk

not -- at least J .n the Soviet ,.clcg--.ticn's viei-r -- ^=VC rîse to parti-cular

difficultics in the finaî drafting of the text of the treûty .

But there aro also some individual proposals wl:icn, in substance, alter the

basic idea and content of this docuaent. Ih_.v,.: in wind, ab-Ove all, the proposals

which relate to extendinG the score cf the treaty to include fcrms of activity

:znrelc.ted to the question of the proribiticr_ of radiological weapcns. The proposals

air.ed ct artificially linking togethLr the trtaty on radiele^ical capons with

certain international agreements ii?t: inG ncti-iing tc de c:it.a the problem under

considerà.tion shou? d be relûte3 tc this same group of questions.

As to this category of proposals, we should li:E to say the following. The

Soviet' delegation is always prepared to treat with landerstwnding any idea in the

snhere of disarmament if i t provides for 'a realistic and constructive solution

of the question.- However, we could not include the ideas to which I a^ referring

in the category of iewlistic and constructive ones, aitheubh they may seem to be

dictated by the best intentions. They are unrealistic for the aim-ple reason that

for their application it would be r_ecessary first to prohibit war in general and

only then to prohibit radiclogical vec.rons.

The Soviet TiTnicn -- and this is :wrell 'xnou: -- has c,l'lruys been in favour of

excluding war from the life cf hamwn society and has always actively fought towards

this end. In fut-:re, too, we shall _enti.:rae to dc everv thf.g possible in '.hi s

direction. However, we clearly realize that it would be a great Mistal:e to be

so ô ided by t?^.is noble aspiration as to act in amarsier divorced from the realities

of the world in which we live. ExTc;rience suggests that success aleng the path

of arias limitation and disarmament can be achieved only by successive step-by-step

measures in the direction of that goal.

Iuo,stly, we cannot fail to note 4._aaber of stc.teMents -and a C,

delegc:tions which are not only urireclistic but, to put it mildl y, are generally

dictated by considerations that cs^ far from busir..-ss-li_ve. At vcrious unofficial

meetings, and sometiamos- also at meetings of the i-:cri;i.ng group, views are prepagated

to the effG-.t that the adoption of the c_bove-m•:.ntioned docuLrant would amount to

accepting soue kind of "dictwt^ of the super Powers", that delay in the preparation
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of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapnns would represent a "lever for exerting 

pressure on the super Powers", and that until other, more urgent, disarmament 

questions are settled the conclusion of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons 

must not be permitted, etc. 

How are we to describe such a position? To call it emotional would not be 

enough; it is, in essence, dangerous. To block the adoption of a positive decision 

on the proposal which has been submitted concerning the prohibition of radiological 

weapons is not difficult. Any negotiation in the Disarmament Committee could be 

blocked for many decades by artificially linking one question with another. But 

the question is: in whose interests would this be? In whcse interests is it to 

defer the prohibition of a new type of weapon of mass destruction the possibility 

of whose emergence is confirmed by many àuthoritative specialists? Do the champions 

of the point of view I have described understand hoir great, how heavy, is the 

responsibinty they are assuming in preventing, for all practical purposes, the 

prohibition of radiological weapons at the present time? Who can guarantee that 

in a year or two, radiological weapon:. will not-appear in the arsenals of certain 

States and that then the prohibition of these weapons will be a far more difficult 

matter? 

Lastly,. we cannot fail to notice that in their other statements the same 

delegations which are objectively obstructing  the  successful conclusion of 

negotiations on radiological weapons in the Committee on the basis of the 

USSR,United States draft speak in favour of the creaticn of conditions t6 facilitate 

constructive co-operation between the USSR and the United States in matters of 

limitation of the arms race. In reality, however, they are working in the opposite 

direction. 

Let us make no bones about it: this is more than a restricted issue. The line 

taken by certain delegations in linking together different disarmament problems 

and artificially creating obstacles to the progress of negotiations is harming the 

authority of the Committee on Disarmament and interfering with ,the merformance of 

its functions. 

The Soviet delegation would like to hope that representatives of the other 

countries members of the Committee will adopt an understanding and responsible 

attitude towards the considerations set forth above. 
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--At recent meetings of the Com:_̂ ^i ttee on Disarmament a number of delegations

some to a greater, others. to a lesser eYt•ent - have touched upon matters conr±ected

with the sit•aatiOn in E•arope. 9lthoug:: these questions, as we I..̂ zow, are net or.

the Co=ittec's agenda, the Soviet delegc.ticn would lil:e today to express certain

views on this subject.

Some rem<.rks by delegations may give rise to the iwpression- that the

Soviet Union and otizer States parties to the Warsatr Treaty are doing nothing to

reduce military confrontation in Europe and to strengthen E'arope2x: security.

It is well I_-_ov-n, however, that these States are actively propounding that

Europe - and, n4t•.zxally, other regions of the globe as well - should become a

zone of durable peace, co-operation and security. Suffice it in this. connexion to

mention once again the Declaration of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty,

adopted at a meeting of the Political Consultative Committee on 15 May 1980, to

which we have already referred in dot:-il, This document contains a wide-ranging

programme of ineasures and proposals i•r'hich, to a considerable extent, relate precisely

to questions of strengthening peace in E'.^.rope. Suc.!: is the upnewl to accelerate

preparations for a conference on military détente and disarmament in Europe. Such

is the proposal to agree that, beginning cn a specific agreed date, no State or group

of States in I3zrcpe should increase the etrer_gtL of its armed forces in the area

specified in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe.

Such is the desir::.. of the Warsaw Tre--ty c;:-antrics, expressec: in the Declaration,

that the forthcoming 1,1:.drid meeting should culminate in positive and specific results.

Spe .king on 30 June 19,30 at a di:•s_er in honour. of isr. H. Schraidt, the Chancellor

of the Federal Republic of Germany, Hr. L.I. Brezhnev said: "In the face or

continuing attempts to k*nin up the arms rcoce, we are addressing to the West an

insistent appeal to stop, to lay aside various 'additional zrm:.ment! programmes,

to renounce the development of new types and systems of weanor_s, be they rockets,

neutron weapons, chemical weapons or any other.".

We are therefore surprised when, ::ithout taking the various initiatives of

the socialist countries into account, various recommendations and prescriptions are

,advanced here, in the Committee on Disarrac.^,ent, as to where the pro^ ess of military

ddtentc,• on the Laropee.n continent should start and how speeifir issues should be

^clvnd:.
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We must find answers to this and other questions as to who is responsible 

for the present grave situation facing mankind and what we should do to remedy 

matters. It is bad enough that in a nuclear exchange the combatants are likely 

to perish instantly, but for the rest of us vho are not so lucky and will face 

the inevitable prospect of dying slowly through the effects of radiation, the 

prospects are even worse. Why should the rest of us perish in this  canner?  

We are entitled to an answer from those who have nuclear weapons and who threaten 

to use then freely "to protect" their so-called segurity. If I may point . out 

a further glaring anomaly, it is that the stockpiles of nuclear weapons which. 

already exist are well above any theoretical threshold that anyone may need to 

assure mutual deterrence and perhaps even global annihilation. 

The above question too is  relevant in the context of the proposed treaty 

seeking to prohibit radiological weapons. I had explained in my statement on 

10 July why my delegation objects to the exclusion from the scope of the treaty 

of radiation from nuclear explosive devices. The wider danger of slow death 

from radiation for the majority of mankind would be from radioactive fall-out 

caused by a nuclear war, and not by selective use of so-called radiological 

weapons as presently defined in the proposed treaty. We wish to underline this 

important aspect in our approach to the draft treaty. 

In saying this we are not ipso facto  opposing a convention to ban radiological 

weapons, which has been called for by the special session in paragraph 76 of its 

Final Document. It should easily be possible for the co-sponsors of the draft 
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treaty for moral and legal greunds, explained by various delegations in this 

Committee, to delete from the text the reference to exclusion of nuclear 

explosive devices in the definition of radiological weapens. Thereafter, it is 

up to their conscience to express whatever reservations they may care te express. -  

We see no reasdn why the rest of us should subscribe to the  doctrines of the 

co—sponsors of the draft concerning the use of nuclear weapons. 

We indeed appreciate that the dosponsors of the treaty  on  radiological 

weapons have spent a great deal of time in presenting us with a drart so that 

it could benefit from the negotiating process in a Multilateral context in the 

Committee .  on Disarmatent. The discussion  on the treaty both in the Committee as 

well as in the Working Group has thro•n up several fundamental differences of 

viewpoint. If we express an  approach divergent to that of the co—sponsors, this 

should not be regarded as evidence of any ulterior motives or - as an attempt to 

hold up the process of negotiations. These differences of.approach reflect the 

very different principles on which many delegations, including mine, approach 

the question. If the co—sponsors find it impossible to accept any changes in 

the draft treaty, except for a few editorial ones, then it is always open to them 

to sign the treaty in its present fora themselves, just as they have signed the 

SALT agreements earlier. The practical effect of this agreement to eschew 

radiological weapons would be just the same. Our time in the negotiating forum 

could then be spent more fruitfully in dealing with other urcent questions of 

nuclear disarmament. 

We feel that in the above circumstances it may be best if the entire matter 

concerning the ban on radiological weapons, together with all the comments and 

amendments proposed by various delegations, is eubmitted to the General Lssembly 

for its consideration.. M>Y"  delegation believes that serious thought shculd now 

be given as a matter of urgent priority to nuclear weapons and the nuclear arms - 

race which pose the modt serious threat to our future and our survival. 



(IIr. Herder, Gerraar_ Democratic Renublic )

In the interest of early progress in the negotiations on a prohibition of the

development and manufacture of new types and systems of irca-pons of mass destruction,

we are - also e:.plicitly supportinG the proposal recently presented by the USSR on

setting ^zn a group of experts within the framework of the Comrei ttee on Disarmament.

This'group should embark both upon the preparation of a draft comprehensive adreenent

and on the consideration of the ouestion of c.^ncluding special agreements on

individàal types of veanons of mass destruction. At the same time, such a group of

e:.perts could monitor the situation as regards the develonment of new types of weapons

of mass destruction and submit recommendations for their prohibition.

In our opinion, the Committee on Disarmament should as soon as possible take a

decision on implementing the initiative of 'the Scviet Union. We propose that the

Chairman of the Committee shoild take appropriate steps in order to reach a decision

on this question already during this month.

In the course of negoti zti ons v2thsn the Ad hoc Zlorki n,:^ Group on Radiological

?Ieapons, the socialist countries have given enouEh proof of their readiness to

conclude individual agreements on the prohibition of specific new types of tireapons of

mass destruction. They have entered into neiotiations with the purpose of reaching

as soon as'possible an agreement on a draft convention prohibiting the development,

production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons, and of reporting to the

thirt-fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly on the results achieved

in this respect. - Thus, they are acting in accordance with United Nations

General Assembly resolution 34/37 A req;iestinG the Corm-ittee on Disarmament ,,to

proceed as soon as possible to achieve agreement, tr_rouLh neFoti ati on, on the t'e::t

of such a convention and to report to the General Assembly on the results achieved

for consideration by the Assembly at its thirty-fi_fth session".

My delegation vièc•rs the early elaboration of a draft convention prohibitins the

development, producti'on, stockpiling and use of radiological ireapens as one of the

most urgent tasLs of this Committee. tte believe that the political importance of such

a prohibition could hardly be overestimatecl at tho present stage. Sayine this, we

have the following in mind:

Firstly, the Conmittee for the second time in history has the opportunity to

prohibit once and forever a specific type of Fr.:.,anon of mass destruction. This weùld

be the first nreventive prohibition of à treannn of mass destruction. 1111 member

States of the Committee should be aSrare of the e::traordine.ry responsibility they are

bearing in this respect.
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Secondly, the conclusion of a convention at present mould have positive impacts 

on the international climate which has teen aggravated.  L.  could contribute to 

improving the political atmosphere, mhich is badly needed, for further effective steps 

on the road towards the cessation of the arms race and to disarmament. 

We  hold the view that extremely favourable prerequisites are existing in this 

- Committee for an early elaboration of a draft convention. The "Agreed  joint 

United'States-USSR proposal on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, 

*production, stockpiling and use of radiological weapons" had been presented to the 

Committee. The discussions held up to now in the Working Group under the tircumspect 

guidance of Ambassador eimives have, thanks to constructive proposais on the text of 

the convention presented by a number of States, led to a further clarification of 

opinions; and on some points the differences could le narrowed. Troceeding from this 

stage of negotiations, importance has nom to be laid on passing on to an agreed 

formulation of the individual articles of the text. 

Nevertheless, we regret very much that some States are trying to diminish the 

importance of a drart convention on the prohibition of radiological weapons, or to •  

link the prohibition of these meapons with other questions in such a way that an early 

agreement would become impossible'. Ile evaluate such an approach as a destructive one, 

and me consider it to be detrimental to the objectives of disarmament. The real 

willingness of each State to contribute to the halting of the arms race and to 

disarmament is not measured only mith the help of general statements. It has to be . 

proved by a constructive attitude towards concrete disarmament measures. Those who 

really work for genuine progress in the striving for the cessation of the arms 

race should do everything to participate constructively in reaching an early 

prohibition of radiological weapons. 
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A few words now about the results of the consideration of the question of

the prohibition of radiological weapons at the current session of the Connittee on

Disarnanent.

The Working Group on Radiological Weapons has, in accordance with the

programme that has been adopted, practically wound up its activities at this

session of the Comnittee. Unfortunately, the Group was not only unable to conplete

its worL in accordance with its mandate but was practically unable even to start

work on the inplenentation-of the mandate, i.e. on reaching-adreenent directly on

the text of a draft treaty. The opinion of the Soviet delezation regzrding-the

reasons which led to this state of affairs is well-known to the nenbers of the

Comittee. The main reason is the existence of two fundanentally different

approaches to the scope and subject of the prohibition.

We have already touched in part on this question at one of our previous

meetings. We would like, first of all,, to express our satisfaction at the fact

that many delegations have displayed an interest in our statement on this question.
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As a result, the co-sponsors of major elements of a treaty on tli-e- piohibition of

radiological weü ^ons have been able to f ^ld useful consultntions with a number of

delegations, in particular with those of India, Yugoslavia, Venezuela and others.

We would like to believe that these consultations have helped to bring positions

closer toge-çhea:.

The Soviet delegation exerted the utnost-efforts in an attempt to ensure that

the activities.of the Working Group on Radiological Weapons,would be constructive

and fruitful in the spirit of the mandate of the Group. In our view, delegations

represented in the Working- Croup now have a sufficiéntly complete idea of the

positions taken by countries members of the Committee and of the ârguments

underlying-those positions. It would seem that delegations will need some time

to study the proposals and considerations which were advanced in the course of

the work on the draft treaty. In this connexion we would like to state that we

are ready to continue consultations on this question in any form and at any time.

We have also taken note of the proposals which were advanced both in the

Working Group and in the meetings . of the Committee to the effect that two States

or any other number of States which are ready to take the Soviet-United States

draft as a basis should sien it so that our time in the Committee on Disarmament

would be used more fruitfully for discussions of other urgent 'issues. Such a

possibility does of course exist, particularly since, judging- by the discussion

which took place, there will be quite.a number of such States; and we have

studied the above--mentioned proposal. However, we would not like to adopt this

course because, in the last analysis, this could undermine the role of the

Committee on Disa..^am-ent and would create an undesirable precedent for the

elaboration and conclusion of other multilateral agreements in this field.

It seems to us that, in the spirit of the wishes of those delegations which

expressed thenseTves in favour of naintaining the pace of the negotiations on

the basis of the.USSR-United States joint proposal, it Frould be advisable to

think of continuing-.the work of the Working- Group to bring the positions closer

together in one form or another.
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I would ask members of the Committee- . e 
to recall for a moment their owl experience both Last year and. this year when the 

Committeewas .presented vith a.draft treaty on.radiological -weapona. _Jest year, 

as I recall, those who sponsored the treaty thought ana believed that it could'be - 

agreed upon fairly:.quieklyl-but this year, upon the establishment 'of  a  Iforking 

Croup pn the . subject, we founa:that it.was notqm-easy. •Only a moment ago the 

distinguished delegate of Polandiexpressed_hia.disappointment that the report of.  ; 

the Wor4ing group:on-the.reiolegical.weapons treaty is not entirely satisfactory. 

That is a -poipt .of-yiew, -and no doubt-it is a vàlid  one: but what I want to sgy is  

that t. if this.Committee-i4e.tobe .presented with a draft Cali treaty negotiated • ' 

hopefully by the tripartite•negotiatore,ye shmuid. not  rule - out the possibility of 

the same.problems arising - with-that-treaty for-the:very simple reason that the - 

point oryiew, the•attitudg,and the emphasis which are of concern to those yhm 

sponsoredthetreaty-are-not completely shared.by the entire membership. If- " 

that occurred - in the•case of the treaty on radiological weapons, I yould. hot be 

exaggerating if I said.thate.ny-draft treaty on a test ban  is of interest to e - 

larger number.  of the members of,this Committee and they.are.not likelY to accent 
• 	• 

very easily the concepts, the definitions, the scope or the protocol of a draft 

treaty•preparea -by trilateral negotiators, houever well intended, The purpose - of 

what I am saying is that, sinçe this is a treatrfor which there has been a much 

larger demand and  interest in the international community as a whole -- and in this 

Committee in particular -- than for any other treaty that has come before this 

Committee, I uould. stroney recommend that the trilateral negotiators do not regard 

this plea as having just a nuisance value, since all cf us are interested in the 

treaty and. the sooner it is brought before the Committee in the form of a marking 

paper, the better the prospects for such a treaty reacbing fulfilment will be. 

Mr. Chairman, I promise you I  :i1l  not take more of your  tic. It remains 

for me to reassure the trilateral negotiators that theee remarks that might appear 

too critical are not made male ride: they are made bona.fide. As  I have said, I 

have not endeavoured to make a comprehensive analysis of their statement as such. 

However, let them bear in mind that if they could devote their efforts to the 

creation of a working group in the Committee, I think that yould be a major 

achievement when the Committee begins its work next year. 



(pr. Flowerree, Unite States) 

•  I would like to return to a brief examination of the results of the Working Groups 

established by this Committee. Franklyl . we were concerned that the Radiological 

Weapons Working Group did not make greater progresà. On the basis of the initial 

reactions to the joint United States-USSR initiative on this sUbject submitted in 

July 1979, the General Assembly's call in resolution 34/87 A for the elaboration - 

of an RW Treaty and the CD's decision to establish a Working Group for that purpose, 

we had thought that there would have been a greater agreement about what . we were 

to negotiate and the desirability of drafting a treaty text. Ify delegation did not 

take the view that the joint United States-USSR initiative was a perfect document, 

not to be modified in any respect. Far from it. We welcomed suggestions on how it' • 

could be improved and clarified. Ve thought, however, thatall delegations were 

aware of the score of what had been proponed and were disappointed to  se e efforts 

being made to -turn -the ZU initiativc into something far different from what had been  

originally envisaged. We did not claim more for the initiative than it really is -- - 

an effort to prohibit a weapon of mass destruction which although not now in areanals, 

has been seriously considered, which was identified as a weapon of mass destruction 

by the United Nations in 1948 and which up until now has not been dealt with in any 

way in a disarmament context. 

We have taken  note of the points that have been raised by some delegations 

within the Working Group, questions that reflect a legitimate concern about the joint 

United States-USSR initiative mithin the framework of an HU convention as it was 

originally conceived and understood.  The United States will consider these points 

carefully and at our next session hopes to be able to work with all delegations to 

resolve the problema that stand in the wai of negotiating a convention thmt would 

fill a recognized void in the pannply of arms control and. disarmament measures. 

Let me-make clear that in no way do we consider work on an AU convention a substitute 

for efforts we have pledge to make towards cnntrolling nuclear arms. -  But we do think 

it deserves  serions  attention and that this  body  should not miss an oppértunity, modest 

though it may be, to ban a potential weapon of mass destruction. 



Iir. 1ii,ITlü!I'ES':IAMIT (India) s Mr, Chairman, at the time when the Committee

is considering the reports of the various Ad hoc lforkinG Groups, I would like to put

on record some of the viel-rs c_ ZZr Govern..~^ent on the proposed treaty for the

prohibition of radiological weapons.

It is the viet; of sZr Government that the central problerm in the field'of.

disarmament, t-rhich has to be accorded highest pri ority , is the elimination of nuclear

weapons. It is difficult therefore for my delegation to be enthusiastic in its

support to the concept of the prohibition of radiolo&ical weapons, particularly

since no neaninGful steps have so far been -ta;.en to control and finally eliminate

nuclear weapons vhich, in our vierr,:constitute the most dangerous category of

weapons causing death and destruction by radiation. The Treat,

Hon-Proliferation of tTucleo.r l•leanons, besides beinL unequal and discri-minatory,

ion of nuclear irea*ons and does nothingseeks to prevent only horizontal proliferat

to reduce -- much less prohibit -- the vertical proliferation of existing nuclear

arsenals in the possession of the five nuclear-weapon States or to prevent the

danger of a nuclear var.

It hasbeen India's traditional and consistent disarmament nclic,%r to seek to

ban all weapons of mass destruction. In pursuance of such a policy, India has

supported and becone• a Party to the 1972 Uiological Weanons Convention and has'

stood for the elimination of the other three clearl^r recoGnized and identified

categories of weapons of mass -destruction -- namely, nuclear veapons, chemical

weapons and rzdioI.oGical weapons.

I7e have already stated our position with respect to the definition of

radiological -vreapons containec? in article Iï, paro.t;raphs 1 and 2, of the draft text

of the treaty on radiologics.l tires.pons presented by the United. States and the USS?.

I^Ie are of the view that in our negotiations nerit year the se^sch should continue for

an zparonriute definition which does not resort to an exclusion clause with respect

to nuclear weapons.

In article II, paragranh 2,of the draft presented by the United States of

Ainerica and the USSM there i:: a reference to the use of radioactive material with

a view to causing destruction, dama,-e or injury by -mecns of the radiation produced

by the decay of such material. •.ie are of the opinion that radioactive raaterial used

for radioloGical weapons should be defined clearly in terno of the snecific isotone3

and quantities thereof irhich could. be put to military use throulfa their dissemination.

The term "any radio- active uaterial" is to our mina too vague for purpoces of the

proposed treaty.
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Both in regard to articles I and IV of the draft treatr.  presented by the 

United States and the USSR, me are of the view that there should be an explicit 

reference to transfer of radiological weapons as well, and the scope of the treaty 

should specifically also cover transfer. 

Article III of the draft treaty is also ambiguous in nature. Its language 

seems to suggest that the scope of the treaty is open-ended and extends beyond 

radiological meacons. Therefore, either this article should be drafted in a more 

precise manner so that it is clear what iS intended, or it may be deleted altogether. 

With respect to article V of the joint United States-USSR draft me feel that 

it is necessary to introduce the mords "any radioactivé. material or" before the 

mords "sources of radiation" so as to complete the meaning of this article and to 

bring it into conformity with article II. 

Our final comment today concerns article VII of the draft United States-USSR 

treaty on radiological weapons.  :Te  have already commented on this article before, 

and have expressed our inability to accept a specific reference to the Treaty on 

the Ubn-Proliferation of Hucleer Weapons to which me, as well as many other 

countries, are-not parties. Uc, therefore, propose .that article VII should be 

reformulated as follows: 

-'Wothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted as detracting from the 

obligations assumed by any State under any other international treaty 

or other existing rules of international lam governing an armed conflict." 

IT  delegation mould like to reiterate its millingness to participate, in a 

constructive manner, in the multilateral negotiations in the CD to formulate a 

treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. However, it is necessary that the views 

held by my delegation, as also those held by other delegations represented here, 

are adequately taken into account mhile drafting the final treaty text. While we 

appreciate the work plready accomplished in this regard by the delegations of 

the United States of America and the USSR, we are of the opinion that the draft 

Presented by them is capable of being refined and modified in a manner that will 

take into account the concerns expressed by delacmtions here. In this spirit we 

look forward to participating actively in multilateral negotiations on radiological 

weapons during the 1961 session of the Committee on Disarmament. 

(if 



Ni'.  TAYLHARDAT  (Venezuela) (translated  froc  Spanish): Er. Chairman, 

during the drafting of the report of the Working Group on Radiological Weapons, my 

delegation proposed the inclusion of a paragraph reflecting the position it had 

maintained during the substantive consideration of the joint proposal of the 

Soviet Union and the United States on a radiological weapons treaty. 

The text proposed by my delegation is as follows (I am reading  froc the paper 

• which I handed to the secretariat at the time): 

"One deleRation maintained the view that, as radiological weazons do not yet 

exist, and since it does not seem foreseeable that they can exist [y no parece  

previsible que nueden existir] as a specific type of weapon, the work of the 

Committee on Disarmament should be oriented towards the conclusion of a 

convention on the prohibition of the use of radioactive material for hostile 

purpOses". 

Delegations which participated in the wcrk of the Group witnessed the efforts 

that were made on more than one occasion to Prevent the inclusion of that sentence 

in the report -- efforts which were subsauently confined to inserting, immediately 

after the Venezuelan paragramh, a sentence intended to neutralize or refute .my  

delegation's point of view. It was even asserted that my delezation, by adopting 

its position, was violating or contravening General ..ssembly resolutions. This 

assertion is so absurd that we feel no need to renly to it or to pay any attention 

toit. 

EY delegation, respecting the right Of any delegation to have its own point 

of view reflected in the report, made no objection to the inclusion of such a 

sentence. But then efforts were made to weaken the Venezuelan text by changing 

the tenses of the verbs used in it. This prompted my delegation to request the 

secretariat that the text included in the Spanish version of the report should be 
— 

exactly the same as the one I had originally handed in, without any change. 

I was given assurances that this would bo done. Nevertheless, in the final 

version of the Working Group's report, which is eontained in document CD/133, the 

text submitted by my delegation  ha  s again been changed. Once again, the tense of 
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a verb has been changed, thus weakening the text. The second line of the paragraph

sumraarizing. my delégafion's position contains the words ",.... foreseeable that

they could exist [previsible quo uudi.eran existir]" whereas the text of the original

version supplied by me reads: "...:.. foreseeable that they can exist [previsibie

que.puedan existir]"

I wish, Mr. Chairn=n, to lodge a polite, bût categorical and. formal protest

regarding this action. We cannot understand hoir a text, drafted in Spanish,

handed in personally with a request that it be reproduced.word•fo= word srithout any

change, should appea.r once again with a change w':iich is clearly intended to weaken

it. Once again, I should like to ask the secretariat to be Y.ind enough to maintain

the text which I provided, without changing as much as a comma.

This whole situation merely cor.firms my delega tZorl' ç conviction that the-

view which we maintained is perfectly valid. The efforts to t•reaken the inclusion

of our viewpoint in the Working Group's report are due precisely to the fact that

this view is t•rell=foundzd. This opinion does not sten from any whim or from any

obstinacy, and fair .les3 from a desire to obstruct the work of the Cor•miittee. I

wish to reiterate our opinion now so that it may be placed on record.

In-the first place, it is an incontravertible fact - which is stated in the

Z•lorking Group's report - that radiological weapons do not exist. Furthermore,

there has hitherto been no evidence that in future it will be possible to

manufacture a specific radiological weapon w:eich is perfectlÿ identifiable as such.

I have talked with a number of experts in various deleea;.io:-.a, and n.:: one has

convinced ne that it is possible to manufacture a clearly identifiable radiological

weapon. ld1 the exnla.nations that I have been given referred to the different ways

in which-radiological material could be used for military purposes or for hostile

purposes. It has been said that it is possible to creatie barriers with radioactive

material. It has been said that a city's water reservoirs can be contaminated

with radioactive material; it has been said that a portion of territory can be

drenched with oil contaminated with radioactive material; it has been said that a

train or a convoy carryin- radioactive material can be bloi:^ un in order to contaminate

an area. 'I'M this is certainly possible; but none of these uses of radioactive

material involves the use of a weapon in the strict sense of the ter,-..I which could

be described as a radiological weapon. For this reason, rTy delegation thirlcs that

:he Cormittee, insteal of spending its time preparinc a convention on radiolo6ical

weapons wnich do not exist and whose ezisten_c: is not. fçreseeo.ble, shoulci spend its
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time on something more useful such as the prohibition of the use of radioactive 

material for hostile purposes. . In our view, continuing the negotiations on a 

radiologicalweaponsconvention would be.tantamount.to  indulging in. wishful 

thinking,..to,Aeceiving ourselves into imagining that me are doing something important 

when the task we should really be undertaUngliesin a completely different_field. 

This is why, in our opinion, the Committee should change the approach it has 

adopted to this question. 

. In conclusion, Er. Chairman, and in support of what has been the Venezuelan 

position on this  question,  I mish to quote the paragraph containing the conclusions 

to the chapter on this subject by the Stockholm International Peace Research 

Institute in its latest-yearbook. 

The SIPRI Yearbobk for 1980  contains on page 384, under the heading 

"Conclusion"; the following observations: • 	 - 

"The emergence of militarily useful radiological weapons is not an immediate 

or serious threat; therefore, a radiological marfare treaty, if - neeed at all, 

has very low arms control priority. The time and effort required to conclude 

such a treaty mould be better spent on negotiating arM's Control and 

disarmament measures relating to nuclear weapons or dhemical weapons, the 

mass destructive effect of which on human life and on the environment has 

already been demonstrated ..." 

• HY delegationis position is not, in any case, intransigent or unalterable. 

If we  could be Shown convincingly and unambiguously that it is possible to 

manufacture a radiological meapon, my delegation would have no objection to' 

reconsidering its position. Until that happens, we continue to believe that what 

the Committee should do is . to  elaborate an instrument designed to prevent the use 

of radiological material for hostile purposes by indiscriminate dispersion of such 

material or by any other similar methods. 



1981
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Mr. VRHUNEC  (Yugoslavia): Mr. Chairman, me assess the mork done so far by the 
Working Group on Radiological Weapons as very intensive and the negotiations that 
are under way as ronstructive and going 	the right direction. It is our desire 
to arrive, as Seoll as possible, 'pi: a definite text cf the international instrument 
in order that we may ban these dangerous weapons. The adoption of an international 
convention on radiological weapons will undoubtedly also give additional impetus 
to the taking of éther concrete disarnament measures, nuclear in particular, and will 
encourage the further Process of negotiation within our Committee for which this is, 
after all, the most important task. 

In my statement,  I  mould like to refer to two problems that I ponsider as 
fundamental: -  In saying this I would not like to imuly that the other issues are not 
of corresponding significance. ELmever, my delegation has been and will express its 
positions with respect to them during the process of negotiations in the 
Working Group. 

Undoubtedly one of the most important questions concerning thé further work on 
the convention is the problem of the definition of radiological weapons. As is known, 
MY delegation has sUbmitted its own draft definition to the.Committee for 
consideration, and I would like to take this opportanity to offer some  observations 
that have to do mith our fundnmental concept mith regard to this question. 

The definition of radiological weapons must contain the basic characteristics of 
this type of -weapon of mass destruction and must clearly differentiate between this , 
and other types of weapons of similar characteristics. We consider that it is 
possible to formulate a clear definition which describes radiological weapons and . 

 which must specifically refer only to these meapons. A very important circuMstanse 
is that radiological meapons in a concrete, operative and physical  fo rm are unknomn. 
This was the reason--whyme focused our definition on specific characteriirtics of 
radioloecal meapons. Numerous scientifically-founded facts indisputably'confirm that 
the basic characteristic of a radiological weapon is that it inflicts injury .  on . • ' 
living beings by its ionizing radiation. Other  fouis of energy can comnletely be 
neglected -. When ;r2 say that radiological meapons act through their ionizing radiation, 
me consider that this radiation bac been created during the process of natural 
radioactive decay, that the content of radiation in the physical sense is changeable 
while its ionizing trait remains constant. Being different from nuclear weapons', 
which free large quantities of other fcrmo of energy ap well, such as mechanical 
energy, thermal energy . and . visible light, radiological weapons act on livingilatter 
through their ionizing radiation from the beginning to the end of their application 
as weapons. Once radiological weapons star% to go into effect, the process of 
radioactive decay cannot be either stopped or accelerated. The acceptable and 
controlled risk of professional exposure in the peaceful application of radioactive 
material is .tranoformed into an uncontrolled exposure of the largest segments.ef 
population with effects which are very numerous, when it is used as a weapon. On 
the basis of the above reasons me think that the definition which links the essential 
characteristic of radiological weapons to ionizing radiation and does not in any 
may imply the direct or indirect legitimization of nuclear weapons might be the 
most acceptable one. 
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Permit me to dwell on yet another of the very important problems tb- A-rtsi.ch"the

convention on radiological weapons shou1d devote special attention. This is the
peaceful application of nuclear energy an, respectively, ra^cüoactive isotopes.
The research and achievements registered in this field so far have attained an
enviable level by which the application of-nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
creates great possibilities for the solving not only of energy problems but also
of development-throughout the world and particularly in the developing countries.
There is a need to regulate this question within the system of international economic
relations in such a manner that nuclear enerar may reelly be used for peaceful purposes
and development and not for the destruction of mant.ind. The non-aligned and other
developing countries have for a long time been saying that it is indispensable to,
approach as boldly as possible the settlement of the economic and political situation
in the wôrld on the basis of equity, sovereign equality and justice aimed at creating
optimal conditions for the utilization of all available resources for the further
unhindered development of all and particularly for a more rapid developmént of the

developing countries. A particular role is pla;/ec_ by the adoption and implementation

of those United Nations decisions which strive-for the establishment of the New

International Economic Order. The use of nuclear energ3r plays an especially sig . nificant

role in this process and, therefore, poses the question of the establishment of
international instruments that will accord corresponding attention and offer adequate

solutions to th'i:e. problem. One such international instrument should by all means be

the convention on radiological weapons that t-re are trying to agree upon.

In the opinion of the Yugoslav delegation, the convention that we are trying
to elaborate must secure the conditions for an unhindered use of all the potential
possibilities of nuclear energr for development purposes on a non-discriminatory
basis and with the full recognition of the interests of_all. The recent Ministerial
IIeeting of non-a.ligned countries held in New Delhi accorded, inter alia, particular
attention to these problems. In this connection, the Final document of the non-aligned
countries contains the following statement: "They particularly stressed the right of
each nation to establish its peaceful nuclear programmes in accordance with its own
priorities and reoiLirements, as well as the need for free and non-discriminatory
access to nuclear :^iaterials and technology for peaceful purposes".

In this context, me consider that the convention we are trying to wortc out must
reflect the aspirations and needs of all countries, especially the developing ones,
by respecting the inalienable right to development and prosperity through the use
of contemporary scientific achievements on the basis of a corresponding equitable
co-operation be-Neen.countriec that possess the know-hou and technolog,y and those
who do not have them but have a great need for them.
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May rturn now to the main stibject of my statement today. Our Committee is 

examining this week item 5 of our agenda, namely, radiological weapons, according 
to our programme of work. In my statement of 12 February of this year, I.have already 
had the occasion.to  share uith the Committee my Government's general position on  this 

 matter. Drazil believes that the Committee on Disarmament should  concentrate its 
efforts on issues to which a much bigher priority has been assigned by the 
Genèral Lcsembly, rather than devote the scarce time available to measures whiàh are, 
at best, lateral to the in  problems of disarmament. So far, the Committee  bas 

 been unable to agree even on the organizational aspects of the substantive 
negotiations on.nuclear disarmament or the comprehensive test ban, the urgency of 
which  ha  a been unanimously recognized in the Final Document and in countless 
United Nations  resolutions. • It'should nOt be difficult to imagine the dismay Of the 
membership of the United  Nations if the Committee on Disarmament cannot go beyond 
presenting the international community, at the forthcoming General Assembly, with a 
draft text on ueaponS that do not exist, and which according to  soie expert opinion 
do not stanJ even the chance of ever existing, and reporting at the same time that 
no progress has been accomplished on measures deemed vitally urgent by the higher 
forum on repeated occasions.  Ny delegation sincerely hopes that the earnest desire 
displayed in some quarters for the speedy conclusion of a text on radiological 
ueapons be matched bY'a corresponding uillingness to arrive at a workable arrangement 
that  will  enable the Committee also to tackle the urgent questions to uhich the 
highest priority was assigned. 
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Nevertheless, we believe that a convention on the prohibition of radiological 
weapons might be useful in two main directions. First, it should contain- explicit 
provisions that spell out the dommitment of the parties to concrete measures  of 

 nuclear disarmament; secondly, it should be conceived as an offectiv,: tool to 
promote international,co-operation on the peaceful utilization of radioactive - 
rat criais for peaceful purposes. 

One of the main difficulties to which the Ad Hoc  Working Group has been 
addressing its attention is.the formulation of an acceptable definition for the kind 
of weapon that would be the object of the prohibition .  MY delegation favours the 
suggestions that have been made in the Committee and in the Working Group, according 
to which it mould be advisable to define radiological weapons by their 
characteristics, rather than by explicitly excluding nuclear weapons from the 
purview of the convention. There seems to be little point in adopting a 
definition that amounts to a legitimization of nuclear weapons only to have 
the fellowing article disclaim that fact by stating that nothing in the convention 
can be'ïnterpreted as legitimizing nuclear weapons. Such a disclaimer would, ' 
in fact, only underline the assumption that the very real nuclear weapons are, 
indeed, considered as a viable option, while the non-existent radiological weapons 
are prohibited. The exclusion clause, as it has been described, is, for those 
reasons, unacceptable to my delegation. 

As we  have already pointed out, the proposed convention on the prohibition of 
radiological weapons provides the international community with an opportunity to 
give formal expression, in an internationally binding instrument, to the commitment 
to nuclear disarmament. We believe, therefore, that the convention should contain 
an explicit provision to that effect, and not merely a vague preambular reference 
to nuclear disarmament. In the history of international agreements in the field 
of disarmament, a provision of this kind would mark a significant step forward. 

In 1968, the predecessor of this Committee was called upon to approve an 
international treaty that contains, in its article VI, explicit provisions regarding 
nuclear disarmament. The Parties to uhich the Treaty accords a special status 
seem, however, to have interpreted that provision in a diametrically opposite sense. 
The second review Conference of the Parties to that Treaty, celebrated last year, 
showed the growing concern of the vast majority of its Parties, who have scrupulously 
adhered to the obligations entered into and are still waiting for a better 
understanding, by those  saine  Powers,  of the commitments embodied in article VI. 
Clearly, the expression of the commitment to nuclear - disarmament.on the Part of 
the nuclear-weapon Powers needs to be reinforced at the legal level. The proposed 
convention on the prohibition of radiological weapons affords the Committee on 
Disarmament, and the international community at large, à new opportunity to 
achieve that purpose. 	• 

The question of the peaceful uses of radioactive materials and sources of 
radiation is also of paramount importance for the Brazilian'delegation. We are 
firmly convinced that the proposed convention could serve a very useful purpose if it 
were to further and promote international co-operation in that field. While 
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preventing the possibility that radioactive material could ever, even in-the-remote
future, be utilized in warfare by those that have the techr.:,lo`ical means to
envisage such a -possibility ; t'_ic convention would have quite a constructive
impact if it were to facilitate and enhancé the peaceful applications of such
materials in the presènt. Iiy del.égatiôn has already made its views lnown, in the
Working Group, on this'subject, and I do not have to repeat them here in detail.
Suffice it to say that we prefer a positive formulation for the corresponding
article-of the instrument, rather than simply s':.ating in a nega.tive way that the
provisions of the convention will not hinder or prejudice the use of radioactive
materia.l for peaceful purposes; mention should also be made of the need for
promoting. intexnationâl co-operation, including co-operation in the field of
transfer of technology. The dclegation of Romania last year naèLe some interesting
proposals to this effect, and also introduced, this year, a constructive a.mendnent
to article V of the draft convention. The suggestion embodiec' in
trorl-.ing paper CD/R7^.IP.4, submitted last year by the delegation of the
rederal Republic of Germany, is in our opinion also vel-y positive. Ve further

believe that every nation has an inalienable right to carry out national programmes
for the peaceful use of nuclear energy in all its forms. The recognition of

this right by the parties to an eventual instrument should, thus, not be limited
to the parties themselvec; we are dealing here with a gener,-^.l' principle that
should be stated in a.gérieral, non-discriminatoi;•,• manner.

Discrimination may also arise from formulations which tend to confer a
privileged status on some of the parties to the proposed convention, as would be the
casé if the complaints procedure made use of the Security Council of the
'United. Nations. We fail to see the merit of establishing a procedure that can
easily be blocked by a handful of nations, amone uhich, incidentally, are included
those that possess the technological means to contemplate the production of
radiological weapons. r"sy dele.gation =.rould be unable to aE-zae with a mechanism
for the lodging. of complaints that does not take into account the principle of
the soverei,-n eour-lity of States. îroce^':urts desi.,-ned to c_olvc problems that

may arise in the application of the provisions of intei:^.aticnal agreements cannot

contain any elements of discrimination among States parties.

These are the main views of the Brazilian delegation on the question of a
convention to ensuse that, in the future, radiological weations will not be added
to the arsenals of States. The loir priority of this question, as cor7pared to

the urgent need for other measures contained in the Committee's agznda, should
not, of course, prevent the Conmittee from proceedinL with its efforts for the
negotiation of a convention, and my deleg<7.tion stands ready to continue making
its contribution to the discussion. According to the mandate of the Ad Hoc

Worlcing Group, the completion of the examination of the maih elements of the future
treaty will provide substantive material for the next phase of. the task.



tir. LIIkrfs.RD (Sweden): First, Mr. Chairm^n, I want to convey to you our

congratulations on your assumption of the chairmanship for this month. Needless

to say, we are confident that the Committee will fare well in your experienced hands.
F.irt_her, the Swedish delegation will continue to me'ce all efforts in order to
contribute to this effect. I should also like to address myself to your
distinguished predecessor, Anbassador Herder, and to say again how we appreciated
the slcilful and impartial way in which he accomplished his task in the month of
March.

Ra.di ologgical weapons are on our work programme for this week and I am going to
focus on this item in my intervention today. ^ I should first like to express my
great appreciation of the way in which Amba.sss.dor Ifdmives of Hungary is conducting
the Working Group on Radiological Weapons. He has shot•m his full devotion to his

task, which he is accomplishing with the greatest skill and energy. We shall

continue to give him our full support till the work has been concluded, w'r.ich we
hope.will be at the-end of this session.

However, we see danger in the argument z•inich some delegations have put forward,
namely, that-the CD must prove its capacity to negotiate disarmament agreements -
throu^h rapidly approving the draft elements of a convention on radiological weapons
that have been submitted to the Com1*^ittee. We agree that it is in our own as well

as in the genera.l interest that the CD should prove its efficiency in the negotiation

process. This may imply a further intensification of our-work. It may also imply

a more critical look at our priorities, and it is in this context that I sho'ald
like to express our deeply felt concern.

We do not believe that we shall be responding to the expectations of the nations
of the world, which are eagerly waiting for disarmament measures, if what we submit
to them after years of bleek results are measures of a very limited importance,
which some may even state to be no real disarmament measures at all but only sham
axris limitation. The CD should be very careful in order to avoid such criticisB.
We must refrain from submitting disarmament agreements to the United Nations -which
we cannot honestly state to be of any importance.

It is in this light that we have scrutinized the draft elemeints on radiological

weapons. Vre think that here we are placed in front of some very important and
difficult decisions, and I grant that they may be particularly painful for the two
delegations which have submitted the draft elements to the Committee.

As I stated in my intervention in this Ccmmittee on 26 February last year,
quoting from a Dutch working paper from 1970 (CCD/291), "judging by the available
infoxmation, possibilities for radiological warfare do exist theoretically but do
not seem to be of much or even of any practical si,--lificance".

Studies which have been undertaken by the competent scientific and technical
institutions in Sweden since the early 1950s, and which have now again been
carefully examined, show that the development of specific radiological weapons, as
defined by the drafters, is a very remote possibility. They could hardly become
practical weapons of mass destruction or have any effective use in the battlefield.
A radiological weapon of sufficient strength for denying an enemy access to
significant areas of terrain would be almost impossible to fabrinate, handle or

deliver.
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Tamroduce the necessary amounts of radioactive  substances, large nuclear 
power reactors or large special prodUction reactors would be needed. If, for 
instance, an ordinary electrical generating station of 1,000 M1  electric output is 
shut down at the saturation level for malar of its mOst energetic waste products; 
if, then, all its fuel elements are taken out and grained tc powder:after, 	a cooling 

period of one  month, and if, finally, the resulting matter is spread out to cause a 

dose rate of 1,000 rad/haàr, i.e. denying accesa to the contaminated area, only 
4 km2 would be covered. It Should be noted that the fuel inventory of such a 
reactor has a weight of ssme 150 tons, and the enormous radioactivity of some 
1,000 Meuries. The shielding necessary to.rrotect personnel from this amount of 
radiation would come to several hundred tons of material. 

It is Obvious that such a bulk of deadly dangerous material cculd not be handled 
for dissemination without killing one's  on  personnel Ionia before thanaterial could 
have an impact on an enemy. 

We  have repeatedly asked the drafters to substantiate why they consider 
' radiological weapons a possibility in warfare, but We have never obtained any • 
specific answer. Only once has an effort been made to give technical data in order 
to support the conception of radiological weapons as something real and threatening. 
The delegation which came forward in that endeavour, mentioned that one ton of the 
isotope candium 46, if disseminated, would effectively bar access to about 
1,000 kme .' That is true. 	. • 

However, it is also true that•handling suCh an amount of that nuclide 
(34,000 MUuries) would be even more impossible than handling the reactor fuel waste 
I have just mentioned. Moreover, its production would reouire the use of all at 
present installed reactors in the world. The same analysis would apply to other 
nuclides of potential interest for radiological weapons. 

Such weapons, as defined by the author of the draft elements, are as a matter 
of fact impossible to realize physically.' New means of handling protection, which 
çould make them :lore realistic in.the fu'oare, de not seem possible. There is one 
obvious way to cover areas uith radioactive sUbatancec in sufficient amounts and with 
sufficient flexibility to make them generally usefill to the military. That is the 
production of these substances at the target by means of surface  explosions of 
nuclear weapons. That case is exempted from the prohibition in the draft convention. 

It was argued last year that low dose contamination of wide areas, while hawing 
no immediate somatic effects, would be a weapon of mass destruction, because a very 
large number of people could be affected. However, those effects would appear only 
after a long delay -- 10-20 years -- and they would therefore have no military 
meaning. 

In expressing our doubts about the feasibility of radiological.weapons I have 
tried to be more e•plicit and specific than diplomatic. Not all delegations here 
have the means  te carry out studios cf the kind  Ï have re:Cerro:1 to. We arc strongly 
convinced that honesty requires a clear and straight presentation of facts behind the 
problems we deal with. 	eansider the reputation of the CD to be at stake. 

Therefore, we think it is  the  obligation of those who state radiological weapons 
to be a threatening reality to substantiate their arguments in scientific and 
technical terms. lie must have an open discussion of this very funclenental question. 
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There exists, on the other hand, a very reul risk of mass destruction from the
dissemination of radioactive substances in war, apart from nuclear explosions.
That is the case-of military attacks on r_-zclear power industry installations, where
very large amounts of radioactive materials are present. In tiai.s case the min

obstacles to the use of radiological weapens are bypassed, na.mely, the production and

delivery problews.

As shoi•m by numerous studies in many countries, includin,- my own, nuclear
reactor catastrophes caused, for instance, by a nilitary attack, would have lethal
consequences for man over an area of the order of 100 1e2. depending, of course, on
the meteorological conditions at the time. It means that in densely populated
regions with a developed nuclear poz.=er industry, large populations would be involved.
This is so today in the industrialized countries, but in the future many densely
populated developing countries with emerging nuclear energ,r production may come under

the same threat.

The radioactive effects of an attacI: on an ordinary power reactor could cause
inmediate effects comparable to the fall-out from a 20 kT nuclear-weapon sur^tace
explosion, while the long-tern radioactive effects could be in orders of magnitude
more severe than those for a nuclear explosion.. It s'hould be noted in this
connection that the production rate of radioactive substances in a 1,000 ML•1 nuclear
electrical generating station is equal to that of one 60 kT atomic bomb every d,---y.
After some time .of operation, the core of such a reactor is very dangerous indeed,
if brought into the open. The radioactive material would in this case not have
"cooled off" most of its radiation as in manufacturing a radiological weapon.

In my country we have made an extensive study of the catastrophe risks concerning

the reactors at ïiarsebEc?; in southern Sweden. Mese reactors have an aggrega.te

electric power output of 1,160 ITV and, if dama,r*,ed, the risk zone for lethal

radioactivity spreadout would include about 3,000 'M-2 where about one million people

live. It would not be difficult for me to mention, on the basis of this study,

which populations would live in similar risk zones around reactors situated in
Central Elarope, tric Soviet Union and the United States of A:--^erica. Some of these
risk zones i•rould extend into neighbouring countries. The data are easily available.
The reactors are all list`d by IAJEA.

In ^ddition to the zone of killing-dose rates, large areas of the order of
1,000 1^ would be covered by radioactive substances in lower concentrations, that
would not kill people at once but woald make it necessary to keep those areas
eva.cuated for a long time. ,

The draft elements exempt the most effective aethod of radiological warfare,
namely, that of using nuclear weapons. If our proposal for banning nilitai-j attacks
on nuclear power stations is not accepted, the second most effective method would
also be exempted. Only the impossible method of usinj special radiological weapons
will be forbidden.

The Swedish dLlegation has elaborated its proposal in a workin;; paper
(CD/Rt•I/11P.19 ) w]hich was submitted to the Worl.inE. Group on 16 I1-a-rch 1981. The
discussion of the proposal is proceeding in the Working Group and I shall thereforc
limit myself to three points.

- First, it has been stated that the Sitedish proposal is a rizlc of war and
therefore does not belong to a convention on radiological wrraP.a?;s. To this I should
li k-e to respond that actually article III in the draft cler..ents also is a rule of i-rar,
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since it contains an explicit undertaking to refrain from a specific action of 
warfare, namely, the deliberate employment, by its dissemination, cf radioactive 
material to cause destruction, damage or injury. Our proplsal can be concemtually • 
placed within thio framework. 

It Should be added that disarnenent or arms limitation agreements sometimes also 
encompass rules of war. In this case it 'seems so much more appropriate, since the - 
specific weapon that the agreement would prohibit is of such remote possibility, if 
not altogether unfeasible. 

Secondly, it has been stated that the Swedish Proposel has already beentaken 
care of in the 1977 Additional Protocols (1:56, 11:15) to the Geneva Conventions of 
12 August 1949. As we have already stated in our working paper, these provisions 
arc limited in two respects. They cover only nuclear electrical generating stations 
andleave-other.installations with large amounts of radioactive materials uncovered. 
FUrther, their purpose is limited to providing protection for the civilian Population 
in the  vicinity of these installations, but permit military considerations to take 
mriority over the humanitarian ones and thus provide for exceptions from the 
protective Provisions. A general prohibition of radiological warfare Should cover 
all important risks and have no loopholes. 

Thirdly, the question has  been  raised how not to place military installations 
under protection. In our working paper the amproach - mas to Shaw that there  are  
scarcely any military installations on land With a high radiation intensity and that 
therefore no important military option would be sacrificed if preponderance were 
given to the prevention of the Possible mass destruction effects. NUclear weapons, 
stocks of fissionable material for such weapons and-means of production for the-ri , 
would, of cOurse, not be protected. lie  soc,  however, no difficulty in explicitly . 
limiting the protection to civilian nuclear energy facilities. As I juet said,. 
IAEA publishes extensive data about such facilities, so they are well known, but if 
it would be considered necessary, it could also be envisaged that the States parties, 
in order to obtain protection for their civilian nuclear energy facilities would have 
to notify the dele:sitary about them and J"eir location and  lso  mark them in the way 
stipulated in the 1977 Additional Protocol for nuclear electrical generating stations. 

Concerning the Military importance of this protection, I do not think that it is 
necessary to point out  that  the military objective of terminating power summly from 
nuclear power plants can, without much additional effort, be achieved through other 
means than by attack on the reactor itself. It is also only a direct hit on the 
reactor that creates the release of radiation of the dangerous magnitudes I have 
previously referred to. The same is true as regards other nuclear-facilities to be 
protected, such as reprocessing facilities and deposits of spent fuel and radioactive 

• aste. 

To sum .1.11D, we think that the two . delegations whiCh have submitted to us the 
draft elements of a convention on radiological weapons owe it to us to cive a precise 
and specific explanation why they think that this issue deserves our priority 
attention. I have at some length given my authorities' views why we think that 
radiological weapons,' even without a prohibition, most Probably never will  coma  into 
existence. Since others, not least thosû outside this Committee, probably will 
raise the same question, I want to repeat rnr request for precise and clear infornetion 
why the two delegations have come te a different conclusion about  the  technical 
feasibility and effectiveness of radiological weapons. 
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On the other hand, we see a very obvious ris'c for radioloGical warfare throue^l

the dissenirnation of radioactive substances by attacks on nuclear ener^y installations

with high radiation intensity. An effective prohibition a~oainst such warfare would

be hailed as an important stop fon-rar& by public opinion, not only in the
industrialized countries which today have a nuclear power industyo or have nuclear

facilities close to their borders.
It will in the future be of great interest to

an. increasing, nunber of countries as further growth of the nuclear industry takes

place.

The CHAM1O: I thanY the distinguished representative of Sucden,
6nbassador Lidgard, for his statement and also for the kind Vrords he addressed to

the Chair.
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I should like to speak today on item 5 of ou r agenda, entiUed, "Neu types of 
weapons of mass destruction and neu gystemc of euch ueaponc; radiological meapons".. 

With respect to the more  general aspect of this item, ue have noted the 
proposal submitted on 7 Anril last by the Hungarian delegation, concerning the convening 
of informal meetings of the Committee,.mith the participatiOn - O-f governmenfal e:spertd. 
Although the proposal is structurea in a more complete and defailed manner than other 
similar proposals,put forward in pact years, me believe that ue must maintain, in 
respect of it, the reservations uhich, in common mith other eelegations r üe have- . 
expressed repeatedly in the past.  In  Our vie,  tue  most effective approach to the. 
problems uhich may be raised by neu gystems of meapons of mass destruction is to 
negotiate sum-rate agreements on specific types of such ueapons as soon as they are 
identified. I should like to recall in this connection - that, for many years, 
discussions uere held in the United Nations in an unsuccessful attempt to arrive at an 
adequate definition of the terns "mearon of mass destruction", "meanone gystem" and 
"nem meapons gystem". 

• 	We also fear that, Given the limited time available for the Committeels 
deliberations as a mhole, such a proposal could be adoutod only at the exnense of 
other tonics of greater priority and urgency. 

Ebr delegation melcomed the presentation to the Committee, on 10 July 1979, of 
a joint proposal by the United States of America and the USSR on major elements of a 
treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 
ueapons. 

Wé believe that the conclusion of such a treaty mould constitute a modest, but 
useful, contribution to the disarmament process .- 

First, a treaty on radiological meapons should be considered as the implementaticn 
of the prohibition on radioactive material meapons referred-  to in the definition of 
meapons of mass. destruction contained in the resolution of the Commission for 
Conventional Armaments, of 12 AuGust 1940. Coming in the make of the prohibition of 
bacteriological ueapons, it mould place outside the  laid a nem system of  •capons of 
mass dec. truction uhich, although for the time being neither operational nor deployea, 
has nevertheless been identified. 

Secondly', a treaty on radiological yeapons uould have the advantage, not only 
of averting a potential danger, uhich is becoming increasingly real uith the rapid 
build-up of radioactive materials, but also of alertinG Gcl.vernmento and public opiniol• 
to the dangers of certain neu forms of modern uarfare. 
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Thirdly, the elaboration of a treaty would provid.e an impetus to the achievement
of progress in other areas of disarr:^elnent. In the viei•^ of the Italian deleCation, thi
consideration is of particular importance at a time li lke the present mhen the general
situation is not itself propitious to the efforts made in the field of disarmament.
It is not an insignificant fact that the basic; for our discussions within the
Committee should be a joint AnericGn-Soviet proposal. We all know that, to be
successful, the disarmcner.t process reçuires the combined c:ill of the tua Powers
possessirg the ].argest. military arsenals. Vithin the narrow limits of its scope,. the

joint proposal is a demonstration of such a combination of vill.

Fourthly, the elaboration of a treaty on radiological weapons could afford the
Committee its first opportuni t., to fulfil the task for uhich it as set up, namely,
the negotiation of the texts of aCreeaer_ts. We are aware that there• is a shazro
divergence of viet•:s in that respect. We nevertheless believe that, t•rith less than
a year to go before the second special session of the Generel Assembly devoted to
d.isaimanent, it would be useful to have at our dispose.l a concrete e.cample vliich zrould
permit the international co;:imunit,;j to judge ul:ether the Cor.r.!ittee, in its present
form, is in a position to clischarîe its mandate and to meet the technicel conditions
necessary for the conduct of neCotiations. As for the Committee itself, the
experience thus acquired cannot but prove useful as a precedent for other, more
complex, deliberations in the future.

These are some of the reasons 1•rly rW delegation has from the outset, co-operated
tot•rards the success of this undertaking.

It seemed to us that, in neCotiutinC this treai,y, the Committee should set itself

two main goals: on the one he.nd, to arrive at a precise definition of radiological
weapons and to prohibit them, and on the otl^ar to ensure that the provisions of the
tre::ty do not entail arW interference with ot.:er perfectly legitimate and important
activitie:: such as the'peaceful use of rraclcar enerLy and radioactive materials. In
keepinC vith this approach, we have submitted a number of specific proposals and

sugGestions.

The natient and tireles:. efforts of the Cllairnan of the Ad Hoc tJorici nc Group,
Ambassador Kon.ives, to i•:houi t:e should li:_e today to ex nresr. o-,:L--r sincere appreciation
of the voric acconplished, have shoun that it is possible to amend and enrich the
joint American-Soviet proposal in a constructive man
put forsrard by a number of de'_ eG-- tions.

The Ad Hoc Working Group has advanced from the stage of identifying tne main
elements of the future treaty to that of negotiating on each of the elements
identified. It would be desirable for the Group to be able to mass on to the final
stage, that of the drafting of the text of the treatri. i•tr delegstion, for its part,
i s prepared to participate in that i;ort,, ti•rith the collaboration of its experts.

It must, be recogniaed, however, that the actual drafting work can be undertaken
with a reasonable hope of success only if all deleCations accent the idea of a
convention of limited scope the urgcnc;, and importance of which t-;c•ald not be of the
first order.

Another approach has been suggested, vhi cii vo-ald entail the radical videninC
of the field of application and the role of. the convention. in this conte-..-t1,.
questions of major importance have been rai sed and di;cussed.
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The Question ariser as to hou far th resent structure of the Convention, as it 
emerges from the amended version prepared by the Chairman of the Working Group, is 
capable of absorbing these  ne m elements vithout noeding to be entirely recast and 
without this jeopardizing the possibility of agreement. 

It is our feeling that certain concerns could be aderuately accommodated 
either in the preamble or in the body of the convention, for exmple, those regarding 
the priorities vhich the Committee should observe, and the duty incuml:ent  won  it 
to resolve, first and foremest, the problems presented by meanons systems vhich have 
already been developed and deployed, in Particular in the nuclear field. -Others raise 
problems calling for ver detailed study. 

The memorandum submitted by the Svedish delegation on 16 March 1981 and 
contained in vorking paPer CD/RW/WP.19 is one examele. We are grateful to the 
Svedish delegation for preparing a paper vhich has the merit of being thought-
•provoking, and to AMbassador Lidgard for providing us, in his statement of -Tuesday 
last,..with very interesting additional information, including information of a 
technical nature. 

Those aspects are receiving careful study by the Italian authorities. 

It vould be premature to try to formulate any comments, even of a preliminary 
nature. I mould simply note that the memorandum raises real problems and expresses 
legitimate concerns vhieh Sueden is not alone in feeling. 

At this stage, it is more important to reflect on these problems, rather than 
to knew whether they can be solved within the frameverk of a convention on 
radiological veapons, or within the content of humanitarian  la m applicable to mar 
situations. They Will undoubtedly constitute an important subject for discussion at - 
our summer session. Ibr delegation's attention is directed tomards a careful 
evaluation of the dimensions of these problems and in particular of the effects vhich 
could result from conventional military attaeks en nuclear pover stations and also 
on reprocessing facilities and vaste deposits bearing in mind also the variety of 
types of existing installations. 

In its discussions, the Ad Eoc  Working Group has dealt also with another issue 
to which my delegation attaches special importance, that of the peaceful use of 
nuclear energy and radioactive materials. Last year, my delegation took the 
initiative of proposing amendments to the text of the joint proposal, min a view to 
safeguarding the right of parties to the treaty to institute international 
co-operation in the field of peaceful uses. Other delegations made Proposals . 
designed to give a positive tone to the tent of the convention by reaffirming, on 
the one hand, the right of States parties to have access to technology, equipment, 
scientific information, etc. and, on the other hand, the obligation of States 
parties to promote international ce-operation to that end. 

In our viev, such an approach could be adequately reflected in the treaty. 
'Moreover, the examples of the Convention relating to bielogical veaponn and the 
Convention relating te environmental modification techniruoc, •hich contain 
provisions of this type, lead ue in this direction and can themselves serve as 
useful precedents guiding our efforte to reach a satisfactory  compromise. 
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YEWATESWARAN  (India): Mr. Chairman, it is a matter of great 
satisfaction to my delegation to sec you, the representative of a country with 
vhich India har, clime and friendly lins, as the Chairman of the Committee on 
Disarmmnent for the menth of April. We are convinced that under your able 
guidance the work of this Conmittee will be significantly advanced and the 
basis laid for achieving further Concrete results during the rest of our 
1981 session. We would also like to take this opPortunity to express our 

- appreciation to Ambassador Gerhard Herder of the German Democratic Republic, 
Who guided the work of this Committee before you in a skilful and effective 
manner. 

/1Y delegation volild today like to address itself to the problem of new 
wcapins of mass destruction and radiological weapons. Az far as new weapons 
of mass destruction are concerned, we have consistently tàkcn the Position that 
in the long. run it would be necessary to evolve a mechanism Whereby military 	• 
applications of new evances in science and technology are put under general and 
effective control. What we are witnessing today is a phenomenon Where  the,  pace 
of progress in weapons technology is constantly outstripping the slow and" 
halting pace of disarmament negotiations. It is a fact that the increasing 
complexity of new weapons systems Which are introduced makes the tadk ofadequate 
verification:tore difficult. The paradox is that the teChnological arms race has 
not resulted in greater security for agy of its votaries. If nothing is donc 
soon to ensure that the development of science and technology is used only for 
the  advancement of human welfare and economic and social development, the arms 
race iebound to go out of control. 

It has been argued by some in this Committee that it is unrealistic to 
evolve a mechanism to prevent the development of new weapons systems until 
such gystems have already been identified. This point has once again been 
mentioned by the distinguished delegate of Italy this morning. However, in 
doin'.!-  so, one should not neglect.the .historical experience of the last 
several decades. Time and again.  we have seen that onbe a new weapon gystem 
has been evolved or a newmilitaryapplication of some scientific or 
technological breakthrough has been identified, efforts to apply control or 
restraint to them have been largely discoUraged. To those vho have developed 
them, new and apparently more sophisticated weapons gystems appear to provide 
the instrument for obtaining an edge over a petential adversary or in redressing 
a perceived military imbalance. EVen if this is not the case, there have been 
occasions Where newweapons gystems have been used as bargaining counters in 
negotiations an arias control. 

Ir  delegation has noted with interest  the  proposal made by the Soviet Union 
for  the setting up of an  ad. hoc  group of experts under the aegis of this Committee 
to consider both a general prohibition on neu weaponc, of mass destruction as well 
as specific measures in regard to the prohibition of specific potential weaPons 
which have been identified. We regard this  proposal as a constructive one 
meriting attention. As the only multilateral negotiating body in the field of 
disarmament, thc Committee on Disarmament cannot shirk its resnonsibility in 
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dealin:; with a problem which is at the very hes._t of the continui-n•- an•J_
eccalatin:, arms 'race. Of course, an ad hoc _-rou:^ of e=pert:s is perhaps not
the only way in irnich ire can dcal tritll this problem. Tlc could, for.e:=nle,
hol:_ periodic meotin,^s at vri-dch scientis,:s and tec^yoloLgis-Vs could acquaint the
C-•nnLttec i-rith now military c.pplications of recent aclver_.és in science and
technoloMr. At some stage we could cven thin':_ in term:.^ of sc-itin, up an

ad hoc uoxkinG of this Ccmmittec itself to nc^:otic.te effcctive international
arrai,;cments to deal with thc pr :ibl er:.

In this con:zection, I would like to quote from at.hou,;hi;fu1 paper presented

by Lord Zuckernah at the Colloquium on Science and Disar .̂-.arlent held in Paris in

Jenua+ry 1931. Lord Zackcrman pointed out that "if-rio teclinelo,--ical aras race lias

no finis'nin^; post, and because of its increasinv; cost and of `^Yve increasin;, cost
of the use of its prodacts In te-_-is of train`d mcnpot-rer, it eroces the riilitarT

establishment itself". Lord Zzckerm4rn fo=o1,-i•eCL tihat. lie has called the •

"inexorable law of Research and Da-velopment't. Some aspects- of 'thc lat-t'réud
as follows:

"Since the cost of dovelopinG a veapon JJctcn of e. ;iven dezree of
sophistication i s much the same in .all advanced ^.n6custri,-lizod countrics,
considerations of the absolute size of the econem;.- come into play 1-riien
a country crishes its forces to live up to the standards sot, by the a -ms
race between the super-Powers and t•rlien i t has to rc-cqi:ip at frequent
intervals with xreapons which arc more sophisticated e1zc? ccrrespondiriZly
much more exnensive than those they replace. If we suppose that the
percenta5c of the Gross Dcmestic Product that c: be devoted to defence
remains roughly the saine from year to ycar, ai_^ that the GDP is rising
steadily, it inevitably follot:•s that the L,;=--ter amcur.t of money that goes
-co defence each year would be unlikelÿ to bay ^ào_e de? ence".

A more exnensive offensive system is covnterec: by an oven more"P
errjrncive defence. The net result is an increase in exper.diturc on defence
equipnent by both parties, and usually an increase in the security of
neither".

These remarks, of course, appl-tr to all the Lc.jor Powers.

Lord Zuckerman accordin,;ly concluded that "tl^e lcn^ te_^n consequences are,
thercfore, inescapable. If we are to be efficient in defence, we cannot plan

on c1lowin- our equipment to becc;l•o :,bsolete. Equally, we cannot assume that
a risin- she.re of the Gross Domestic Product :•r_11 be aïlotted to dcfence.
Therefore, the alternatives between t•rhich we are _orced to choose arc to alter
our coi:^itments so as to avoid the neerl to introLLuce some of the most expensive
new ueanon systems; or to make our forces sra,^.lle_ ; or £. combination of both

these meas-ares".

At the end of his interestin; paper, Lord Zuckeriz'n oxnressed the view that

scientists and technolo,̂ Pists have much to contribate by o::n;air_in_- to their
respective political and military leadcrs the facto of lifc of the arms race.
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As he pointed out,.what has happened over the past 20 years, far from addin;
to the security of nations, has made the world a much norc dan^•erous pla6e in
uhich to live. Che cannot but a,-,Tee tr th his assessment that "the momentum
of the technological arms race carries along not only the seeds of its own
frustration, but of national bar.kruptcy -- or of trorse, ur-:r itself.."

It is therefore obvious that we in this Canmittee -s.iould be made au -are
of the so=called facts of life of the technolocical a=s race. It is for this
reason that we commend the Soviet proposEl.

The Indian delegation has alreadyv put before tPis Committee its views
concerhi.n; the proposed treaty prohibitino radioloLgical weapons. Ne .are
prepared to engage in serious negotiaticns in tho elaboration of such a treaty.
Hot-rever, it is only natural that as individual del c;;ations ire should seek to
ensure that the treaty text does not contradict or undermine the positions
of principle that our countries have taken with respect to certain fundamental _poli'tical issues. India has consistently held that the possession and use of
nuclear weapons cannot be a le,r ,̂itimate instrument of ensurin^ the security of
States. As early as 1961 the General Assembly declared that the use of nuclear
t-reapons would be a crime a,-ainst humanity. The same declarati on was reiterated
in subsequent-resolutions of the General Assembly, most recently in
resolution 35/152 D. It is this fundamental stand on principle v:h.ich underlies
our objection to a definition of radiological weapons u?dch resorts to an
exclusion clause with respect to nuclear z•reapons. This .stand has the support
of several dele^ tions in this Committee. The distin;;lli.slzecl Ambassador of
B--azil, in his thought-provoking statement at Our plenary meeting of
7Apri1.1981, quite rightly pointed out:

112,^T delegation favours the suggestions that have been made in the
Comun-ittee and in the Worlsi.n., Group, accordin^; to z-r'izi.ch it would be
advisable to define radiological treapons by their characteristics rather
than by explicitly excludin; nuclear weapons from the nvsview of the
conventioz.. There seems to be lit-cle point in ^dop t. -n;, a definition
that amounts to a le,;itinli.zation of nuclear vcanons, only to have the
followin„ article disclaim that fact by statin^; that nothing in the
convention can be interpreted as leg-i.timizin_- nuclear ueanons. Such
a disclaimer would, in fact, only underline the assilrap tion that the
very real nuclear weapons are, indeed, considered as a viable option,
while the non-existent radiological weanons are prohibited. The
exclusion clause, as it has been described, is, for those reasons,
unacceptable to my deleÜation".

The constructive manner in which delerzations have enÿa!^ed in the neCotiations
on a ban on radiological weapons has been amply demonstrated in the several
contributions that have been made to overcome the problem of definition which
we have referred to. YuGoslavia, for example, has put forward before the
Ad Hoc WorYing Group a possible- alternative definition trodch -does not resort
to an exclusion clause with respecb to nuclear weapons. The distin,^xtished
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habassador of Yugoslavia made a full and cenvincing case in support of his 
proposal at our last pis:nary meeting. MY delegation 1:-.21d like to exPresz 
its deep appreciation to Ambassador Vrh?. -nec for the off cr:s his delegation 
has made to seek a reasonable solution to a problem that, in cur view, is 
fundamental for ensuring the success of our negotiations. 

re delegation has suggested some precise and speoific formulations for 
inclusion in a future treaty on radiological weapons. Ile are Grateful to the 
distinguished Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiclorcal Weapons, 
Ambassador Komives of Hunmry, who has, in the texts thet hz has so Carefully 
and meticulously prepared for the consideration of the Working Group, taken 
account of these concerns. He should receive our full sup--)ort in the difficult 
and sanetimes frustratin;g task that he has se graciously undertaken. 

The distinguished representative of Sweden, Ambassador LidGard, made a 
thought-provdking and convincing statement on radiological meapons at our last. 
plenary meeting. We wish to express our gratitude to the Smedish delemtion 
•for the timely reminder that this Committee should not compromise its 
crsdibility in a hasty attempt to produce an agreement, mbich mould not meet, 
even" in a limited manner, the hopes and aspirations of the international 
community.' We  the Swedish delegation, we too arc not uuite clear as to mhat 
we are trying to prohibit as the present text stands. The specific possibilities 
that have been  suggested in the Committee appear to bc exceedingly hypothetical 
Mhen scrutinized closely. However, we are still prepared to negotiate a ban an 
such potential weapons, provided their specific technical attributes are made 
erplicit and clear. 

. We have also taken carefial note of the  proposal male by Smeden fhat the 
proposed treaty on radiological meapons should  ils  e prohibit attaCks on 
civilian nuclear facilities. Such a prohibition mould certainly add to the 
validity of the convention which we are sedkin to negotiate. The Swedish 
proposal will receive the most serious consideration by our &wernment. 

In conclusion, my delegation is of the view that thc Cormittee on Disarmament 
must first and foremost focus attention on priority itera on  its agenda. Tho 
cessation of the nuclear arms race and the achievement of nuclear disarmament 
are the most urgent and critical questions facinz manIzind. Oar credibility, our 
relevance as a multilateral negotiating body in the field •:.of disarmament, will 
be judged in the final analysis by our ability to nco;otiate concrete measures 
in the field of nuclear disarmament. A treaty banninG radiological meapons could 
only have value if it is regarded as a step towards the eventual prohibition 
of àll weapons causing-  death and destruction by radiation, including nuclear 
weapons themselves, which pose the Greatest danger to human survival. 

The CRLERWT:  I thank the distinouished represontativo of India for his 
statement and for the kind merds he addressed to the chair. 
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I should now like to dwell briefly on the question of the prohibition of 
ra(ioloolocl weapons. First of all, I Wish to express our appreciation to 
Ambpsseor Kdmivos for his skilful ana efficienL stewardship of the Working Group 
on Hal.liologicel Wenpons. 

Lt the Coumitteels plenary meeting on 7 fpril va1i2tcn att,mtively to the 
statements cf p. number of delegations on this subject. In  soins  of  the -- and not 
for the first time -- the question was raised as to whether there is any need at . all - 
to daal with the problem of the banning of radiological weapons (meaning,precisely, 
weapons as such) in view of the fact that there am other unresolved issues in the 
sphere of the limitation of armaments and generally in the fiele cf the lessening 
of the danger of war. The Soviet delegation believer; that, since the introduction 
of the joint Soviet-Uniteel States document on the basic elements of a treaty on the 
prohibition of radiological weapons, the authors of this documnt and reurasentatives 
of other delegations have devoted much attention to explaining and substantiating the 
idea, purposes, subject and scope of the prohibition in the proposez  treaty. In 
particular, the_danger of the development of radiological 1,napens hao been 
demonstrated on the basis of the existence of a Possibility in principle of using 
reiation produced by the decay of radioactive materials. Mention  ha  s been made of 
a possibility in princinle of producing such weapons in the fore of bombo, shells, 
fougasses, etc., intended for the dissemination cf radioactive materials be  deans of 
an.expIosion. The pessibility-has also been indicated of developing special 
devids or eqdipment for the purpose of disseminatino radiorctive materials in a 
non-ernlosivé manner, for instance, through their dispersion in the form of liquid 
or solid particles. .0ther possibilities, also, have been noted for the use for - 
hostile Purposes of radioactive materials which may - be at the disposal of r State. 

hany delegations have mode references, among other things, to the Unite Nations 
definition of 1918 in which, even at that time, radiological weamons were identified 
as weapons of mass destruction. We wish also tc recall the decisions r2.opted 
quite recently -- at the first special session of the.  United  Nations General Assembly 
devoted to disarmament, helC in 1978, and at the last regular session of the 
General Assembly, in 1980. Thus, paragraph 76 of the Final Docduent of the 
special session says the following: ".4 convention should  'ce  concluded prohibiting the 
development, production, stockpiling and use- of radiolooical .weapons". This 
provision is echoed in Geneoal Assembly resolution 55/156 G of 12 December 1930. 
Both texts, as you Unow, were adopted by consensus. 

Certain other comments  ha-te  been made replies to • hich, it seeus to us, havé 
already been given by the Soviet delegation both at the plenary ueetings  of  the 
Committee on Disarmament and in the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiolooical Weapons and 
in the course of the bilateral consultations. 

Tho Soviet delegation, like many of the other delegations which are in favour of 
the earliest completion of the work on the text of a convention bannino radiological 
wee:Pons, has never, of course, contendad that this is a priority question or that 

- it should be considered and resolved before all the other issues. However, while 
we show our interest and actively participate in the examination of soch crucial 
disarmament questions as the curtailment of the nuclear arms race, the couplete and 
general prohibition of nuclear weapons tests, the prohibition of chemical weapons 
and a number of other issues, we at the same tino Uelieve that bloazing any direction 
for the arms race, even a modest one, would be a steo for • ard. And if there is the 
possibility of reaching such a decision now,_ we ought not artifically ',;o slow down 
this work by introducing questions which, although important ones, bear nu direct 
relation to the subject under discussion. We are prompted hy tho belief that the 
entizn world community is interested in equal degree in achieving the prohibition of 
radiological weeponr Eince every country will benefit in equal m asure  from the 
realization of this measure. 
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The Id Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons has worked extremely hard under 
the able guidance of the _Ambassador of Hungary, Comrade Kouives. 

The natter of radiological weapons is as important as it is complex for the 
following reasons: 

(a) The . continued acceleration and diversification of scientific and 
technological progress show that it is possible for such a weapons system to be 
developed, the more so as it has not been possible to find a peaceful use for the 
radioactive -waste from the nuclear industry, which has been stockmiled by the nuclear 
nations for many years. 

(b) Radiolugical weapons ara not yet defined as such; thoy . have never yet been 
used, and there are many conflicting views among military experts as regards their 
effectiveness from the military-  point of view. 	Some of these aspects.were explained 
by the Swedish delegation in the statement made by the Swedish Ambassador on 7 April. 

However, my delegation believes that the possibility that radiological weapons 
will be developed eannot be totally excluded and it therefore urges the need for a 
treaty to prohibit each weapons, although such a treaty should not be prejudicial to 
the development by agy State party of  its  nuclear industry for peaceful purposes. 

I should like to make sone general comments based on my delegation's study of 
. the various documents which  th e> Ad Hoc Working Group had before it, to give the 
ComMittée an idea of my delegation's position. 	 • 

We believe that in principle an agreement can bc reached on a treaty for the 
'prohibition of the development, production, steckpiling  and 'use of radiological 
weapons. 
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We consider that the contributions made by various delegations are positive- and
we greatly appreciate document CD/31 of 9 July 1979, presented by tiie Soviet Union
and the United States of America.

We support the view that the relationship between so-called radiological weapons
and existing weapene of mass destruction must be defined. I4^,i• delegation has reached
the prelininary conclusion that the only destructive factor in so-called radiological
weapons is the action of iorising radiation on living erbanisws, which creates a
certain confusion when a comparison is made with the destructive factors of a nuclear
explosion produced in the field. We listened very attentively to the statement of
the Anbassador of Sweden in this connection and we shall study it carefully.

On the other hand, the definitions of so-callLd radiological weapons which have
been proposed, and particularly that in document CD/31 of 1979•subMitted by the IISSR
and the United States, are, my delegation believes, based on the idea of the
dispersion or-dissenination over an objective -- which may be the land -- of
radioactive material which then expcsos the huraan beings residing in the region or
passinS through it to external radiation.

We wonder :what difference there is from the point of view of the term
"dissemination" between the.deliberate dispersion of radioactive materials over a
country for..military purposes and the "disset:ine.tion" of radioactive materials within
that sa.ne country as a result of the bombing of nuclear power plants in the course of
conventional hostilities.

Our small country is razking great efforts towards and hopcs to develop a
programme for the use of nucleaz- energy for peaceful purposes. I^- delegation is
therefore anxious that a future treaty on radiological weapons should include a
provision on the protection of nuclear power plants for peaceful means, whether on
land or at sea.

N^y delegatio:•_ believes that the basi- elements of a future convention on
so-called radiological weapons are the dei'iritians and the scope of that convention.

"My delegation is against the idea that the problem of radiological weapons can
be solved through nuclear disarmament. We understand and support the proposals on
general and complete nuclear disarc•^arrsent, but we feel that the one topic does not
include the other, for technically demonstrable reasons.

In my delegation's view, what is important on this subject is to 'secure a treaty
on the prohibition of the development, production, stock.piling and use of
radiological weapons.

We are in favour of a future convention on radiological weapons which would
.ma1ce it compulsory for States parties to provide 111 the necessary information to
prove that they are fulfilling the obligations they have assumed undc:r.the convention.

My delegation is perfectly willing to co-operate in this Co_=ttee in finding
a solution to the differences which are still an obstacle to an agreement. . We are
in favour of consultations with experts during the six-„mer part of the session so as
to obtain all the necessary scientific information for the complete clarification of

this issue.

We agree that this is not one of the highest priority matters within the context
of general and complete disarmaaent, but we cannot ignore the importance that would
attach to the CoMittee?s achievement of some concrete measure in this connection.
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1 The CHLIlRM4Iï : I thank the distinguished representative of Cuba for his
statement and for the kind words he addressed to the chair.

Mr_SUJI{A (Poland): Mr. Chairman, taking the floor for the first time
in plenary in the month of April, I wish to congratulate you warmly on your
assumption of the chairmanship of the Committee on Disarma.ment and to wish
you every success in guiding its work at, perhaps, crucial moments of this
na.rt of its 19E31 session. Let me also express our admiration for Ambassador Herder
of the German Democratic Republic for his excellent performa.nce, particularly for
his skilful and efficient leadership of the Committee in Yarch.

Although the item concerning new types of weapons of mass destruction and
radiological z-reapons is not on our agenda for this week, alloc: me to deal
shortly with it and more precisely with radiological weapons. I do not want to
enter into the details of a wide and constructive discussion which has been
taking place recently in the Working Group on the principal elements of the

future "radiologica.l convention. Thankir.g Ambassador ILoy.ives for his unremitting

efforts in working out the draft text of the convention by the Working Group and
pledging the full support of the delegation of Poland for his endeavours, I
would like to refer now to the discussion on the subject matter that has been
under way in the-last plenary meetings. In fact, I feel sonewhat alasmed by a
certain tendency twasds diminishing, if not totally negating, the importance of
any document to be worked out on the prohibition of radiological t,*eapons, which
was noticed in the interventions of several delegations on 7 and 9 April.

Speaking about radiological weapons, I have in mind. - like many other
speakers -- especially the radioactive waste materials. Let me put this
straight question : what is the problem with radioactive waste materials in the
world today? I-Al-ile reading some generally accessible sources, one may easily
come to the conclusion, and I do not say that it is a particularly comforting
one, that the quantity of these wastes is steadily growing. Thus, for example,
the quantity of high-level wastes in the form of solutions of radioactive
chemicals left over from the reprocessing of nuclear reactor fuels to retrieve
plutonium, coming from military activities, only totals today tens of thousands
of cubic metres. These radioactive high-level wastes emit gamma rays and atomic
particles that can injure or kill living creatures. Radiation, as all of us
here probably know, kills cells or damages the genetic material for reproduction.
It is equally clear to anyoody dealing with the problems of nuclear energy that
the quantity of high-level wastes will still be increasing. Some reasons: the
radioactive wastes come from.nuclear power plants producing plutonium which, in
turn, is needed for the production of different types of nuclear weapons. Besides,
there is no doubt that the rapid development of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes will result in a growing quantity of high-level wastes in ma.ny countries

coming from civilian activities.

Taking duly into account the dangerous aspects of the above-nentioned facts,

the USSRI and the United States of America presented in 1079 an agreed joint
proposal on major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production,
stockpiling and use of radiological weapons, published in documents CD/31 and CD/32.
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The scientific researchers in rome countries are considering the question of 
what .form the  .radioactive waste should be crnverted to fcr further disposal. 
They are studying a variety of ways of putting nuclear wtetes into solid forms 
that will resitt dissemination into the  environneet. One of the methods, for 
eiample, would be calcination, heating the waote until it turns to ash. Other 
methods include embeddine the «waste in glas or ceramics cr in some kind of 
synthetic materials. What is moot important in these consideraticns is the . fact 
that the researchis directed towards the substantial reduction of the size of • 
waste and the condensation of the radioactive eaterial. Bringing Up the above, 
I -simmly wish to recall that at the time of conductini: suCh experiments there 
might at the sanie  time be considered or there might come out autonomously some 
ideas on the utilization and/or processing of the high-level waotésalsc for 
military purposes. The interventions prcnounced by several delegations last 
Friday in the Working Group on Radieloeicallleapons, calling for review 
cenferences of the future radiological convention every five year's-and-justifying 
it by the development of science and technologY in this respect seems preciSely 
to confirm the assumption that one day may, indeed,bring unexpected qualitative 

,changes in the development of radiological weapons. How can we reconcile thio 
with-statements considering radiological weapons as purely hypothetical ones.. . 

To what I have already said I want to add only that radioactive wastes can • 
be produced -- with the present development of knowledge in this respect — either 
in liquid -or in solid  forai. May I also add that today's medicine does not offer 
us any efficient medicaments against either acute  or  chronic radiotoxemia. • 

Taking all the above into account it would seem rather short-sighted to 	• 
neglect or deny the possibility of conducting further research on radiological 
weapons. Such research may simply result one day in an improved form of this 
weapon. In other words, considering the entirety of anti-human aspects of the - 
probability of use of radiologicalweapons,we should manifest a Maximum Of 
eoodwill to reach preventive agreement prohibiting its production and use. Besides 
its importance in the preventive military domain, the convention would provide an 
advantageous climate in all actions leading to effective isolation of radioactive 
materials from the environment 	an equally important aspect of the convention 's 

 role in the situation of growing utilization of nuclear energy for peaceful 
purposes. 

We have been listening with great attention to the discussion and the • 
arguments which were put forward in -the Committee on the purposefulness and 
the significance of signine a convention prohibiting radiological weapons. 
I would like to:say that my delegation is not convinced about the validity of 
the arguments minimalizing the aim and the importance  -of signing such a convention. 
Of course, we realize and we have often pointed out that the prohibition of 
radiological weapons has only relative importance in cOmparison with the evidence 
and the primordial problem of eeg. the prohibition of nuclear and chemical 
weapons. Therefore, it is not a matter to be settled at the coct of or in 
exchanee fOr other problems. We are of the opinion, though, that we cannot 
neglect, any chance to Make however modeet a step towardo eliminating what is 
still a concrete danger. Such a etep would have significance for paving the way 
for further measures, sUrely of more importance. This opportunity exists and in 
our opinion should not be wasted only because there are more  important goals. 
It will be the disregarding of such an oprertunity that will put us in a bad light, 
and not the taking  of  this initiative. In brief,. we etill. stronzly believe.. that 
it would be better - to achieve something, however modest, than to achieve nothine. 



(1r. Sujka, Poland)

Let me now say a few words on other systems of weanons of mass destruction.
The Soviet Union put fortirard last year a proposal supported by socialist countries,
as well as by many non-=aligned countries, to establish under the auspices of the
Coummittee on Disarmament a special group of experts to wori, out the draft of a
comprehensive agreement or partial agreements prohibiting the research on and the
development- of new systems of weapons of mass destruction. The basic task of
such a group would be to follow developments in the field of potentially
dangerous directions in,scientific research, in order to take as-ea.rly as
possible appropriate preventive steps against emerging netti* weapons. We still
hold the view that this Committee should pay due attention to the said proposal
and examine the possibility of the establishing of such a group during the
summer part of this session.
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Mr. ADEUIJI  (Nigeria): Mr. Chairman, my statement today will be devoted to 
item 5 - of our agenda: new -types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of 
suen weapons; radiological weapons. 

It is a matter of satisfaction to my delegation.that the Ad Roc Working Group 
on Radiological Weaponehas got off to a good start this session under-the able 
guidance of Lmbassador Kbmives of Edngary. The identification of the basic 
elements'of a future treaty, and the elaboration of their alternative texts 
enable the Working Group to harmonize views that would lead ta an agreed text. -  ... 
My delegation believes that this iS a subjedt on which the CD Should be able.to • 
report positive results in the fo rm of a convention to the General Assembly at its 
thirty-sixth session as demanded in resolution 33/149. The Committee can 
thereafter concentrate its work ddriner its spring seasion next year on achieving 
agreement on more signifigant measUres for  submission to-the second special session 
of the General Assembbr devote& to disarmament. 

'Various views have been expressed mithin this Committee and in the Working Group 
on the non.-existence of radiological weapons,.and the narrow chances of their being 
used in warfare. My delegation has no reason to doubt this view of the experts; 
however, I believe that agreement on the prohibition of SüCh weapons of mass 
destruction as radiological weapons  cari  be a step in the right direetion. 

- Prevention, thgi'say, is better than -cure. In any case ire  all sdbscribed to 
paragraph 76 of the Final Dopument of the General Assembly's first sPecial session 
on disarmament Which states : "A . convention Should be concluded prohibiting the 
development, production, stockpiling.and use of radiological weapons." 

The argument therefore in the Committee Should not be why we Should exert effort 
on this non-existent weapon; we did not set up-  a Ubrking Group for such procedural 
arguments. Rather, our concentration should be twa-fold:- first, how to make our 
agreement on radiological weapons relevant to the - whole process of our efforts in the 
wide field of disarmament, especially in the related field of as  that rely far 
their effect  on' radioactive  materials -- the most lethal mass destruction weapons, 
and secondly,  ho  w to ensure that we complement  agreement on non-existent  weapons with 
agreement on existing weapons so•as to avoid ex -Posing the CD to universal ridicule: 
for being incapable of reaching agreement- on positive disarmament measures. 

It is a well-known fact that the rate of scientific and teChnological research 
leading to breakthrough in and development of armaments far outpaces disarmament 
negotiations. The rapid quantitative and qualitative development of nuclear weapons 
and new systems of such -meamons by the nuclear-weapon States continues to throw.into 
sharp relief the very slow pace of negotiations both in this Commitiee anà in other 
forums, be  the  y bilateral or trilateral. The hope of the nonnuclear7-weapon States 
is to see man's ingenuity Which reguits in these scientific and technological 
progress converted to peaceful'purposes. 

It is gratifying that at the current session, the Ad Hoc Working Group has 
addressed itself to issues of substance in drafting a future convention. I would 
like to touCh on some of these questions. Although the draft United  States-USSR 
joint proposal submitted to the CD in 1979 provides a basis for negotiations, it needs 
to be broadened to meet the realities of the present day, as well as to reflect the 
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pertinent suggestions that have been made within this multilateral body. Progress in 
the completion of negotiations on.radiological weapons depends, therefore, to a large 
extent on the willingness of the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics to accept constructive suggestions made by ether members of the Committee 
on Disarmament. I hope the break before our summer session will give us all a time 
for serious reflection. To malre a preventive convention such as the radiological 
convention relevant, it chould be conceived in the over-all context of nuclear 
disarmament.- Thus an explicit provision to this end should be an indispensable part. 
Its placinP; should not be beyond  oui' imagination to reach consensus on. 

In the same veia, the Swedish propcsal that a future radiologicalweapons 
convention should cover Prohibition from attacks on nuclear reactor plants and 
electrical installations is important. imbassador Lidgard's statement on 7 April, a 
week ago today, was a majcr contribution to our worl, for it showed the in.-depth 
study undertaken on this question, thus enabling this Committee to understand the 
issues more clearly. The possibility of attack on nuclear reactor plants with 
consequent risk of dispersal of radioactive substances end the considerable destructior 
of  lives farther and wider than the immediate theatre of conflict makes the proposal 
worthy..of serious consideration. Even if Additional Protocols I and II to.the . 
1949 Geneva-Conventions contain certain provisions, these are conceived in a very 
different context -- the humanitarian. The CD cannot abandon its responsibility for 
disarmament measures in a comprehensive way, on the argument that a Red Cross 
instrument iias made some references to a partj.cular question. 

As regards the peaceful uses of radioactive materials or sources of radiation, 
it is the view of my delegation that the convention should; in a positive manner, 
reflect the important link between disarmament and development. The provisions of 
article V as contained in.working paper CD/RW/1P.18/Add.1 appears to my delegation 
too generalized to make the desired impact. l'y  delegation prefers the inclusion of 
peaceful-use clauses, stating in clear and positive terms the right of all States to 
peaceful uses of nuclear energy for development. Nigeria, as a developing country, 
places a high premium on scientific and technological co-operetion among States. 
This principle guided my delegation in introducing on behalf of the cci-sponsors 
resolution 32/50, which recognizes the need for international co-operation in the 
field of nuclear energy, and also the desire to promote the transfer and utilization 
cf nuclear technology fer economic and social development, especially among the 
developing countries. 

In a world situation characterized by growing tension and uncertainties, by 
feverish research and development in the military field, the emergence of an agreed 
text on even "non-existent" but not totally inconceivable weapons of mass 
destruction can be a useful contribution by this single multilateral negotiating body, 
if only to prevent activities in ttis regard and to save mart of resources, human 
and material, from a further unproductive pursuit of the arms race. However, such a 
negative" disarmament measure has to be supplemented quickly by positive measures 
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of _isa*mament if the CD is to justify its existence. On 10 hFril, only a few days '
ago, the Convention on the prohibition or restriction of u.e of particularly inhumane
weapons was opéne,-': for signature in New Y:.rl;. To the Convention, there are annexed
three Protocols. One of those Protocol^ covers vea-,cnr th^t are ;,ct known ever to
have been used. This did not prevent its being the subject of a.Frotocol as a
preventive measure, Eowever, no one would have thouGht of openir_g for signature
a Convention with only that particula.r Protocol. The value of the success of the
-United Nations Conference on inhumane weapons lies in its reaching agreement on
twn other Protocols concerning existing weapons which have actually been used in
wars. The agreement on these two other Protocols placeü the Protocol on the non-
existent weapon on a different footing which intrinsically it does not on its own
possess.

Let us bear this in mind in the CD. In fact, I should say to the CD, "Go and
do thou likewise", i.e. like the United Nations'Conference on inhumane tirea-Mons.
Balance one., non-existent weapon with agreement on at least two éF^.sting weapons.

CD/PV.125
13

l'Yl. l•il1JtM (Canada)

Reservations have been expressed by -a-number of deleGations- concerningthe utility
of negotiations to ban a type of weapon which does not exist at present, and for which
thcre appe,.,rs to be little practical application 'in the foreseeablc future. Concern
to bring into the text under discussion the practical cons i deratior: of the bombinb of
nuclear power stations has also been registere3. This latter point will have to be
seriously considered to see whether it can readily be incorporated into the text of
the draft trc4ty under discussion. Inclusion of suitable woiY?in.- on peaceful uses of
ra<?icloC;ical. substances will also have to be considercd. In the nearntime the draft
trewty as it stonds does have the great advant4,Ce of closinC; off a::eapor_s option and
prospects for its developraent.

®/PV.125
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D+R. JM=-z nAVIIA (Argentina)

The iiL Hoc i:o1"hi^.C rrl'Oilp on R^Cii C:lof:,1.S`.al `:Te-,mo'.:: has i.lcnc^,.Vt?{;i to iilitiatC
nec,'otiations on the te-:t of a Convention in a satisfacter;; r.:ci-r_cr althoul.'1 certain
basic Clificill11.,ies reLlai7'i as re^;1'1s t^:e dcfinitior_ of suc-1. Z.*eapon;? ^ r; tl.e Scol)C
oî the convention. 1Lr-^7,c?ntina 17C11.eves that in any event i;l1i: C?Cfinitio?2 of

radiolo^ica.l weapoi:s sho41^^ in no wc.;- le^itiLizc; nucler._ 1^rüapons ü.c? ii: also hclieves
that the tex t of the convention sho^_lc' inclur.le the obligation to proccc:i to nuclear
disa=Zaa:.:ent, as well as rCcoL7liti Gn of the rl":ra of Stû tC°.. to the ^ri[i ur.ccful use oî
. radioc.ctivc Uatcriuls and an underterine by Statee_ parties to stren`t?:en intcznZC_ io:lvl.
co-oPcration in t'siis fic^1G.
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"Ngt. VEaCP,TESVMRAN (Indi.a)
The Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiologica? Weapons has further advanced its worl:

durinC- the 1931 session. In mg plor_ary statement of 9 April 1961 I had occasion
to comment upon some of the more important issues involved Ln the neGotiation of a
draft treaty prohibiting radioloGical veapons. !le are optinistic that the pending
differences over the scope of the future treaty and over the most appropriate
definition to be adopted for radiological weapons trill be satisfactorily resolved
in the comind- months. The question, of the leigitimacy of the possession and use of
nuclear ireanons is a key issue, and cannot be brushed aside as being e:ctr4neous.
For is it not obvious that in a nuclear war the nuclear weabon itself s:►ould become
a radiolol;ical uea.pon for the non-alidned and neutral nations, whose people t-ro;,ld
suffer death and injuny from radioactive contamination and. fall-out? The least
that one may expect, therefore, is th::;, a treat;;^ prohibitin^ radiological i•reapons
should not sanction tiae use of nuclear weapons, directly or indirectly.

CD/PV.127
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NR. KQMIVFS-(Htmgary)

An imnortant direction in the trorl: of the Comnittee, in the view of the
dc•le2tions of the socialist countries, ha: been and continues to be the prohibition
of now t1pec and s;•stems of weaaonc of na.s_ destruction. This issue, lilce all
•other items on the egenda of the Gommittee, should be discussed using i'he
apprropriate or.; ani:.ntional otructu=es. `,le tre3.come the fact that the advantages of
a competer4 examination of this issue in a group of experts are becoming ever
more obvious for many of the deleLptions in the Committee. The mandate of such
a group could be agned upon at informal meetings of the {:omiZit tee on Disarmament
with the participation of experts during the suLmer part of the current session,
as proposen` by the delegation of Huz-^Cary in its working paper CD/174 .

In.the opinion of the dcleCa tions of the socialist countries, at the spring
part of 'the session of the Committee on Disarm'ment real cpportunitiés have
existed for reachind agreement on the text of a treaty on the prohibition of
raciiolol-ical weapons. P.eErettably, it has to be ctated that, although the
Ad Hoc Working Group on this issue has, indeed, succeeded in bringinL somewhat
closer the positions of the negrotiatino parties, nevertheless agreement has not
yet been reached on the fundamental articles of a treaty. The delegationo
of the socialist countries intond to continue to crorl; perseverinely for the
earliest achieverent of a final agreement on the '&,e.-.-t of a treaty, the importance
of the conclucioi. of uhich is 7_underlined -.,oth in 'the Final :,ocunent of the
first special cession of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to
disarnament and in numerous recolution:; adopted by the General issembly.



MR. SHITEMI (Kenya) 
In its resolution 35/156 G, 'the  General Assembly, inter alia,  called upon the 

Committee on Disarmament "to continue negotiations with a vie  w to elaborating a 
treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use cf radiological 
weapons  and  to report on the results to the General Assembly at its 
thirty-sixth session". We are also reminded that the second special session devoted 
to disarmament is aPProaching, and we are therefore expected to show the fruits 
of our effort. The  conclusion  of a treaty on radiological weapons, although it 
is ne;t-a -disarmament measure in the real sense of the word, will contribute to 
our disarmament efforts. My delegation has noted with satisfaction that since the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons waS established last year, it has 
held'extensive discussions on the main.elements to be included in a future treaty 
on radiological weapons. The Working Group has already concluded an extensive 
analysis On areas such as the definition of radiological weapons, the scopsof,  
prohibition, activities  .and obligations, as well as compliance and verification. 
We have observed that despite the efforts, many problems Still remain to be 
resolved. The Ad Hoc  Working Group has yet to find e suitable definition of 
radiological weapons that would meet the.interests of all the delegations. My 	, 
delegation shares the cOncern and the anxiety shown by many delegations that the 
conclusion of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons should not be viewed as 
legalizing or conferring legitimacy upon the possession of nuclear weapons. Indeed, 
we consider the conclusion of a.treaty on radiological weapons as the first step 
towards the banning of nuclear weapons themselves. We have studied  the  working paper 
contained in CD/RW/WP..20, in which the Chairman has consolidated various proposals 
in a single text, an.d  we find it to be a suitable document wbich can, and hopefully 
viii,  form the basis of our negotiations during the second part of the Committeels 
1981 session. We want to take this opportunity to express our satisfaction and our 
sincere gratitude at the way Ambassador KEmives has condueted the deliberations of 
the Ail floc Working Group in his capacity as Chairman. I agree he has wide 	• 
shoulders. 	• 
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Mr. .KOMIVES -(Hungary): Mr. Chairman, like my colleagues the Chairmen of the 
other Working Groups I also would like briefly to inform the Committee on Disarmament 
about the activity of the Working Group on Radiological Weapons. The work of 
the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiological Weapons is well known to every 
delegation, and I consider tbpt there is  no  necessity for me to go into,details. 

As members of the Committee will recall, the Committee, at its 
- 105th plenary meeting on 12 February, by its decision contained in document  CD/151, 
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re-established the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons on the basis of 
its former mandate which entrusts the Working GroUp with the task of "reaching 
agreement on a convention prohibiting  the  development, production, stockpiling 
and use of radiological weapons" (document CD/79 of 17 March 1930. 

In carrYing Out its mandate the Ad Hoc  Working Group took into account 
paragraph 76 of the Final Document of the first special session of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations devôted to disarmament, the relevant part 
of the Declaration of the 1930s  as the Second Disarmament Decade and 
resolution 35/156 G of the United Nations General Assembly, which calls upon - 
the Committee  on  Disarmament to continue negotiations with a view to elaborating 
a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. 

The  Working Group held 10 meetings between 20 February and 23 April 1981. 

Working papers have been submitted to the Working Group by the delegations 
of India, Indonesia,.Yugeslavia and Sweden. Working papers have also been samitted 
by the Chairman of the Working Group containing alternative texts for the 
articles of a future treaty on radiological weapons. 

In accomplishing its teak, the Working Group, -from February to April 1981, 
carried out another substantive and more detailed examination of the issues 
related to the elaboration of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, 
stockpiling and use of radiological weapons. 

The examination of the issues relating to the elaboration of a treaty 
banning radiological weapons has shown that differing approaches and views 
continue to exist in connection vith some important parts of a future treaty 
on radiological weapons. . 

To overcome these differences requires additional efforts from every 
delegation. It is my firm belief that the Working Group would be able to 
make decisive progress during the summer session provided tbat the necessary 
political will, increased co-operation and spirit of compromise Prevailed. 
The conclusion of a draft treaty on radiological weapons mould be a concrete 
contribution to the second special session of the General Assembly of the 
United Nations devoted to disarmament. 

. In conclusion, rwould like to appeal to all delegations to'inake use 
of the interval between the end of the spring and the beginning of the summer 
parts of the Committee's session to reconsider their positions and continue 
consultations with a view to achieving decisive progress in the elaboration of 
a treaty on radiological weapons during the summer period. 

1 
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Mt. DE SOUZA E SILVA  (Brazil) 
Finally, the Committee will resume negotiations on the so-called 

"radiological weapons". The low priority assigned to this item of its agenda 

should not deter the Working Group from its task. Several basic questions are 

still open, including the scope of an eventual convention. The recent 
developments I mentioned above have brought to the forefront the question of the 

dangers inherent in a direct attack on peaceful nuclear facilities. In view of 

the many technical and practical difficulties involved in assembling Pnd putting 
to actual military use a device that -would qualify as a."radiological weapon", it 

seems to my delegation that for the current negotiations to have meaninG and 

substance it is imperative that the Working Group looks in depth at three main 
points, besides the actual definition of whatever specific weapons or groups of 

weapons are to be prohibited under the proposed convention: first, the relationship 

of such.a convention to actual measures of nuclear disarmament; secondly, the 
promotion of the peaceful uses of sources of radiation; and thirdly, the ways to 
prevent peaceful nuclear facilities from being converted into agents of death 

through an attack, even by means of conventional warfare. 

CD/PV.130 
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Mr. RCS (Argentine) • 
(=ç2 v.,:rnm4ntwishi;r: 	 the proLress achieved in the 

1 Ai Lie Won.ine 	 LIthouv,h ve have reservations regarding _ 
.some of the texts which are beinE. considered, we feel .ihat the generàl balance is 
positive. The prohibition of this category of hypothetical weapons has low priority, 
but an agreement on a draft treaty would relieve the Committeets agenda of this item • 
and so facilitate the consideration of tl. truly important topics. 

It has also been Suggested in this Committee that the treaty on radiological 
weapons should also include prohibition of éttacks on non-military nuclear installations. 
This proposal has become more pertinent since the recent Israeli attacken nuclear 
installations in Iraq. lbr Government, which has already expressed its profound 
disapproval of this attack— this subject has been discussed among the Group of 21  and' 
the Group's views will be brought to the Committee's attention in the course of this 
very morning— considers that this action once again demonstrates the fragility of the 
tuclear--non-proliferation Treaty. The Iraqi installations were subject to the 
safegaards of this international instrument, hose reliability as an effective way of 
promoting the development of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes has now been 
further eroded. .We believe that this incident merely confirms the rightness of our 
constant objections to the.non-proliferation Treaty, following, as it does, the failure 
of the two conferences for the review of the Treaty and the views expressed by many 
States parties. 

We consider that, in order to avoid so far as ie possible a repetition of such 
actions, the international community should agree to the prohibition of attacks on 
non-military nuclear installations through legally binding multilateral norms, either 
in the convention on radiological weapons or in a. separate_instrument, . . 	_ 	. 	. 



Mr. DARUSNJAN (Indonesia)
a.t reCard to the worL of the ?`_d Hoc Worlcine- Group on Radiological 1•leanons,

my deleeation is pleased to note that, thanl:s to your compâtent chairmanship,
it was able to make substantive progress. U.Tith your continued t:ise guidance and
the co-operation of all the members of the Comnitte•o in the Ad Hoc tlor_;.inG Group,
I am conviiiced that further proCress will be made d•arinC this summer session and
that a draft treaty text, reflecting all the worlcir.C papers and proposals
submitted, could be produced. In the opinion of my deleLation, the questions
relating to the definition of the weapons to be prohibited, the scope of the
prohibition and the uses of radioactive materials foi--peaceful purposes are some
of the questions of major imnortance to be dealt with by the Ad Hoc Uorl-.i.n:-:r Group

during this summer session of the Committee. With a view to assurinC the
soverei,-m and inalienable rights of every State to develop nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes, my deleC-ation t:•ould be in favour of includi.nt a provision in
the proposed convention prol-,ibitine attc.,-ks on peacefull ni:.-leai facilities.

hy delcigatl.on disagrees viti: ti.e c::'Enniè:izs that th-- Inclusion of 5'1Ci1 aMroVision

uould not'be necessary because this is already stipulated in the 1977 Protocol I of
the Protocols Additional to the Ge•ncva Conventions of 12 AuGust 1945', more

specifically in its article 56. As iras pointed out by my delegation durine, the

sprinL session in its statements on chemical weapons, the inclusion of identicel
provisions in various international instruments is not unusual, and it would only

reinforce the provisions concerned. Iiy dele,[ation referred to three Conventions

and one draft convention which contain identical provisions. In addition, there

are also practical considerations for havin` the provision I referred to ea--lier in

the proposed radiological convention: if a State is not a party to`the.

1977 Protocol and if the radioloe.ical weapons convention to which that State is a
party does not contain a provision prohibiting attacks on nuclear installations for

peaceful purposes, this would mean that that Ste.te vould not be le^ally bouncî by

such a prohibition. The recent Israeli attack on the peaceful nuclear facilities
near LaLhdad, -iiuich was entirely uithout justification and has posed a serious threat
to international peace and security and was condemned by the international community
and most recently by the Security Council, renders the inclusion of a provision
prohibiting attacl:s on peaceful nuclear `'acilitiec in the proposed rad.ioloCical

1:eapons convention all the more relevant. As vras rightly stated in the statement
made by the Group of 21 on 10 June, the blatant acgre:,ciori comnitted by Israel poses
a challenge to the covereiL-n and inalienable riCht of every State to acquire and
develop nuclear technoloCy for peaceful purposes. It is totally unjustifiable that

peaceful nuclear facilitiec, situated in a country party to the 1•lP`P and put under

IAR11 safeLuard::, ucre subject to M. attaclc. The irresponsible Israeli act was
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strongly condemned by my Government imnedic.tel y c.î ter it took place. In a statement

made on 10 June, the Indonesian Minister for Foreign Affairs stated as follows:

"The (::, verniaer_t of the Republi z of Indonesia conû.emns the Israeli air
raids against the nuclear installations outside Baghdad on 7 June 1931. The

attacl:, irlii.ch was entirely irithout justification, once again âemonstrated the
complote disregard of Israel for the norms-of international conduct and
purposefully increased the tension in the i3iddle East".

The Israeli atte.clc was also jointly condemned by the Aâ^l'r member côuntries. In a

statement issued in ilaZi.la on 17 Junc 1;C1, on the occasion of the annual meeting of
i oreiLr. Linisters of the nSEtS nembcr countries, the SMIF ï oreiLm 11inisters stated
as follows:

"mhe Foreign Ifinisters condemn the recent unt^ra_-,r2nte4 Israeli air Gttacs

on Iraqi nuclear installations ne` Baghdad and regard it as a serious violation

or the United Iiations Chester and international lac:. They exnress Grave
concern that this danCerous and irresponsible act would escalate the e::istinC
tension in the area ond pose a serious threat to international peace and
security".

If I may now turn to iten 1 of our ay^enda, nanel^r, "Iitzclear test ban", I wish to
exnress the full support, of my dele`ationfor the recomm.endation contained in
docunent CD/181 submitted by the Group of 21 that in the liLl:t of the discussions held
in informal meetings of the Co^ittee, a.n ad hoc wrorl;inC group on a nuclear test ban .
be set un at the beeinninG of thlis summer session of the Committee. Iluch has already

been said in the past on the necessity of establishinC such ai*crLin` group. The

Group of 21 has even gone further by also rroposinG in the document I have just
referred to, a snecific mandate fer the ad hoc worl:ir.C Grour. Considering that

worl_inL- crol'.rs cons t3bate the most anpropriate forums for the conduct of neCotiations,
it is the hope of my deleCution that those-delegutions which durinC the spring session
of the Committee manifested their reservations on the creation of the said mrorl.inC
Croup are now in a position to `o along ^:ith the pronosal. Z^ale by the Group of 21 in
order that actual negotiations can be conducted soon and that the Committee i•rill be
able to report to the second snecinl seseion ne:;t year accordin`iJ.

As regards item 2 of the a; enda, "Cessation of the nuclear zrms race and nuclear
disarmament", in document CD 180 the Group o_" 21 has pronosed that the establishment
of an ad hoc crorking Lroup on this item and i t.s mandate should be the immediate
objective of the 'considerations at the start of this summer session of the Committee.

Ue hope that this pending issue, i.e. the crewtion of ad hoc *.rorlcinC groups on
items 1 and 2, car. be resolved without del.-q. 1-.'ithout the establisl^.^ent. of
a.npropriate working m'oups, I am afraid, ILr. ChairmzLn, that actual negotiations could
never be conducted and that, consequently, this Committee would cease to be a
negotiating body and vould become a deliberative organ, at least as far as a nuclear
test ban and the cessation of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament arc
concerned.
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DespitE the 1nw priirity attcch_d to it in our P€enda, my dclegation believes -
thnt the neeitietinn of n tre^ty bannin€ r-Ddi.-^l-gical we?pnns will be a contribution
to the dis?rr.ament efffirt in that it will 1?,)pefully eliz!inet-. << least one opti•n for
the qu?litative irsprivement ^f nuclear wcPpnns rnr?, ire imp^.rtrr_tly, indirect methods
oIf waging r?di^lo€ical warfare. The recent Israeli attack ^n =r_ Ir:qi nuclear plant
has brought into shar}^ f•-+cus the v^liaity if the er€.usent that ? tre?ty b?nninE
radiologicFl weapnri's should enc^mpass the possibility ^-f- t:^ging ra6i-.1egical warfare
by attacks-on pe-ceful nucle:-r power installations. •Pt, dele€atinn wishes to stress
strongly that e future treaty on radi,lntical wcapons sf:-,uld include positive
provisions tr^ facilit.te access, for s•ll St^tes, to nuclear techn-1-)&r for pezceful
purposes 2n3 international co-perrti-n fnr the pepcEful application ,f nu•,lear
technologyr and radi,rrctive mpterials.

My deleeâti)n is prepared to co-op.rate fully in y:ur dedicated eff.-.rts as
Chair-man of the :.d H-,c W.rkinE Group on Radi^")l,')Eical W`apons to facilitnte the speedy
finr-liz?tinn of nat-tiatians on this item.

PV dele€ati^n will continue to ri2kE its c-)ntributien, nodest though it be,
tawards the success of this C:)n.uittee's work.
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Yith respect to r^diological we?pins, the Wirkin€ Gr•oup hns as its tPsk the
negntiztion of 2 cnnventi-)n prohibiting the development, preducti^.n, stackpilinE and
use of rpdiil,)€ic,-l weppons.

1lthnugh the c^nclusicn of such c convention would not c.nstitute a disr_rnniment
measure in the stri•A sense, we are, none the less, favour+bly dicpcse7 towards any
initiative or measure aimed at preventing the emergence, and pr,-)hibitir.d the use, of
new types of weppcr_s -if mass destruction.

When this question was expmined by the Working Grnup, a major objection was raised
with respect to the definition of r:diolegical we-p-)ns as prcp1sed in the draft text of
a trepty submitted jointly by the United States and the Soviet Ur.ion. In this
connection, the M-)r•occ^n delegation is nf the opinion that whztevc:r the definition we
adcpt, it must not in any way justify or legitimize the p-)ssessien or use rif nuclear
weapons.

In .^.dditinn, I shnuld like to take this npportunity t^ reiternte rY delegatinn's
support for the Swedish prnposal for the inclusi-)n in the future convention of
prnvisinns prohibitind deliberrte ^ttacks on civilian nuclenr inst-llntir^ns.

The M^irncorn r3eleg-ti-)n attaches very great i^p^rtance t-, the negntintion and
conclusion of a convention pr.,Izibitine chemical weapons. The elab-rnti^n if r^
convention on this éuesti,)n, which is, rr.^re-ver, an urgent one and -ne which h-?s been
given high priority, vnuld• unqu,-;stier..-bly c-nstit,ite an effective and €er.uine
d isarmnment mea sure.



Mr. RODÉIGUEZ NAVARRO iVEmumnIEÈLE0 
Mrtelegrel-arrimu_d like to refer briefly to the question of so-called 

radiological weapons. Venezuela's position on this subject is already well known. 
At the outset of the deliberations of the lid Hoc  Working Group on this subject we 
proposed a different approach, for the sole purpose of contributing to the 
achievement of a genuine measure of disarmament in this connection. 

We stated at that time that the convention to be adopted as a result of the 
work of the Ad Hoc Working Graup ought not to refer to radiological weapons, which 
do not exist, but to the prohibition of the use of radioactive materials for military 
purposes and the prohibition of radiological methods of warfare or methods of 
radiological warfare. 

It was not, as we stressed, an inflexible position. Nevertheless, we merely 
followed with interest the deliberations of the Working Group, hoping that new 
elements mould emerge which would result in additions or  modifications more or less 
in line with the basic features of our delegation's original proposals.• 

Today we note with satisfaction that in recent weeks there has been a growing 
trend in favour of the inclusion of new elements designed to improve and broaden 
the draft convention. . This trend became apparent with the proposals submitted by 
the Swedish delegation for the incluSion of provisions relating to the concept of 

radiological warfare and attack:: on nuclear reactors. This last point has proved 
relevant with  the attack by Israel zn Irecl 'o nuclear reoetor, ::hich the Government of 
Venezuela has condemned both individuall; and in cenjunetic uith the other countries 
of the Group of 21. 

These proposals have net vith sumport in most quarters. If they arc finally 
auproved they will give a ne'  slant to the convention on so-called radiological 
weapons, the substance of which will be greatly improved. 

The  new preposals, particularly as regards the concept of radielogicel warfare, 
reflect Some of those very concerns which premmted the deleiration of Venezuela, some 
.time ago now, to proPose a different approach. This is why we broadly support them. 
True, the Swedish delegation's proposals call for certain clarifications from the - 
political, legal and technical points of viev, but the basic idea is undoubtedly very 
valuable and oucht therefore to be incorporated  in .the  draft treaty. 

My delegation wishes also to stress that the use of the term radiological weapons 
in a convention should in no way.signify. 	or imply the conseouent legitimation  of  the 

' use of nuclear weapons. In the treaty now being negotiated there should be a 
suitable linkage with nuclear weapons since, when all is said and done, so-called• 
radiological weapons would be intrinsically related to nuclear weapons. A convention 
on this subject which, as we all know, does not have the same priority as other items 
on the Committee's agenda, will be really valuable only if it contributes to  the 

 prohobition and elimination of nuclear weapons, whese existence and potentially 
devastating effects of course leave no one in doubt. 
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Evaluation of the work of the Disarmament Committee uill be one of the most 
important elements in this exercise of reflection, for uhat the international 
community uill v.alt to knou is whether t7.ic multilateral negetiating body, set um 
more than three years.ago, is  capable  of justifying the hopes that have been placed 
in it. 

*It will therefore be up to u s . to shou that our Committee, in itc present 
composition and with its present methods, can achieve concrete results by uay  cf 
negotiations. 

The ability of the Disarmament Committee to do so itself depends on a number 
of factors, of which I should like . to  mention those that seem to me the most 
important. First, there is the question of international security conditions, for 
the Disarmament Committee cannot negotiate in a vacuum, and it seems obvious to me 
that a tense international climate is -- alas -- not propitious for the' attainment 
of e.ny great progress in the sphere of disarmament. At the same time we ought 
not to underestimate the impact-that efforts in this sphere could have on the 

 restoration of confidence in international relations. 

Secondly, the multilateral anproach to - dfsarmament cannot be divorced from 
development's in the separate negotiations going on in a number of priority spheres 
of disarmament. Belgium, which has always been in favour of these tvo approaches, 
naturally expects that the States responsible for the separate negotiations Will 
take account of the overriding impertance which the international community 
attaches to those negotiationo. 

. 	Lastly and, I would say, particularly, the Disarmament Committee will be . 
judged according to the combined will we have shown to make progress where that vas 
possible. 	 . 

Taking account of these factors, and bearing in mind the limited time 
available before .the second special sesr:.on, I should like to indieate three themes 
which would permit the Committee on Disarmament to demonstrate that this 
multilateral negotiating body merits the central role attributed to it in 1973. 

In indicating these themes, I am not claiming that they are all of priority 
importance in relation-to the problems posed by  the gravity of the arm7ments race. 
I merely wish to point out that these are questions on uhich progress can be made 
and that it is important, in the present circumstances, not to neglect any 
possibilities for making progress, however limited they may be. 

Thus, I consider that the time•bas come for the Disarmament Committee to conclude 
its negotiations regarding the prohibition of raàiological ueapons. 

also believe that between now and next spring the Disarmament Committee should 
complete the elaboration of a comprehensive programme of disarmament. 

I would also like to see our Committee making substantial progress in the 
drafting of a -convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons before the second 
special session. 	 . 	• . 	• 

Since, according to our programme of .' ori:, our discussions in plenary meeting 
this week should dealmainly with the question of radiological weapons, I should like 
to devote the remainder of my-statement to that subject. 

.There are several reasons why Deiginm attaches particular imnortance to the 
( conclusion of a treaty nrohibitinf; radiological weapons: 
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It would be cna ,:ay of de*ionstrating that the neSotiating machinery offeréd by
the DisarmrJent Cor.,ittee can function effectively;

It would al.* be the first tir^!e in the nuclear field that a treaty had been

negoti •̂zted ^•,itl-: the participation of the fi zre nuclear-weapon Pc.^,ers;

ihe very fact of the exi stence of an international agreenen^- ir_ the
disarmament field t•:culd, in present circunstance:;, have a symbolic value which we
cannot afford to disreCard;

Furthernore, the procedure that has been follrn,ed !•:ith respect to these
negotiations on radi oiogical ti,eapons coi ncides with our idea of the correct method
to adopt in'the matter of the prohibition of we4pons of mass destruction, namely,
first to identify these t,eanons and then to negotiate, one by one, their prohibition

or limitation.

il ;e neüotiation of a convention on radiological ^,eapons has made good progress
since the submission to the Cor.u:ittee by the United States and t'sie Soviet union of
their joint proposal on major elements of a treaty. We are _r•articularly grateful to

Ambassador Komives, ChairrLan of the Ad Hoc Vorking- Group on I3ai iolog_ca l Veapons,
for the >iranner in which he is car?-yinC out his important ta:k.

Certainly, .;e would have uis:Ied these ne„otiations to be brought to a speedi er
conclusion, but we are aware of tl.e in-mortance of the points raisecl by mny
deleggatiens, points uI:ich are themselves evidence of the imnor-k.^nce we all attach to
the question of raùioloZ;i cz%.'_ weapons.

We now have a consolidated te::t based on proposals subr,itted by the Chairman of

tlie Ad Hoc Llorl:inZ: Sroup. Delgitul cor.siders that this doçament, t,hich is a
combination of C i fferen . 77'oUosûl.`", should consti ^üte the 7r1 nGlpûl bû.^Z^ of our

further work.

My delegation is iûrti cularly cra tified to note that several of its own
suggestions ,have been incor?orated in the consoli,late& text.

V 'e shall continue to ^:^1^e any contribution cre can in the search for solutions
to the various irmortant problems t•,hi ch have • not yet been resolved. jurtinC these

problems I vould drar: attention in particular to the follor,inS.

The probler of the definition of radiological ;reapans. The definition can

obviously not include a reference to a nuclear explosive device. We understand the

concern of those who fear that the fact of net menti onino nuclear weûpons might be
interpreted as justifying their use. - Such justification was clearly not the
intention of the b lateral -..pl ;_^.tor. ^ any more than it was tl:eir intention to
settle the question of the leSi tir,acy or otherwise of nuclear c,e ,pons. Would it

not, then, be agooCl idea, as my delegttion sugGested last year, to include in the
preamble to the convention aETeci fic reminder of the goal of nuclear ci sar=ent?

I would like to point out that in the neLoti&rtion of a nunber of disGrc:ament
instrunent::, use has often been rnde of the technique of incoiperai:inG in the
convention an un1ertaY.inC to neE,otiate subsequently either on ratters on rlhich it
di3 not nrove Po£Gi1)lE to reach immediate agreement, or on wi(:£r. aspect-, of the

génaral subject of di:; u•uvént. I might :;uote by vay of ex4nple article V of the

Sea-Bed Treaty, artl.c7 e VI of the Treaty bt. 'chc I•Ton-Proliferation of Nuclear t^Jeapon:

an±l article I:: of the Convention an the nroïlibitior of biolorrical 1-1ea-Fons. We

should not overlook this as, a possible ?:ln:^_.n3 of re;,Ulvin,-, a nILTEbel' Of the diffiClil tie.^•

which we have encountc•re« in the nee:otiation of a conventi.on on rac?iolo^ieal wearons.
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Another question to be decided is i!hether, in this convention, we ought .
explicitly to prohibit deliberate attacha on civilian nuclear installations in order
to cause the relr_.se of radioactive subs i-.nces. l9e are gi:.toful to the Swedish
delegation for draw:.nG our attention to this important question, uhich is already
partly covered by article 56 Of the first Additional Protocol to the Geneva
Convention. The question rai ced by Sweden i s ir:.nortant in i tsel f. It also adds

to the field of application of the first Additional Protocol. Furthermore, tiiis

question has become much more relevant since the attack on an Iracli nuclear research
centre, an attacl, uhich the BelCian Government has strongly condemned and which,
although it was not the subject of the jIJE :Us1. proposal, could have foreshadoved eJhat
Suleden- specifically ltished to proiyibi t in the convention on radiological weapons.

We already, last year, raised the question uhether this aspect should be
included in the present convention or should appear in a different context. We do

not tJish the matter to be settled at this stage,-be cause the arguments for-and against

are so complicated. Hy delegation is nevertheless ready, here too, to heln find any
:olution that miCht be acceptable to all members of the Çorur.ittee.

Ve ousht, however, to be aware that, if we incorporate the Swedish proposal in
the convention on radiological ureapons, we shall substantially alter the scoile of this
convention: and raise various provlems, both of a legal nature and as regard6 the need
to devise an adequate verification procedure. If,on the other hand, we consider
that the Swedish proposal uould be bei;te'r placed in another conte xt, either in an
instrument compleraenting the Aàditional Protocols of the Geneva Conventions or in an
entirely new irstrument,.^^Je ouCht also to realize that it will take a great deal of
time to worl, dut the details of the Suedïsh proposal so that it can be implemented,
and to resolve all the difficult questions that will arise. Could we not therefore

malce use of the technique I mentioned earlier and establish in the convention
prohibiting radiolo-ical -weapons the principle contained in the Swedish proposal, at
the same time undertàking to negotiate on all its implications at a later date.

Another question to uhich my deleggaLion attaches p^rticular importance concerns
the peaceful uses of radioactive naterials. In this ccnnection, we can accept the

proposal made by the Chuirraan of the llorking Groui, regardinc- article V of the
proposed convention. In fact the provisions cont.line4^ in that article in no way
restrict the use of radioactive mùterials as autharized by article IV of the Treaty on
the 21on Proliîeration of Piuclear':'Jeapons. Hcwe-:ea-, article IV of the non-proliferatio

Treaty balances two ideas. The first is the one `s have just mentioned.— The second

concerns undertal'inr•s relatinZ to the promotion c•f oeaceful uses. Belgium b'elieves

that it rJould be,appropriate to include this dual concept also in the part of the
convention on the prohibition of radiological ueal.ons dealing with thé peaceful use

ports those celegations whiof radioactive r.zaterial^. ii,T delegation therefore sup ch

would like to see included in the convention prohibiting radiologicaf veapons a
provision on the promotion of peâceful uses. The precedents for this that exist in

disarmament treaties such as. the non-pro}_ferati on treaty or the Convention
prohibitin5 bioi ogicai_ ucapon:,, s1hould enable us to finu an appropriate form of

lünguûr;e .

Thase are the comments I vi::l.ed to i-ii.xl:c zlt this stage of our l:rorb. I houe that

my remarks will have been enouGh to show the constructive spirit in vhich my
gation approaches all the r.ztters t?ir:t are before our Co=ittee.deleg
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now turn to the proposed convention banning radiological weapons, which is 

1;eing negotiated in the third Working Group, chaired by my old friend.and 
. colleague, AmbasSador Kemives.  This issue  is an obvious example of the limited 
importance Which the Superpowers seem - to attribute to the Committee on Disarmament. 
Jhile they have steadfastly refused for a number of years now to enter into 
multilateral negotiations on a comprehensive test-ban treaty and are prepared 
to accept only limited negotiation activities in the chemical weapons area 	both 
areas being of the highest conCern to post peoples and nations of the world -- they 
have not hesitated to put before the Committee a draft treaty on the prohibition 
of radiological meapons, which has, durinu our negotiations, been convincingly 
shown to be completely lacking in-sestance. It is my belief that the Committee 
made a mistake in acreeing to take up this item on its agenda to the detriment 
of more urgent questions. 

• In order to cive some meaningful content to the draft convention on 
radiological weapons, the Swedish Government has proposed the inclusion of a 
prohibition of attacks against nuclear installations, releasing the radioactivity 
contained in such installations to the detriment of the people living In the area 
and their environment. Such attacks wculd, actually, apart  froc  nuclear explosions, 
which are expressly exempted from the draft treaty, seem to be the onlycredible 
ways of waging radiological warfare. Ile firmly believe that such a prohibition 
should be added to the draft and are ruch encouraged by the support given to our 
proposal. Needless to say, the alarming event just about a month ago, which 
showed a horrifying distrust of the non-proliferation efforts of the international 
community, and Which has been so sharply condemned in this Committee, should 
convince any rational mind that the original drafters of the proposed convention 
would do well te listen more carefully to the arguments that support our proposal. 
As matters now stand, we entertain grave deubts about the usefulness of going 
forward with the deficient text originally provided to . us  by the United States 
and the Soviet Union, as we Co not think that it mmuld add to the already suffering 
credibility of the  Committee on Disarmament. 



Mr. LURES (Czechoslovakia) 
May I nou turn to agenda item 5, ehat is, to the question of a convention 

prohibiting radiological ueapons. 

The Czechoslovak delegation highly appreciates the work of the Ad Hoc Working 
Group on %dialogical Weapons, which is chaired mith admirable skill by 
Aribassador Komives. The elaboration of a treaty prohibiting the development, 
production and use of radiological weapons was urgently aSked for in a nuMber of 
resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly as well as in the Final Document 
of the first special sessicn of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. Our 
delegation is convinced that this task should be fulfilled without any unnecessary 
delay. 

- 
In the view of the Czechoslovak delegation the radiological weapons treaty uill 

be a rather important result of the activity of the Committee on Disarmanent. 

When the four main categories of weapons of mass destruction were identified in 
the United Nations in 1943, radiological weapons were included for their evident 
potential complementary importance mith regard to nuclear weapons. • Since that time, 
the main military technical development has been aimed at the improvement of nuclear 
weapons, and radiological weapons have remained only potential. Nevertheless, their 
important complementary position in the nuclear-weapons area has remained unchanged. 
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One can be sure that if they. i•rere -not prohibited they would be developed in future
for a real military deployment. With this in mind, our delega.tion considers the
elaboration of the treaty an actual and sufficiently important task Arh?.ch is fully
in accord with the fundanental role of the United Nations in the area of protecting
mankind from the disastrous consequences of the use of. weapons of. mass destruction.

Another highly positive effect of such a treaty which may be assumed rrith
assurance is its influence on peaceful co-operation in the use of-radio-active
materials and the relevant technoloZy on the basis of principles to be agreed on.

The third point indicating the importance of a-treaty on radiological weapons
is the fact that the treaty should serve as a concrete contribution by the
Committee on Disarnament to the second special session of the General Assembly

devoted to disarmament. Several delegations have already emphasized this aspect,

and we share their•.opinion that concrete results will become the most important
.criterion by uhich the authority and prestige of the Committee will be judged, inside

as well•as outside the United Nations.

For all these reasons., the Czechoslovalc delegation is ready to make all possible
efforts to make the negotiation of the draft°.trgaty.concrete and effective, and to

achieve the goal in the-reasonab2 y near future.

We share the concern of the Siredish delegation as regards the importance of the
protection of civilian nuclear.facilities. This problem is not new, and the concern
of many countries has already been reflected in the 1977 Additional Protocol to the
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, as well as in several other documents of
international lair. Experience has shotrn, hôYrever, that it would be desirable to
enforce the existing measures and to enhance their effectiveness.

We have some doubts, however, irhether the convention prohibiting radiological
weapons would be the right place for solving this problem. Several serious obstacles

can be envisaged. We already had an opportunity to explain our vieirs in the statement

presented during the spring session of the Committee on Disarmament. Briefly

sumaxized, there seem to be three important factors trhi.ch must be talcen into account:

1. The fact of the very concrete mandate irhich the Committee has for elaborating

a convention prohibiting specifically radiological weapons;

.2. The fact that any new treaty dealing with questions already covéred by
other instruments of international law lrould have a number of serious implications in
areas of international latr lying clearly outside the competence of the

Committee on Disarmament;

3. The fact that the character of measures effectively protecting nuclear
facilities, measures uhich could be realized in practice, remains rather unclear,
at least with respect to the situation in industrially developed countries, with
nuclear facilities becoming more and more an integral part of large industrial

centres.

With all this in mind we tend, like several other delegations, to be in favour
of finding a way of dealing with this very complicated and very specific problem of
the enforcement of the enisting rules for the protection of nuclear facilities
separately from the radiological weapons treaty.
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The  radiological weapons treaty is being negotiated as one specific part of a 
More complex item of our agenda, devoted to new types of weapons of mass destruction 
and new systems cf such uogpons, and is  ro  far  the first step of the Committee in 
this area. - In the vieu of the Czechoslovak delegation, the problem of new weapons 
shOuld not. be  underestimated. -,We sometimes.hear.the argument that there is not 
time for discussing neu ueapons uhile the problem of the prohibition of already • 
existing•meapons has not yet been solved. 

:The over.—all experience of the last several decades clearly shows the profound 
influence bcientific . progress can have on the life of society. - WO have, howeve#,. 
also been repeatedly surprised by the unexpected negative consequences -of such.progress, 
as well as by.its serious misuse. There are many such examples in all parts of the 
world and nearly all areas of human activity.  • 	• 

Ile have learnt, therefore, that much serious effort must be spent on timely 
analyses of scientific and technological.trends and on prognoses of all possible 
consequences, including the misuse of discoveries for the purposes of the arms race. 
Without doing this we frequently face neu and unexpected problems uhich can often 
be treated only- mith enormous difficulty -- if a successful solution is even possible. 

For these reasons  we  support-the proposal on establishing a croup of qualified 
governmental-experts,which uould meet periedically and would elaborate for the 
Committee Surveys'of discoveries and trends important with  respect  to the possible .• 
development of neu weapons of mass destruction. . This would help in the timely 
discovery of neu important areas of negotiation; in any case, it would at least 
contribute to the provision of  the.Committee on Disarmament uith objective information 
and to ensuring that-no new important item had:been missed in the Committee's 
programme 



Ur. ISSRAELYAN  (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian): 
During discussions cf the question of ne-J.  types of weapons of mess destruction in 
the Committee on Disarmament, the Soviet delegation  bas  repeatedly stressed the 
need for more intensive work on the elaboration of preventive measures prohibiting 
the use of scientific and technological advances for the development of such weapons. 

While being in favour of a comprehensive  agreement on the prohibition of new 
types and systems of weapons of mass destruction, the Soviet Union, as you know, 
also accepts the idea of the conclusion of special agreements for the prohibition 
of individual new types of such weapons. This position of ours.is reflected both 
in the additional draft agreement on the prohibition of new types and systems of 
weapons of mass destruction submitted by the USSR delegation to the Conference of 
the Committee on- Disarmament in 1977 and in our Participation in the negotiations 
on the prohibition of radiological weapons. 

I should like to express the hope that the meetings of the Committee with the 
participation  of experts  planned for the end of July will enable Committee .members 
to form a clearer picture of the wide range of questions connected with the 	- 
possible emergence of weapons of mass destruction. We also hope that these 
meetings will help to break the deadlock on the question of the establishment under 

- the auspices of the Committee on Ddsarmament of an ad hoc group of experts to' 
prepare a draf comprehensive agreement and to consider the question of concluding 
special agreements on individual new types and systems of weapons of mass 	. 
destruction. A proposal for the establishment of such a group was sdbmitted to 
the_Committee by the USSR delegation on 15 July 1960. 

• 	We are firmly convinced that such a group of experts could become a most 
effective international body which could prepare for the Committee's use 
informal •orking materials on the subject of new types of weapons of mass 
destruction. 	The Committee would thus have at its disposal an important 
additional means for the regular monitoring of developments in the matter of 
potentially dangerous trends that might give rise to new types of weapons of mass 
destruction. 

The fourth round of negotiations on the preparation of the text.of a treaty 
on the prohibition of radiological weapons has now been going on in the Committee 
on Disarmament for almost a month. 

We are expected—and have been expected for some time past -- to produce an 
agreed text of a treaty. Such expectations were confirmed recently in the 
course of the work of the Preparatory Committee for the second special session of 
the General Assembly devoted to disarmament and in that of the United Rations 
Disarmament Commission. Our current session is, in fact, the last full round of 
negotiations cin the elaboration of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons before 
the convening of the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to 
disarmament. Tcking into account the present state of affairs in other areas 
of negotiations on the limitation of the arms race and disarmament, the completion 
of the preparation of a radiological weapons treaty would not only be a real 
contribution to the solution of the problems that exist in that sphere, but also 
have great moral and symbolic significance as a solid step in a positive direction, 
which is particularly important in today's exacemba -:::e world situation. The 
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imPôrt6rnce' o$' the- coLipletion of our worl. on a radiological zreapons treaty to the
successful holding of the second special session on disarmament is also'perfectly

obvious. Neither can ther6 be any doubt that the achievement 'of agreement on
radiological weapons would enhance still further the authority of our Committee
as the only negotiating-body in the sphere of disarmament that is at present

functioning.

What, then, is the position as regards the preparation of a radiologieal.
weapons treaty after a whole month of work at the summer part of our Committee's

session?

As you know, as a result of the previous-round the Ad Hoc Working Group has
before it, in addition to the Soviet United States text, an alternative text by

the Chairman. Apart from certain small points, we fail to see any elements in the
Chairman's text that would substantially improve the Soviet United States text.
However, in view of the not unimportant fact that the alternative text-tal,es account
of the amendments proposed by many delegations and commands a considerable degree
of agreement among them, the Soviet delegation is also prepared to work tocrards
agreed decisions on the basis of the Chairman's consolidated text.

At the,'same time, the situation in the Committee on the question of the
prohibition of radiological weapons is practically one of deadlock. There are

delegations that would like to solve a number of pressing problems relating to the
limitation of the arms race, international humanitarian law and other fields. Ne

have the highest esteem for such noble intentions.

It would, of course, be an excellent thing if together with the prohibition
of radiological weapons we could also solve the problem of a general and complete
prohibition of nuclear weapons under effective international control and many other
disarmament problems as well. Dut, alas, that is unrealistic. It would be

equally unrealistic to try to solve the problem of prohibiting attacks on.peaceful
nuclear installations within the franevork of a radiological c-reapons treaty.
Undoubtedly, Israel's barbarous attack on a nuclear reactor near Baghdad raises a
-numbér of important issues.

We sympathize with the idea underlying the proposal by the Swedish delegation
concer ;r. the need to protect civilian nuclear installations against attack.
Hotrever, the inclusion of this proposal in the text of a radiological weapons treaty
involves considerable difficulties. In the course of the discussions various

delegations have pointed out not only the complexity of the problem as such but
also the serious legal, technical and political implications, the -cà.reful study
of -which would take time.

We continue to feel that the solution of this serious and difficult problem
should be sought within the framework of other international agreements. The

discussion of this matter in the Committee has shoim that many other deleCitions,

too, hold similar vieurs.

Nocr. that, after two.years of intensive work, a. large number of States members
of the Committee are willing to assume-obligations in connection with the
prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and.use of radiological
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weapons on the'basis of the Chairmin's text, attempts to question the very
preparation of t-radiolo€icai ireapons tleaty, which is spe--ified in our mandate
and in the-relevant decisions adopted by the General Assembly at its session,on
this question - decisions adopted, moreover, by consensus - can only cause
bewilderment. We are firmly convinced that the speediest possible conclusion
of work on a radiological weapons treaty will be a perhaps small but important
contribution to -the general. goal of limiting the arias race. No one. can doubt that
even a small•step i_nthat çlirection, especially against the background of the
present international situation, would be better than the absence of any progress
at all. We believe in the formula: a little is better than nothing. Others

seem to think that the worse things are the better that is. ,.

Cônsiderable •difficulties rema.in also in connection with the final, drafting
of the treaty's articles.on definition, scope of prohibition, and peaceful uses.
There are some other difficulties as well. . --

Thus .the situation uhich has arisen in the course of negotiations is not .

simple. 'On the one hand, there are a-number-of countries for vhich the text of..
the treaty prepared by the Chairman could be acceptable. On the other hand,
there is a group of States which would like to-link the treaty on the prohibition
of radiologicaf'ireapons with a number of international problems that are important
but bear no relation to the prohibition of radiological i"reapons.

tdeconsider that theinterests of the cause require us to show the necessary
realism, to make optimum use of the time available to us and, by making additional
efforts both individually and collectively, to complete the preparation of the
text of a treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons in the very near future.

I•ir. WACE1HAYE?S (Netherlands): r•Lr". Chairman, as you observed last Thursday,
there was a large number of speakers at the 136th meeting of the Committee on
Disarmament. At the end of that meeting the leader of the Netherlands delegaticn,
Ambassador Fein, consented to "defer his statement scheduled for delivery'on
9 July until today. Unfortunately, 9mbassador Fein is prevented from being with'
us today. In his absence I have been instructed to deliver his statement now.

It is a matter of satisfaction for my delegation to see you preside over the
work of this Committee in the month of July. My delegation feels inspired by the•
fact that du-ring ^his important period of the work of the Committee, it will be
steered by your outstanding competence, diplomatic sl:ill and dedication to the
cause of peace and disarmament. We are convinced that your e,*reat gifts of spirit
and of mind will stimulate the Committee to make substantial progress in this
vital phase of its summer session. Needless to say, my delegation will be only
too happy to contribute to the success of your chairmanship. Our appreciation
goes to your distinguished•-predecessor, Ambassador Komives of Hungarÿ, for the
very" competent and business-like manner in which he set the Committee to work in the
month of June. We cordially welcome into this ComLü.ttee the distinĝ ui.shed
Ambassador Carasales of Argentina, Ambassador Jalali of Iran, Ambassador Jayakodd„v
of Sri Lanka and Ambassador Rodriduez Navarro of Venezuela. "

Today I; wish to make a statement on radiological "vrearons, and radiolo„ical, rrarfar^
In this statement I shall make some proposals which I hope will be helpful in
advancing our neCoti^^tionss on these matters. I shall not, however, on this
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occasion, talk about new weapons of mass destruction in general except to remind 
you that it was the Netherlands that originally proposed, in our statement of 
5 August 1980 (at the Committee's 97th meeting), the holding annually, during 
specially designated periods of time, of informal meetings on new weapons of mass 
destruction, with the assistance of qualified experts. We are pleased that at 
the initiative of Ambassador Komives of Eungary the Committee decided to do this, 
and as far as me are concerned that takes care of this problem. 

Speaking about radiological weapons, I should in the first place recall the 
statement I made a year ago, at the formal meeting of the Committee of 
9 April 1960. In that statement we commented in detail on the text of the 
draft convention submitted to this Committee jointly by the United States and the 
Soviet Union in July 1979. 

Since then, during our discussions of this subject last year and also this 
year, many proposals have been made to improve on that draft text. Some of those 
proposals were interesting and they merit further discussion. As a result of those 
proposals there is now a Chairman's working paper with a consoiidated text for 

- a radiological weapons convention ((M~T.P.20 of 21 April 1981). 

At th±s moment the most important outstanding difference of opinion, which 
stands in the way of an early agreement, concerns the scope and the definition of 
a radiological weapons convention. In the Ad Hoc Working Group on radiological 
Weapons, on 26 June of this Year, Sweden proposed certain interesting amendments 
to the text. That proposal, viz., to extend the definition of the scope of the 
radiological weapons convention in order to include the prohibition of attacks 
on civilian nuclear installations in the scope, deserves special attention. The 
background to that proposal mas expounded in the Swedish intervention in the 
Committee on 7 April 1961. 

The Netherlands is, in principle, sympathetically inclined to the Swedish 
proposal, which seems to be based on a thorough investigation of their own.  We  
are therefore prepared to examine that proposal seriously, both nationally and 
internatiOnally, in order to evaluate all its political and technical implications. 
Our very preliminary findings have led us to the following conclusions. 

As we said in our intervention of last year, to whiCh I referred at the 
beginning of this statement, the Netherlands shares the view that for purely technical 
reasons the development of specific radiological weapons is highly unlikely.  We  
have always held the view that it is unlikely that such weapons can bé developed. 
Moreover such weapons l 'even if they did ever come to exist, would be of little 
military value. The draft convention on radiological weapons as submitted to 
the Committee on Disarmament in July 1979 is therefore not a very interesting one 
from the point of view of arms control and disarmament. It is against this 
background that we in the Netherlands have looked at the Swedish proposal under 
discussion, because the launching of an attack on nuclear installations in an 
opponent's territory does constitute one of the few feasible and effective methods 
of waging radiological warfare. This is, unfortunately, not an inconceivable event. 

It is  oui'  view that, since the United States/USSR draft convention provides in 
article III not only for e prohibition of radiological weapons as such but also for 
a general prohibition of radiological warfare, there is sufficient ground to try to 
include in a constructive manner, acceptable to all, at least the essence of the 
Swedish proposal. 
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In :00r  to contribute to the process of deliberation that is now under way in 
this CoMmitteeconcerning this proposition, which surely is.not an academic one, but 
on the other hand also taking into account the objections that in fact  have  been 	. 
made to attempts to regulate these  important  matters in the radiological iïeapons 
convention, we . -trOuld put foruard the . suggestion not to pursue -- at least in this 
particular context -7 the formula proposed bz,»; Sweden, which.reads: "never, under any 
circuMStances, t6 attadk or deliberately damage any civilian nuclear energy generating - 
reactor, reprocessing plant or sPent fuel storage facility on the territory of a 
State party to the treaty'. In the context of a radiological weapons  convention, 
one could . rather envisage 7- and this is what we propose in place of the Suedish 
formulation 7- that it should be prohibited "to attack any Civilian nuclear energy 
generating reactor, reprocessing plant or spent fuel storage facility  on the
territory of a State-party to the treaty, if such attack may lead to the effective 
release ofradio-aetivematerial causing, by its dissemination,  destruction,  damage 
or injury by means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material°. 

• 
Allow me now to sUbstantiate that proposal with the following considerationS. 

Let us consider, first, attacks on nuclear installations that have the.specifiC. 
Objective of releasingradie-activematerial in order to infliet destruction, damage 
or injury on the enemy: such attacks obviously do fall within the scope of a • 
radiological weapons convention.- On -the  other hand, any military action against 
nuclear installations that is not speeifically designed to  use .released radiation, is 
admiasible. An example would be the ce:ptcring of such installations with a view 
to halting the production Of energy. ---In this connection, we are reminded that the 
Swedish proposal.would be covered by- articles 51 and 56 of Additional Protodol I 
to the Geneva Convention of 1949. The NétherIands however, shares the iiieW that 
those provisions are more restricted than the Swedish propesal under discussion; and 
they are also more restricted than what we have in mind ourselves, our own Dutch' 
views. In the first place, article 56 of Additional Protocol I only refers to 
"nuclear electrical generating stations"; it does not refer to other nuclear 

. installations with large quantities of radio-active material. In the second place, 
article 56 only offers protection to the civilian  population in the vicinity of the. 
installations. Uoreover that protection is neither provided for if these 
installations haPpen to supply electrical energy on a regular basis for substantial 
and direct support to military operations, nor in a situation in which such an attack 
is the only practical way of putting an end to that military  support  role. 

le do believe, however, that in the radiological weapons convention there should 
be, in one way or another, e.g. in the preamble, a reference to Additional Protodol I 
in order to establich a link between the two instruments. In this connection, we 
would also wish to draw attention to article 56, subparagràph 6, of Additional 
Protocol  I,  which reads: "The high contracting parties and the parties to the conflict 
are urged to conclude further agreements among themselves to provide additional 
protection for objects containing dangerous forces". This also serves to brine out 
and underline the complementary nature of such a provision in a radiological weapons 
convention. These aré the observations I wish to make to underpin our suggested 
text alternatives. 

I  noir  wish to refer to the new Swedish proposal to distinguish between 
civilian and military nuclear installations and subsequently to mark this difference, 
as is suggested as a possibility in article 56, subparagraph 7, of .àdditional 
Iretodol I in reference to, inter alia,  nuclear 'electrical generating'stations. 
We in the Netherlands, are, however, of the opinion that it would be legally mnsound 
and from a military point of view undesirable to change the nature of that 	. 
provision in the Protocol, which is in feet no more than a recommendation, into a 
treaty obligation in the convention on radiological weapons. Uoreover, such a 
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change into a treaty obligation would include reprocessing Plants and. spent fuel 
storage facilities. -The Netherlands is of the opinion, as also suggested by-tdeâen, 
that the data published by ILEA concerging.civilian nuclear installations should 
be sufficient to  allait  identification by military comanders of the civilian or 
military nature of .a  nuclear installation. 

- 
If the proposal to incorporate  in the radiological weapons convention a 

prohibition of attacks on nuclear installations, as.amended by  us,  in the text 
formulation I proposed just - now“is accepted, thereby taking into •accotnt the remarks 
made from several sides, theliwe would, in our opinion, - have achieved a-significant 
advantage. ;The : convention would gain:significantly in value. Especially in 
heavily populated areas with  a  developed nuclear-energy Capacity, -  such a treaty 
would be Well'-received, for the convention would include a prohibition of.attacks 
on nuclear'installations specifically -intended to release massive radio-active 
contamination: 

A feu final remarks. As to the definition of radiologiàal weapons,  the 
 Netherlands  ha s no problems with the text proposed in the draft convention as 

submitted by the .United States and the Soviet Union in July 1979. We do, however, 
consider an„.improVement of the prohibitions (articles I through III) of the 
radiological Weapons cdnvention desirable, as we stated in our intervention of 
9 April 1980.  The definition of radiological weapons should leave no . ambiguity 
whatsoever: the.convention relates exclusively to radiological warfare aimed at 
spreading radiological material other than by means of a nuclear explosion. I 
should remind you in this connection of the Netherlands proposal, in our intervention 
of 9 April -1980, for the redrafting of article II, sUbparagraph 2, and article III 
in that sense. I then proposed the redrafting of article II, subparagraph 2, to 
read as follows: "Any rio-active  material specifically designed for employment, 
by its dissemination independently of nuclear explosions, to  cause  destruction, 	• 
damage or'injury by means of the radiation produced - bythe decay of such material". 
With - the same objective in mind, article III should read: "Each State party to the 
Treaty also undertakes.not to employ deliberately, by'its dissemination independently 
of nuclear eXplosions,any radic-active material not defined as a radiological Weapon 
in article II I  subparagraph 2, to cause destruction, damage or injury by means Of 
the radiation produced by the decay of such Material°. 

By accepting these twe texts we would do two things that make -sense. We rou1d 
create a link with the tereradio,active material weapons" as_used in the definition 
of weapons df mass destruction by the Commission for Conventional Armaments of 
12 August 1948. At the same time the Netherlands proposal regarding a qualified 
prohibition of attacks on nuclear  installations,  which I put - to you earlier  on 

 would alsolink up with article III of the convention. 

My last remark  on this matter is that me would appreciate it-if a formula alonir 
the lines suggested by us could be incorporated in the definition as contained 
in the excellent Australian working paper of 1 July 1901 (CD/NUMP.22). 

I shall wind up my statement by addressing-the vital question of tne prevention 
of loss or diversion to radiological weapons of radio-active materials. This 
matter is dealt with in article IV of the consolidated text of the Chain of the 
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Ad Hoc Working Group -on Raaiological Weapons (CD/RU,A-7P.20). In this context

it seems useful to recall the pertinent paraggraph of the I?etherlands statement-
at the 76th plenary meeting of-the Committee, on 9 April 1900!

"I now come to the article uhich deals with the physical protection
of radio-active mai:erzai s. Within the IAÉI., an expert group has in
the past made recommendations on the physical protection of fissionable
materials (IkEA document-IIfPCIPLC 225/Bev.l): These recommendations

are implemented by nany countries. Moreover, .a-Convention iras recentl3,
. concluded in Vienna on the Physical Protection of.Nuclear iIaterials;
particularly during transport. -.- Both these recommendations and 'the -
Convention cover-fissionable materials, either irradiated or not, but
do not cover radio--active materials in which no fissionable material is
present. If we accept the idea, as reflected in this article of the
MT draft, that this category of materials must also be protected,.partiea
must try to achieve.comnon standards with respect to the level of
protection. This could be done by-amendinÛ the said.Convention; but
this does seem to be a.somewhat cumbersome apnroach.. Although my

delegation certainly uould not like•to exclude the possibility of _

amending the Convention in the future, the most practical approach seems
to be to^.sk IAEA to.reconvene the expert group with a view to expanding
the. already existing recommendations so as to cover radio-active
materials as uell. Consequently, I propose to invite the Director-General
of IAEA to present his views on this matter as soon as possible."

In the meantime, on 3 July 1931, the Netherlands delegation has submitted
a proposal to the Ad Hoc Working Group on ik.diological Weapôns that the .
Director-Genera.l of the International Atomic Enercj Agency be invited to_ present
his views, preferably in writing on the relationship be tt•reen article IV of the
draft convention on radiological i-rèe.pons and thé ViennaConvention on the
Physical Protection of Nuclear Iîaterial, as well as the gu:delines for physical
protection of nuclear.material. This proposal is simple, constructive and
uit;^ôLt any implications of, for example,-a military nature. Our sole aim
is to try to establish maximum congruence between the work done in varioizs
forums, in casu located in Geneva and Vienna respectively, where new instruments.
of international law are being created. It goes without saying that the
possible future advice of the Director-General of IATA will in no way prejudge
the decision thé Ad Hoc -1-lorking Group will finally take as regards the wording
of article IV of the consolidated text. The Ad Hoc Working Group works
under the mandate given to it by the-Committee on Disarmanent, and this
Committee is, of course, the only instance which de Jure is empowered to draw
up the radiological weapons convention. All the same,`we deem it the duty of
all States to see to it that agreements dealing with the handling of radio-activu
materials -- be these texts drawn up in Geneva or in Vienna -- form, between
them, a formidable anLL coherent obstacle to unauthorized or illoCa.l use of these
dangerous materials.



I•Ir. AIIFASSLIi (Iiorocco) (translated from ^ench^ : Our ancestors, who were
not .sparin;; of their tine, .invented the handshake, a symbolic Gesture with three
poxpos•es: first, to gauge the pôtential. stril:ing power of the other; secondly, to
check that not the smallest morsel of flint was lur?_^ in his hand, and thirdly,
to s3iow him warmth or friendliness.

Since the. vocation. of our Committee is precisely that of disar+ament, it oubht ?,
I think, to observe this ancestral tradition. It is, therefore, -wi.th real pleasure
that I extend a «^m handshaLe to you, IL-. Chairman, and throu,-^h ;̂ o•û,-to tndia,
which is not only a friendLy country but also a potential Power, a setter. of
examples - examples of peace and of denocracy. India has also with bare hands
scaled the hichest pea?:s of science and technoloU currently- on record..-

. The world is more than ever in need of exemplars of this stature, for this
world seems set on a dangerously reclsess course: it is a world where the most
powerful set us an example rather of primitive. e-oti3u, extortinG-exorbitant
concessions from those who are weal:er, or condemning them to- agonizing renunciations,
aVrorld where everytlii seens ineluctably to be ,slippin^, from man's control, -
beginni.ng with thosé vri^ery elements on w:ii.ch man1s future and his survival depend -
I am thinking in particular of armaments, with the exception perhaps of one categ-ory,
and that is solely because it does not yet exist. I am, of course, referrinZ to
radiologi.ca.Z, weapons, on the subject of iinicii I should like, with your permission,
to say a few words.

Fron.the military standpoint a radiological weapon is, as some put it, a
nuclear weapon without the noise, or, if you like, one third of a nuclear weapon,
for of the threefold effects.of an explosivé nuclear weapon, naaely, mechanical
effects, thermal effects and radiation eff-ects,.it has only the latter. These
weapons, which are essentially based on the use, ivithout any nuclear escplosion,
of radio-active material and waste from =clear reactors -- whatever the form
they may take -- can be used to inflict injury and damage on hu= beinC;s, animals
and plants through contamination.

Contrary to•tir^iat is generally believed, this contamination nay-be. caused by
the firing of. shélls. ,or rochets or • the release of bombs containi.r^; radio-active
agents or by-products, or by the direct c?ispersel of suclz radio-active elements
from radiation-proof helicopters or pilotless craft.

In view.of the development and spectacular pro5ress of the electro-nuclear
domain, the manufacture .of radiological weapons is within the grasp of any country
possessing the industry, however.rudimentary, necessary-for the production of the

requisite materials. For the rest, there will always be other ways - many of them
questionable, politically or commercially, or even constit•ating outright violations
of the law -.by which they can obtain fissionable materials or actual radiological

weapons. , -•

Since they are r+.ade.fron waste products, and are ;Eherefore within the reach of
.,ht lead to a certainsmall budgets, radiological weapons, should they appear, mig

vulgarization of atomic weapons, a vulgarization the main consequence of which would
be the birth of a new lanCua.ti;e of deterrence. For it must be realized that
radioloGical weapons are of marginal importance only as regards the nuclear-weapon

Powers or countries with large-scale conventional operational forces. For other
countries, and especially developing countries, a power of deterrence based on

radiological weapons - provided it iscredible - could have a definite strate„ic

value. Clearly, only a complete and izmediate prohibition of radiolocical weapons

could obviate the risl:s that might result from such a.situation.
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The negotiations on the prohibition of radiological weapons which were 
initiated  on the  urging of the:United States and the Soviet Union have been going 
on in the.Committeé on Disarmament since 1979 with a view to the conclusion,  in the 
words of paragraph 76 of the Final Document  Of the firet spécial session of the 
General Assembly on disarmament, of a convention "prohibiting -the development, 
production, stockpiling and use of radiological wearons". 	- 

• 
Inthis'matter, the Committee:on Disarmament haS taken a twofold decisiOn:: to 

set,up an ad hoc  wo±king g'ou, and to consider as a valid working base for 
negotiations - .2e "Agreed  joint United  States-USSR proposal -On major elements of a' 
treaty prohibiting the-development, production, stockpiling -and use of radiological 
weapons", in spite of the fact that, on the one hand the proposal contalias*a 
juridically-unacceptable mirture-of the la tes of war and disarmament measures, while 
on the other hand it is totally silent on the subject of what is nevertheless an 
extremely important problem; that.of radiological warfare. 

Many delegations, including Morocco, consider that this-question oçradiological 
-:warfare should be at the centre of the  discussions of the Ad'Hoc.Working - Graup on 
_Radiological Weapons. There are, 'moreover, in this Connection, serious -divereences 
-of views between, on the one banal -the two authors of the joint rroposal and their 
respective allies, who would like to confine the prohibition-in - the convention to 

 radiological:,weapons as such, and-, on the other, the nonaligned and neut .ral 
countries whese views on the matter are less restrictive and who would therefore 
wish to broaden the score of the future convention in such a way that the prohibition 
would cover not only all means of warfare rroducing radiation and including-What are 
known as particle-beam weapons but-also all'forms of attack on civilian nuclea± 
installations ineuding power stations, labOratories and research centres,.other .  
installations concerned with the nuclear fuel cycle and all other installations -
containing large quantities ofraCtio-activematerials, even if such attacks are also 
strictly prohibited under article 56 of Additional Protocol  I  to the Geneva - 
Conventions of 1949. 	- 

The position adopted by the former is untenable: it is not possible to clamour 
for the adoption of a convention intended to preserve mankind from the dangers of the 
use ofradio-activematerials otherwise than in the form of explosive nuclear devices, 
and at the same time to try to confine the prohibition to certain aspects of 
radiological warfare only, particularly in view of the ease with which peaceful 
nuclear facilities can be used to serve hostile rurposes without substantial 
conversion. This much having been said, a compromise solution could rapidly be 
found if the- two sides agreed to make reciprocal concessions: the nonraligned 
countries by not insisting on the maintenance of their suggestion on the T.aohibition 
of particle-beam weapons, and the others by agreeing to take the idea of radiological 
warfare into- consideration. 

- 
The idea of radiological warfare is, in our view crucial, for me see no point in 

going on learnedly disaussing whether or not it would be advisable to prohibit 
radiological weapons, which at present, everyone agrees, lie in the realm of fiction; 

-,_--what we  out  rather to do is to tackle without further delay the problem of this 
terrifying new form of warfare. 

In other words, what we ought to concern ourselves with in the first instance, 
and well ahead of the question of banning the use of radiological weapons, is  the 
prohibibition and prevention of radiological warfare. 

My delegation wishes solemnly to declare that it intends henceforward to act 
and to assume its responsibilities in this spirit and with this goal in mind, in 
accordance with the.statement of the Group of 21 of 17 June 1981, with the sole 
concern of ensuring the best possible protection for innocent civilian populations 
against radiological warfare. 
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Before concluding, I should like verybriefly to refer to the question of
control and verification with regard to which the Working Group will certainly come
up against some difficulties. •

For the solution of•any problems that may arise in relation-to the objectives
of the proposed•treaty or its application, the agreed joint USSR-United States
proposal provides.in its article VIII that the parties will undertake to consult
one another both directly and through a consultative_cômmittee of experts. The
article further provides that any State party to the treaty which has reasons to
believe that any other State party is acting in breach of obligations derivirig from
the proposed treaty on. racliological weapons is free to lodge a complaint with the
Security Council of the United Nations, which is equally free to decide whether or not
to initiate an investigation into the matter.

Faithful to their practice of undertaking nothing in disarmament-matters•which
could harm their Great Power interests, the United States and the USSR have proposed
.a totally emasculated verification and control body.' The consultative committee of
experts,' according to the annex to the draft treaty, "shall undertake to make.
appropriate findings of fact"-and "shall decide procedural questions relative to the
organization of its work". However, the annex adds, "there shall be no voting on
matters of substance" - nothing less.- As for the provisions of the joint proposal
concerning the procedure for complaints, they are completely inadequate as regards
violations of the prohibition to be embodied in'the future convention. In view of all
this,-is it possible for our Committee to adopt such paltry provisions? As far as
the Moroccan delegation is concerned, the answer is no:

It is, all the same, astonishing that when so many instruments have been
adopted in the field of disarmament it has still not been possible, in the matter
of control and verification, to devise a basic formula applicable to any category
of non-conventional weapons, while allowing, of course, for certain modifications
of the formula to take account of the specific characteristics of particular
situations.

It is still more distressing to observe-that the Committee on Disarmament has
taken no steps to co-ordinate the work of the two working groups on chemical
weapons and on radiological weapons as regards this aspect common to both.

In conclusion, the Moroccs.n delegation wishes to stress that if the regulation

The world would be justified in considering that setting up a Working Croup on

now under way'ôf -the question of radiological weapons does not take into consideration
the essential question of the protection of civilian nuclear installations against
all forms of attack and sabotage, the result is lilcely to appear to an, impatient
aiid eager international public opinion as nothing but a giant hoax deliberately
designed to distract the attention of the world's population from the most
important of the disarmament problems, and the one on which its survival depends:
the prohibition of nuclear weapons and nuclear disarmament.

radiological weapons - potential weapons, whose role at the military levél may
be re garded at the present time as negligible - and deliberately leaving aside
the question of the nuclear weapons which constitute the gravest threat to mankind
and to the survival of our civilization, is in truth sacrificing the essential to
the secondary, and at the same time putting off till later the solution of a question
which the world at large and the international bodies nevertheless consider as being
of the hi.^hest nriority.

.
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But let us  be realistic and patient, and recognize thatif.radiological . 
disarmament were achieved, in keepinc.; with thelegitimate concerns' worthy of the 
interest of all of us, i.e., of the entire international -comMnhity, it woUid have 
at least two advantages: it would rid the Committee on Disarmament of one "chore" 
and it would introduce àreater rigour and clarity into the classification, of 
non-conventional weapons -. We should then have a new classification into two 
categaries: an the one  hand, the trilogy of -weapons-of  mass destruction  the use 
and also the production of -Which are prohibited, i.e.; chemical, biological and 
radiological weapons,  and  an the . other hare the category  of the  unclassified : 

 amàiting regulation, that:iif-the weapons of the apocalypse, far which the term 
IIweapons of -mass destruction" is something of a. euphemism -- that is, nuclear 

- weapons. 

Er. DAMMAM (Indonesia): Er. Chairman, at this stage of our work it i2 
an irony that, while negotiations on the prohibition'of weapons which do not exist 
as'yet, namely,'radiological weapons, are progressing, disarmament negotiàtians on 
the'existing most destructive weapons whidh :pose the greatest danger tomankind and 
civilizatian have not even been startea in this body, even though they mere -
considered as one of the priorities in the Final Document of the first-special .session 
of - the General Assembly devoted to disarmament .(para.45). 

Faced with such a situation, one may well raise the question whether it is 
really useful to spene our precious time and energy, which could be saved for cther 
purposes, to continue our exercise in dealing with something which does not even - 
exist at present. Irrespective of the fact that radiological weapons do not yet' 
actually exist, and even though disarmament negotiations on weapons which:have 
existed for morethan 35 years and which pose the threat of total annihilation to 
mankind have not even Commenced, my delegation has always been prepared to 
participate in a-constructive manner in the negotiations «which have been çoneucted 
and still continue to take place in the Id  Hoc  Working Group concerned. : We have- • 
done so for the following reasons: 

(a) We were requested by the Final Document (para.76) and by subseqUent 
General Assembly- resolutions to conduct such neeotiations-in this Committee; 

(b) The weapons that would be the subject of prohibition. may  well be developed 
and- manufactured in the future. It would be appropriate, therefore, to take 
preventive Measures before such weauons, whicb may  have a mass destruction capabilitY, 
actually'dome into being; 

(c) We believe that the possible conclusion of an internatienal instrument
prohibiting such weapons would contribute to the strengthening of international . 
peace and security; 

(d) We expect, not too unrealistically, I hope, that tangible progress in 
negotiations on radiological weapons would-give impetus to the disarmament 
negotiations in other areas, and particularly to the commencement  of the  negotiations 
relating to a nuclear test ban and the cessation of the nudlear arMs race and nuclear 
diearmanent, which remain our nain concern. 

In my.statement of 25 June,. I touched'very-suecinctly upon thred important 
issues relating to the convention on the prohibition of radiological weapens"that 
this Cormittee was requested by the General Assembly to draft. The first relates 
to the definition of the weapons to be banned. To avoid possible different 
interpretations, the definition of radiological weapons should be clear, formulated 
for the purpose of the convention concerned only and, as has been stated by a number 
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of delegations, should not legitimize nuclear weapons. 	on the suggestions.and 
proposals that have been.So far rubmittedi .-my- delegàtion considers that the-rugOslav 
and Australian prpposals, contained respectively.in-documents CD/R 1 1/UP.13/iudd.3 and 
CD/RW/WP.22 deserve careful consideration. The second question I referred to in my 
previous Statement .  relates to the scope of the prohibition. As we are all aware, - 

 to cope with the increasing need of or in the efforts to diversify energy resources, 
the number of countries possessing nuclear reactors has increased l .including those 
situated in non-nuclear-ueamon and developing nations. -Nuclear facilities . for 
peaceful.purposes should not, therefore, be-the subject of an attaCk.:-As-I said -in 
my earlierstatement, •  the Israeli air_attack on the Tammuz civilian nuelear facilities 
renders all the more pertinent the inclusion of a provision for that purpose in the 
future.radiological weapons convention. A. recurrence ofattacks on civilian nuclear 
facilities placed under IKEA safeguards systems cannot be tolerated and must be 
prevented.. The third issue Imantioned in my:,earlier statement was the question of 
thé Peaceful uses :of .radio-active materials. 	convention to thwart the possible 
emergence and use of.radiological weapons should not affect the inalienable right of 
all States to develep research, production and use of radio-active materials  for 

 peaceful purposes. All States parties to the future convention should also undertake 
to enhance international co-operation for the further development of the application 
of such materials for Peaceful purpose's and the needs of the developing- non-nuclear-
weapon nations should be duly taken into consideration. . 

'As in the case of other international instruments of the sape nature,..one other 
question of crucial importance is the system of verification of compliance, to ensure 
that the provisions of the future convention are observed in good faith by all the-. • . 
parties to the instrument and that the objectives of the convention are attained. 
The systems set out in other existing international instruments of the . same character 
could naturally be taken into consideration for comparative purposes. This should. 
not, however, necessarily lead to the adoption of the same system in the proposed 
instrument on radiological weapons. What is essential in the system to be worked out 
is that it 'should be workable and that all the parties to the future convention . - 
should have the sane obligations to make the system work. In the case of alleged . 
non-compliance with the instrument, the mechanism relating to the examination of the 
question and the search for its solution should ensure that the matter can be dealt-
-with in a speedy manner, considering the serious consequences that may occur as a 
result of such a situation. In order that the system should bo workable, all States 
parties to the future convention shoUld have the same right to participate in the 
consideration of the matter. 

Inese were  the general lines of the views of my delegation.on some aspects of • 
thepreposedconvention prdhibiting radiological,weapons. • y delegation will continue 

•o Participate constructively in the work  of the Ad Ebo Worldng Group concerned. In 
conclusion, I shoulC like to reiterate that, while we are willing to continue our 
participation.in.the efforts to advance the work of the Ad Hoc  Working Group with a 
view to eventually arriving at an agreed text on the prohibition of radiological - 7 -  

weapons t _even though such weapons are still non-existent, as I stated earlier, the 
already existing ueapons of rmqs destruction, nuclear weapons in particular, continue 
to be our primary preoccupation. UY delegation deeply regrets to note that no 
Possibility seems to exist for negotiations to be commenced on this subject in the 
remaining time of this suMmer .session of our Çommittee. 	 • 

The  CHAIRMAN:  In accordance vith the decision taken by the Committee at its 
104th plenary meeting, I now  have  special pleasure in giving the floor to the 
distinguished representative of Switzerland, Ambassador Pictet. 



Mr. ISSRAELYAN (USSR) 
should like now to refer briefly to the subject of the prohibition of 

radiological weapons. In the light of the meetings held, during the current session 
of thé Committee on Disarmament, by the Committee itself and by its Ad. Hoe Working 
Group on Radiological Weapons, and also of the informal consultations on various 
aspects of a treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons, I should. like today 
to dmell briefly on the results of our work on this question and at the same time 
to glance ahead, as it were, and offer certain comments on a possible way of moving 
forward. 

As the members  of the  Committee are aware, we are approaching the end 'Of our . 

1981 session, the end, that is, of the third year of our consideration of this 
matter, withaut having managed. to reach agreement on the key Problems of the 
instrument being drafted -- definition, scope of the prohibition and peaceful 
co-operation. 

We have devoted a large part of our work on this azenda item, at least during 
the summer part of the session, to discussing how to deal with the proposal -- a 
very important and, I would say, pertinent nronosal -- for the inclusion in a 
radiological weapons treaty of provisions concerning the protection of civilian 
luclear facilities from attack. 

At the last meeting of the Ad Hoc Wcrking Group on RadioloGical Weapons, the 
sovietdelegation stated its views on this cluestion in detail.  'Je  indicated the 
wa.7j-  which, we believe, could lead the Committee out of the impasse both as regards 
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further yrork--on a radiological weapons treaty and as regards solving the problem
of the protection.of civilian nuclear facilities from attack. In other words it
would be possible, in our view, to find a mutually acceptable solution to the problem
of the protection of civilian nuclear facilities from attack if other delegations,
too, would display the requisite flexibility and a spirit of compromise. Otherwise,
we shall be unable to complete the woek on a treaty on radiological weapons, and the
question of protecting civilian nuclear facilities will lilcewise remain unresolved
not to mention the fact that the Committee will be demonstrating its :inability to
solve the problems even in this relatively uncomplicated matter.

Solutions can also, we think, be found for other basic questions. The Group
has not so far, for example, discussed the Chairman's revised texts relating to the
key problems of definition and peaceful uses, which he submitted to the Ad Hoc
Norl:ing Group on Radiological Weapons last I`rida;,t. It seems to us, after a
preliminary study of these new versions of the articles in the Chairman's texts, tha.t
they could forrn a good basis for the achievement of aG2eement, with due regard for-
the-mutually acceptable settlement of other related questions.

All this shows that towards the end of this session we have seen a certain
advance which permits us to hope that we may manade to find a way out of the present
situation. In other words, we have some thing to consider as possible compromise
solutions, but^.of course it will probably still be difficult for us to do this in
what is left of the present session.

For these reasons we could, as other delegations have already dore, support
the proposal of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons, --
Comrade Komives, Ambassador of the Hungarian People's Republic -- a proposal which
he made during the informal consultations and then repeated at the Group's meeting
on 31 July, that this Group should continue or resume its work in January 1982, i.e.
somewhat earlier than the beginning of the next session of the Committee on
Disa=ament. We think that the additional time in January 1982 will give us an-
opportunity to work caréfully and with due deliberation on the un-resolved. questions
and, we hope, to complete the drafting of a treaty on radiological weapons before
the beginning of the General Assembly's second mecial session devoted to
disarmament.

A number of organizational questions related to the holding of meetings of the
Group in January can be settled if we agree in principle on the approach proposed by
the Chairman.

The Soviet delegation expresses the ho-De that all the other members of the
Committee will be guided by the same constructive approach so as to create a sound
basis for progress in the completion of the work on the prohibition of radiological
weapons at our next meeting.
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Mr. ELREEDY  (Egypt) 
un tne other hand, the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons, whose work 

was characterized by a joint political will on the part of the two sf,u-oermci7or7, to 
conclude a treaty prohibiting the use of radiological weapons, continued its 
endeavours this year during which it benefited from the wide experience of its 
distinguished Chairman, Ambassador Komives. Various States, including the group of 
nonaligned States to which my country belongs, participated seriously in the work' 
of this Ad Hoc  Working Group, although éome of them felt that the conclusion of a 
treaty on radiological weapons was not among the top priority items on the 
disarmament agenda. 

In spite of all the efforts made to narrow the gap between divergent views 
regarding the elements of the draft treaty, we believe that further endeavours will 
still be required to overcome the remaining differences, especially in connection 
with three fundamental issues, namely: definition, the sct.e. of the prohibition, 
and the peaceful uses of radioactive materials. Taking into account the fleriUlity 
shown by the Group of 21 with respect to these issues, and their readiness to enter 
into a dialogue regarding the specific proposals that they gubmitted in their 
working paper, we believe that there is still hope of reaching agreement if the other 
groups show similar flexibility and understanding of the positions adopted by the 
developing countries with regard to the Swedish proposal concerning the prohibition 
of attacks on peaceful nuclear installations. The importance of such a prohibition 
as  highlighted by recent events since an attack on such installations could lead 

to the leakare and dissemination of radioactive materials, thereby causing damage 
the scale and effects of which would not be less than those resulting from the use 
of radiological and nuclear weapons. 
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Mr.  AD (Pakistan) 
-1 ne contrediction between the desire of the major nuclear-weapon Powers and their 
allies  to keep open their own nuclear options and their overriding conë-ern to 
interdict the options of other Stetes is very difficult to justify. While we could 
endorse many of the preoccupations ?bout nucleer proliferation extressed by the 
Canadian 3eleaatinn on 16 July 1981, I must confess that we shere, to an even larger 
extent, the consideretions outlined in the response to this statement by the 	. 
distinguished representative of India. The inordinate preoccupation . of certein 
States with the nucleer non-proliferetion Treaty leeds them into adopting positions 
that contradict fundamental international  noms. The responses tn the Israeli 
Fttpck against the TPMMUZ nucleor research centre demonstrate this in practic*.' 

- 
It hes been stoted here and elsewhere that the Isrreli attack is .1 cause for 

deep concern especially because Irnq is  i prrty to the non-proliferation Treaty  -end 
accepts MEL safeguards. Is it by nny chance implied that if n Stete is not r party 
tn this unequal Treaty, it shnuld bo considered fair game for such Pt -treks in the 
ceuse_of nuclear non-proliferation? It is ironic thct the occrsinn of the Israeli 
attack has-been used tn underline the importance of securing wid ,-Jr alherence to the 
NPT. 	The feet that the notion hrs r:emcnstrated thrt rdherence to this Trenty is 
obvinusly not sufficient to prevent an alversary frim mkina subjective nnd unil-teral 
judgements .  about nnothezcountry's nuclear pr ,, Jrnmm .e hns been ce.nveniently passed 
aver. What has nlsi been icnored is that the justification used fir the nggressin, 
howsoever implausible, was in fret prnvided by the campain 	proprrnda, lnunched 
nnd susteined in thnse vory cruntries which .?re the m '-st nrdent advicntes 	the NTT, 
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?bout the purported danger of nuclear proliferation from the peoceful nucle^r
facilities of verious developine countries includir_E Iraq. Indeed, the Israeli

military raid can be seen es the ultimate stop in the escalc^tine process of
unacceptable pressures and punitive actions that have been employed by certain supplier
States to impede the normal development of the pez ceful nucle:+r programmes of a number

of developing countries. We note, of course, thpt the Israeli eEéression has been

roundly condemned, although the a.Rgressor has not p^id any price for the aggression.
No sPnctions were imposed on it by the Security Council, and no rep^r^tions were

dennnded of it. On the contrary, further zil.itrry supplies to Isrvel are to be

promptly resuned'. And what of:the victiciof the zggression? The St^te which

supplied the destroyed facility, while it has rightly defended its exclusively
peaceful nature, now reportedly expects additinn,-l obligations to be zssuned by the
?ggrieved State as a condition for the reconstruction of the plant.

The Israeli attack against the Tan.zuz nuclear rzse^rch centre reinforced the
opinion of most members of this Coanittee thr+t resolute neasures must be taken to
prohibit such 2ttpcks in the future. In the course of nep_?ti?tinr_s on the
convention to ban r^diological weapons, which have been guided with dedication and
energ,y by Ambass2dor Knmives of Hungory, it was pninted out that such rttacks _agninst
nuclear facilities are the most realistic and perh.?ps the only ra-e-ns by which .

radiologic?l werfere can be w^7t2ed. The Wnrkind Gr..-)up has clearly recognized the

risk of mass destruction through Pttscks on nuclenr facilities. The necessity for

the elpboration of nn international lee^l noria to prohibit such nttrcks is also not
contested, although reservations have been expressed to the inclusion of such ^
provision in the radicloLyical weapons c^nvention. Niy délet^tion considers that the

conclusion of this convention will be f:+cilit^ted if a satisfpctnry solution can be
found to the question of prohibitinfi attacks ?gninst nuclear f;pcilities. Of course,

there are other important differences repmrdinez the scope of the convention and the
peaceful uses of radioactive substances and nuclear energy khich need to be resolved
taking into ?ccount the position of the non-^-ligned and neutr^-l St,-tes. We hope

that the sponsors of the "joint elements" will exhibit greater flexibility in the

resumed negotiations on this subject next year.
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Mr. ONEELINX  (Belgium) 
we want in the future to try to achieve really concrete results in the 

spheres of negotiation, our delegationsought not, I think, to allow themselves to 
be distracted by overly theoretical subjects the discussion of whiàh t.  in  o'yiew, 
fall's rather within the commetenCe of suéh forums as the General Assembly and the 
United Nations Disarmament  Commission. • 

L stricter adherence to the differentiation in the nature of the various 
United Nations bodies dealing with disarmament problems would, it seems to me, help 
prevent the occurrence in the Committee on Disarmament of discussions that are more 
appropriate to the international deliberative bodies. 

However, to revert to the Committee's work at its present session, we may aàk 
ourselves whether we have in fact fulfilled our mandate for negotiation when we 
have had an opportunity to do so. Unfortunately, it seems to us that real efforts 
to seek the necessary compromises have been relatively rare. kil too frequently, 
delegations have simply repeated their positions and arguments ad nauseam, without 
once  trying to provide an opening for a possible compromise. -The best example is 
undoubtedly the work on the prohibition of radiological weapons, where each 
delegation has stIck to its position, al+hough progress appeared possible in the 
negotiations. leuen we resume our work in 1982. we shall have to consider propositions 
other than those that divide us if we want to be able to conclude our work on this 
mattert 
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The CR.QIRMIUI1: I put now befnre the C-).w-ittee for adoption document CD/218
cc:ntzining the repnrt of the Ad 'd•-^c Working Group on RedioloCical Weapons. In
peraa-raph 23 of its report the Working G:.-,iup agreed to recorm-end to the Committee that
it c^nsider whether the Group should resume its w.-)rk on 18 J:-7r.u2ry-1982: ' T^ri"
ennnecticn with this report, may I also draw attention to paragraph 11 of the report
of the Tdcirking, Group and to the cnr-munication addressed to me by the Chairrlar. of the
Ad Hoc Z+Tcrking Group on RadinloKic31 'eap•;ns rlatrd 10 ^nuguat 1981 by vhich I
informed that, subject to the Co.-mittee's agreement, it would be appreciated if I
could invite the Director-General of the I11Er"^ to pr.,vide the information described in
that letter. Before we adoat. tiie report, I wish to ask the Cemmittee, firstly,
whether there is any objection to the prop•,sal that the Ch212T'an invite the

.Director-Gzneral of the IAM to prmtriûa the information cnncerninE the draft conventinn
•which has been requested by the Chairilan of the W:r'_tin^ Grnup. Is there any
nbjecti.n?

:'r. VBiKATEMIMUT (Indir) : Mr. Chair:7,an, during. the na::ti n^ of the Ad Roc
WnrkinC Gr^,;up on R%•3i.-)l,-,E?l,cZl :•Ie^p^r_s, my -Jele-aa ti :n n.a•:'. ?lrea:I;f expressed some
serious reserv^tinns c-ncerninç a reference to the Direct-ir-Cenar^1 of the
H^wevcr, we did net stand in the wcy of ^^^bassadr:r Itrr^ive;, ChPir:^an of the
tWrrkinC- Group, hnltii~1g further consultations on tills r,-ttar :47.t:'1 members of the
Committee.

In the r:epr.timle, we h::ve reflected further on this, and have had rn ^pp ortunity
also to consult ^ur auth-irities. We have cru:e to the c-)nc? usi--^n that, at a time when
neither the clefi.^.itit,n of rPû iol;)dical weannns nÎr the scope of application of the
future treaty hes been settleJ, â reference to the Dire ctor-Gener^:l of the L 4^1 w,)ul d
be premature. We therefore reÿuest that the prrp•-1sal be dropped for the present.

Mr. AK?AI•i (Pakistân) : IMIr. Chrirrl^n, it will be note? that in ,m7rr" `raPh 11 . of
document CD 213 it. is. stateù that •s,)r_e de1eF?tions had eppressed their reservati,ns an
the pr.-)pasal to invite the Dii.•ector-General of the ILM to =xrress s:nc views on the
question referred to in that para^rzp?',. ',^r dFleg^.ti^^n was one of th,^sc. We, like
the Indian :lelegation, have had an -.rpnrt:znity to reflzct further on this natter, and
we do believe, Sir, that at the present time it is s:1!:.awh:?t prozature to address this
invitation to the Direct;r-Genar^l of the IïL7M.
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Inter alia,  we have studied- the scope of the Vienne Convention on the Physicel 
Protection 	NuClear Material, end it Would appeer from thrt Convention that the . 

activities which are of concern ta the  TA  under thet Convention relating to the 
protection of special fissionable materiel, under certain particulrr situations, pre 

considerably nerromer then the responsibilities that would arise in relation to the 
proposed action to prevent diversion of radioactive substances under the proposed 
convention on rediological weapons. Wb would think that the Id Hoc  Working , Group on 
Radiologicel.Weapons would need to examine, first of nll, what precisely it wishes to 
dn in terms of safeguard ectivities with relation to this action before it could - 
invite any views either from the Director-General of the ILEA or from some other 
technical body about the methos for preventing the diversion that is referred tn in 
the - proposed RW convention. 

Fnr these reesons, Sir, we believe thet this decisinn should be postponed to our 
session in 1982 when we  would like to study this matter further- and then seek very 
cleer end -precise guidance from the Director-General of the ILEA, or from any other 
agency, on this end eny other relevant question. 

Er. WAGENEARERS (Netherlands): At the time the Netherlands delegation welcomed 
the spirit of accommodation that  le'] the Id Hoc Working Group on Radiological WeaponS 
to egree thet it would benefit the work of the Group if, in conformity with rule 41 
of the rules ofs-procedure of the Committee on Disarmament, the Director-General of . 
IKEA could be invited to provide informotion on the possible relationship between a 
draft.convention prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling end use of 
RW on the one b and and the Vienna Convention on the Physical Pr-dection of NUcleer 
Eaterial as well as the Guidelines for Physical Protection of Nucleer Eaterial on the 
other hand.. We ere greteful to you, Er. Chairman, for the consultations you  have 
initiated on this request. 

The Netherlands deleection regrets that a request WPS made that this proposal 
be dropped. 

It dOes not augur well thnt no consensus could be reached, Er. Chairmen, on your 
sending a letter to the Director-General of ILEA inviting him tp provide the 
infor-lation indiceted above. We  are  perturbed by this lack of consensu s.  since it had 
been clearly understood thzt the inforMetion sought woUld be technical and in the 
nature of providing relevant facts to delegetions. It would have no bearing on the 
process of neeotiation. 	In  this context let me qunte from the Netherlands Statement 
in the plennry meeting of the Committee on Disarmament held on 14 July 1981: 

"Our sole PiM is to try to -esteblish maximum congruence between the.work 
done in various fore, in casu  located in Geneve and Vienna respectively, where 
new instruments of international lew are beine created. It goes without saying 
that the possible future advice of the Director-General of ILEA will in ne way 
prejudge the decision the Id Hoc  Working Group will finally take PS regerds the 
wordinc-  of the article IV of the consolidated text. 	The Ad Hoc W -u.king Group 
works under the mandate given to it by the Committee on Disarmament,  and  this 
Committee is of course the only instance -.Thich de jure is empowered to draw up 
the radioiogicel wenpons convention. All the same, we deem it the duty of all 
States to see to it that agreements dealing with the handling of radio-active 
materials -- be these texts drawn up in Geneva or in Vienne -- - form, between them, 

formideble end coherent obstacle to unauthorized or illegel use nf these 
dangeroUSMaterials" 
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In this liEht, the inability of the Committee on Dis?rm2ment to empower you to
send the letter under reference dces not ouFur well for our future negotiations. if
facts 23re 'EdinC. to be barred from beinE. -•r^vided, whPt is t.- came of the much vPunted
"business-like" nagnti;,ti^.ns? . It seems that six precious r.,)nths for bringine f-ictuel
information together will be lost.

We deplore this failure.

The C"tinlRMAPl: As there is 'no' cnnseisüs,' the- propcsal that the ChaixrPn invite
the Director-General of the Ir",FA is drrpped. Seconc?ly, -I wnuld like to know :-:.hether
there is any objection to the Wnrkinf: Grcup resuming its w-rk ^n 18 January 1982.

' M•. SUIltEEM&11MS (United Xine3,n): Mr. Chnir_?n, I have â comment rvthar than an
objection. l%, delegation is one of th-)se which t,ink the view th.-,t we should postp,)ne
taking a decision about the date until we had considered the matter further at this
•meetin&

The essential point, as we see it, is that we have to establish whether we would
be able to embark on the next round ^f discussions in January, with a €enuine hope of
making early progress. In the view of my dLlep-âtion, there would not be any virtue
in c211ine ,,- specip1 early meetinC of the RtF Graup unless the prespect of substantive
progress was well dem-)nstrated; and s-) perhaps we all need to ,o b_ck and think but
our negotiating positions. If by the beginning of next year, it 3oes become
apparent that a meeting on 18 January would be fruitful and justified,. tben.we. ,aoulr.i
be very much in favour of it. But we suCCest thl^t it might be zppr^pri,-te for the
Chairman to consult, perhaps among = few dele6etions who are particularly concerned on
the-central points, to m?ke certain that the way f^zw?ry'_ h- s been ur-b1-ncked before we
actually get clown te) that new round of meetings at Pn early date in January.

Iv1r. l.KRA'.•i (P2kistan): Mr. Cl.airnan, .ay celeCation unfortun,-tely'11*as 's-±ne
difficulties with endorsing the view thnl the Ad Hoc W;;rkir:- Group on P.?diclogical
Weapons should resume -in 18 J^nuary next year. Our difficulties are b•-)tr
constitutional, and substantive in nature.

As for as the procedural questions are concernea, there is, as you ltn^v,
Mr. Chairnan, a distinction between the Ar-- H-c W-)rking Group on the Çr1rprehensive
Programme end the other three W7ri{ing Groups which we have set up. 'ML W:-)ri_ing G.oup
on the Comprehensive Proerw-ru^ia has been established up to the tins when it w-1uid
submit the programme for adoption at the second special session devotcd 't,-• c?isarnFnent,
where?s the other three WarYing Groups are set up on an annu.-l b2sis with Pnnual
mandates. Tberefore, Sir, the pr..blen of rec ;nvenin` the Pu^,:iol^^ic +l We-pons Gr-)up
before the fourth Pnnual session of the C•immittee on Disprr^ament resumes would be one
of constitutionslity because that Wr,rkine Gr,)up, as far as the pricedur?1 question is
concerned, cesses to exist with the c-r)niletinn -f the present session of the Committee;
and we would have to re-establish that Gr^up, by ^,'.ecidin-- new on its nand^te,
appointing its Chairm,-n,.and so forth, wüen we resume our wrrk in 1982. That is, Sir,
the constitutional positi•in.

With regard to the substance, we see that there are cr%nsiLerable difficulties
within the Ad Hoc WorkinC. Gr-)ul: on Rldir:lorical Weapons, cn the questi-)ns of definition,
scope, peaceful uses, the question of the prohibition'.r,f att-ncks ^r:rinst nucle^r
facilities and other questions. t-Plint is requirt:3 basicplly is not more tina f^r
negotiations, but substantive political decisi-)ns on the part of the ne{*otiatine
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parties with n view to reaching en ngreement. We hope,'Sir, that these politicrl 
decisions will be taken end that once they pre taken, we think that the Ad Hoc 
Wbrking GrOUp cruld, within the time evrilable after the resumption of the 1982 
session, achieve agreement on en RW cbnvention. Therefore, Sir, we believe thet 
the wnrk of the Working Group should be resumed when the Committee itself meets in 
1932. 

Er. CARISALES  (Argentina) (trenelated from Snanish):  Er. Cheirmen, with regard 
tn this  Question  my deleertion just wishes tn say that the decision whether the 
Ad Hoc  Working Group on Rediologicel Weepons should meet on 18 januery or né:t is a 
decision:exclusively for this - Coiittee. I PM making this explenation beceuse I do 
not knoW whether I correctly understood the remarks of  the representrtive of the 
United Kingdom, who mentioned the possibility that there might be consultations 
between the Cheirman end a croup of delegations particulerly concerned with_,this 
matter.on the question whether or  nt  this Group would meet on the date envisaged. 

If that was the menin g of his remarks, my delegation would like to sny thnt it 
cannot egree that decisions of this type should be taken between the Chairman end a 
certain group of delegations particularly concerned, because the intereet of ell the 
members of the Oommittee in this matter is the seme and haS the same value. Thus I 
repeat that any decision teken'on this matter, either one wny or the other, should be 
taken exclus.ively within this Committee. 

The CHUMPS:  In view of the stptements which have been made, I conclude that 
there is at present no consensus on the question of convening the Working Group on 
Rrdiological Weapons on 18 Januery 1982. In the ebsence of objections, I shell take 
it that the Committee wishes to edont the report of the Working Group on Rediologicel 
Wéapons. 

It wes so decided. 
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Mr. V^aEwAxERS (Netherlands)
Turningg nou to paragraph 68 of the Committee's report dealing with the report

of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons (CD/213), in particular
paragraph 11 of the latter report, I mi3h to put on record the regret of the-
Iletherlands delegation that the Committee could not agree as Jet to empover you,
Mr. Cnairman, to send a letter to the Director-Genera,.l of LLE2. inviting-him to
provide certain information uhich miaht be relevant for the elaboration of the
future convention on radiological weapons.

• . Yesterday, at the Committee's 1ç8 th meeting, I stated the réasons why the
Netherlands think that as2.i.ng such information from the Director-General of IAEA

vould be useful. I shall not tax the endurance of the Committee on Disarmament
at this late hour with a full exposé of our reasoning. We outlined our approach in

our statement at the 137th plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament on

14 July 1981.

At this juncture I simply «ant to place on record our regret at the

inability of the Committee on Disarmament to amee as yet on a modality for
providing certain factual information vhich ve deem to be of high potential
relevance to the fut-,=e convention on the prohibition, development, production,

stockpiling and use of radiological meapons.



1982
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Mr. EL REEDY  (Eqypt) 
in addition, we believe that we have to pursue efforts to conclude a treaty 

prohibiting the production and use of radiological weapons. Although such a 
convention is not an urgent priority on the disarmament agenda, its conclusion, 
in our view, would be a contribution to our efforts to prevent the development 
of new types of weapons of mass destruction. My delegation considers it essential 
legally.to'prohibit'attacks on peaceful-nuclear installations. This quest*on has 
acquired added significance . as a result:àf the,Iaràeli attack on the Iraqi...- 
peaceful nue/ear:,reaCtor last.summer. We hope that'a solgeon can be folisid 
to this question and that the nuelear..-weapon"States aneother States members 
of nuclear alliances will understafid this jus  and -reasenable demand  of the  
.non-nuclear-weapon'States -- a legitimate:démene.which-has_been ..further Subétantiated 
by eventa. 

CD/PV.160 
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Mr. SEAM' (Mbrocco) 
to radiological weapons, we continue.to  be convinced that the Wbrking Group 

on this question will be in a position rapidly to reach an agreement on a convention 
prohibiting such weapons if every meMber.of.the Working.Group  dis  plays  goodwill.' Vé 
are, however,  of the  opinion that such aconvention would. be meaningfUl.and.oredible 
only if it prohibited attacks on civilian nuclear installations, for . it  is quite 
obvious that.-there is  a genuine danger of mass  destruction as a result,of emissions 
of radioactive substances caused .by such attacks. 
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The CHAIRMAN (translated from French): I thank the representative of Brazil 
for his statement. I-now give the floor to His Excellency Ambassador Wegener, the 
representative of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

WECIMER  (Federal Repbulic of Germany): Mr.-  Chairman, as I am taking the 
- floor for the first time under your chairmanship, allow me -  to express the pleasure 
of my delegation at seeing you occupying that high office. Personally, I feel 
privileged not only to work under a particularly competent and efficient Chairman 
but to be presided over by a friend of many yearst standing. 

There is a never-ending turnover of delegates around this table -- such are 
the factS of diplomatic life. Anon  g the several neu distinguiShed members of this 
Committee, I should like to single out right across the table from me the neu 
head of the Netherlands delegation, Ambassador Éranz . van Dongen, who I believe• • 
has joined Us today for the first time. I should like to welcome - him particUJarly 
,as, coming from another very important multilateral forum where he has  iiiade'e 
. singular contribution, I am convinced that Ambassador  van Donen  will eauall: 
distinguish himself at this Cornittee table. 

The two plenary sessions of this week have been allocated to the subje_-..;t 
of radiological weapons as the main item. 

In my capacity as Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Working Group on Radiologic-d Ueapons 
I therefere thought it wise to take . the floor at an early point in the dcbate to 
report to the Committee on the progress achieved since the Group  ras  re-established 
on 18 February, and a new Chairman was nominated on 23 February. 

In preparing for his new assignment, the Chairman first..of all had to take 
account Of General Assembly resolution 36/97 D which urges the Committee on 
Disarmament "to continue negotiations with a viev to an early conclusion of the - 
elaboration of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and 
use of radiological weapons, in order that it may be submitted, if possible, to 
the General Assembly -at its second spécial session devoted to disarmament, to be 
held in 1982". This language by the General Assembly obviously enjoins the 
Ad Hoc  Working Group and its Chairman to deploy every possible effort to achieve 
progress during the current spring session. 

.  At the same time, a stock-taking of the work accomplished by . the Working Group 
last year revealed that in spite of the unceasing efforts of the preceding Chairman, 
Imbassider naives of Hungary, negotiations had became substantially blocked.. It 
appeared that a major stuMbling block had been the conflicting views as to how.to  
handle the amendMent, originally moved by the Swedish delegation, also to include 
in the text of a radiologigal weapons convention a ban on attacks on nuclear. 
facilities. This proposal, designed to amplify the original United States/USSR • 

 draft (cD/32), seemed to beset the entire negotiation process with considerable . 
• difficulties and caused arguments to co around in circles. 

Under these circumstances, the Chairman considered it his main task to 
get negotiations procedurally unstuck at the earliest possible time. 
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With this objective in mind, and in lieu of holding formal meetings from the
beginning of his task, he scheduled a series of extensive informal.consultàtions
with all delegations, in order to have their views on all relevant problems of
procedure and süostance in the worl-.ing area of the radiological weapons Group.

A comprehensive report on these consultations is contained in the Chaizma.nts
statement of 9 2iarch 1982 to the Worl.irk; Group. This paper also contains his
personal assessment of the'state of ne.-otiations, and proposals both for the
procedure to be adopted for further negotiations and for the solution of a
limited number of issues presently under controversy.

At the request of. delegations; the Ci+.airmant s statement has been circulated
as a working paper of the radiological weapons Working Group, and is now available
for reference also to the members of the Ccmmittee. I do not intend to restate
the contents of that stateuent, especially since it reflects, in large measure, the
Chairman's personal views.

Rather, I should like to inform the Comittee, with no little personal
satisfaction, that the l•7orking Group has'now surmounted the initial procedural
hurdles and has been able to agree on a procedural formula which allows it to
carry on its negotiations with new vi-our and unencumbered by the conflicting
views which had partially blocked the negotiation process.

At its fourth meeting, on 15 IIarch 1982, the Workin5 Group, taking up and
modifying the Chairman's procedural proposal, adopted the following decision:

"The Working Group àgrèes, as a procedural hypothesis and without prejudice
to later decisions, to conduct separate meetinGs on the traditional
radiological weapons subject matter, on the one hand, and on the question
of the prohibition-of attacks on nuclear facilities on the other,
according to the followine programme:

Traditional radiological weapons su;bject-matter -- 16, 19, 23 IIexch;

question of prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities - three meetings
to be scheduled for late IIarch and early April."

This procedural compromise in which all delega.tions have participated,
displaying an unusual and welcome degree of flexibility, means that the two main
problem areas under consideration are now separated for negotiation purposes,
while all decisions on the number and form of final international legal instruments
into which the negotiation results are to be incorporated are put off to a later

moment. The Chairman has made clear to the Working Group that this procedural
decision leaves the viewpoints of delegations on how to deal ultimately with the
question'of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities perfectly intact.
In consequence, a number of delegations have gone on record before the Group
restating their basic philosophy on the underlying issues, but allowing it to be
understood that for the time beinG their views do not impede a rapid and
forward-looking.negotiating process.
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With this in mind, the . Chairman has Put before the Groun a detailed. working 
programme for the next few •eeks, and cônbréte neetiations are to begin as of •  
today's meeting of the Working Group. A number of working Papers have already 
been mut before delegates to assist in the process. It is the expectation of the 
Group's Chairman that within the next three formal meetings the principal remaining 
difficulties 'on the issues of definition of radiological weapons, scope of . 
prohibition, peaceful uses, compliance  and  verification, and problems relating to 
thefinal clauses can be cleared up to a very large extent. 	 . 

I should like to take advantage  of  this opportunity to thank all deleeations .  
for the fine cc-operation they have displayed in the early difficult stages of the 
Group's work. I sense a general feeling that the path has  noir  been cleared for a 
new vigorous effort to reach consensus in the field .of the traditional radiological 

'1,4eapr-- subject-matter. There is -reason for optimism that the WorkingGroup 
may -- move beyond that,'and Use the second half of its remaining time during 
the -3-msion to reach a breakthrough on the related issues of banning.attacks on 
nuclear installations, where substantial technical and legal groundwork has to 
be laid and much additional drafting may have to be accomplished. 

The Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Working Group has recommende& that delegations 
ake  ample use Of the plenary meetings allotted to the radiological weapons iteM m   

to air their vievS on the remining ,problems of sUbstInce, so that the forthcaning 
formal and:informal meetings of the Working Group can be relati7eely free of, . 
statements of principle, allowing concentration on the actual drafting of tests. 

 Reiterating this request, the Chairman takes the liberty of pointing to the second 
part of Working Paper 25 where he has tried to chart a course for the solution of 
sàme of the remaining controversial issues. The Chairman would equally be 
grateful if delegations could elaborate in more detail on theirviews as to the 
scope and modalities of the recommended ban on attacks on nuclear installations 
since it appeared in his consultations that this area would seem to require a 
substantial input of additional conceptual thinking. 

Speaking, finally, for my own delegation, I would like to state, in a broad 
. fashion, that on thesdbject of radiclogical weapons my delegation disposes of 
a considerable marin of flexibility on all the issues under consideration, and . 
expects to make a good contribution to the promotion of consensUb and a rapid 
pace of negotiation on all remaining problems. 
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MÉ. ISSRAELYAN  (USSR) 
With respect to radiological weapons, we would like first of all to recall that 

the basic elements of a draft treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons have 
been under discussion in the Committee for about three years already, which weru 
preceded by two years of bilateral negotiations. Is that not, gentlemen,  too much time 
to have 'spent on the elaboration of a document on the prohibition of a non-enistent 
type of Weapon? Of course, we do not insist that the draft should bc ready by the 
beginning of.the second special session on disarmament at any price, so to speak. But 

seems to us that the positions of the participants in the negotiations have so 
stallized that the time has come to find solutions. 

We understand very well the interest shown by a number of delegations in the 
problem of the prevention of attacks on civilian nuelear facilities and we are not 
against the elaboration of appropriate international measures. If we can reach an 
understanding that such elaboration will  be  conducted outside the framework of the 
negotiations on radiological weapons, then wc are prepared to seek appropriate forms ce 
arrangement to assure the interested States that their proposals will be the subject ot 
serious negotiations. At the same t::.me we would like to declare again that this problem 
has nothing to do with radiological weapons. It is.= indepmdent problem and a very 
complicated one; including . numcrous technical, military, legal and humanitarian aspects. 
The proposal fer the elaboration of provisions envisaging a commitment not to attack 
civilian nticlear facilities is regarded seriously by our delegation and that.is why 
we believe that it m: ,rits serious discussion. 



Mr. «IJEWERE  (Nigeria) 
A great statesman once stated that the non-nuclear-weapon States "can only groan 

like the chorus of elders in a Greek tragedy". It ie My belief that our "groans" are 
at last being heard. .Confidençe aMong States is an important ingredient for aless 
armed world, and Perhaps we ought to seize the opportunity of every small "brick" in 
this Committee . in the efforts to achieve nuclear disarmament. It is in this light 
that m• delegation fervently hopes for a speedy conclusion of an effective  and  • 
meaningful radiological weapons convention. The early establishment of the Ad'Hec 
Working Group, and the dynamic and intellectual approach of Ambassador Wegener of 
the Federal Republic of Germany are all laudable contributions tdwards finding lasting 
solutions to  the  outstanding problems relating to the scope and definition, the 
peaceful  use  clauses, and verieication, to mention but a feu. However, while the 
inforMal consultations'undertaken by the Chain  served the desired purpose of 
identieying areas of convergence amongst delegations, as well as pinpointing 
outstanding obstacles to the conclusion of a treaty, my delegation still believes 
that this intellectual realism should not  close th  door to the further  exploitation 
of political solutions to the complex problems. It is obvious from the present state 
of negotiations in the Working Group that, given the will to negotiate and to narrow 
doun differences,.considerable progress uill be made in the formulation of texts. 

.For my delegation l .the fact that the rate of scientific and'technological 
achievements.heightens the  arias race and far.outpaces Progress in disarmament 
negotiations, makes the early conclusion of a radiological weapons convention desirable". 
The Swedish proposal on the prohibition Of attacks on civilian nuclear - facilities gives .  
substance to.the subject-natter  of banning  non-existent  weapons.. Nuclear 
installations for peaceful purposes shotld not be targets for attacks. A recurrence 
of incidents such as-thet seen last year in the Israeli air attacks on the.Tammug (Iraq) 
civilian installations should be prevented by the inclusion of a provision covering 
that subjeet.in.a future radiological.weapons convention. 

We also attach great . importance to the peaceful uses clause in a future 
radiological weapons-convention. Efforts to prohibit the possible emergence and 
the use of  radiological weapons should not affect the inalienable . rights of all 
States to develop and implement their progrPnnes of research, and . the use of 
radioactive materials for peaceful purposes. My delegation believes that the treaty 
should contain positive formulations recognizing these third-generation rights, and 
the promotion.  of international co-operatida in the field cf nuclear energy, taking 
into account the particular needs of the developing countries. 

As  we approach the second special session of the General Assembly'devotei to 
disarmament, the prcblems to be solved remain complex and manumental. It is only 
through genuine efforts to close ranks, and also through the collective will of all 
delegations that it will be possible to make the deaired progress in this non-priority 
but relevant disarmament measure. 
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Mr. N,VAFM (Venezuela)
1 s^ormittee has til task of elaborating a convention on r.^iiclo^rical creapens.

Tlese so-called radiolor.ical. ^•reapon3 -io not even exist and ceer,i, furthermore, to be

irdefinable. Our {lelet-ation ra.inta,ins that ^,hPn treaty is i3ral•m up, rCl^cïiolo i_7ical

i:-eanons shoula be defined in a'pcsitive way -and that sonetti:ng that is not a radioloC.ical
weapon should not be so teraed, even for the purposes of tne. treat;r: I an referrinC_ to
radioactive aa.terial. -Radioactive material is not a-veapcn. In fact, radioactive
r.aterial could be considered a weapor_ but only as an a posteriori conclusion, that ir,,
once the intention so to use it has becone m^.nifest, ;:hich would mean establishinLr a
subjective arA discretionary criterinn that nd€lat p_ejudice the development of the
peaceful uses of radioactive naterial and. of nuclear er_erey in C.eneral.

At the start of tlie discussions- in the !LI ^^c Wori-.-Jrv_ GrcTlp on. Ra-::ical Weapons
we proposed that the fecus cf th-- treaty be chenr_ed to reflect zwrhat really represents a

possible threat: the use of radioactive material for hostile pur:Joses. Since.that wo-ali

cover any future radioloCzi cal weanons, the - probleu of the definition of such ireapors
would rave.been solved, ana the two ob-iectives - the prever.tion and the eli.ninatien of
the th_ea t-- «ould have been ac':.ieved. We have seen that i t is r.o tpossible to ach.ieve
a consensus on this chanre of focus; we will not, therefore, insist on it, but we are
still concerned about the central theme of our proposal. Accordingiy, we are prepared

to a,,-me to a treâty which both prohibits the use of radioactive material for hostile
purposes and prevents the appearance of radioloL-ical weapcns. We are nrepared to .

elaborate this proposal in order to 3isrel the doubts it engenders as regards nuclear

weapons. But the success of such elaboration will depend. on whQther we manage to
formulate t3ze necessary positive definition of radiological z,reanons.

As regards the prohibition of attacks on nuclear glants and. similar installations,
no distinction should be made between civilian and military installations. The criterion
which our delegation would propose in this connection is that the prohibition should
refer to nuclear plants that are in operation.



Mr. sKXUI (Moroccc))
I would now li'__e to deal with the auestion of the prohibition of radioloEical

weapons. iTe z.rish to exnress our Satisfaction at the fact that the Ad IIoc

1Torl,in6 Group on this question has been able to overcome the difficulties which

arose last year concerninG the way it should approach all the problems relatinG

to the scope of the prohibition of such weapons. This result crac made poscible^

thanks to the flexiibility and open-mindedness choc-in by the vari ous delec;ations,
determined as they were not to limit the s7here of prohibition to radiolo5ical weapons
properly so-called but to include in it attac'_:o on peaceful nuclear inctallations.
I ,.rôuld lii_e to stress the extremely -.)ositive role played by the distingaished
representative of the I'ec]eral I<epublic of Cermesy, 11inba5sador WeGenér, in his
capacity as Chairman of the ?Tor'_:inG Croup, especially in 'orinGin(; about a
reconciliation betireen opposing views. [;e would offer him here our sincere

congratulation-- - on the way in t:hich lie is Guidin- this wor'...

Qj• deleGGtion which, t.oGether with others, has aGreed, as a possible procedure,
to the separate examination of the two aJ^eC^J of the convention on radioloGical
weapons, Wishe3 to.reaffirn its position of rrinci:?le that the Convention must
contain provisions prohi:iitir.- attacl.s on peaceful nuclear insta].lations. The

Israeli attacL- of June 19.1,1 on the peaceful rnaclea_r power station of i2mmuz in Iraq

provided =,?)le justification for cur vieSrû. -s regards the definition of

radioloE;ical t•reapons, positive formulations must be souGht which define these

we4pons directly and precisely.

t-Te continue to bélieve that the r4nid conclusicn cf a convention nrohibitinG

rzdioloGical weapons would constitutE•a valuable contribution to the efforts of

the Comtnictee under item 5 of our aGenda.



Yr. SADLEER (Australia) 
I now turn to the subject of radiological weapons, on which the 4ustralian .   . 

delegation has not spoken substantively.in  plenary for some time. That. is because, 
in our view,  tore  was to be gained by ooncentrating our efforts in the Working Group 
on resolving outstanding questions. For two reasons, we judge that the time has 
now cane to _sneak out on some  aspects  of. the :torkin,g Group's teaks. We note first 
that, building on . the.strong foundations laid last year by the distinguished . 

 Ambassador of Hungary', Hr. Komivés, and under the driving leadership of thïs . yearls' 
Chairman, the distinguished Ama3assador of the.Federal epublic of Germany, 	• 
Hr..11egener 1 2.there is a lea]: chance of progress in the work on what is defined as 
the traditional subject-matter of nogotiations on radiological weapons.. Secondly, 
the Working Group has begun serious study of hou to ban attacks on oivilian nuclear 
installations. 

Onthe text covering the traditional material, Australia last year sought 
to help define what constitutes a radiological weapon.  This year, ue have put 
forward.in the Working Group-four different definitions. In so doing, ue hoped 
not so much to conceive a definition that would meet the stringent technical 
requirements that  are  needed, but•to prompt creative .thinking on the problem. 
In that respect l -we believe_we have succeeded. Wo earnestly hope that, once a 
technically sound definition has been achieved, political objections yet unvoiced 
will not impede its ultimate inclusion in a treaty. liany grey cells and much 
.sweat have Gone into the -effort to devise a definition that can in no way be 
interpreted as legalizing. the use of nuclear Weapons. Discouragement and muCh 
disappointment would undoubtedly follow if doubts yet unexpressed on this way of 
proceeding were to negate it. 

Am - to the other articles of the projected mr convention, we have been 
greatly encouraged by the workmanlike attitude of those taking part in the 
Working Croup and firmly endorse the Chairman's view that  ire  should try, before the 
second special session, to cane as close as possible to an agreed. treaty: 
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Frankly, my delegation has always aeen a convent-ion on radiolot,ical weipons
as a marginal disarciament measure. 2Tonetheless, we have also regarded it as
worth pereistinG in as a further step on the path to disarmament. • I,Creement,
even near agreement, on the draft of a convention is, moreover, something- which
can only encouraG;e us in our work and help ensure a successful s?wcia1 session.
lie need, in any event, quickly to der,patch this particular monster no that we can
attacIc with Creater confidence the larger monsters that croud our aGenda.

As to the projected ban on attac:cs aGainst civilian nuclear facilitie--,
Australia stillhas under review how this might best be achieved. One thinG,
however, is clea_r: there is little to be ga.ined from linkinE it in such a way
to negotiations on the traditional material that neither is advanced. The bznnina
of attac':s on civilian nuclear installations will be, as even the first of-our
meetings has shown, a tas1, of Great complexity. It requires and deserves-the
full attention of a-t-lor'zing- Group 'free from other predccupations. It has, for -example,
been argued that so fierce are the consequences of the hostile"dispersal of
radioactive material from nuclear facilities that -attaeks on the whole rari,r,e
of installations involved in any way with such material should be prohibited.
lriliile this may sound li'_;e a good idea, it re.ises immense proàlens not only of
verification, identification and mar?:i.ng of the facilities•to.be protected, but
also of adequately dnlimitin.^r, perimeters and so:nctuaries. Heny countries are,
moreover, so peppered with facilities which use or handle radioactive material for a
wide variety of purpdses, that an effort to ban attac'_:s on all of them immediately
runs u-p against-insurnountable practical problems.

Thus, the Committee will need to look carefully at the problem of definition,
especially at the lower, less dangerous, end of 'the spectrum, wY+..ich'includes
such installations as spent fuel stora-e facilities, nuclear research establishments,
factories workin(; with irradiated material and radioactive material beinf- transported
between facilities. Australia, as a country with facilities at this lower end
of the spectrum, is concerned to see a full exchan^e of views on all the options
open to the ZTor1_,i.n1-.Grou7 in developin- a definition of the ::inds of facilities
and installations to be protected by the projected bari. 4ccordinGly, we tlould
welcome any technical information-and expertise that deleGa.tions can bring to
the discussions. I do not want to finish this statement without stressing that
my delegation brings an open mind to the matters encempassed by a ban on attacks
ag,ainst civilian nuclear installations and looks fortiard both to learning from
and to co-operating with all delegations on this journey into relatively unchartered
waters.
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Mr. EEDBMBILEG • (Mongolia) 
Mongolia's position on the question of the prohibition of new types and new 

systems of weapons of mass destruction has been stated in this Committee on several 
occasions. We, like many others, continue to hold the view that the simplest 
and most reliable means of resolving this problem is the conclusion of a 
comprehensive agreement that would erect a firm barrier to the emergence of any , 
new types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons. At the - 
same time, meeting the position of the western partners in the negotiations in the 
Committee half way, we do not preclude the possibility of concluding agreements on . 

individual types of such weapons. 

In this context, radiological weapons could already have been declared illegal. 
When  the joint Soviet-United States proposal on the prohibition of radiological 
weapons was introduced in the Committee, many delegations expected, with fully 
justified hope, that, on the basis of this proposal, agreement would be,reached 
in the Committee on Disarmament on this type of weapon of mass destruction in the 
near future. 

But facts remain facts and it can only be regretted that the negotiations have 
moved in the direction of the complication of the problem. We consider the first 
requirement - to be to reach agreement on the question of prohibiting radiological 
weapons themselves without linking it to other, unrelated questions. 

CD/PV.169 
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Mr. DE SOUZA. E SILVA (Brazil) 
In the field of  radiological weapons, a different situation reflects the same 

realities. Here, the two Superpowers, having agreed in happier times on a draft- treaty 
to ban a kind of weapon the precise definition of which they themselves seem at pains to 
supply,  have asUed the Committee to sanction their agreement as fast- as possible", so" 
that this body can at least present the United Nations with one.specific text. Some 
delegations, however, not convinced either of the timeliness or the usefulness of the 
initiative, sought to inject some substance in that draft. Their substantive. proposals, 
which dealt mainly with the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities, with the link 
between radiological non,armament and nuclear disarmament and with the effective 
promotion of the peaceful uses of radioactive material, all met with fierce objection 
from the proponents of the original draft treaty. A meaningful instrument on 
radiological weapons will remain a distant  possibility as long as the Superpowers 
insist on dealing with this question according only to their oun strategic perceptions. 
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Il,r. WEGENER (FRG)
In conclusion, I should like to touch upon the question of radiological

weapons. I should make it quite clear.that my comments are offered from the
yiewpoint of my delegation and that I am not necessarily speaking as the.Chairman
.of the'Working Group on Radiological Weapons. That Group has worked intensively
and has shown undisputed progress, especially in the.earlier parts.of this
session. Stagnation and disenchantment with the subject wer•e.overçpme and a
procedural compromise made it possible for the Working Group to postpone the
consideration of.certain cômplex problems of.legal forw-in-order to achieve
progress on.substance. The convenient device of a temporary parallel negotiation
on the.two main items under consideration --the so-called "traditio,nal"
radiological weapons question and the question of a possible ban on attâcks on
nuclear facilities -- has led to a series of fruitful and dense.Qeetings. In the
TMtraditional" radiological weapons field, the number of controversial issues has
been substantiallyreduced and compromise formulations have had increasing
appeal-.for delegations. Negotiations -went on in a spirit of mutual understanding
where all proposals wére given careful and bona fidé consideration bydelegations.
It is thereforersimply not true, as one delegation recently proclaimed in plenary,
that certain suggestions put forward by the Group of 21 have met with "fierce
oppositionTM from the original proponents of aradiological weapons treaty.
Rather, there appears to have been general willingness to accommodâte the three
notions so imp;:rtant for the Group of 21 -- a commitment to promote the.peaceful
uses of radioactive materials; a restatemerit of cou,miiments in the general.sphere
of nuclear-disarmament; and the inclusion of a ban on attacks on nuclear.
facilities -- in a manner which preserves the essential impetus of these.notions.
Hôwever, despite the seriousness of the work and the deadline set by the -
forthcoming special session of the General Assembly And General Assembly
resolution 36197 B, sudcess has eluded.us. In the final stages of the Working.
Group's'activities, the spectre of stagnation again appeared and delegations
seemed increasingly unwilling to move from estâblished positions towards the
necessary compromise. This is a grave disappointment and, more, a mâtter of
considerable concern. It may very well raise the question of what negotiation
in this-Committee is all about. At some point -- after years of discussion and
consideration -- the moment must corme whén all delegations appear ready to
depart from initial positions and instructions and to align themsélves on the
median line of general compromise. It would be the view of my delegation that
this time has come, at least for the question of "traditional" radiological
weapons. One cannot interminably negotiate.on a disarmament proposal of such

inflated demands by some delegations which do not seem to take the possibilities
of compromise into account.- It is regrettable, if not ironic, that these are
often the same delegations that so readily castigate certain other delegations
in this room for the-lack of "political will". If the Committee on Disarmament
appears -- in.this field as in so many others -- nearly -empty-handed beforé the
special session, these.delegations would do well to do a little soul-searching
of their own.

At least when the Working Group reconvenes later this summer, it would appear
essential for some of the basic issues in the radiological weapons field to be
decided on quickly. I see no reason why a suitable compromise solution to the
.question of linkâge between the traditional radiological weapons question and-the
issue of a ban on attacks on nuclear facilities should not be found in the near
future. A model which readily comes to mind would be a radiological weapons
convention of general scope, as suggested by the original proponents, And an
additional facultative protocol governing the ban on certain relevant nuclear-
.facilities. Both.instruments would be intrinsically linked and would come up
for signature at the same time. However, there would be an option for States
signatories to subscribe to the main convention in a first phase, while leaving
accession to the facultative additional protocol open, at least during a period
of reflection.
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Mr. AFIIMAD (Pakistan) -
We admire the couraoeous efforts made by the Chairman of the 11orl:inZ Group

on Radiological Weapons, 1lmbassador Wegener of the Federal Republic of Germany,
to evolve the te:;t of a treaty on this subject. It has been clear from the
outset, houever, that an agreement on this issue must respond to the basic
questions raised, in particular, by the non-ali&med and neutral countries
regarding, inter alia, the definition of radiological veapons and the commitment
of the nuclear Powers to pi:rsue nuclear disarmament and to promote the peaceful
uses of nuclear ener,3y. Above all, agreement on an R11 convention should be
accompanied by an agreement regcsding the prohibition of attacûs against nuclear
facilities -- uhich is, in our vie*.:, the only fea3ible way in which radiation can
be used, at present, for hostile purposes. The Pa-disten delegation remains open
about the precise mcnner in srhich this issue should be resolved, i.e. riizether
under.the W convention itself, in an attached protocol or trscuGh en entirely
separate international instrument.

Very briefly, in response to the remarks made by the distingui:hed
Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany on the subject, I would submit with

'great respe&t that soul-searchinU is renuired first and foremost by those
delegations which tal.e the viev that the C or+..nittee should cdont a virtually
meaningless convention on radiolo;;ico.l weapons, but seek to open the option to
attack nuclear facilities causing mass destruction that uould be no different
from the effect of the use of nuclear weapons. It is the view of my delegation
and of several other members of the Group of 21 that the prohibition of attacks
on nuclear facilities should be as comprehensive as possible. Since the basic
objective is to prevent mass destzaction, there can be no justifiçation for ..
differentiatinG_between civiliar, and military facilities. Hass destruction
would result from attacks on elther kind of faL:ility. However, mass destruction
is not the only criterion relevant to this isc"e. 1^• delegvtion sees an
important objective of the proposed instrument as 'ceinj to restore confidence
among the developing countries. regar3ing their nascent nuclear prcgrc=es. This

confidence has been severely eroded in the t:al.e of the Israeli attack on the Ira.c±i

nucle2r facilities last June. Therefore, the scopecf the prohibition should

include not only larger nuclees fuel cycle fzcilities, but also smaller research

reactors and other facilities. To exclude the latter crould constitute gross

countries.discrimination a,&--inrt the developin,-

Pakistan has submitted a concrete preposal reg^̂ sding the scope of.the prohibition

of attacks against nuclear facilities on the basis of the criteria and considerations

I have mentioned. We hope that the important political issues involved in this

matter will be discussed in the near future.



Mr. WEGMER  (Chairman. Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons)i 
Mr. Chairman, indeed I have the honour to introduce the Report which you just 
mentioned. 

The Working Group had chosen to make use of its time for substantive 
negotiations as late into last week as possible. As a consequence, only one 
meeting was available for discussion and adoption of the report. This has 
placed a considerable burden upon the members of the secretariat, who had to 
put in extra hours to.reproduce the report from a somewhat heterogeneous collection 
of oral and handwritten amendments designed to supplement the original draft.. They 
have done an excellent job under these difficult circumstances, and I should like 
to thank them on behalf of the Working Group. 

However, it was unavoidable in this situation that a small number of errors 
or ambiguities have crept into the printed text. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, 
I should therefore like to read out this limited number of amendments which have 
become necessary, none of which changes the general thrust and structure of the 
report, but which will help to clarify it. None of the amendments adds to the 
text a sentence or thought that was not already part of the Working Group's 
decision to adopt the report. I refer, then, to document CD/284, and in the 
English version, to document CD/284*. I quote from the English text, on page 2, 
in the penultimate line of paragraph 6 we should strike out the wurds at the end 
of the line,."radiation from the decay of". On page 3, in paragrauh 16, in the 
seventh line, after the sentence ending with the wards "from attack", kindly insert 
the following additional sentence: "Some delegations expressly reserved their 
position as to the competence of the Committee to deal with this matter". 
On page 5, in the last sentence of paragraph 27, there is a mere printing 
*error: please replace the words "points of  view" by "differences". And an 
the last page it has become necessary to clarify that some of the sentences . 
written here are quotations from what delegations said. In paragraph 32, therefore, 
in the second sentence, the words "in their view" should be inserted. The sentence 
then read: "Since the basic Objective was in their view, to prevent..." The 
following sentence should be prefaced with the words "they also believed that", 
so that the sentence then reads: "They also believed that mass destruction 
would result from attacks...", etc. In paragraph 34, in the second sentence, 
the words "in their view" should be inserted, so that the sentence then reads: 
"A partial ban could, in their view, legitimize.", etc. In paragraph 33, in the 
fourth line, the term "thermal effect" should, for reasons of mere technical 
correctness, be replaced by "thermal power". 

As delegations will recognize, while taking note of the contents of the 
report, the record of the Working Group is far from brilliant. While a 
promising start  was made in early March with a practicable procedural decision 
that did much to unblock a deadlock situation, the sense of urgency which 
General Assembly resolution 36/97 B had initially-  instilled into the Group 
and which raised hope that convincing progress could be made at least on the 
"traditional" radiological weapons subject-matter, rapidly vanished, and the 
Working Group is now still faced with some of the same problems that made its 
work difficult in the preceding year. The willingness of delegations to consider 
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compromise formulation and to join in a coMmon effort to reach consensus results 
faded away, at least -when the time came to draft this report. Instead of prou&ly 
going on record with the measure of progress achieved, delegations preferred to 
restate their earlier positions, in a clear attempt to keep their stance intact 
for the next round of negotiationé. Some delegations even used the opportunity 
to phrase their demands with new vigour, although it must have been abundantly 
clear to them that-their proposals"barboured no promise of adoption by the 
Working Groun. The Chairman, in various.instances, attempted to put forward 
texts'which in his.view took a. maXimum number of positions into account, buthe 

. generaily remained'unsuccessful. -When, - in the closing stages of the seseior. 
he àffered to submit an integral drafttext of a future radiological weapons 
treaty, covering the "traditional" radiological weapons subject+matter, a draft 
which, in his perception, could have served as a suitable basis for a compromise 
on which all delegations could eventually agree, he was given to understand that 
cuch an initiative i-ras unwelcome; he thus abstained from circulating the text. 

The seVeral parallel meetings on questions  relating to the prohibition of 
attacks on nuclear facilities provided an opportunity for discussion in depth 
of some highly relevant issues. A number of delegations contributed to an 
elucidation of the teChnical problems involved, and it is fair to say that the 
Working  Groupas a whole gained considerable insights into the problems at hand. 
However, major divergencies as to the scope of possible prohibition appeared at 
an early point;and proved to be so considerable as to impede further progress 
even . on the level-of initial discussion. 

While the -Working Group's session has certainly contributed to providing a 
clearer perspective .to  all delegations on the issues and on certain options for 
solution, the field is still wide open. Once again, the Working Group, dealing 
with a subject matter of only limited significance for the global disarmament 

- process, has been unable to live up fully to its responsibilities. That 
constitutes a-serious challenge for the forthcoming summer session. It will 
still be my.privilege to preside over the work at that time. When work is 
resumed, I will urge all delegations to renew their efforts to come to grips 
with the still unresolved problems, and I would already ask theM now to Clear 
their minds and to use the intermediate period for reflection about how some of 
the outstanding problems ofprinciple can he tackled without undue loss  of  
time. 	• 	 • 

While then, the spring session was disappointing in its results, I yet • 
have to acknowledge that many delegations, and many colleagues personally, offered 
the Chairman an exceptionally fine co—operation and bore with him in the search 
for results and coMpromise. I should like to express my gratitude to them, just 
as I thank the secretariat and the interpreters for their fine work. 

Should - a mode be adopted according to which all the introductory statements 
by Working Groups! Chairmen were to be circulated, I would not want to be 
excluded. However, I would think that in my special case a rendering in the 
verbatim record would be sufficient. 
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Mr. DE IA GORGE (France)
The Ad Hoc iJorkina Group on Radiolo-,ical Weapons, directed with authority and

competence by Ambassador tleEener, was not able to achieve the pro3ress for which we
had been hoping. The Frznch.delegation is unfortunately obli;ed to note. that the
warnings it voiced were well-founded. The difficulties which have hampered the
negotiations in certain respects are the result of the attempts,-of which we are all
aware, to include in them matters unrelated to their iminediate object. As I said at
the outset of our session in my delegation's preliminary statement, these involve
either prejudging the solution of other problems, such as the use of nuclear weapons
and nuclear disarmament, or the solution of problems which fall within another field
of international law, such as the prohibition of attacks a;ainst civilian nuclear
installations. The French'dele;;ation does not deny the importance of these matters,
but it believes it to be essential that the working groups should keep within the
exact ternis of their mandates. As a demonstration of ;oodwill, we did not oppose a
consensus on the solution offered by the Chairman of the tiorking Group, which consisted

in devoting a few meetings of this Group to a nreliminary examination of the problems
presented by the Swedish proposal on the prohibition of*attacks a;ainst nuclear*
installations. But considerin!;-that this problem did not fall within the competence
of the Comaiittee, and does not, under the terms of its m.andate,,fall within the
competence of the 'lôrkin,- Group, the French dele;ation refrained from participating
in those-meetings. It regrets the fact that it nroved impossible, in the circumstances,
to resolve the outstanding difficulties as regards the terms of the convention itself,
and that We-were unab].e to reach a conclusion under this item on a matter which
unquestionably falls within the-coiupetence of the Committee on Disarmament.



Mr; :WEGENER  (Federar Republic of Germany): Following.the precedent of-the-
Chemical Ueapons Uorking Group, at the request of saine  delegations, the Ad Hoc  
Working Group on Radiological Weapons also held a short, additional meeting today to 
reconsider some parts of the report and a certain number of technical errors were 
corrected and some amendments introduced. With your permission I would like to read 
out'the changes to be made to the printed document we have before us, CD/284, in the 
English  version  -- the one with an asterisk. 

Yesterday, on introducing the report, I read out a certain number of amendments, 
but I think it would be clearer to delegates if I were now to read out all the 
amendments together so that delegates can introduce them into their documents and 
check on the earlier changes. The .title should be amended to read, "Spedial report 
to the Committee on Disarmament ...", etc. In paragraph 4, second line, after 
"Working Group", please insert the words "under the Chairmanship of 
Ambassador Dr. Imre Komives (Hungary)", and then the tezt continues as before. On 
page 2, in the penultimate line of paragraph 6, the vords "radiation from the decay 
of" should be deleted. On page 3, in paragraph 16, in the eighth line,  alter - the 
words . "from attack", a new sentence is to be inserted, reading: "Some delegations 
expréssly reserved their position as to the conpetence of the Committee to deal with 
this matter." In the footnote on the same page, after the fifth word, the words "for 
the purposes of this report" should be inserted. Thera are no changes on page 4. 
On page 5, the word at the end of the first line of paragraph 26 should be in the 
plural, and read -"provisions". 

Paragraph 28 has been substantially amended, and the text now reads: "The view 
was widely held that the treaty should enter into force upon the deposit of the 
instruments of ratification by a louer  number tharithe 25 hitherto discussed, and the 
number of 15 was advanced in this context, while some delegations reaffirmed their 
position that the treaty should enter into force upon its ratification by 
25 Governments, including the nuclear—weapon States." 

In paragraph .27, still on page  5, the last three words of the penultimate ilne, 
"points of view", should be replaced by "differences". In paragraph 30, in the second 
line, before the last word, "centered", the word "and" should be inserted, and in 
paragraph 31, five tines from the bottom, after "It was pointed out that", the words 
"attacks on such facilities could" should be inserted. 
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r:r. ^EGENER (FRG)

In oarâ,̂ -raph 52, a numbér of s:1al1 inserts was agreed upon to make the lan?ua;e
clearér, and I think it would be wise for ne, with your pet^mission, ISr. Chairman, to
read the entire para^,raph: "So:ne daleSations proposed that the prohibition of attacks
on nuclear facilities should be ascompr,ehensive as possible. Since the basic •••
objective was, in their v'isu,.to prevent mass destruction, there could be-no.
justification to differentiate between civilian and military facilities. They also
believed that nass destruction taould result from attacks on either kind of facilities.
However, in th^Ar viel: mass. destruction was not the oply criterion- relevant to this
issue. They argued that. an important objective of the proposed instruaent was to
restore confidence afaon._; the countries re :ardinr; their peaceful nuclear pro;ram?aes.
This confidence had, in their opinion, been severely eroded in the c•rake of the
Israeli attack on the peaceful nuclear facilities of a developing country.
Therefore, they ar;u3ci that the scope of the prohibition should include not only the
larRer nuclear fuel cycle' facilities but also the sraaller research reactors and other
facilities. To exclude the latter, in their view, would constitute gross
discrimination aI*ainst the develonin^; couhtries." The last sentence of the paragraph
stays as ;irinted.

In paragsrap11 33, in the fourth line, the word "affect" is to be replaced by
"poc^rar';. 7h_^ee lines further on,. in the sentence beginnin;, "In this •re;ard, it was
particularly emphasized", the words "by these dele;ations" should be inserted.
Equally, in para Tra-!-3h >^., the second sentence has sb:ae new lan?ua;;e: after "l! partial
_,an coulcl ', the i-rords "in their viccJ`" should be inserted.

In para,-raph 35 the fol?.otring sentence was added at the end of the présent test :
'The.delega->ii on whose rrori:inT 'p3per had been quoted in the precedin3 para;;ranh• drew
attention to the fact taat the paner in this context also contains the following
statement: 'The poli tical difficulties of protectinF. nil_tary facili ties in an
international instrument are obvious, and such facilities therefore seen to have to
be excluded from a convention' . " "hereunon, paragraph 35 also had to be aiaendad,
and it now reads: "It was, how2ver , , stated by some delegations that such political
difficulties as müy he involved were not sufficient reason for a partial
prohibition. In their view such an approach t•rould leave open the possibility of
legitimizin; mass destruction in the conduct of warfare".

Finally, the IIorkinq Group decided that the example of the other workin,- groups
should be followed-and that a list of all documents relatinI to the worlc of the
i!orlcing Group should be added. This list is at present being established by the
secretariat on the basis of the available documents.

- Pir. Chairman, Iuould like to draw your attention to a certain overlap that could
result frow the addition to paragraph 4 and paragraphs 11 and 12 with the new
par aRraph to be included in the Cormnittee's main report, printed in Vorl:in:; Paper
Ho. 5ci/Rev.2/Corr.2, but'I think it is at-iiatter fôt- the secretariat to prevent
possible overlaps, as the Group has expressed its understandin^; that overlans of this
kind should, if possible, be avoided.

So far I have spoi:en as the Chair-man of the I?oricing Groun. I would like for a
brief moment to take up ai:iattec related to my function as a Chairman, and this is a
'irief statement of iihich I have informed you in ad`yancc, i•Ir. Chair:aan.

Last ni;ht, at the infornal meeting that was held unde'r your chairmanshin,
iir. Chairman, the deleff,ate of the Soviat; Union ;aade the follouin!; stateuent, and I
quote excerpts fron thE Enr;tish translation:
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Er. Wegener  

... There were cases when, in spite of the insistent request addressed . to  
the Chairman of one of the groups not to . distort situations in the Group, such a 
distortion did occur . ..." and further on, I quote: 

... if, in the report, there is an incorrect presentation of the situation in 
the Working Group, - and nevertheléss, that situation was adopted by methods which 
were somewhat less than democratic ...". 

These are serious accusations. The Chairman of one of the working groups is 
accused before the members of the Committee.of deliberate distortion of his Working 
Group's report, and of uademocratic behaviour in the exercise of his functions. To 
my knowledge, personal accusations of this gravity have so far never been levelled 
against any other delegate in this Committee. Should they now become part of our 
workihg modes, I would foresee very unfortunate consequences. I do not think, 
therefore, that the Soviet delegate's utterances should stand uncorrected. 

Many delegations have informed me that in their understanding the accusations 
were clearly directed touards me. This needs clarification. I should like, 
therefore, to request, through you, tir.  Chairman, an adequate clarification from the 
Soviet delegate. Should it turn out that I uas in fact the Working Group Chairman 
referred to, I would expect his apdlogy on the record of this meeting. 
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Nir . aLVFELINX (Belgitan)
Progress has undeniably been achieved on what we now ca2l "trz:ditional"

radioloGgical weapons questions. The draft treaty in this connection submitted by the
Chairman of the Working Group represents, in our vieu, a compromise that should offer
a broadly acceptable basis for the completion of the necotiwtions on this subject.

The question of the prohibition of deliberate attacks on nuclear installations
gave rise to some particularly interesting exchanges of.viei:s. However they shouec^.

ho,,-r complex the subject is. They also revealed the existence of a number of widely
varying negotiating options. It is thus clear that these exchanges formed part of an
as yet very preliminary stage of the ne&otiatix4; process.

In view of these facts, my deleGation has some doûbts about the advisability of
a symmetrical approach to these two issues. We ought perhaps, therefore, to consider
the possibility of brineinG the negotiations on the first of these issues to a rapid
conclusion and agreeing to continue negotiations on the second, which is not strictly
a matter of prohibiting a weapon but rather a question of the regul.ation of the conduct

of hostilities. If necessary, we might envisage the conclusion of a protocol to be
annexed to the so-called "tra.ditional" treaty, as my colleague from the Federal RePu^lic

of Germany has sugcested.
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Mr. VmVODA (Czechoslovakia)
with respect'to the question of the prohibition of radiological weapons,

the socialist countries note with regret that further progress has not been achieved

. in this matter.

While recoGnizinG the importance of the prohibition of attacl.s on civilian
.nualear.facilitiea, the socialist countries are of the opinion that the delibera-
tions on this subject which have taken place up to now and the complexity of the
issues involved demonstrate that this question cannot be solved within the

framework of a radiological weapons treaty.
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Mt. SUMMERHAYES  
in particular, the work on radiological weapons has been disappointing to my 

delegation. We had real hopes that sUbstantial progress would be made tdwards the 
drafting of a treaty banning radiological weapons under Ambassador Uegener's able 
and energetic chairmanship. In the discussion of draft articles for the tréaty, my 
delegation was ready to compromise on many key points. Ire considered that the draft 
text prepared.by the Chairman, while not acceptable in its entirety, represented a 
real advance on earlier texts and formed a suitable basis for further work. We were 
sorry, therefore, that it did not receive more general endorsement. 

ITy delegation has previously exrressed doubts whether the prevention of attacks 
on civil nuclear facilities could be contained within the text of a radiological 
weapons treaty. The discussions on this topic indeed demonstrated the complexity 
of the problem and thus teneed to confirm us in nur belief. Ue considered, frankly, 
that the sugge%tions put forward by some delegations uère rather far removed from 
the basic nurroses of the treaty. Ué can see no  prospect  of agreement being 
reached on this topic, in this or in any other form, unless there is a greater 
readiness to corn/promise in the future. 
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Mt. SARAN  (India) 
My delegation would also like to make a statement with respect to the report of 

the Ad Hoc Ifort:i'ng Group on Radiological Ueapons. It is the position of my delegation 
that the distinction drawn in this report between the so-called traditional and 
non-traditional subject-matter of negotiation in the Ad Hoc  Working Group is an 
artificial one, and detraàts from the very'clear-cut and precise mandate of this Group. 
The subject-matter of our negotiations is nothing more and nothing less than a draft 
convention on the prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and use of 
radiological weapons. 

To  conclude, I would like to express to you, Mt. Chairman, the warm congratulations 
of my deiagation on the successful conclusion of the first half of the Committee's 
current session. It is a tribute to your wisdom and unfailing patience and courtesy 
that we have been able to chart our ship safely into harbour, albeit a day after cur 
target. 
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Mt. WEGEMER  (:11G) •  

As the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons I am fully 

aware of the difficulties that  lie in the way of a successful resumption and 
conclusion of negotiations in that Group. At this juncture, it appears important 
that all delegations should gain a very clear view of the options tint offer 
themselves to negotiators. I have written to all heads of delegations in that sense, 

and would hope shortly to embark on some informal consultations on the basis of 

reactions to that letter, before new formal  meetings of the Uorking Group, if any, • 

are called. 

CD/PV.176 
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(Mr. Sadleir, Australia) 

Thirdly, on radiological weapons we have reached a stalemate. My delegation 
considers that the so-called "traditional" track could still usefully be pursued 
to its conclusion, and that the other track should be developed as well, perhaps 
on law-of-war lines. We do not have particular ambitions or expectations in this 
area though we believe a convention or conventions on both aspects are achievable. 
We have tended to favour a radiological weapons convention more as CsefUl practice 
for the Committee on Disarmament -- to demonstrate that it can produce something 
if it really tries.  • 

CD/PV.177 
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• 	
(Ur. Fields, United States) 

A great deal of effort has been invested in, and progress made toward the 
conclusion of a treaty banning radiological weapons. In fact, thià measure is nearer 
completion than any other before this body. At our last session, the able Chairman 
of the radiological weapons Working Group devised a method of work which seemed" to 
my delegation to offer hope for the conclusion of a radiological weapons treaty. . 
MY delegation has been among those which have questioned the necessity of entering 
into negotiations on the protection of nuclear facilities -- and we have been 
critical of delegations which have blocked our progress on the conclusion of a 
radiological weapons treaty pending the resolution of the nuclear facilities issue. 

- 
The time has come to assess this situation With more realism. We believe that 

the conclusion of a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons is in our interest, and 
in the broader interest of mankind. At the same time, we fully understand the 
concern of those who have advocated negotiations on the further  protection  _of 
nuclear facilities. -Me, therefore, have come to this session prepared to 
participate vigorously and constructively in discussions on this issue. We remain

•  unconvinced of the linkage between radiological weapons and the nuclear facilities 
issue. But we are prepared to engage ouxselves seriously on the merits of the 
issues, and will not stand in the:way of_any reasonable procedure which facilitates 
SUIStantial progresbd 
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Mr. AHINAD (Pakistan)

As in the case of "neg..ativz security assurances", it is obvious that the
difficulties involved in the negotiations relating to the radiological weapons
convention are fundamental in nature. Unless the scope of the proposed radiological
weapons convention-i.s substantially broadened, it.will be a meaningless instrument
designed'to prohibit a non-existent and unlikely weapon. Therefore, negotiations
on`the item should be-left:in abeyance at1east-until next'. year. Nevertheless, as
we have stated•on several occasions, the question of the prohibition of attacks
against-nuclearr facilities is a matter of immediate concern and worthy of
independent tréatment. My delegation reserves the right to raise the matter -in an
appropriate c6ntext.

CD/PV.178
39

Mr. WEGENER (Federal Republic of Germany): Mr. Chairman, I would like to
make a brief statement in my capacity as the current Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working
Group on-Ratiiological Weapons. As-you are âware, at the beginning of our session
I wrote to-all heads of-delegâtions asking their guidânce on hôw to proceed on the
subject-matter. Since that time I have received quite a few replies, many of them
comprehénsive and complete, which is heartening; I feel generally encouraged by
that*response. -Many delegations have not yet replied, however, and I have taken
the floor to urge them to forward their replies to me, perhaps within the next
week. I intend to start a process of informal consultations with delegations on
the basis"of the replies received as of 20 August.

®/PV.180
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Mr. SCIA VIIA (Cuba)
-As regards the question of the prohibition of radiological weapons, it would

appear:that the Working Group set up on that item is for the moment at an impasse
because of differences of views on some important questions.

.We have-noted-with satisfaction that the Chairman of the Working Group,-
Ambassador Wegener of the Federal Republic of Germany, has started consultations
with all delegations in order to find an acceptable solution which-will-enable us

to complete our work in this field successfully. In ay delegation's opinion, the

-present-situation should not'prevent the reaching of an agreement on the so-called
"traditional".aspect of radiological weapons. One solution might be for the
convention on radiological weapons to provide explicitly for-the initiation of urgent
negotiations on the prohibition of attacks on nuclear installations for peaceful
•purposés. That would-be well received by the international community and would

-open up new possibilities for this Committee's work.



(Mr. Wegener, Federal Republic of Germanv)

In .conclusion, may I make a brief statement in my capacity as thé current
Chairnan'of the Id Hoc Working Group on Eadiological Weapbns. In response to
the letter circulated at the beginning of our séssiori on 3August, I have received
full replies from 13 delegations, and one reply from the spokesman of a regional
group, purporting to speak for its eight'7members. That makes replies from about
half-the members of the Committee. I am particu]:arly grateful to those who have
-respor_ded. In the next fèw days I would be pleasEà to be available to those who
prefer or-d1 communications and to those who woulii like to elaborate on their
written replies. I would ask those delegations to contact me at the earlieèt
possible point. A fo=a . l meeting of the Working Group on Râd.iological Weapons
will be held in the afternoon of 2 September. I intend during that session*to
report on the views expressed to me and to make suggestions for the further
=course of work.

1
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Mr. OKAWA (Japan): Mr. Chairman, it is more than a pleasure, indeed it is

an honour for.me, to be able to present to you our respects and congratulations

on your assumption of the Chair of this Committee for the month:of September-and

until the beginning of next year's'sessicn. May I also express my delegation's

gratitude to your predecessor, Ambassador Maina, for the smooth and efficient way

in which he and the members-of•the Kenyan delegation guided us during the month of

August. While much regretting the departure of Ambassador F7aina, I would wish to

add my best wishes for his future career after he returns to Nairobi.

With your indulgence, I now wish to make a statement under item 5 of our
agenda, riamély, "New types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such
weapons; 'radiological weapons". Under our work pro-,ramme, this item is to be
discussed next week, but since the radiological weapons Working Group is meeting
this afternoon, I wish to address the subject before this afternoon's meeting.

Japan is a small country, slightly smaller than the State of California in
the United States. On this small expanse of land, Japan has at the moment
24 nuclear reactors, six nuclear fuel processing facilities and one facility for

the reprocessing of spent fuel. It will, thus, be easily understood that the
guaranteeing of the safety and security of these nucleàr facilities for peaceful

purposes is a matter-of great concern to our country. We are consequently of the

view that the prohibition of attacks against such facilities by means of some•sort

of international agreement would be of considerable significance in this respect.

We are sure that this view•is shared by the many countries which have such nuclear

facilities on their territories.

It was against this background that the Prime Minister of Japan stated at
the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament on
9 June of this year:

"It is a matter of great concern for countries of the world to be relieved
from anxieties in the peacaful uses of nuclear energy. It is important,
in particular, to ensure and guaranteP the security of nuclear facilities
for peaceful purposes, and Japan hopes that international efforts toward
this end will be successful. My country, for its part, wishes to contribute
positively to these efforts."

It was against the sâme background that my Government appreciated the
initiative taken by Sweden in the contexi of a possible radiological weapons
treaty. Japan recognizes the importance'of achieving such a treaty and also the
importance of prohibiting attacks against civilian nuclear facilities, and my
delegation has been carefully following the deliberations on these two questions
in this Committee.

In this connection, may I take this opportunity to express my delegation's
appreciation to the two successive chairmen of the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Radiological Weapons, Ambassador Kômives of Hungary who struggled so hard for
two years to accommodate the various views and advance the wor'sr on a radiological
weapons treaty, and Ambassador Wegener of the Federal Republic of Germany for the
zeal and skill with which he has been tryin;; to find.â compromise solution to the
difficulties that have been-encountared. In the letter he adàressed to the members
of this Com;nittee at the beginninR of this summer session, Ambassador k1Fr^ener
suggested that we look for linkage mLchanisms between a radiological weapons treaty
on the traditional model and the separate regulation of the intimately related
subject-matter conc=rning nuclear facilities.
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(Mr. Okawa, Japan) 

Apart -from our inherent interest in seeing some sort of -international 
agreement worked out to prohibit attacks against nuclear facilities for peaceful 
Puprposes, it is also by way of responding to Ambassador Wegener!s:appeal, if I • 
may use that .word .  that my delegation nas been instructed to presint.a Working 
paper in which we propose a .cimlit protocol oa the prohibition  of attackd against 
nuclear facilities in the form of en ,optional protocol to the eventual treaty on 
radiological weapons: 

The warking paper can be found in document CD/323, which I believe my 
distinguished colleagues have before them.. There is a slight typographical 
error in thg.document and I would like to take this opportunity to point that 
out. In paragraph 9 on page 3 of document CD/323 it says-thst-"Japan has no-
intentiowto exclude the possibility of attacks.aaainst nuclear facilities!' and 
that is of course completely wrong. This should read, "Japan has no-intention 
to exclude the possibility of dealina with  the question of the prohibition of 
attacks ageinst.nuclear facilities in an independent and.separatetreaty.". I 
would request the -secretariat to be good enough to issue a corrigendum in that 
respect.-- 

Let me now try to explain in a few words why we have chosen the form of- an 
optional protocol. We have seen the difficulty that has arisen around the, proposal 
to include a prohibition clause in the radiological weapons-treaty itself. We 
recognize.that the two matters are closely related, and that- in fact they-have • 
the common purpose of keeping to the minimum-the damage that could be taused by 
contamination as a result of the dissemination of radio-active material. However, 
the one would seek to prohibit a weapon, the other an act -- the act of attacking 
a nuclear facility. 

Né therefore sought to find a way of negotiating an international agreement 
on the prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities while maintaining the 
relationship between such an agreement and the radiological weapons treaty. We 
felt that the solution  was to deal with the issue of prohibition of attacks in a 
separate instrument, and not - in the radiological weapons trep_ty itself, while at 
the same time giving parties to the treaty the option to become parties to the 
protocol, within the fraàework . of the treaty, if they so wished. 

We hope that the tabling of this working paper will be of some help in 
disengaging ourselves from the present impasse, and will thus contribute to 
accelerating the radiological weapons negotiations with a view to their early 
conclusion. At the same time, we hope that our proposal will help to get us 
launched into a constructive discussion on how to deal with our concern regarding 
attacks on nuclear facilities for peaceful purposes. 

Finally, may I point out that the outlin,:t of the draft protocol annexed to 
our working paper is nothing more than a skeleton and that the many technical and 
legal points that have not aven been addressed in our paper can best be taken up 
in the course of actual negotiations. 
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The CHAIRM1F  (translated from Spanish): I declare open the 185th plenary-
meeting of the Committec: on Disarmament. The first speaker on my list is the 
distinguished representative of Hungary, Ambassador Komivee, to whom I now give 
the floor. 

• Mr. KOMIVES (Hungary): Mr. Chairman, cur Committee starts today the 
consideration of item 5 of its agenda entitled,  "Ne:  types of weapons of mass 
destruction and new systems of such weapons; radiological weapons". In accordance 
with a decision adopted at the 171st meeting, in April, the Committee will also 
hold two informal meetings today and tomorrow with the participation of experts. 
The purpose of the informal meetings is to examine proposals and suggestions 
pertaining to the first part of the agenda item. It me express the hope that 
both the formal meetings of the  Committee and also the informal meetings*will 
contribute to a better understanding of this important and timely issue, and 
will also pave the way for concrete actions long overdue. 	 . . 

The Hungarian delegation has always paid particular attention to the subject 
of the prohibition. of  new types of weapons of-mass destruction and new systeme -of  
such weapcns, ever since-it was taken up by the United Nations General Assembly 
in 1975, and by the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament the following year. 
That attention.:has been manifested also by the submission of working papers -- the 
first in 1978 on the question of infrasound weapons (CCD/575)",.and.the laSt one 
during the first part of this session, in document.  CD/261.. Our  delegation was the 
one .that initiated last year and again this year-the holding - of informal meetings 
on this very important and urgent problem. 

As I stated on 16 Mar6h, "the steady devotion of my delegation is motivated,- 
among other things, by the growing awareness among world public opinion -that the 
oneping scientific and technological revolution and the accelerating pace of progress 
in various fields of science harbour not only beneficial possibilities for solving the 
basic problems of mankind, but also -- if misused -- a grave danger of triggering a 
qualitatively  ne w round in the arms race." 

Military—technical magazines and other publications have for about a decade 
been carrying reports on new methods of mass annihilation, which  mit  be employed 
to create some hitherto unheard—cf weapons. These reports are confirmed by the 
statements of scientists expressing their apprehensions about certain development 
programmes carried out in the interest of the military. 

Without going into very specific details, let me touch upon certain , general  
àharacteristics  of the types of weapons at present under consideration. One of 
the distinctive features of the neu nonnuclear types of weapons of mass 
destruction iS their highly discriminate effect. For example, such weapons are 
capable of disturbing certain functions of the human body, doing harm to people 
of a certain ethnic origin, or bringing about changes in certain types of crops 
or animals (thus sharply reducing agricultural production, creating severe 
shortages and even famine). Such weapons are highly controllable in terms of 
effect or manner of action. They can, for example, influence human psychic 
conditions or reproduction capabilities. Because of their highly discriminate 
action, the use of such weapons could go unnoticed for a long time. This can 
lead to a transformation in the nature of combat action, and may open up 
possibilities for a hidden warfare. 

Certain new types of' weapons of masn destruction exist only in principle, but 
others have already come off the drawing board, and the real danzer of the emerzence  
of such weapons cannot be denied any longer. The latest eveht substantiating profound 
fears in large popular masses is the infamous decision on the production and 
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(Mr. Komives, HungarT)- 

dep1o7ment of nuclear neutron weapons. Although a number of delegationà would 
claim that-it is slmgy just - another nuclear weapon, there is already a great 
amonnt Of scientifically supported evidence, compiled in scientific, military 
and other  publications—and  also made known extensively in this Committee -- 
which proves beyond.doubt that it is not only an updated version of the nuclear 
weapon, but also a ne  w kind of weapon of mas t  destruction, both in technological 
terms:and - in political and. military implications as well. It is especially so 
inasmuch as it increases  the dangerof an all–out nuclear war by introducing 
an "easyeto–use nuelear weapon. That is why the delegations of the socialist 
countries proposed the prohibition of nuclear neutron weapons, and Submitted a 
draft convertien to tint effect as early  as  1979. 

, 

 

The  nrohibition of ne w trocs of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of 
such weapons already has a loipe.  history in  disarmament efforts. In 1948 the 
Commission-for Conventional Armaments adopted a reselution which states, among • 
other things, that.nueapons of mass destruction should be defined as including 
atomic explosive weapons, radioactive material weapcns, lethal chemical and . 
biological  teapons, and any- wearons developed  .in the future with characteristics 
compareble in destructive effect to those of the atomic bomb or other weapons 
mentione71. bove". 

• Ar:er two decades the question .ras  raised again at the United Nations 
General Assemble. On the initiative of Malta, two resolutions were adopted in 1969 
concerning  tue  possible emergence of new weapons of mass destruction: 
resolutions 2602 C and D (xxIV) respectively called on the CCD to consider certain 
implicatione of radiological warfare and laser technology. The Committee, however, 
did not find thet possibility to be of imnediate concern. 

New achievrments of science and technology and the increased danger of their 
military utilieation promoted the Saviet Union in 1975, during the thirtieth session 
of the  General Assembly, to propose the conclusion of an international agreement on 
the prohibition oi the developnent and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass 
des truction  anC new systens of sudh weapons. The Soviet delegation also submitted 
a draft internatjonal agreemeC. In resolntion 3479 (W) the General Assembly 
asked .  the CCD  o eel uith tht matter. 

Sinceethen e  the General Assembly-  ha  e teen dealing with this question and has 
adcrtei  a  nurler of esolutions. Since 1976 our Committee, too, has been . seized 
of the nroblem of the prohibition nf  net:  weapons of mass destruction. The 
delegatione of the socielis countries have made great efforts to faCilitate the 
eleborateen ef a teeay en tae issue. In 1976 the Soviet delegation submitted 
document ccr/31à entiUed, "On definitions of new types of weapons of mass 
destruction and neJ s;rsteà of such weapons." In order to meet considerations 
expressed by –arious Mestern delegations, the Soviet Union tabled in 1977 a revised 
version cf it2 draf•s, treety (CCD/511/Rev.1). The revised draft provides that, 
parallel with c eene:•al agreement, special agreements could be concluded:on the 
prohibitien of specifie weepons. It broides also that a list of types and systems 
of werpone. to be proh ._b:Ued vonld be annexed to the agreement and could be 
supplemented if new cree3 of developmeet were to emerge. 

In 1978 the first special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament 
-pid-manked aUsnt.pn be the issue, Tho Final Document centains no less than three 
pareererhs :he thet content, Paragraph 77  for instance, reads as follows: 
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(Ps. itomives, Hunr*ary)

--'"In"brdér to help prevent a qualitative arms race and so that scientific
and technological achievements may ultimately be used solely for peaceful
purposes, effective measures should be taken to avoid the danger and'prevent
the emergence of new types of weapons of mass destruction based on new
scientific principles and achievements._ Efforts should be appropriately
pursued aiming at the prohibition of such.neF types and new systems of

weapons of mass destruction. Specific agreements could be concluded on
particular types of new weapons of mass destruction which may be identified.
ihe question should be kept under continuing review."

The exchanges of vieFrs that took place between 1976 and 1982 showed a
difference of opinion concer*iing the effective ways of preventing the emergence of
new types of weapons of mass destructicn. Ny delegation, however, continues to be
convinced that a comprehensive approach is the most effective way to rèach our aim.
This implies the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement banning in a general
manner the development and manufacture of new types of weapons of mass destruction,
accompanied by a list of specific types -of weapons to be prohibited. Such an'
arrangement could provide for the conclusion of separate agreements on specific

new types of weapons of mass destruction.

By resolution 36/89, adopted last year, the General Assembly broadened the
general approach and enlarged our possibilities as well as our duties in this
context when it requested the Committee on Disarmament to "intensify negotiations,
with the assistance of nualified governmental experts, with a vie-,.r to preparinb a
draft comprehensive agreement on the prohibition of the developmer_t and manufacture
ci new types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons, and to
draft possible agreements on particular types of such weapons."

Paragraph 3 of the same resolution calls upon the States permanent members of
the Security Council, and other militarily significant States, to make declarations,
identical in substance, concerning the refusal to create ne^r weapons of mass
destruction, as a first step ton•rards the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement.
Such declarations would be approved subsequently by a decision of the

Sec•,.rity- Council.

Resolution 36/89, as I have just said, broadens the general approach to solving
the problem, and at the same time makes it possible for our Committee to renew its

efforts.in_tt•ro directions. Working paper CD/261, submitted by the Hungarian

delegation this spring, accordingly proposes concrete actions in both directions.
Let me express the hope and expectation that the Committee is giving due attention

to those proposals. .

The first issue, which has already been discussed at len.-th, is the
establishment-of an ad hoc group of qualified governmental experts under tlie
aegis of the Committee. This group, in the view of my delegation, could be entrusted
with the elaboration of a draft comprehensive agreement as well as the drafting of
possible agreements on particular new types of weapons of mass destruction. This
idea,. I.may state, has received broad support during our discussions, and only the
opposition of certain Western countries has prevented the Committee from creating

the ad hoc group.

The second issue concerns paragraph 3 of the General Assembly's resolution,
which -- as I have already pointedout -- calls on the permanent members of the
Security Council and other militarily siGnificant States to mal:e declarations
stating their refusal tc • create new weapons of mass destruction. Such declarations,
identical in substance, and to be apnroved subsequently by the Security Council,
would be a first step towards the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement.



(Er. KoMives, HunearY) 

Such an approach had already emeiued as far back as 1977, when the delegation 
of the United Kingdom, reacting to the proposal aimed at the establishment  of an 
ad hoc group, stated the following: 

... a more fruitful approach would be a firm condemnation by the world 
community of the development of new wearons of mass destruction, coupled 
with a request to this Conference to keep the matter under review ..." 

The world community has on numerous occasions firmly condemned the development 
and manufacture of such weapons. Ebw it is the turn of those - States which are 
capable of developing and manufacturing them to come forward with their awn 
solemn declarations, committingthemselves never to create any new wèamons of 
mass destruction. Such declarations, as provided for in paragraph 3 of 
resolution 36/89, would have significant moral and political value -. Since 
all the permanent members of the Security Council and practically all the 
militarily significant States are represented around this negotiating table, 
the Committee on Disarmament has not only the possibility but also the,  duty to 
deal with this issue in a serious manner. 

The Hungarian delegation, together with a great nubber of other delegations. , 
is eagerly looking forward to hearing statements of position made by the delegations 
concerned. While political statements are being made in formal meetings of the 
Committee; delegations, with the assistance of their experts, meeting informally, 
should give serious consideration to various aspects of the issue /  among them the 

- formulation of an appropriate draft declaration as described above. 

With your kind permission, Er. Chairman, I shall now address myself to the 
second part of the item: the prohibition of radiological weapons. The Committee 
has become deadlocked on this question, and the Working Group on Radiological 
Weapons has been mainly inactive during the summer session. One of the reasons 
for the deadlock is to be found in the existence of different approaches of 
priority concerning the prohibition of radiological weapons and the prohibition 
of attacks on nuclear facilities. 

Some delegations in the Working Group have been repeatedly advocating 
priority for the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities, while unjustifiably 
playing down the role and necessity of the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition 
of radiological weapons. The Swedish delegation, for example, in its memorandum 
in document GD/R1/WP.19, submitted on 16 March, stated the following: 

"Studies undertaken by the competent authorities in Sweden show that the 
develOpment of specific radiological weapons as defined by the drafters 
[of the joint Soviet—United States proposal] is a very remote possibility. 
They could hardly become practical weapons of mass destruction or for that 
matter even effective weapons on the battlefield." 

MY delegation, together with others, however, cannot agree with such an 
evaluation, and holds the view that this weapon is potentially no less dangerous 
and deadly than any other type of weapon of mass destruction. One cannot deny 
that the rapid development of the nuclear induàtry and the adoption and 
implementation by many States of their awn nuclear energy programmes have 
inevitably resulted in a vast development and proliferation in the world of a 

• technoloéy-employing various radioactive. materials.. This could by its nature 
become a Material basis for creating one or anotfier radiological weapon system. 
Besides, in the absence of a ban on the development of radiological weapons, 
States cannot rest assured that no single State will conduct any research to 
develop such weapons. 
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(I*ir. itcmi ves , H-ang-arY)

In this connection I wculd like to drav* the attention of the Committee to an
interview with American nuclear physicist Cohen and French military theorist Jeneste,
published in Die Idelt of 16 January this year. Without ccmnen ting on the militarÿ
strategic and political asDects of this interview, I wculd like merely to note that
its very subject gives - at least to some extent - an answer to whether
radiologicai,weapons are feasible or not, and how effective they could be.

.Zn the interview Cohen advocates the development of a technically feasible
and quite lethal gamma-weapon wnici, he calls a harmless "notning-bomb". According
to Cohen, this weapon is comnletely controllable as regards timing, range of action
and intensity-of use. He believes that 100 kg of Uranium-235 is enough for laying
down a"carpet" several thousand kilometres long and one thousand kilometres wide,
the action of which is a-matter of a feu day s, or.ly.

Gamma-rays owing to their high energy, are very dangerous to-human beings
and any living organisms. Gamma-rays from natural sources of radioactivity and from
artificial nuclear reactions are already widely employed in science and technology.
They are used in medicine, metallurgy and many other fields. lharefore the practical
application of gamma-rays, including those of high intensity, is-a reality which one
cannot deny. Thus, there exists today a material basis for the practical devising
of highly effective and lethal gamma weapons, which clearly fall into the category
of radiological weapons.

In order to prevent any possible developments,.such as the one I have mentioned,
the Committee on Disarmament must redouble its efforts aimed at concluding the
negotiation of a draft treaty on the prchibition of radiological weapons. Should
the world community,already in the very near future face the fact of the emergence
of one or another type of weapons employing radioactive material, the blame w-ould
be clearly on us, who have.failed in due time to avert such a possibility.

The definition of radiological weapons given by the co-sponsors of the joint
draft treaty covers any device, other than a nuclear explosive device, specifically
designed to employ radioactive material to cause destruction, damage or ir.ju_r;,- by
means of the radiation produced by the decay of such material. This formula
prohibits any radiological weapon systems based on employing any types of radioactive
material, regardless of their characteristics or the radiation em_tted, should it be
alpha-, beta- or gamma-rays, or radiation of neutral high-energy particles. Thus the
definition suggested in the draft treaty covers also gamma-weapons. -

In conclusion, I wish to underline the following. Since the emergence of
special types of radiological weapons, such as the gamma-ray weapon described
above, is definitely not a question of a remote possibility, the H,angarian
delegation is convinced that in 1983 renewed and vigorous efforts will have to
be made by the Committee, by every member around this table, in order to elaborate
and successfully conclude the drafting of a treaty banning radiological weapons of
any kind.



(l':r. Wegcncr, Federc:? Renublic of GermaA)r)

MT concl udir.6 rar±<.r':s relate to radiclogIcal wea-,)ons. Sotie days ago, in
the Working Grcur, miy nclcgvtior_ ar-rIounced the imminent tabling of a working-
pâper on the issues rais0•? Ô;+ a prohibition of military attacii ; on nuclear
installations in the fraxia work of a raaiolog'ica-I weapons tre4t-y. .As I pointed
out on that o3casion, the Yrorking paper Furports to recapituîate and amplify
technic3l contributions made by r:S- delegation in the cours;: of negotiations on
the subject at th:- spring session. The wcr?;iing paper also d1we11s upoi: the
âuostior• how he existing pratection of such installations u.nvler international
lzw can best be iraprove`, and fozx:ulates recor:mendations as to the relationship
of such enhanced reipa? a tion to the "tradi ticn .l " radiologiczl weapons subject
r!$ tter. The working paper nf fers a f a i rly conprehensive view of the problems
mentioned, and, in the intention of its authors, ;:ho'aI?. prove to be of substantial
benefit to negotia tors when they resur-.-: tnsi r work next spring. I am pleased to
provide this brief -introduction of the 'pal!er before the Cor-=r:ittee and would like
to request that it be circulat•ecï as an official âo^uraert of the Corar•:ittee on
Disar°rnarlent, in a.dditiOn to i ts Ctatus in trie 4dorwiltg Grouu.

Speaking now as the ou tg^ing Chair. ian of the Ad H^c 'vlorr,ing Group- on
Radiological Weapons, I shculd like to s?i: re wi t^1- r:y colleagues a guarded feeling
of optinisTa as to the future course of negctiai:io:Is in that Group. During the
current sessior,, ver^,- li_.*ii ted time was set aside for forrntal wori: by the Group.
HCwever, as you are aware, I havCr tried to Làat_^ use of the past weel:s to invite.
deleg-atio.!s to reflect upon some problems which have so far r.ind.ered the rapid
progress of negotiations, in parti cr!1ar with respect to the relationship of the
two principal sets of problems to be regulate3. Or. 2 Septer.:ber, I gave a.full
report to the Working Group on the results of my consultations which is ccntàinecl
in document CBXvt/_.,.38 and I flc not intenÿ to repeat its contents here .. I am
pleased to note that the subsequent discussions have borne out rdy impressions
that sotie new dagree of fleribility has become visible on the part of delegations
professi.rig a particular interest in the i:IattF.r. This has confirmed me in L:y
view that F. s^l-Li tîcn to the key probie^.:t cf the radiological ;•:eapons negotiations
can be found shortly un,der the double concept of "separGtiOn" and 'IlinlCage1°.
I have also been anco-urûged to circu?at4, as a formal working na-Der cf the Working
.^zroup, a rPvzse4, and I r,op: irilprG-,:-.'.d, version Of a ccr:plete draft treaty on the
so-called "traditi^Ile.l" radiological weaponc surject-iMa;,tar, after -'r.aving been
assured by a n-aT-ibcr cf deleb tiôns that they would be preparecï to consider that
document as a basis for further r-egotiations in 1933. I continue to believe
that the radiological weaaons. convention is a perishable gnod. The negntiation
and conclusion of an international legal instrument -- or instruments -- cannot
be protracted interminably. r'-11 delegations sh6uld constantly re:_ind thenselves
that the failure of the Co:nxittee to provide compr^hensive regulation in this
field will gTavely compromise the credibilit-j and oFerationabili t,,I of this body.
But I think there are encouraging si^is that this awareness is gaining ground.
I wish every good luck to my successor as the Chaiman of the ilorking Group on
Radiological 'Veapons.
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IJENERE  Nigeria) 
My delegation continues to attach great importance to the early conclusion of a 

convention prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling and use of 
radiological weapons . in  pursuance of United Nations General Assembly resolution 36/97 B. 
We see such.a convention in the context of concrete measures towards nuclear 
disarmament; consequently, a future treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons 
should contain an explicit Commitment to pursue urgently negotiations on the cessation 
of the nuclear arms race and nuclear disarmament, and other priority items on the 
Committee's agenda. 

Although the brevity of the summer session does not allow for the regular meetings 
of the Working Group we are, however, pleased to note that the informal consultations 
conducted by the active Chairman of the Wbrking Group, Ambassador Henning Wegener of 
the Federal Republic of Germany, has produced some fruitful results. The evaluation 
of the replies received from delegations, contained in working paper CD1"R1/WP.38 is a 
true reflection of the deadlock in the Working Group on the separation of the 

led "traditional" radiological subject-matter, and the problems relating to the 
protection of nuclear facilities from attacks. 
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(Mr. Iiewere, Fieeria) 

it is also gratifying to note from the exchange of views held during the 
Ho Working Group's first. meeting en 2 Sept?mber 1982, that some delegations that 

have persistently advccated separation of the two subject-matters  in  appropriate 
legal instrumens have, in a spirit. of compromise, demonstrated some flexibility, and 
are noW ready to explore various options baSed on the principle of "separation" with 
a "linkage" mechanism either in terms of protocols to the treaty or other possibilities 
that will have to be examined in the Working Group. 

. 	It is also noted in the Chairman's stock-taking statement that the Swedish 
delegation that originally mado the proposal "has moved away from a rigorous 
application of the 'one instrument'. eoncept, and has given thought to the possibility 
of an umbrella.  agreement for both subject-matters where either would be'incorporated •  
in a separate -- and I repeat the word 'separate' 	annexed protocol". 

This positive approach towards negotiations, if pursued, will augur wel“or the 
work of this Working Group. My delegation, for one, haé always.shown considerable 
understanding for the views and netional positions of other delegations bmsed on 
principfe, but we do not subscribe to rigid postures as a rule  even where options for 
6ompromise are possible. It is in this - context that we welcome the conStructive 
proposàl of the Japanese delegation on an optional linkage mechanism as contained in 
working paper CD/323. The proposal obviously has its demerits, but we believe it 
could provide a sound basis for further discussion in the effort to find lasting 
solutions. 

My-  delegation  stands convinced that negotiations on the prchibition of attacks 
aeainst nuclear facilities in the framework of a radiological weapons convention should 
be‘pursued in this Committee. As a developing country, our interest in the subject 
stems from a belief in the inalienable rights of States to develop and implement 
their nuclear energy programmes for peaceful purposes. Also, the commitment of my 
country to the socio-economic development of its peoples, and to the fostering of 
international co-eperation in the field of technoloey will, in my opinion necessitate 
the provision of adequate guarantees in an appropriate legal instrument to safeguard 
and protec“acilities like nuclear power stations and processing or reprocessing 
plants developed for peaceful purposes. However, while my delegation remains flexible 
on the linkage mechanism that will -ultimately evolve in the Working*Group, we firmly 
believe that the 77-Jope of the prohibition should bE broad enough to meet the concerns 
of all States -- both nuclear and non-nuclear, developed and developing. 

Finally, the present trend in the Ad Hoc  Working Group should remind us all that 
there is no creditable substitute for political will as a necessary ingredient for 
success in disarmamânt negotiations. As we prepare for the thirty-seVenth session of 
the General Assembly, we should not close the door to informal consultations. Our 
report to the General Assembly should be forward7looking, reflecting the collective 
effort to find lasting solutions. -  We agree .with the view that the divergences containe: 
in the special  report  to the second  special session now before the General Assembly 
should not be reopened. It is only in this way that th? international community can 
make a positive  contribution to the future work of the Ad Hoc  Working Group at its 
1963 spring session. 

The CHAIRMAN  (translated from Spanish):  I thank the representative . of Nigeria for 
his statement and for the kind words he addressed to the Chair. The next speaker on 
my list is the representative of Sweden, Ambassador Lidgard, to whom I now give the 



IfLr. LIDGAIZD (Sweden): P1r. ChairAan, at the outset I want to express my
delegation's sincere satisfaction in seeing you in the Chair of this Committee at
this crucial stage of our work. The previous speakers throughout this month have
used all superlative adjectives in describing your experience and personal qualities
and I can only endorse all those expressions of confidençe in you. At the same time,
my delegation also wants to express its gratitude to your predecessor,
Ambassador Haina of Kenya, for the excellent way in which he carried out his tasks
as our Chairman during the month of August.

The main topic for today's meeting includes the question of radiological weapons.
I should, therefore, like to take this oppcrtunity to make a brief statement on the
present state of affairs as far as the work on a treaty prohibiting such weapons is

concerned.

Although the Ad Hoc Working Group on Ftadiological Weapons has had only one
substantive meeting during this part of the 1962 session, it is the impression of my
delegation that a great deal of progress has been made, thanks to the constructive
efforts displayed by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group,
.Anbassador Henning Wegener. The Working Croup should thus be in a position to start
fruitful negotiations right from the beginning of the 1933 session.

The Swedish-•delegation has noted with great satisfaction that the proposal
regarding the prohibition of attac'_s against nuclear facilities has been widely
acknowledged as a legitimate matter for negotiations in the context of a treaty
banning radiological weapons. The number of negative or sceptical voices seems to be
constantly diminishing as the importance and relevance of this issue becomes clearer.
The comprehensive discussion we have had of these matters with the assistance of
qualified experts during the 19;32 session has greatly contributed to this end. This
is not to say, however, that all problems have been resolved, but I think that
delegations are now better prepared than before to have a serious discussion of the
complex issues which arise in this context.

The time pressure felt by many delegations to have a treaty ready before the
second special session on disarmament is no longer there. This will hopefully make
it easier to conclude a meaningful treaty, which will be an asset to the t,rorld and to
this Committee rather than a symbolic agreement devoid of all substance, wizich would
merely have damaged the credibility of the Committee on Disarmament, the only
multilateral negotiating body in the field of disarmament. It is high time for this
body to be allowed to fulfil its proper role and not be confined merely to
underwriting drafts which are negotiated outside the Committee, and, as in this case,
practically empty of real substance in terms of arms limitation or disarmament.

It is a source of satisfaction to my delegation that •several delegations have
indicated that they are prepared to be flexible, as far as the negotiation of a treaty
on radiological weapons is concerned. It now seems to be generally acknowledged that
"tracks A and B" should be given equal tireatment, and that a linkage between them
should be striven for. The Swedish delegation will also be flexible in this regard.
As a matter of fact, Sweden intends to submit at an early stage during the spring
session next year a draft treaty with two protocols, one dealing with the "traditional"
part of the radiological weapons subject-matter, based on the original Soviet-Ilmerican
proposal, and the other dealing with the prohibition of attacks.against nuclear

facilities.
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(Mr. Lidgard, Sweden) 

My delegation has noted with interest the recent Japaneee draft protocol 
contained in working paper CD/Ref:P.37. we would like to study this in depth before 
taking comments in detail. We note, however, that. one obvious difference between the 
Japanese draft and the so-called Swedish proposal is thé fact that Japan envisages an 
optional protOcol for "track B", uhereas Sweden, as I have just said, intends to 
propose two mutually dependent protocols of equal standing, which*would thus give the 
same  importance to . both "track A" end . "track B". The separation of those two "tracks" 
is in our view a useful negotiating device, but in terms of the final outcome.-- a 
treaty prohibiting .radiological weapons -- the two tracks will have to be closely. 
linked, eo that  one  goes with the other. My delegation has stated it many . times.before 
and I repeat it egain: a treaty on radiological weapons which does not contain a 
prohibition of attacks against nuclear facilities would be meaningless in substance. 
Furthermore, it would be detrimental to the credibility of the Committee on 
Disarmament. 

Let me conclude by callingettention to another matter of great.importance in 
this context. The pribary motive for the Swedish proposal is the banning of attadks 
against nuclear facilities with:a -view to spreading radioactivity for hostile purposes. 
Next to a nuclear weapon expleaion this would be the most effective method of 
dispersing radioactivity.  This  possibility must obviously be closed, if a treaty 
banning radiological warfareis to be meanineful. .The protection of nuclear facilities 
is a secondary effect which is of great importance, not least to the civilian . 

.pOpulation. But  as  I said, the main motive is the banning of the military exploitation 
of this possibility as a means of radiological warfare. That is Why it is relevant 
in the context of a treaty on radiological weapons.. 
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Er. WEGENER  (Federal Republic of Germany): Mr. Chairman, I take pleasure in 
introducing the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons as 
contained in document CD/328. I am gratified that the Group was able to adopt 
this  report 1n a single session of record brevity. This testifies to the 
co-operative spirit which has prevailed in the Working Group during the present 
snmmer session. 

After the customary introductory paragraphs and a list of working documents 
that have been sàbmitted to the grotto in 1982, the report makes a concise 
documentary reference to its work during the first part of the session. The 
results of the spring session are, of course, already before the General Assembly 
as part of the Committee's special report to the second special session devoted to . 
disarmament. The report then deals with the proceedings of the Working Group 
during the second part of the session. This session has been brief for all of us, 
but its limited duration was particularly.felt by.the radiological weapons 
Working Group. In keeping with the priorities established for this part of the 
session, the Group was able to meet in formal session only twice. However, as I 
reported at an earlier plenary meeting, the Chairman used the better part of August 
to initiate an exchange of views with delegations on the marticularly pressing 
problem of the relationship between the two main subject-natters before the 
Working Group. Through a written  exposé and a questionnaire, I endeavoured to 
perceive how the future ban on radiological weapons in the narrower sense and the 
problem-of attacks against nuclear facilities could be suitably linked. 14. 7-  letter 
and question*aire drew a vivid response from delegations. I reported to the 
Working Group in an extensive  statement on 2 September about the replies received 
and additional consultations held. The statement is available as 
document CD/Hd/WP:38. That statement and subsequent discussions in the 
Working Group show that the Working Group has not yet entirely succeeded in 
eliminating the difficulties encountered in this regard. However, it also became 
apparent -- and I should make explicit reference to this positive feature -- that a 
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new degree of flexibility existed regarding the relationship between the two
radiological*weapons subject-matters and that the way now appears open for a more
promising resumption of negotiations on the issue next spring. Notwithstanding
some substantial nuances, there is a widespread view in the Working Group that the
two areas of the scope of the prohibition undér consideration should in the future
be looked at under the twin concept of "separation" and "linkage". There is now a
clearer vision that the protection of nuclear facilities from attack deserves to be
more seriously looked at, and, in the view of most delegations - in fairness, I
should add, not all - the negotiating context between the two areas of the future
prohibition should be preserved.

If.on this matter of principle the stage is now better set for the future,
the same côùld perhaps also be said of the radiological weapons subject in the
narrowe,r,.."traditional" sense. Here again, it was not possible to agree on all the
necessary details of the provisions to be incorporated in a future treaty. It
was, however, acknowledged at the close of the Groupts spring session that=the level
of consensus on certain of the provisions under consideration was then higher than
it had been on previous texts. In order to facilitate further work and to preserve
the degree of consensus already reached, the Chairman, at.the end of this session,
has circulated his own compilation of radiological weapons treaty provisions in
document CD1R1,IA•IP.39.

Delegations will easily see from the report, as I have now introduced it, that
a lot remains to be done and many problems remain to be solveô. The mood in the
Working Group, however, has been good. If there is not a sense of outright
achievement, there is certainly a sense of hope and co-operation. I am confident
that the krorking Croup will forge ahead.in its next session and attain tangible
results towards firm nek;:;tiated results.

CD/PV.137

(f"r. Fields, United States)

I.also want to say a brief word about the radioloÛical weapons t?orking Group.
Despite the fact that this idorkin3 Group ;aet formally only twice during the
summer session, I believe that, as a result of tha.efforts of .its distinguished
Chairnan,. Ambassador Wegener, the stage is set for more substantial progress towards
the conclusion of a treaty banning.radiological weapons during th,-, coming session

of the Committee. As I stated in my opening remarks to the Committee in August,
my delegation is, and will continue to be, prepared to participate constructively
in discussions of the question whether a,dition:il measures should be negotiated
relating to the prevention of attacks on nuclear facilities.: A3bassador Wegener

has,also introduced in the radiological weapons Working Groun a compilation of

..tréaty . prôvisions ( CD/R14'/"WP,3 9), : epresenting his efforts tu move the work of the

Working Group toward a successful .conclusion,. :-1y dc:legation appreciates thesz
efforts, and believes that this compilation reoresants a useful focal point for
continuing radiological weapons traaty negotiations no.:t yaar.
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(Mr. Genscher, Federal Republic of Germany) 

There:is anotheé area in which the Committee's work is well advanced and in . 

which speed is - advieabla..  1 am referring.to the prohibition Of -radiological weapons. 

We still have the opportunity to ban, for the first time ever, a category of . iéapons 

of mass destruction even before theY  are  ready for deployment. My country's 

delegation, yhich chaired the working group on radiological umapons in 1982, Yill . 	. 
aontinuetostriveftethe early  conclusion of such  an agreement. 

• 

We sympathize with the proposal by a number of non-aligned countries to 

incorpornte in en ngreement :banning radiological weapons a provision-that prohibits 

attacks  on  pivilian nuclear facilities and thus enhances the protection  afforded to 

thefacilities'above and beyond the provisions of the Geneva Protocol. .However, :  

this proposal creates so many technical and legal problems that it is questionable, 

in my:view, whether this subject should be combined with the subject+matter of an 

agreement on  radiological weapons. 
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(Mrs. Theorin, Sweden) 

This ComMittee should continue the negotiations on a :treaty on radiological 
weapon's. "SWaden has proposed that such a treaty should include a ban on attacks 
against nucléar facilities contaihing radioactive  -substances. 

Nekt to' a - nuclear explosion this would be the most effective method  of 
dispersing .  radioaCtivity. . This possibility must obviously be 'foreclosed, if such 
a treaty is to -be:ffiéesingful: The protection of nuClear facilities.is important -- 
not least - fOi" the:civilian population -- but the main purpose of. the Swediéh • 

pimposal'is . t6 pre'vent any release of radioactivity, including military exploitation 
of this pOssibility,'as an act of radiological warfare. When attacked, such.a 
nuclear facility could be turned into a radiological weapon. Such a prohibition 
should consequently be included in a treaty on radiological weapons. 

My delegation notes with satisfaction the growing support for our proposal 
both here in the Committee on bisarmament and in the United Nations. The number 
of negative or sceptical voices is diminishing as the impbrtance of the issue 
becomes clearer. The question of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities 
is generally achnowledged as a legitimate matter for negotiations. A growing . 
number of delegations Share our View that the matter should be dealt with in the . 	. 
context of a trèaty on radiological weapons. 

to/ËV.191 
14 

(Er. Bush United States) 

EY Government believes that the negotiations in this body on a convention 

to ban radiological weapons offer the prospect of z modest, but real, genuine 

step forward, a step thot could eliminate a potentially very dangerous type of 

wer.qoon. Mr. Chairmen, we should take it as a cardinal rule of this Committee 

that when there is the prospect for real progress  tord an agreement, we should 

pursue it to its  conclusion.  While there are a number of issues yet to be 

resolved, we believe that en agreement is within  th  a grasp of this Committee and 

that we ehould move ahead with all due speed to conclude the negotiations on 

this treaty.. 	- 	 • 
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(Hr. Onkelinx, Belgium)

Another of the subjects Itiave described as being negotiable at the present

time is that of the prohibition cf radiological weapons. This question`ought not

to require such extensive work as that of chemical Heâpons. In fact the work on
it appears to have reached a more advanced atavz. U."at we most need in order to

reach positive results during the present session is political decisions.

I-shall not repeat here the reasons which, in our view, warrant the •speedy
conclusion of these negotiations. 3elgium is well aware of the complexity of the

other problems connected with the prohibition of radiological weapons in the-strict

sense. • lie. have in the past indicated the way in which we think a reasonable compromise

could be reached. We are convinced that possibilities exist for strengthening that

compromise in such a way tlzat the question of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear
installaicions,-to which we,•too, attach importance, can be settled in the near future

in the-context in-.which-it arose.

Be3,3ium is not-one of those countries which originally linked the question of
attacks on-nuclear facilities with that of radiological weapons. The course of the
nepotiations on radiological weapons happens to have led to those two questions being
linked. What we now suggest is that the nature of this link should be defined -- •
this approach being a chanae fron our initial position. We look to others to adjust
their positions also,-both those-who consider that the two questions have no
connection with each other and those who wish to juxtapose them.

The solution we now envisage would include both a coamitment to negotiate the

prohibition-of attac?ts:an:nuclear*.facilities, which would form an integral part of
the convention on radiolo3ical-weanons, and the workin3 out of precise procedures for
the implementation of this commitmont. Belgium will put fo:Maard a proposal in this
connection at a later stage.

CD/ PV.1;2
14

(i•Sr. Crcmartie, United

At the last session of the General Assembly mÿ delegation joined in a consensus
on resolution .37% 99' C, dealing with radiological weapons. This resoluti on for the
first time referred to the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. In the
view of rW delegation,.the fact that such a reference vas made does not imply that
the proposal to link this issue with that of radiological weapons in the same

international instrument is generally accepted. Delegations will recall the viev
expressed last week by the Foreign I•iinister of the Federal Republic of Germany that
:the proposal creates so many technical and legal prcblems t11-_t it is éuestionable
whether the two subjects should be combined. As is well known, this is very mich
the view that mrj delegation has always taken. We are, however_,-again prepared to
take part in a discussion of bot: these toaica in the Working Group without

commitment either to the form of any ins ..+rument which might result or to- the forum

in which our agreement on a prohibition of atta,cl:s on nuclear facilities might be

negotiated. We believe that such er.ploratory discussions can best be conducted in

the existingWorYing Gr.oup.under the-.present agenda iten..
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( '01-J2. Imai, .3a:can) 
It is still fresh in everyone's mermry that the United Nations General Assembly 

last year adopted by consensus an important resolution concerning a ban on 
radiological weapons, thus expressing its renewed expectation for its . early 
realization. .This resolution requested -the . ComMittée enriaarmamenttb . cOntinfie 
negotiationa on this.questien in order that a draft treaty prohibiting radiological 
weapons might be submitted to the General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session. 
It also requested the Committee  en  Disarmament to continue.its search for a 
solution to the question of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. 
We have negotiated on a ban on radiclogical weapons already for three years. .1s a - 
result, draft texts of a treaty have been submitted by the Working Group's 
chairmen, Ambassador nmives of Eungary and Ambassador  Wegener of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. On the ouestion of the prohibition of attacks on nuclear 
facilities, we have On the table working papers submitted by the Federal Republic of 
Germany .and Japan. We are given to understand that other initiatives, including 
one from Sweden, are to be expected. 

We continue to believe that the conclusion of an agreement prohibiting attacks 
on nuclear facilities for peacefül purposes, within the framework of a radiological 
weapons treaty, is of great significance in order to break the seeming deadlock in 
the elaboration of the radiological weamons treaty itself. In this sense, we - 
strongly expect that the outline of a draft optional protocol, which my delegation 
proposed last September, will serve as a usefUl catalyst for making progress on this 
issue. My delegation, for its part, will spare no efforts towards the achievement . 
of this objective. 

CD/PV.193 
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(Mr. Tellalov, Bulgaria) 

My delegation is among those which are in favour of reaching speedy agreement 
concerning an international convention on the prohibition of radiological weapons. 

In regard to this issue we would like to draw the attention of Committee membera 
- to the heed for certain States to indicate their readiness to revise their 

maximalist formulations, which have failed, in the course of time, to win general 
approval. 	are convinced that a-demonstration cf goodwill on the part of those 
delegations will allow a process of bridging the differences on problems like the 
scope of a future convention, and the may to the final eolution of the problem of 
Mie prohibition of radiological weapons will be cleared. 
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(Nir. Ahmad . Pakistan)

A similar display of foresight at the decision-making lëvel=can forestall ziass
destructior. which will certainly follow in the aftermath of an attack on nuclear
facilities. Scientific enquiry bas proved 'tha t this is the %nily -possible means of
radiologïcal warfare available at piesent;:. without the li:^ovi'siôn of a prohibitiorf
of attacks on ^nuclear facilities, the propôsed radioTogical ^rèapons treatÿ will be
tno .more than- a dead letter.

A•view has been earpresséd that the probi.biti3n of attacks on imclesr facilities
should not be discussed by the Committee on Disarmament as'it fa11s within -the famea
of the xul.es of war. On the other hand, the prevention of nuclear war is justifiably
considered a legitimate subject for this 'Côsmittee's full and immediate *attention.
Radiological -warfaré and muclear warfare are 'essenti.ally the same in character 'fdd
identical --in '"héir iri4pm4n oonsequences. • The mass-destrùctiôn icritérion is .eqââlly
applicable in both'=cââes,:..To take a.dia^e^ïricaliy different ^riew--of i^adiôlogical
warfare from. ^uclear ^rarï^ire is manifestly self-contradictâzy. 4This `c3uality.ôf
apprôach''is hard to comprehend.

We are -encouraged.that -in another context many States have recently affirmed
their agreement to deal with the 'protection of iiuclear 7facilities `ii'the'
radiological weapôris treaty. Our delegation will conti.nue'to participaté positiveiy
in negotiations-aimeâ -at preventing- attacks an nuclear facilities,'ttowever môdest;
invol!Véd in 'ell stages of the nuclear luel ^cycle, in tŸie interest ôf the -speedy
conclusion of a radiological ueapons-treaty.

CD, Fv.194
37

(Mr. de la Gorce, France)

With regard to radiological ueapons, the,French delegation earnestly hopes that
the Working Group will be able finally to conclude its negetiations on a draft

convention. The éuestion of the protection of nuclear facilities, wrich -a rnn--ber of
delegations wish to include within the same framework, appears to us to be a separate.
issue, relating rather to the laws of war than to disaz-"mzent. Those delcgaticns
should ask themselves whether or nct they wish to make headway towards a sclution.



6r•. _;Ci-91?%IES ( Mun-,ai^y) : vefore tu:^nin,i; to the subject of my statesent, I wish to

sav hov: m^^ch we feel honour?d by the visit of thé United I1ations Secretary-General,

iir. F-Érez de Cué1lar, bec3use his devotion to "the câtise of disarmament and his
sincere interest in seein^; progress achieved in this Committee fill us with

ercoura.;enent. cieleSatior is in full agreement with the preoccupations and

e;cceci;ations contdir.ed in his ctat enent _

Co.nrade'Chairmsn, the Zroup of delegations representing the socialist countries

nembers of the Coramittee on Disarmament have requested the inclusion of a new item
in the agenda of the Committee. The item now figures on the draft •provisional agenda

as item 10, entitlee, "Cnsuring the safe development of nuclear energy".

In view of the numerous requests for a detailed explanation of the motives
behind our proposal, my delegation handed in to the secretariat a working paper,
explaining our position'ori•draft item 10. On behalf of the group of socialist
countries I request'you, Comrade Chairman, to have that working paper circulated
as an official-document of-the Committee on Disarmament. By way of preliminary
presentation, may I be allowed to make a few remarks.

When proposing the inclusion of the said item in the agenda, and the
establishment of an-Ad Hoc Working Group as the most suitable organizational
framework to deal with the subject, the deleôations of the socialist countries

took into account the relevant resolutions adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations-at its thirty-seventh session. In one of those resolutions the
General Assembly requested the Cocnmittee "to continue its search for a solution to
the question of prohibition of military•attacks on nuclear facilities, including

the scope of such prohibition, taking into account all'proposals submitted to it to

this end". We are convinced that the elaboration of political and legal norms,

aimed at.promoting the strengthening of international security in one of its most

important aspects, is a task which brooks no delay.

The question of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy has certain
specific feature3, which the Com:nittee has not as yet come-across. Let me call

attention to a few of them: .

First, the question contained in our proposal is by its nature of a universal

character, and should, therefore, be treated and solved in the most suitable

multilateral framework, which•-- we are convinced -- is the Committee on Disarmament.

Secondly, the countries of the world without a single exception are deeply
interested in the solution of that question, since an attack on a facility producing

nuclear energy, wherever it may be locâted, would pose a grave threat to the vital

interest of all•States, whether in the neighbourhood or far away, and whether
themselves possessinS any nuclear facilities or nflt:

Thirdly , the consideration of the question of ensuring the safe development of

nuclear energy, as a separate item on the Committee's agenda, would no doubt
stimulate the early solution in a favourable manner of the question of prohibiting

radiological weapons through the elaboration and'conclusion of a convention to that

end. •

Finally, the initiative of the socialist countries is, and the implementation
of their proposal would be, a significant contribution to the solution of the most
urgent and acute problem facing the world community today -- the prevention of

nuclear war.
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(Mr. Oul-Rouia, Algeria) 
As regards the negotiations on radiological weapons, the Ad Hoc Working Group 

ought to direct its efforts more towards finding a solution to the problem of the 
prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. 

CD/PV.195 
44 

(11r.  El  Reedv. Egye 

With regard to the convention on radiological weapons, we welcome the wider 
understanding and support enjoyed by the Swedish mroposals aimed at prohibiting 
any attack on nuClearinstallations. The importance of this isgue.has been proved 
by events. Conàequently, it should not give rise to any differences among.use. 
We must exert further efforts in order to complete the elaboration of this 
convention, a goal which my delegation will seek to attain. 

CD/PV.203 
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• 	(Mr. Issraelyan, USSR). 

We sometimes  corne  up against other methods of hampering the attainment of 
agreement on questions that are ripe for settlement .. Let us take the matter Of 
the prohibition of radiological weapons. As long ago as in 1979 a proposal was 
put.before the Committee for the basic provisions of an appropriate international 
treàtï which'had been. -agreed on by a number of delegations, and furthermore thcise 
delegations expreàsed their readiness to take account in a cnstructive spirit Of 
the wishes of other members of the Committee. It might have been expected that. 

 a. draft international agreement would very quickly have been prepared in:oider to 
prpvent the appearance of an extremely dangerous new type of weapon of mass 
destruction. 

However, the settlement of this question was fatally, linked with that of. 
another question no less important but not directly connected with the problem 
of radiological weapons -- the question of the prevention of military attacks 
on peacefu/ nuclear facilities. 

We may well ask What was the point of artificially linking two important 
questions which could both have been fully dealt with independentlY of eiCh 
other? Who benefited from this linking? The course proposed radically contradicts 
all past practice in the conduct of negotiations on arnis limitation and disarmament 
questions. This practice long ago rejected the "all or nothine approach. We 
urge.hat the Committee should be given the opportunity of settling both clustidns 
withoUt delay. 
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Mr: ISSRAELYAN (Union of Soviét Socialist Republics) (translated from Russian):
Mr. Chairman, allow me, on behalf of the Soviet delegation, to congratulate.you,
the representative of the non-aligned State of Morocco., with which the Soviet Union
maintains good-neighbourly.relations; upon your assumption of the Chairmanship
of the Committee for the month of March: I should at the same'time li,ke to express
our profound gratitude to Ambassador Erdembileg, the distinguished representative
of the Mongolian People*s Republic, for his=successful accomplishment of the duties
of Chairman of the Committee during the initial phase of its work in-1983.

The Soviet delegation would today like to draw the attention of.the Committee..
to the question of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy. As you know,
the group of socialist countries has submitted a proposal.for the Committee on
Disarmament to conduct negotiations on this i ssue with a view to elaborating an

appropriate international agreement.

At the present time, the problem of ensuring the safe development of nuclear
energy.is particularly important and urgent; it is raised by life itself. The
extreme importance of this question is also due to the fact that it is one aspect
of the problem of the prevention of nuclear war.

The practical necessity of raising the question of ensuring the safe development
of nuclear energy is linked with the irreversible process.of its rapid.development..
The number of nuclear installations for non-military purposes is growing in the
world. The interest of many States in the development of nuclear energy shows
that this vitally important industry will continue to develop-speedily in the future.
The rapid development of civilian nuclear energy in the;world is an indisputable
fact of modern life, which has a great future. According to IAEA data, by.the
end of 1981, in 23 States of the world, there were 272 nuclear energy reactors
with a capacity of more than 150,000 aW (electric), which produced 9 per cent of
all electric energy output in the world. In addition.to that, 239 nuclear energy
reactors were under construction, the commissioqing_of which will bring the total
capacity of.nuclear power stations up to 376,000 =W. By 1985 nuclear energy
reactors should.produce 17 per,cent of world electric energy output, and by the
end of the current century, 25-30 per cent.

These facts show that the further development of nuclear energy is in the
interests of the progress of human:civilization. Modern science confirms.that
this process is.inevitable. In the future it will acquire a still greater scope,
in,particular because, as the non-renewable r.esources-of organic fuels are exhausted
on earth, peaceful nuclear power will make it possible to meet the ever-growing
requirements of mankind in the spheres of energy., supply industry,_ agriculture
and scientific research. There is no doubt that nuclear.energy will,be developed
in a growing number of countries'and on virtually.all.continents. Aecordingly,

the technical equipment will become more.sophisticated and there will be an
increasing number of such nuclear installations as nuclear poK!^r stations, research
reactors, nuclear fuel production and processing plants and depots for radioactive

materials.

Nyc],ear.power stations and other nuclear installations are located quite
irregularly over the globe. . The majority of such installations are situated in

western-Europe. Peaceful nuelear energy is being developed rapidly in the
Soviet Union and other CMEA member countries.
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(Mr. Issraelyan, USSR) 

In the 1980s, the groWth of electric energy production in the Soviet -Union 
wilI be basically assured by nuclear energy. More than'70 per  Cent - of'thS'inCréase 
in electrie energy production millbe obtained from nuclear and'hydro-:eleCtric• 
power  stations. In- 1985 nuclear  power stations will pro:duce up to 220-225biliion kWh 
of electric•energy. New facilities will be commissioned with a capacity .ai 
24.e.25 million kW. Work is being centinued to develop feat neutron reactoirs-ana .-  • 
to use nuclear fuel for the production of thermo-energY. -To this énd"capacities 
will be commissioned at the Smolensk, Kalinin and Kursk nuclear power stations. 
In -the Ukraine, new capacities are -being comMisSioned at the SOuth 
Khmelnitsky, Zaporozhye, Chernobylska;. -Crimea and Rovno -nucleae"powerstatiOns :  • 
and at the Odessa mucIear thermal pewee- station. In Lithuania, the first stage 	>_ - 

 of the Ignalinsk nuclsarpower station is being ptit'in 	
-

to oPeratioh. - 

New energy units are being developed in the USSR with fast neutron reactors 
with a dapactty:Of 8010-1,600 thousand kW.---We  have  *initiated the construction of 
several powerfUl nuclear Statiobs for the :Supply 'of heat;; each of 'which Will be •  
able:toSiapply heat to a city with a population of many thousands. " • 

The Soviet Union has participated and will participate in the construction 
in the fraternal socialist countries of nuclear power Stationg and other'installations. 
On the - territory of the ussR-mâer enterprises will be constructed On an integrated 
basis, in the sate way  as the 	nuclearipower station. 

- 	That is why we-are interested in ensuring the Safe develépbent ofpeaceful ' 
nuclear facilities and caII upen the Committee on DiSarmament to  Consider this ' 	• 
important question. . 	. 

The premeditated destrtiCtion of nuclear  power  stations, résearàh reactors - 
and nther similar facilities is Capable of cauSing the rèleaSe'anddissemination . 

 of etremendoue quantity :Of radioactive substances, With'disadtrous consequene• 
for the popizlation;-in-Other words, it may lead to Cânsètrâèribés'similar to those' 
resulting from'the ui&Of-nuClear weapons. According tepth&-éstimates of theéxPerts, 
the radioactive contamination occurring after the destructidn'Of only one ndâlear 
power station with a capacity of 1 million kW would in the short term be comparable 
with the radioactieeontamination after theexPlosion of a 1 mt'nuclear bomb'and 
it would be deizenâ'of tiffies higher after a period  of one  year:or More. 	 - 
estimates oftSwédish experte•how, for example, that after:afkajOr:accident at 
apOwer station With SuCh a capanity, the fatality :rate in a'16 -keZene Of radiOactive 
contamihatidn wduld be 58 per cent. The total surface  of contaâination'Eetildbe 
up to tenà'of thousanda of Square kilometres.' Over'this area,the'prolonged effect 
of radiatidà would .cause Cancerous diseases and manifestations e adverse genetic 
consequenCes. - It shouiette:added,that:owing tà thé fact that -the Sét'of radioactive 
isotopes occurring after the destrtictioii.df . siïéh facilities is'different - fremthose 
occurring after a"nuclear-eXplosion;%the-cânseciiiencei -df radioaCtivé"éChtamihatidà 
after  the destructionof such facilities *bad - last longer than âfter- the explosion 
of a nuclear charge and would continue for 50-100 years or more. 

It is important . to  note that an attack on nUClear'instailations'could have 
seriouà àânsequentes notonlyeor the States exposed to such an attacklmealsà-
for neighbouring countries; sii-ice the radieactive substances released as a reelt 
of such actions might spread far beyond the'State's . boundaries. It ienot difficult 
te understand what a danger an attack on peaceful nuclear facilities might constitute 
for - countries - which"have a large MUMbér -Of civilian nUclear installations. 
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(Mr. Issraelyan, USSR) 

- These facts convincingly show that it is in the interests of the international 
community to ensure the safety of peaceful nudlear facilities and that the prohibition 
of attacks on such facilities on the basis of an international agreement would 
be an extremely important measure. 

As ha  s already been noted, the destruction of peaceful nuclear installations 
even With the use of conventional weapons would in fact have the same - kinds of 
consequencéé as an attack with thé use of nuclear weapons. Thé - déstruction'of 
such facilities as a result  of' the ùsé of- nuclear weapons would have disastrous - 
consequences of a global nature. Therefore, the need to ensure the safe deelopment 
of nuclear energy is organically linked with the task of the prevention of nuclear 
war. 'That is why the problems Of ensuring the safe development of nuclear energy 
and the -prevention -or nuclear war represent two components of the general task 
of eliminatingthe nuclear threat.' All this supports the idea that the qùestion 

•of the •preventi.On of attacks on peaceful nuclear installations should become the 
subject of éerious négotiationsin the Committee on Disarmament, with a view to 
elaborating international legal-measures to prevent such actions. It is absolutely 
cleaé that the elaboration and adoption of such measures would make a significant 
contribution to the prevention of nuclear - war in another important way. 

It'shcidld be nOted that the 'question of the safe development - of nuclear energy 
is not a new one. For a number of years it has been raised and actively discUesed 
in the Committee on Disarmament and other international forums. • • • 

The SoViet Union has taken an active part in the discussion of the question 
of.::Éhe . protectionorpeaceful nuclear facilities in the Committee', and declared' •  
its readiness to make a contribution to the elaboration of apPropriate international 
legal measures in addition to the already existing legal instruments. We have 
stated, in particular, that we are ready to conduct negotiations both within the 
framework  'of the  Committee on Disarmament and at a conference convened especially 
for this purpose. -We have also proposed the establishment of a certain time—limit 
for the elaboration of the necessary international legal measures to protect peaceful 
nuclear facilities. The only thing to which the Soviet delegation has always 
objected, and these objections remain, is the confusion of two different questions: 
the prohibition  . of radiological weapons and the protection of peaceful nuclear 
facilities from attacks. We have always been in favour of independent negotiations 
on these two different issues and against their linkage. We believe that it would 
be .correct,to try to complete the talks on a radiological weapons ban while at 
the same-time ,élaborating international legal-Measures aimed at preventing attacks 
on peaceful nuclear facilities. In' our view, the speedy'completion of the 
elaboration of e treaty on the prohibition of radiological weapons would open the 
waito•progress in the negotiations -on the protection of civilian nuclear'facilities, 
the safe development of which is of profound interest for all countries of the 
world. 

The prevention of attacks on civilian nuclear facilities iE an important and 
independent question requiring serious consideration, and we would like to emphasize 
once again that it should not be artificially linked with the-problem of radiological 
weapons. 
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(NT.  Fields, United States)  

Let ne be -framk. _In the four years since this Committee was formed, we have. - 
come to expect polemics and rhetoric as part of the normal course  of business. .But 
underlying this surface turmoil, there has been a solid desire by all to do the 
patient and. timeromunmingwcrk of disarmament. We cauld be close to agreement on 
a radiological weapons.treaty; we have made-progress-toward.a àhemical weapons 
convention,"-andprogresa has been made in other-areas. .Today, however, we Bee our 
work stalled by a aeries of procedural manoeuvres and artificial linkages, and the 
presentation of irreductible positions Which seem to be based more an a desire to - 
make a theological point than a concrete desire to get on with the work of this 
.Committee. 	 • 	- 

CD/FY.212. 

-Er. CROMARTIE  -(United Kingdom): I wish this afternoon to -speak briefly on the 
subject of radiological _weapons, which figures on our programme of work.  for this . 
week, and to introduce the working paper (document CD/374) which was on our tables 
this morning, setting out the views of my delegation on certain questions relating 
to the scope and definition  cf :a  radiological weapons treaty.- This paper was in 
fact the fruit of our reflections on the discussion that took place in .the 
radiological,weapons Working Group in the spring eession of last year, but it did 
not seem'appropriate to introduce it until the Group had begun its substantive 
work again. Fortunately this isnow.the case, and I believe'that it is now timely 
to share these thoughts with the Committee. 

The working paper.deals first with the definition of radiological weapons as we 
believe they were originally .conceived by the joint authors'of the draft treaty 
tabled in 1980. Ehere are obvious difficulties in defining a weapon which does . 
not exist; but it seems to us that the key features of such a weapon would be 
that it would fiinction by dispersing or.disseminating radioactive material'in the 
environment, and that it would be so designed that the primary danger would arise 
from exposure to the dispersedd-radioactive material. The means of dispersion might 
be an explosion but .our definition must include sprays, aerosols or any other method 
of.dispersing radioactive material in large quantity. 

A .major point of difficulty in defining a radiological weapon lies in how to 
make clear that nuclear weapons•are-exCluded from the treaty. .It has not so far been 
possible to.find langUage acceptable to all delegatiOns on this point. The 
United KingdoedelegatiOn has, as the CoMmittee will be:aware, made some suggestions 
as to a "positive"-definition,but neither this definition nor others which have • 
been put forward-have been'found to be whollyAisatisfactory. We have oome to•the 
conclusion :that the "positive" definition which,s6me delegations wish to have may 

 be unattainable. Those put-forward. so fae are really -"negative" definitions in • 
another guise. We have not been  able  to find a method of saying only what a 
radiological weapon is, without at the sanie  time saying what it iE not. The 
United Kingdom delegation would prefer, therefore, that the definition adopted shoule 
specifically exclude nuclear weapons and other nuclear explosive devices in so many , 
words, i.e. that we should have what has been termed in the Working Group a "negative' 
.definition. Such a definition has, in our view, a greater possibility of being 
unambiguousiuld unmistakable in intent._ 
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(Mr. Cromartie, United Kingdom)

The working paper that we have tabled.also considers the scope of--a treaty as
it relates to the prohibition of attacks on nuclear fâcilities. I will only -
summarize briefly the arguments on this point because they are set out fully in the

paper. Firstly, we draw attention to-the fact that the qv[estion of'âttaoks ori-
nuclear electricity-generating stations arealready covered-in the Additional =
Protocols to the Geneva Conventions, and to the risk of confusioii if,this question
Kére also dealt-'with in another legal instrument. Secondlp, we argue that there are
fundamental dissimilarities between the use of radiological weapons aird attacks on
nuclear facilities which make it inappropriate for these two matters to be dealt

with in-a--single legal instrument. In the first case, an attack woûld'employ a

weapon or means of dispersal specifically designed tq:disseminate-^radioactive'
material;.--and this materiàl would presumably be contained in- the weapon'itself. In
the second case, an attack or. a nublear-facility,•not only is - the-•radioactive'
material;not delivered by the weapon system, but the immediate vehicle of,-,a^tack
could be..a weapon of.a'conventional type which would not, of course, be banned by the
treaty. ?W^e-find serious.çonceptiial difficuities in bringing together these two

ideas. We conclude that the fact that-both the use of radiological weapons and
attacks on nuclear-facilities would have the effect of causing damage by dispersal
of radioactive•.materiai:is too narrow a reason for attempting to prohibit them '

within a single legal instrument.

Finally, our paper comments on'the differences of view which were expressed in
the Working Group last year among those delegations which wish in principle to see -
a prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities included within•the scope of the

treaty. In particular it draws attention to the differences as to whether military
facilities should be excluded from the treaty, and whether there should be a lower
limit on the size of facilities which should-be included-in any prohibition. It
seems to my delegation that these quéstions must be resolved if. any progress is to

be made. .

-However,.the fact that we have agreed that there shôuld be further exploratory
discussions with-.this aim in mind'and that these should be held separately within
the radiological:weapons Working Group should not be taken as acceptance on the
part of my delegati;on of the-idea that the Committee on Disarmament is necessarily
the most apprqpriate body in which any subsequent negotiations on attacks on nuclear
facilities;;if such•Kere agreed to,-should be completed. We retain, as hitherto, an

open mind on rthis-.question.
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(Mr. Tindemans, Belgium)

Another significant international agreement is within the Committee's grasp
and that is an agreement on the prohibitiolq of radiological weapons. If such an
agreement were to be concluded, it could not only prohibit radiological weapons
but also initiate a more comprehensive regulation than at present exists of the
prohibition of deliberate attacks upon civilian nuclear installations. In order
to facilitate these negotiations, Belgium.intends to prepare a proposal for the
inclusion in the convention of an undertaking to negotiate on the prohibition of
attacks upon civilian nuclear installations. At the same time, we would endeavour
to establish the precise modalities for implementing that undertaking without delay.

CD/F'V. 221
- .g

(Mr. Sadleir, Australia)

I turn 'now to the.-commeiits I foreshadowed on item 5 of the Committee's Bgenüa,

that is., radiological weapons. I address myself, in particular, to current

proposâ.ls for. an international legal instrument on the protection of civilian-.
nuclear facilities. _

The gustral.ian Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Bill Hayden, in a statement
in Parliamént on 24 May, stated that Australia would announce its.support for e6

y.ccnsiderations have led us toban on attacks on civilian nuclear facilities. Man
this position. First, there is the basic need to ensure that resort is not bad to

'radioactive con:tami ation as a.method of warfare. Secondly, the relevant
..provisioris of the 1977 protocole..to the Geneva Convention of 1949 are inadequate.
•When the protocols were negotiated, Australia entertained doubts, for example,
about the ambiguity and narrowscope, for instance, of article 56 of Protôcol I.-

'thirdlq, fe^i countries have, in fact, ratified the protocols, not least., presumably,
because of their sheer complexity. . •... ..... . .

We ahall, hoyrever, be keepiing an open mind on exactly how the ban we seek on
attacks on 'civiliân nuclear facilities.should be negotiated. We see no bar to the

Comaitt•ee on Disaxinament doing so, hut we' remain flexible on the precise form of
an agreement and its standing in relation to other international agreements.

As to a convention on the. traditional radiological weapons.material, my
delegation welcomes the initiative shown by the United States of America in
proposing new verification and çompl.isnce.procedures for a future treaty. We

see much merit in a consultative pi^ocess which.encourages compliance problems to
be resolved at a low level of what might. be described as "political excitability".
The verification system for a comprehensive test ban treaty could, if I may say
so, also benefit from such.a prQqëss.

I4y delegation is encouraged-by the energetic approach to the traditional
radiological weapons material.phown by the sub-group co-ordinator, Mr. Busby, of
the United States delegation We applaûd his efforts to move the Group into
definitive negotiations and we urge all delegations*to co-operate in a bold
attempt to conclude a radiologicai weapons treaty by the end of this session.

The Australian delegation looks - forward to its.continuing role in the work of
this Committee on a nuclear test ban and on radiological weapons. Both matters
offer the Committee clear.,and majoT opportunities to strengthen its standing in
the eyes of governments ana in.. the hearts of the world public which they represent.
The opportunities should be energetically seized. ."
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(Fir. Carasales, Argentina) 
in the.AdRoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons there is a pretence of 

willingness to negotiate  .on the prohibition of non—existent weapons of doubtful 
effectiveness, the very definition of which is unclear. But in the delimitation 
of this . concept on the  basis of radioactive materials there is a riak of the•
creation of new and additional restrictions on the use of nuelear energy for 
peaceful purposes, particularly as regards the application of radioisotopes. 
This could result.in significant increames in the cost of manufacturing food and. 
health'products, to the detriment of the countries with fewer resources; that.is 
to say, an attempt is being made once more to prejudice particularly - the 
interests of the developing countries while at the  saine  time inflexibility is 
being shown as regarde the adoption of effective pleasures to eliminate the real 
and immediate threats. 

CD/FV.226 
27 

(Mr. de Souza e Silva, Brazil) 
Allow me also to make a few  commente on the state of play regarding the work 

on radiological weapons. It delegation appreciates the effort made by the 
co—ordinators of Group A and Group B on the two tracks along which the Working Group 
agreed to consider the question of a possible treaty on radiological weapons and me 
look forward to the consideration of the results achieved by Group A and Group B 
at a future meeting of the Working Group itself. 

Some of the basic preoccupations of my delegation,.whith areahared_by:lâma 
Group of 21 as a vhoie and which have been - stated a number« times in official . 
documents of the Group of 21, have not yet been satisfactorily resolved. First and 
foremost, a suitable definition of the exact kind of weapon to be prohibited 
continues to elude us. The proponents of the -prohibition are apparengy unable to 
present to the Workina GroUp a clear,. pre4.e and uneontrovereial expianationaof-
the characteristics of the radiologicel weapon vhoée bannine they - see:F. The 
solutions so far advanced either fall short of the necessary clarity or raiSe 
serious doi,ibtsaabout their ultimate effeot. 

For ny delegation, representing as it does a country Vhieh"does not pesSeds 
nuclear weapons and which has no intention of developing either such types of 
armament or any radiological means of warfare, the pr6posed treaty on the prohibition  
of radiological weapons must not become another device to place restrictions on 
the utilization of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes and must not become an 
instrument for the legitimizatioii -Ortheeàédeion'ind 'continuing development of 
any weapon of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons. Brazil stands rally 
behind the proposals made jointly by the Group of 21 in working papers CD/RW/WP.36 
and CD/BW/WP.48, and we are confident that such positions, which represent the view 
of a majerity of the members of this Committee, will be ftilly taken into account 
in the reports of the co—ordinators to be mresented to the Working Group. 

It delegation continues to be willing to to—operate in the search for a 
satisfactory approach that will take care of the basic concerne it has expressed 
time and again, together with all members of the Group of 21. Despite the low 
priority we attach to the subject, ve feel that the interest ehown by a few other 
delegations in the achievement of a treaty deserves our respect and understanding. 
We trust that those delegations will show equal respect and understanding for our 
own concerns. 
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Is. ISSRABLYr,l`. (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translated from
Russian : I^s. Chairman, in.its statement today the Soviet delegation would like

t on two subjects, namely; the question of ensuring the safe development.
of nuclear energy through the prohibition of the intentional destruction of
nuclear fac:lities, and the question of the prohibition of radiolagical weapons.

As you know, the question of the protection of nuclear facilities against
attacks is being actively discussed tfi thin contact group B. The group has -
conducted a series of discussions on a wide rznge of aspects of this problem.
lilthough the work of the group has not yet been completed, the resolts of the
meetings. and informal consultations it has held can, be summed up: and a number

of conclusions can be drawn.

The-consideratibn of the subject of the protection of nuclear facilities
against attacks is.being carried out actively, in a constructive-spirit and in a

practical manner. The importance of the protection aroblem is now recognized by
virtually all delegations. The great interest in it displayed by delegations and
the animated discussions convincingly show that the. problem of the protection of
nuclear facilities.is extremely important and urg-ent'. The active interest of the
participants in the discussions is clear not only-from ahe intensive character of
the exchange of views, but also from the n-,uaber -of .documents sûomitted- on -this
question, which have been the subject of careful study, analysis and-comments
by delegations. The reason why there is a néed. to work out international legal
measures to prevent actions leadin.n to the deliberate destruction of civilian
nuclear facilities is that the destruction of nuclear facilities could have
consequences similar to the effect of a nuplear exploSion.

All this shows that the Committee on Disarmament is the best and most
appropriate place in which to.ccnduct negotiations on this urgent disarmament

issue.

Discussions have been held on such key issues of the protection problem as
the scope. of the prohibition, the adequacy of existing international légal
instraménts in this field and their relationshi_r, with other agreements, the.
establishment of protective zones around nuclear facilities and measures of
control and verification in respect of compliance with a possible agreement.
This very fact bears witness to the great intersst displayed in.this question
by the delegations of various States represented in our Corami.ttee. •

An understanding is growing among delegations that the problem of the
protection of nuclear facilities against attacks is both specific and extremely
complicated, not only from the political but also from the nilitary, • legal and
technical points of view. -The discussion which has been held has also been
useful in revealing new dimensions of the problem. All this has helped to
establish a gerieral understa.nding that the current consideration of the protection
problem represents onl^r the beginning of its examination, comprehension and
elaboration from the legal point of view. This process could be contimaed in the

future witi-i the participation of experts.
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(Er. Issraelyan, USSR) 

The main discussion was held on the fundamental issue of the scope  of 
 Protection aRainst attacks on nuclear facilities, namely, on the question what 

nuclear facilities, what types of nuclear installations should be protected by 
a possible agreement, for example, a conventidn. It should be noted that the 
overwhelming majority of delegations  single out the problem of the scope of the 
prohibition as the most important of the whole range of Questions involved. 

Different views have been expressed in this connection. TWO main approaches 
to this problem can be identified. 

The majority of delegations, includine our own, -believe that protection 
against attacks Should cover only civilian nuclear facilities. Some delegations 
considered that the future convention should protect only those civilian nuclear 
facilities which are covered by IAEA safeguards, since they believe that this is 
the most reliable way of solving the problem and the easiest to implement. 

The other delegations advocate a different approach accordine to which 
protection should cover all nuclear facilities without exception, both civilian 
and military, arguine that the destruction of such facilities could be a source 
of radioactive contamination. True, they explain that, for example, nuclear 
submarines, aircraft carriers and cruisers equipped with nuclear power reactors, 
as systems of weapons, Should notbe covered by a possible agreement on the 
protection of nuclear facilities against attacks. 

The Soviet delegation firmly advocates the prohibition of deliberate attacks 
on civilian nuclear facilities. 

. Certain differences and at the same time a proximity of positions have also 
been identified  on the . subject of what specific nuclear facilities should be 
covered by the protection against attacks or, in other words, what should be 
included in a list of such facilities.- The Soviet delegation proposed including 
in the . list nuclear  power  stations, research reactors, nuclear fuel production 
and reprocessing  plants and. the places of storage of fissionable materials. A 
number of other deleeations - have amproximately . the same idea. 

In our view, an extremely interestine exchange of  -opinions was held also 
in respect of the criteria for determining the nuclear facilities to be protected: 
the minimum threshold of heat and power output for nuclear  power and research 
reactors, the minimum level of radioactive materials for other nuclear facilities, 
potential danger, etc. 

Many delegations legitimately ask how the task before us should be 
resolved and what should be the aim of the current neeotiations. A number of 
delegations are in favour of making a possible agreement the main and most 
important part of a treaty banning radiological weapons because, in their opinion, 
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the destruction of nuclear facilities is.the most probable and dangerous form of 
the use of.radiological weapons anà gus'of waeinE radiological warfare. In 
particular, this .is the point of view of the delegations 9f SWeden, Pakistaà and 
Argentina. 

However,:the attempt to solve the question of the prohibition of Attacks 
against-nuclear facilities within the framework of an aereement on the prohibition 
of ragological weamOns;be, at.you knoW e  become the pain obstacle to progrest 
in reSolving both theeeTissues.. We are.convinbeiethatthe . prohibitioh  of 

 raaiologipal weibani aiid-the protection ornuclear . faCilities agpinnt attacks 	. 
are different questiOns only incidentally connected. - 

The Soviet delegation has consistehtlyadvocated thé:independent • consideration 
of the subject of the protection of nuclear facilities aeaine attaàks and the 
conclusion  .Of. a :separate agreement on it At the SaMe time, as ve have aIreadY . 
repeatedly:Stated, we.are ready to displaY: a certain flexibility. 

The discussion of the.legal aspects cf the problem has also shown that the 
majority of delegations consideithe.existinc,internatiOnelegal instruMents, 
including Additional Protocols I  and II (19.77):tO the. Gérieva Convention of 1949 
concernine the victims of international:conflicts . to be inadequate. The necessity 
was stressed of elaborating asPecial separate aereeMent  .on trie question of the 
protection of nuclear facilities against attacks. The Sovietdelegation agrees 
with this view. 

._ . 	 . _ . 
At the same time, like a number,of other delegations. we are in favour of 

creating -zones aruun&  the nuclear facili•ies to. be protected arid the elaboration 
of-appropriate and effective verification procedurét the nature and content of' 
which, naturally, will be determined by the solution to thé'question of the 
scope of the prohibition.  .-... 	 . 	 .. 	. 	. 	. 	. 

.- ' ..-1.17.he : ekchenee of opinions was also necessary and useful becaqse it revealéd 
boththe-common approaches and the differences -ihthe positions of delegatidiià, 
thus openine the way toward the identification -  Of the.potential 1:iorkinE 
possibilities in this direction as a whole. 	 . 

I Should now like to touclIeupon  the: question of the elaboration of a treaty 
on the prOhibition of radiological weamons. The situation here is differéa: 
This subject has'been'under . con.sideration - in the Committee orr:Disarmament for 
almost four years now. As you know, this was preceded by seven rounds of 
Soviet-American talks as a result of which, in 1979, a draft of the basic 
provisions cf a treaty.banning radiological weapons.was submitted. Many 
delegations have proposed alternative versions of the key provisions of the • 
treatY.; 	 provisions on  such  questions as the definition of radiological. 
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weaPons, the ecope of the"prôhibition, peaceful co-operation'and the contzôl and
verification procedures. Positions have also been stated ôn the fo^m-of^'the

future agreement.
The points of view of delegations are known on_practically all

aspects of the question of the prohibition of radiological weapons.

Contact group L,which is considering this problem, made a new attempt to
draft the text bf the future treaty, this time on the basis of the co-ordiriat^^a'

composite paper, document CD^tT/CRP.20. As a result of the first reading
greater part of the document, the group managed to agree ad referendum the wording
of only four paragraphs of the preamble. In spite of the fact that the exchange
of opinions on the content and wordings of other provisions of the draft treaty
promoted a certain clarification of positions, progress on the key issues once
again proved impossible. The position of the,Soviet delegation on the text of
the treaty, including the co-ordinator's version, was stated in detail in the
contact group and there is no need for me to repeat it here at'the plenary meeting.
In the attempts to find mutually acceptable sôlutions on various aspects of the

question of the prohibition of radiological weapons we,wefQr^our eve ^ha Succe65
displayed considerable flexibility and ^derstandïng• of all
'in solving this problem requires realism and political will o^nvincedtthat our
the delegations represented in the Committee. We are firttily
main task in this field is to elaborate internâtional legal me ^ s^i°„rec ions,
prevention of an arms race in one of-the potentially more dange

and not to weaken existing agreements.

It is high time to complete the elaboration of a treaty on the prohibition

of radiological weapons.
Many people rigYitly consider the Committee's inability

to achieve an agreement even on the prohibition of a non-existent type of weapon

indicative of the ineffectiveness of the Committee in general.

bation
We once again urge those delegations which are interested in the prohibition

of thia.type of.weaPon of mass destruction to try to find a possibility

final agreement during the re°;
-^-*+img few weeks of the Comnittee's work. Natural ,

this should not.mean that the delegations that are not interested in this subject

should join in such an agreement.

Mr. EKEIIS (Sweden): Thank you Mr. Chairman. May I at the outset of this

statement congrâ.tulate Ambassador Oscar Vaern6 of Norway for his very important
statement and also thank him and the Norwegian delegation for the important

working papers they have introduced today. •

ls deliberations of the Committee is, among other
The subject of toda,Y delegation prefers to call it,

matters, radiological^weapons or, as my to state my countrY's
radiological warfare. I should like to take the opportunity

position on this subject.
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The United States and the Soviet Unien submitted four years ago a document 
entitle& "Joint USSR +— United States proposal ca major elements of a treaty . 

 prohibiting the developments, production, stockpiling and use of radiological 
weapons" -7  to quote the text in document CD/31. 

- 	. 
We studied the proposal and came to the conclusion that the substantial 

content of the -proposed•elements was -extremeli limited.  The  Swedish delegation 
then proposed that the-treaty should.inclnde.also a prohibition of attacks on 
nuclear facilities,:as such attacks could  cause  the emission of radioactivity 
on a massive scale. We did so because we consideràd.it important that this 
means of waging radiological war too, should be banned. But we also did it in 
order to inject substance into the joint draft. Or at agy rate 7-- if one is 
prepared to admit that the draft is not entirely devoid of substance -- in order 
to add considerably, even orucially,.to its content. 

- 
The proposal of the United States and the USSR was, in our opinionp'firm1Y -

rooted  iii th proposed joint draft. More precisely, we considered it a specified 
caseunderearticle III Of that draft. The article laid dawn that - I*Each 
State Party-- undertakes not to employ deliberately, by'its dissemination, anY 
radioactive material not defined as a radiological weapon.-- to cause destruction, 
dam,--tee 	 .We adhered to the concept of radiological effect. We also 
adhereato. the concept of mass destruction. However, we did not suggept that 
nuclear facilities were weapons, but that they, by an eneMy, could- be Used far • 

 radiological warfare. Hence our preference for that broader term. ' 
• 

A3 to thg ,huclear facilities that Should be proteeted from attacks leading 
to radiological consequenceé r  we consider that four main  types  qualify, namelY, 
nuclear power and research reactors above a certain thermal output, intermediate 
spent fuel storages, reproCessing plants and, finally; high-level waste deposits. 
Of the four types, no  doubt, the nuclear reactors are the most dangerous. 

- lqcst of.the g_naclear reactors  in. the Warld.cannot, when attacked, become 
radiological warfare instruments as an unintended side effect, because they are 
strongly safeguarded geainst civil accidents. Swedish studies show that a 
combination of different systems must be attacked with high precision and even in 
a certain time sequence if the attacker wants to .cause extensive radiological 
consequences. This means that such an attack must be Carefully plannéd. It is 
also perfectly possible, by using modern.weapons of . high precision, te render them 
incapable of iulfilling their normal function, like supplying electricity, 
without caubing radiological consequences. 

Attacks on spent fuel storages, reprocessing plants and waste deposits could 
not, as we  sec  it, have any other purpose than provoking dangerous situations from 
a radiological  point  of view. 

A treaty prohibiting radiological weapons bas naw been discussed and 
negotiated in an Ad Hoc Working Group for some years. This year the deliberations 
have taken place in two separate contact groups within the framework of the 
Working Group. VII:lout prejudicing the question of one agreement for the whole 
subject-matter or two  what has been termed "traditional RW" and "prohibition of 
attacks" have been discussed separately in groups A and B. The Swedish delegation 
actively participates in both groups. 
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Useful exchangas of views have taken place. They have shed light on the
problems and at times'suggested where solutions to the problems might lie. I will
not, however, today enter into the question whether agreement will be reached this

year or not.

There are several reasons ;or my reluctance to do so. Perhaps the main cause
is that the problem of the so-called linkage remains. "Linkage" in this context
refers to the link between the two halves of the subject-inatter, °traditional RW!'-

and "prohibition of attaclcstt .
Those desiring a combined treaty, like the Swedish^

delegation, do so,to maké.*sure that thid aegotiations on "prohibition of attacks"
are carried to â suceéssful conclusion;=and that is the main reason.

.My delegation's attitude was, as I have said, from the beginning that by

proposing the inclusion of "prohibition of attacks" in the joint draft, ^owever
substance of that draft would become supplemented in an essential way.

,

substance is to us more important than form.

In this context i would like to comment on Additional Protocol I to the
Geneva Conventions of 1949. It is sometimes suggested that this Protocol contains

provisiôns that offer sufficient protection to nuclear facilities.

We do'not deny that the Protocol is of some value in this connection. But it

has shortcomings.
The only facility specifically named is the "nuclear electrical

generating station".
Reactors for other purposes are not mentioned. Facilities,

apart from "electrical generating stations",- enjoy under the Protocol a certain -
protection, but only in a very general way. Besides, and this goes also for the
one type of nuclear facility specified iri the Protocol, their safety is entrusted

to
he judgement.of military commanders. . It•is this subjective.elesnent in the

prote.ctiân whichmy delegation considers unsatisfactory.

The Additional Protocol I'I have referred to also suffers from the
disadvantage of having a relatively small number of parties. This is illustrated
by the fact that among the 40 countries represented in this Committee, only three

have ratified the Protocol.

Finally, the Swedish approach to this problem is that Sweden would like to
see the protection of the four types of nuclear facilities I have previously
enumerated completed, namely, through a provision that States parties to a treaty

prohibiting attacks stand àbsolute liability.
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The CHAIRMAN:(translated from Spanish):  I thank the representative of Venezuela 
for his statement and for the kind words he addressed to the Chair. I now give 
the floor to the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, His Excellency 
Ambassador Wegener. 

Mr. WEGENER  (Federal Republic of Germany): Kr. Chairman, I should-like to 
address today the'topiclof radiological weapons. 

Colleagues will reiember that in my capacity as Chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Radiological Weapons in 1982 I cénducted a series of in-depth 
consultations on the future of our negotiations. I was satisfied to report at that 
time -- just about a year ago -- that my detailed inquiry had shown a general 
consensus tfiat substantial importance was still attributed to the subject of rahio-
logical weapons and that negotiations should be pursued at a rapid pace with a view 
to an early conclusion. My inquiry had also shown that the vast majority of 
delegations agreed that the protection of nuclear installations from  • attack should 
be improved - by appropriate international regulation, and that such a regulation. 
could be evolved in the framework of the Committee on Disarmament. The broad 
agreement on these two points then seemed to constitute an excellent basis for 
negotiations during the current year. 

However, in sete of the commendable effort of those who have presided over our 
endeavours, almost no progress has been registered during the current session. Our 
negotiations on radiological weapons, in both group A and group B, are in a sorry 
state. Why? How can we explain that negotiations are at a point of almost total 
stagnation in an area where the Committee has solemnly agreed to negotiate,'where 
three years of hard work have been put in, where the purpose of the exercise -- 
a total ban on a particular type of weapon of mass destruction -- is universally 
shared? Why does progress elude us in such a blatant, not to say, scandalouà manner? 

Last year's proceedings were rendered difficult, and often halted, by the 
problem of linkage between the two related problems of the prohibition of radiological 
weapons proper and the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. This.year, by 
contrast, we have succeeded in postponing the final consideration of this issue,  • 
allowing two separate strands.of negotiation to deal with the substantive merits of 
the two subject-matters. The linkage problem will undoubtedly re-emerge, but other 
difficult issues have been prominent during the current session. I do not purport 
to go into a detailed analysis of these various problems and the prospects for 
achievement or failure on each one. I would rather suggest, as the view of my. 
delegation, that there have been three overriding obstacles which have contributed to 
stultifying this year's negotiating process. 

Ir group A, two problems persist and seem to loom larger now than ever before. 
In the firSt place, a group of delegations wishes to use the future radiological 
weapons treaty as a platform for new, additional obligations on the part of 
nuclear-weapon States in the field of nuclear disarmament. Secondly, comprehensive 
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demands have been restated that the future convention contain an article 
providing for.umencumbered -access to.nuclear technology in a broad sense, 
going far beyond radioactive materials and for new obligations on. the part of 
technology-holding States in this .respect. These demands-extendfar beyond 
the normal -delineating  clauses in similar treaties, where, corresponding to the . 
scope of.prohibition, it is routinely stated that-the stipulationsof the,treaty - 
do-not affect normal peaceful uses and patterns of. international co-operation.... 
At the same-time,  the 'formulation  of theseAemands betrays that there.is. 
hesitation  on the part of some,delegatiçns to spell  .out the fact.thatrthe 
peaceful use of nuclear energy and radioactive materials should be fully 
consistent with the need to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
On these-two_problems all compromise proposals in group A, stemming in part from 
last year, have been-brushed aside-and discussion has gone around in circles.. 

•
- 

In group B, fundamental contradictions and mutually exclusive views persist 
as - to the scope of prohibition and the'purpose of the possible new legal 
instrument in this field. Ah seemingly endless rounds of discussion„ . some 
delegations have insisted that, quite apart from preventing the mass-destruction 
effects-of possible attacks on dangerous nuclear facilities, the real. purpose.Of 
a legalinstrument should be:-.the safeguarding and sanctuarizing of their total . 
nuclear:fuel cycle; while others:have been adamant in demanding that the prohibition-
of attack must in an undifferentiated manner-pertain-both to.ciYillan-and-military 
facilities>_even-including weapons-systems. 

, 	. 
My  delegation, and I want to stress this, does.not question the.legitiMac 

:of.these:demands or the desirability for those delegations which have put theni 
.forward to'aee them adopted and observed. Nor do .I want to  question,  or even 
examine, the objective -significance of-these_demandF* in terms-of the.national . 	. 
security perspective of the proponents. 

. 	 t 
- 'Oiâ o.  i‘ Since, however, these demands have proven to be the main stumbling7 .bi o 	,. 

our negotiations this year, and since there is not even a remot:e .ProspeCt foi anY 
consensus which would cover them in full, it would appear equally legitimate tà .-- my. delegation to examine these three proposals from the view-point àf.negotiating .. 	•.. 	• 	• 
methodology. 	. 	 . 

. 	 . 
., In this perspective the maintenance of the positions .i have deseribed see .MS 

to be at.variance withthe accepted tenets of multilateral:negotiatiOns in a 

	

twofold manner. - 	 . 	-, . . 	. 
• . 

First negotiation,  in .Y  view, is a purposeful endeavOInto reach a shared 
.regulating objective by a . gradual meeting of minds, a . rateWaI 'dialogue 'which 
aima  at the maximization of collectiveinterest, and the 'eréat'eSt possible 
consideration of individual interests in the attainment.of gig collective goals. 
But if multilateral treaty-making is a process of balaricire5uti variety of 
interests, then no participant in the negotiations can hope to prevail entirely 
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with his predetermfried positioti:^'Negôtiating- would- then seem to require -a permanent
disposition towards flexibilitÿ-where nâtional'perspectives-are constantly:re-examined_
in the lïght of tfte progress -of the hegotiations. '- If that -disposition is ^not
present,,.arid delegations pers3st in-restatirig'•detailed positions that,were fashioned
years ago withôut-any^notâble change, then the'negcitïations will degenerate into a
verÿ âtérilé and repetitious exereise,^•àri external juxtaposition of views..: This is,
unfortuinâtely,. - ^that we have - sëen ïn 'our -râdiologicâl wéapons = negotiations this -year.
It is, therefor^,"important'•that wé•'arrivé=at an intelléctual discourse.^where
arguments-,and interest positions---6f ail sides are=xeighed andlassigned their

relative plâçé.

In: the. same vein; it woii•ïd be evident that dach negotiation 'has its• own

internâl 'logic . itie scope- ôf regulation of a-treaty determines ° what one •can
reasc?nably expect to settle in the same defined negotiating context.

In the case

of the radialogicâl'weapons -Working Group, the agenda item under which-it has been
esfi.abltahed •'and . the' ^andâtë which it has been given would seem to limit.the exercise
to.,the.,prôhïbïtion of one pârticular weapon of mass destruction, used directly- or

indirectly. 3ri tsrms of negotiating méthodology, it-would therefore appear-
impracticablé to use the radiological-weapons treaty as a''vëhicle for extraneous

subjeçt-matters _-= outsidé of the purviear of`these guiding'documents -= only

because it'is thought that the bargaining situation is right. . In the opinion
of my delegation, this woùld imply that'the radiological weapons convention .15
not the place to regulate access to nuclear technology-in.a•broad sense, nor.the-•
place to establish new obligations.in the field of nuclear disarmament, or to promote
the, devèlôpment of civilian.nuclear industry'in its entirety free from any external

threat..' Let me elaborate a little upon the peaceful uses dèmands.
Dbviously^ evei,

treaty needs delineating clauses.
Â radiological weapons convention should•cer.tainly

spell out that the existing uses of radioactive material-which are not anywhere-near
the employment of such substances for hostile purposes should remain unaffected by
the.tr.eaty. .:But it is a different thing to attempt the establishment of unrelated
obligations in'ttiis field which may not even be in-the competency of the Cbmmittee

on .Disarcnament or may. have little . to do with disarmamént •itself.
If-one wishes

to;brcaden access.to certain forms"of nuclear technology'or to'strengthen the
obligation of técfiüologÿ=holders to contribute'to this end,'there would'certainlY
be possibilities for intensifying co-operation through the IAEA in Vienna; -one-..
could bring.one.'s voice to bearin the preparation of PUNE and work on the
strengtheninz. of certain principles in the--generai- negotiating process on science
and technology' fôr developmént in the UniteTNations. -The ='attempt-.to rtrin battles
on technology that are difficult to win elsewhere cannot succeed in this body.--

The same.is true of..the demands relating to nuclear disarmament. Again, this

package is. too heavy for the . vehicle of our radiological weapôns -treaty. - ; Logically,
it is a.diffiêtü.t..propcsition to request from the npclear-weapon:`States -= desirable
andlegitimate as this may seem by.itself -- new obligations -on nuclear-éxplosive
.weapons at• the same time ss, these weapons are exprèssly:exol.uded from the •scope :of

the.treaty. :
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In pointing to the incompatibility of certain demands with these accepted
tenets of negotiating methodology, Ido not wish to lecture any delegation or
claim to be:,the- umpire or guardian of our rules of the game. I only wish to

make clear, --= in descriptive terms -- why certain, positions have become. the
principaZ:obstaclés-to the successful conclusion of our negotiations on

radiologiç,al weapons-. . I have pointed to these incpmptabilities-.becauae in ^he

present context•zhey appear to be particularly grave. It.ia generall-y agreed

that the practical relevance of the interdiction of radiologiçal wéapons is
limited and that the attention of the Committee should not-be,overly diverted-_by such-

a medium-priority item-from other more impartant.items.
In'this sense, last year,.

I spoke of the radiological weapons convention-as "a perishable good" where a premium.

would seem to be placed on quick and purposeful action. Apart from the basic

usefulness 'of •having ticked oi f one . ma re•item on a list of..-potentially dangerous
weapons to be banned for ever, the attraction of-the rapid'conçlusion of.a radio-:
logica.l.=weapons convention lies in the heightened credibility of the Committee on.,_
Disarmament. :. A'aucoessfully eoncluded,convention, even on such a limited subject-
matthr,.-coulà contribute to the momentum of the multilateral disarmament process
and could show.=that the Committee is able to act swiftly and diligently. - The
stagnation; more: the retrograde movement which we now witness,-is by the same

token a destroyer ..of credibility'. The two deviations from accepted negotiatj.ng

principles sahich-I° have described --- a lack of well-adapted instructions, and_ :the
saddling - of ..the -.flrture treaty or treaties with extraneous demands -- are not only, •
unfortunate•-because •thef will. cost us time, but they may.. well. in this sense. be ••.
se, -destructive..-Ji 'The present•danger is that the negotiations may.just fade away,

that the perishable good wi11 =indeed perish. Those who want to o.v,ez±burden th^ere

treaty vehicle:-^aith extraneous démands would then be left.without arfything-
would be no treatÿ•-fulfil3ing a shar•ed:and relevant:purpose, and there would be no •

satisfaction:-of their specific demands either. If-the interest of other parties

to a negotïation•is overestimated, and one's own demand is formulated in the -light

of such exaggeratèd••views,`failure is certain to occur.

These arc` ünfortur^ate prospects, and the danger is real.
In-the opinion

of my delegati.ôn, 11oweverf it can still be averted..
Taking a constructive view.

I would li:ce to- make-isome-=suggestions.as to how negotiations.could possibly be
invigorated, and â"t:lable"r•adiological weapons treaty -- -both on the side of the-
"traditionaln prohiNition'of ràdiological-weapons, and on the-nuclear facility
side -- be elaborafted in a relatively short time.

, I would like to start from the premise that in both group A and-group 3-there
is a broad basic consensus on a 3ood number of things. -.7nose who have put-forward.

of-
collateral demands 'do not corntest the-desirability of what the ôûorAtygverybody
delegations favour, but they want something in addition. In gr P,

has agreed that radiological weapons should be banned.
In group B, there is a

broad consensus that four or fivè categories of civilian nuclear facilities,
including nuclear power reactors above a certain power threshold, should be

protected from attack.
These consensûs'views should be the starting point for

treaty-making.

In group'B, the different perspectives might be accommodated in a phase concept..

In phase l,the negotiations would pertain to the particularly dangerous civilian
nuclear facilities on the protection of which'a consensus. :e::ists.

Full use could

be made of the work accomplished during the lâst two years:-in this•field.
With

the main controversial issue temporarily out of sight, the negotiations would

probably proceed smoothly, and all could collaborate in a join^heef^hreatotôrcivilian
for the speedy elimination of the admittedly greatest danger,
nuclear facilities with a substantial mass destruction potential.
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In a second phase, the protection of additional:installations could be
envisaged, as recommended•by a number of delegations. There would.:be an agreement

that those delegations which do not attach value to this.additionalexeraise would
not object to its being held within the-.framework of the-.Ccmmittee::on-Disarmament.
It would, hoever; be possible for.•delegations:not so•inclined to abstainfrom active
participation. ''whi3e *the_-number=^of-effective-:partzicipants might thus be smaller than
in phase P;^there. would=:not appear to be a difference in principle. Even in.the

present group B;•-&t°'2east° one délegation_reftains. absent, while not blocking the
work-of "ôthe'r-s,-and $orie^-delegatiotis have douots as:to-their ultimate.participation
in formai négotiations.-. :-A* tentative plan could be.drawn up for the. successive
scheduling of the two strands of- negotiations..;; phase 1. and phase - 2.

As -'regards' the "traditional".-radiological weapons. treaty matter.,. the process
may be mbre difficult to organize as a staggered sequence. .-.Here again.,. it would be
desirablé to proceed quickly with the negotiationof a prohibitioR- treatythat would
contain the normal delineating clause as to peaceful uses and,_pre.ferably in the
preamble•^as part-of-the general.environment inNhich the treaty is cancluded, a proviso
recalling the existing obligations of States parties in^the field of nuclear
disarmament: Such a treaty, to be sure,: would not fulfil the aspiration of a
number of countries'in these two areas;-and.their demands would have to be dealt
with in a different fashion. However-, those members of the -Coinmi.ttee who have
additional wishes would, following the model of the EIJMOD Convention, even in the
absenee of a complete consensus not object: to the treaty being forwarded at the
appropriaté time, -once the. ttlinkageTM problem- is solved. one -could tnink, of :a

joint undertaking-to be given by all.membersof the Committee at.the.çonclusion,
of negotiations orithis treaty text, that the additional demands put,forward: by
a groûp-of delegations should be- dealt with bona fide and on their-,merits,.but
outside of the formal-negotiating process.- The Committee; could, for-:.instance,
agree to -suitably `broaden the mandate of the radiologi.çzl. Weapons.,yiorking ^roup
to have a full-fledged discussion of remaining issues of access to nLiclèâr-.
technology, in the context of the radiological weapons subject-matter,4ith a
view to facilitatirfg-their. consideration, in part by.the member-:States,.of..-the,
Committée:"to which . the:demands are addressed, in part by other, more.competer_`
international organizations. As regards future additional.commitments.in thé
field of-nùclear'disarmament, this would seem in any event to be lodged.under
agenda itèm=2 of the Committee's agenda and should be given appropriate and heightened
treatment in that context. It would be important that those members of the
Committee, who would in this scenario allow the radiological weapons treaty to go
forwardj:- notwithstanding their own farther-reaching perspectives, would obtain an
acknowledgement of the seriousness of their particular concerns and a procedural
compensation-allowing them to pursue their aspiratinns-further in an appropriate
framework.'

These are initial ideas on how the current stalemate in the radiological
weapons field might be overcome. They appear to be.pertinent at a time when
many delegations doubt even'the usefulness of re-establishing the radiological
weapons Working Group next year and are disenchanted with a process which has
seemed so futile this year. My delegation-would wish that others join in an
earnest search for appropriate methods to instil new hope in these negotiations.
That would help to enhance the credibility.of our negotiation prôcess and, in
full recognition of the limited-significance of the râdiological weapons subject-
matter, provide momentum for arms control in general.-
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(Er. Ramaker. Netherlands) 

One item on our agenda over the ymars bas  certainly matured to a point where 
fruitful negotiationm have became a real possibility. .1 am referring to . efforts  of  
this Committee to bringabbut a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons. We will 
have .tà solve  in one  way or another the problem of the linge betWeen the two 
main elements of the shbject-matter, radiological weapcms in the traditional senee 
of the word and a prohibition of attackm.on nuclear facilities l -aimed at releasing 
huge quantities of radioactive material. My delegation Continues te attach . much 
value to this important linkage. During this session we have seen that 
negotiation's an the fanner element—traditional radiological meapons-seemed to 
nake headway. -The Committee  oves  this in particular to the untiring  efforts of 
the co-ordinator Of contact group'Ai/et....by, who systematically and reientlepsly, 
through a process of intense consultations, tried, %theme possible,*to.acconmodate 
the -views of delegations, and where this turned out to be impossible, to - reflect 
accnrately and truthfully the remaining divergences. 

- 	• 
In my delegation's view---and this is ;vithout prejudice to'our position as te 

the substance of this issue—the proceedings in sub-group A elearly indicated that 
this Committee can function efficiently. It is therefore a source of great 
disappointment to:my - delegation that the end-product of all these efforts, as 
contained in a conference room pacer, docummItCD/RW/CRP.20/Reva, gained no status 
other than that of a Chairman's paper. lb- delegation does not doet the sinceritY 
of the concerns and aims of these delegations which did not wish to associate 
themselves with a different and more positive outcome, but it feels strongly that 
these concerns were quite out of paace.in the context of .a radiolcigical weapons 
treaty. Unless these delegations proceed in the coming months to a fundameatal 
reassessment of their position on this point, it'is difficult for ny -  delegation to 
imagine in what way this Committee can usefully continue its efforts in this field 
next year. 

CD/PV.236 
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• The CELUedar.(iranslated. from Snanish):  I thank the Chairman-of the 
Id Roc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban for his statement introducing the report-
of that Group. I now give the floor to the representative of Sweden, , 
Ambassador Ekéus, whe will introduce the report of the Ad Eno  Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons on behalf of its Chairman, Ambassador Lidgard. 

Mr. EMBUS  (Sweden): Thank yoU very much for giving ne the floor.  As  you . 
mentioned yourself I will introduce the report of the Id Roc Working Group on 
Radiological Weapons on behalf of the Groum's Chairman, Ambassador Lidgard, who has 
had to leave early in order to take up other duties. 

The Ad Roc  Working Group on Radiological•Weapons decided this year, at the 
suggestion of the Chairman, to establish two subgroups called Group A and Group B. 
Group Alms to consider the subject of radiological weapons in the so-called 
traditional sense, while Group B would deal with the question of prohibition_of at:Fack: 
against nuclear facilities. 
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(U. EkéUs, Sweden) 

Mr. Busby of the United States delegation undertook to act as co-ordinator 
cf Group A, while Mr. Nazarkin of the Soviet delegation assumed the sam• task for 
Group B, Er. Eamarkin w as  succeeded as co-ordinator in the second part of this 
year's session -- what we normally call the summer session -- by Ni, Prokofiev 
of the same delegation. 

The time available in the first part of this session was, as we.all know, 
short, but the two Groups began over-all consideration of the two issues allotted - to 
them. This more general discussion continued.in  the Groups for a short time at the 
beginning of the second part of the session.  •But after that they successively 
entered into three-week-long periods of intensive discussions. Group A. began, 
followed by Group B. 

. 	. 
The Working Group hes  discussed in plenary the question of linkage between the 

so-called traditional radiological weapons and the prohibition of attacks against 
nuelear facilities. This issue was debated only after both Groups had completed 
their intensive work periods. 	 . 	. 

All other issues of substance were considered in the two Groups. It would be 
going too far to enter into all the details, but it may be mentioned that Group A had 
to deal with questions like "definition", "peaceful uses" and "compliance and 
verification". Group B particularly discussed the "scope" of a prohibition, also in 
a broader sense of that term, The report of the Ad Hoc Working Group (CD1 414) 
reflects the particulars of these discussions. 

- 
Groups A and B reviewed very thoroubly the subjects that fell:within their 

respective mandates. These are complex, which, no doubt, is one of the reasons that 
progress towards consensus was limited in both Groups. However, it is the impression 
of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group that knowledge of the issues, including 
their details, and also of the positions of delegations bas increased considerably 
during this year's session. Agood basis has been laid for further work in the 
1984 session of the Comrittee. If the Committee now follows the recommendation of 
the Ad Hoc Working Group, it will, at the beginning of its 1964 session, re-establish 
the Working Group and in that context consider the prospects for progress in the work 
of the Group. 	• 

• 
- 	Er. Chairman, it is my pleasure to pay tribute to the co-ordinators of Groups A 
and B, Er. Busby for the first-mentioned Group, and Ni. Igemarkin and Er.  Prokofiev 
for Group B. They  have devoted themselves to their tasks with adriirable skill and, 
not least, patience. They have _contributed decisively to the great utility of the 
deliberations of their-respective Groups. On behalf of the Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc  Working Group I express deep gratitude- to-these three outstanding diplomats. 
I venture to suggest that the Committee on Disarmament also stands in debt to them . 
for their tireless efforts, ultimately on its behalf. 

- Finally, Mr. Chairman, I will certainly not neglect to express thanks to the 
staff of the Secretariat. It has become customary to do so because of the 
outstanding qviality they manifest year after year: skill, devotion to duty and 
judgement. Special Mention must be made of Mr. Lin, who, as secretary of the 
Working Group, with his knowledge and experience, greatly tontributed to the 
successful conclusion of its work. 
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(Mr. Ahmad Pakistan) 

The negotiation,of a teeety.on radiolegical weapons is a subject both. . 
misunderStood and'iisitgerpreted. It is.asked"Way does progress_elude us in a 
blatant, not to say scandalous, manner"? .Before I proceed to answer this question 
I ,lish-to express my own bewilderment at'the- absence of similar questioning about - 
the CTBT,',eessation of the nuclearuems race and preVentior .  of nuclear wâr, 	- 

assurances,  and the.CO4rehensive-erograMme of D13ariabeit;;-*11 , 
 iseues of'higher prioritY - teei the:p"rihibition Of the - men-existing radielcisgiOal" - -. Y. 

wéapons: 	it that -itoMeorUs..wish tip -compehsate . for'latk - ef political'illrba - 
negotiatein.thesequèrees With  a oesmetic radiological Mlipons treaty iiithd""-- - 
preseht.iCtethe:iorld'as;evidence.of nthe-MOmentum . of the . milltilateial'idesiereament 
pregreisntich theY,iré bdiligently 1  ContribUtinein the.Coàeittee? -.-'/n4iur 
view=the - Ceimittee's liaW .will'.!auffer;greatlY - if itygrérto haatilY eiebéltidéise:' 
radiological :weapons treaty merely to give a:faCade:cf .:.pregresa: Itean  have 

 intrinsic value only with.a_olear reiteration of commitpents to nuclear disarmament 
and to peaceful uses of nticIéatechnelogy." . The Inclusion of these provisions at 
any rate is an issue which,tn .:6ilriview - is-not uhréisolvabié: But we•are or-the: ' 
Sir m opinion that anagreemëneciri the stibstancenf=the pi.eipbsed treaty can"--enïy'Si 
reachedin the light Of: (i)theTecognitioe'of the:Veit:that attacks -odiiiteiitare' 
faellities are the most practical'form thaf ëàdiebeical - warfare can - take;* einià 
(ii) -a:deonstration . of the political wilrto Stibatantiva.y negotiate on'à 
prohibition of such attacks, in the'Committee on Disarmament. 

CD/PV.237 
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• - 	 (Mr. Cromartie, United Kingdom) 
'Turning to.radiologicel-weapons, my delegation is very disappointed at . the lack 

of prOgress. In an attempt to speed up  nattera the Working Group agreed te set up 
separate co-ordination groups to deal with ehat we have cometo call  the  "traditional 
radiological weapons treaty", and the prohibition of attacks' on nuclear fàciliéfes. 
The'iork in these two groups was ably and energetically led by Mr..Busby of the 
United States delegation and tir. Prokofiev of the Soviet delegation, and I wish . to  
pay tribute to both of them.. Mr. Busby exerted the greatest efforts to break 
through the difficulties, Which, for years, had surrounded the neggtiations of a 
treaty on radiological weapons; and he has succeeded in producing a text Which, we 
believe, would provide a good basis for further negotiations, even though we have 
reservations about a number of the suggestions Which it contains. It is the view 
of my delegation that agreement could quickly be reached on.sueh a treaty if we 
were to concentrate on essentials: but we shall not do so if Some delegations 
continue to insist on trying to solve, in this context, problems which we have not 
been able to solve elsewhere, and which have slight, if an y,  genuine connection . 
with the subject-matter of the treaty. . 

My delegation is also diaappointed at the 'outcome of the work on prohibition 
of attacks on nuclear facilities. Once again, à small group of delegations has 
continued to insist that a prohibition must be all-embracing, in spite of the fact, 
Which must be as obvious to them as it is to us, that such an all-embracing 
prohibition could neither be practically implemented nor theoretically justified. • 
As a result, no progress hae been made this year, and none  is likely to be made 
untilthere.is agreement oh the general prihciples on which a future legal instrument 
could be based. 
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(Mr. Sadleir, Juatralis)

-YrafiklY,:S..have to say we are diasppointed :at the lack of progress =saie on
botà-- "trackà" of the radiological weapons issue: On the traditional •trsck tbere

voulii appear, on an objective aseesenent, to be no barriers to the quieY conclusion

of a convention. . The Coamittee as a body. has recognized the merits of a
raciïdlagicai wespons.; treaty by placing the item on its agenda. Delegations bave

zbgotiâte3-ao3g::sad..haxd on it since .the inception of the C•oamittee. As an ama

control measiire, a-radiologicaZ sreapon3..treaty will, hoi+ever, be a xàin ."

achievement - so thin that it will mot bear the weight of extraaeous loede_ that
some delegations xish to bring to bear on it. A treaty on this subject cazmot

be exQeetsd- to resolve di€ferenees amongst us over the peaceful uses of nucleas

enftgy eszd-:ofrer.•nuclear.disaxzu3ment. No delegation is prepared to pay such s

pr^.^ce^for:s^ch a trea.ty.. In 1984 the Committee shoulà in our view, seek a quiati
bare-bon$s:.,spp'-ofr.h-.#A :the radiological weapons treaty and dispatch it before it ..
dsaia8e•e= fx;^r-. tb,e••ptanding of this body.

On the r,uc.lear facijities issue, Australia is ready to commence negotiations

aad vrges :those . xho have 'yet to decide on the merits of the issue to reach z

deciQion. a.ocp. :.: While., #be, Aegotiation of such a convention will be' ooaplex, tDe:

nead for aàded g?`Oiection far c,iviliazi nuelear. facilities is itself ,clear-cut,
especially=in •viev of the .ahortcomings of the .197^ Protocols to thé- :. :
Geneva Conventions. We eee no har.a in the Committee bôlstering the provisions

of those Protocols during the long hsul towards iheir entry into fbree.



(reir. Fields, United States) 

..Nowlet me address t)me.subjectof.radiological weapons.  • My delegation had•  
bonour 	to co-prdinate the work of 'Group A of the Radiological 

Weapons Working Group•. 'That Group was entrusted with whathas become known as 	• 
the trailitional radiological weapons subject matter. Significant progress was 
made.during this session;* however, it waa largely procedural in nature. The 
intensive.negotiations held by Mr. Busby and the Considerable efforts of others 
shoed hai.e produced more substantive gains. We shoed ask ourselves why this is 
the:oase. After all, we have now spent four years in multilateral negotiations 
on this subject. The probibitions . and . other operative provisions are not - 
difficult, nor would they cause major adjustments in the national security POsture 
of anyState represented in the Committee. 

But a radiological weapons treaty is not, by virtue of these considerations, -  . 
irrelevant. It is well known that my Government, some three decades ego, -invesied 
considerable effort and money in a serious investigation of radiological weappna. 
And, .on one occasion during:this period., à Senior military commander in  -the field . 
raisethe possibility Of -laying dOWn barriers of radioactive waste matei4lar'. :-..  • 
across the major sùpply lines of.an  ad‘iereary. These matters were not puAued :tia 
the point that radiological weapons were aatually developed,›produced, or'usedi .  
an  oonsequently these weapons of mass destruction. remain,  as  some delegations 
have:termed them, "hypothetical". But in.the past 30 Years, as my delegation has 
pointed -out before l  the - amount of radioactive material that could be put -to weapanS -
use has increase& dramatically. "Consequently:,  the UnitedStates believee strongly . 

 that there are genuine and significant security reasons for prohibiting sùch use 
and.for negotiating provisions that protect radioactive material agP'hnt its 
diversion to.  banned.activities.. _ 

eegiettably, conclusion of a radiological weapons treaty Terming hostage 
to a set. of complex linkages which are related more to the character of this body 
than to the substance of the treaty itself.  This  is a matter of serious'concern 
to my delegation. We must aak ourselves, are we preparedto negotiate limited 
measures which may fall short of the expectations ofeOme of our members, or will • 
we.forever.be  putting aside the possible in the illusory Pursuit of the perfect? 
The abàw.er7to these, questions  have an impact oh the -assessment of many Governments, 
including My awn,  as-  to whether this body is in fact an appropriate forum for . 
serious arms-oontrpl initiatives. 

let me explain my concern. 

My Government is convinced that a treaty prohibiting radiological weapons . 
 could be Cbncluded with dispatch. Bilt, at the saMe time, it appears impossible -•

to negotiate it in the Committee. There are thosewha take the position that 
there will never be a radiological weapons treaty submitted to the General AssemblY 
unlesa there is submitted at the same time.a treatY.onthe prohibition of attacks 
on nuclear facilities. In a consensus body - that position, even if held by onlY . 
one delegation, is definitive of what is . possible. 

So what are the chances of success? 

We should look at what bas becohe Idiawn'as.  Track B. As is well knawni with 
the  exception of excluding such things'aS nuclear-Powered warships from 
consideration, the issues are as yet undefined, and there may be differences of 
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view which are perhaps wider than had been thought before. Consequently, a great
deal l-of work remains to be done even to arrive at a widely-shared understanding
of the problem. In,fact, the situation may be even more bleak. There are
delegations among us who take:-the position that the Committee on Disarmament is
not competent to deal with the naterial entrusted to Group B. Indeed, at least
one delegation does not even participate in its meetings.

My colleagues,-the time has come for us to face reality. Let us not continue-..
to delude ourselves and the world community by pretending that we are making
progress when, in fact, none is possible until we collectively decide to go

forward.

There is another "linkage". Some delegations from the Group of 21 take the
view;that, even if a prohibition on attacks against nuclear facilities were to be
conc7ude.d, a. treaty prohibiting radiological weapons still would not be appropriate
for:^,he:•Committee on Disarmament. These delegations maintain that.the most
pressing issue facing the world -today; and therefore facing the Committee, is
nuclear disarmament and that, if the Committee is to be seen as a relevant body,
it must conclude.as a first endeavour.a treaty dealirg-with nuclear disarmament. -

How many of us here today believe that view to be realistic in the short.term?
There.is no more complex issue facing the worid today. My Government is sparing
no effort to arrive at a solution in both the STAET and INF negotiations which
will achieve a positive outcome. But should we hold all other progress hostsgè.
to these complicated deliberations? Delegations who hbld this view are. presenting
us with a situation which is 11a3_1 or nothing" and, therefore, preventing-progzess
from being made on more limited measures which could contribute measurably to the
security of all of us. I do not, in speaking.frank7,y as I have, mean to deride
the position of any•delegation or any group, but ,T think it is a fair question to
ask whether we are to continue along the same lines:year after year pretending to..
make progress where none is possible. We should have a very frank and open
discussion regarding these issues, which manifest themselves most apparently in
the field of radiological weapons, but which are, I suspect, present in other areas
of our endeavour as=.we11. My delegation intends•to raise this issue when we
return in 1984:_-...-



1984
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(Mr. Alessi, Italy) 

The conclusion of a treaty on radiological weapons has up till now been ' 
impossible because complex problems concerning both the nature of our hegotiating 
body as well as the substance of the problems pending have been bound up together. 
Last year we took our efforts as far as we could; each delegation now knows the . 
extent of the coMpromises which can be made. However much one may wish to pad 
out a treaty which looks too slim, one cannot try to resolve in it problems that 
are only indirectly within its scope which it has not been possible to solve 
elsewhere. 

With regard to the protection of nuclear facilities against attacks much work 
remains to be done before even achieving any widely-shared view of the scope of 	, 

the measures to be negotiated; my delegation is ready to undertake that work here, 
without, however, rigidly linking it to the so-called "traditional" treaty which 
has reached an incomparably more advanced stage. 

• 
The conclusions and recommendations arrived at by  the  working group last year. 

provide a basis for starting off again With fresh impetus. Once the Ad Hcc Working 

Group on Radiological Weapons has been re-established, a frank debate on the best 

means of progressing in this sphere, as *the 1983 report recommends, seems essential. 

CD/PV.241 
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- 	 (Mr. Luce, United Kingdom) 

Rapid agreement should however be possible on -a Radiological Weapons Treaty. 
Ity Government has been disappointed to see bow little progress bas been made in 
four years of negotiation in the ComMittee.on Disarmament,  A Radiological Weapons 
Treaty would perhaps be only a modest step forward but it would be one with a 
delinite place in a corpus of arms control agreements. Unfortunately the drafts 
which have been prepared in each of the lest three years have been rejected by a 
small group of delegations. We would see little point in repeating once again the 
same sterile exercise of negotiating detailed language unless we see evidence of a 
new attitude and a new approach to this subject. We hope that the Conference will 
provide .the Working; Group with advice as to the ways in which progress Could best 
be achieved. 

One major difficulty has been the linkage made between a Radiological Weapons 
Treaty and the prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. We do not accept that 
a convincing case bas been made that the latter subject shoilld be dealt with in 
the same instrument as a ban on radiological weapons; it'should instead be studied 
on its awn merits. In the first instance it seems to us that we should concentrate 
on an attempt to define further those types of nuclear facilities to which any 
prohibition might apply. We have given  soue  thought to the possibility that 
existing international legislation might give us some guidance and at an appropriate 
time the United Kingdom delegation homes to put forward some suggestions in this 
regard. Ve hope that these suggestions will be regarded as a positive contribution 
to this debate. 
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(Mr. Berg, Nerwav) 

It is the opinion of the Nerwegian Government also that the time has now come 
to finalize a convention on radiological weapons. Such a convention would be a 
limited, but nevertheless welcome arms-control measure. In the current internationa 
climate, such a convention would have a positive effect on the multilpteral 

disarmament process. The rorwegian Government believes that's radiological weapons 
convention can be based on the joint USSR-United States proposal of July 1979 and 
on the results of subsequent negotiations in this Conference. . 

• 
The prohibition of attacks on civilian nuclear facilities is another issue. 

that should be vigorously- pursued. The conclusion of a radiological weapons. 
convention must not lessen our resolve to make progress also on this question. 

CD/PV.252 
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(Mr. Ahmad, Pakistan) 
May I now turn briefly to the question of radiological weapons. I would . like 

to state first of all that my delegation is not opposed to the oonclusion - pf . 'à 
legally binding international instrument prohibiting the so-called radiOlogical 
weapons: -  Having said that, I must express my delegation's perplexity at the 
pre-eminence being -accorded to this subject at the expense of suCh.questions as 
theSTB,:cessation of the nuclear-arms race and prevention of_nliclear war. . A: 
distinexished colleague, while informing us of the significance : attached by.hiS 
delegationto the prohibition-of radiological...weapons, stated.intér  alla, "if We_ 
can'butsaveone future life by. taking what to some may appear to be an 
unimportant.steP now, are we'not thereby being faithful to our .duty"? I fully 
share this sentiment. For me-it encompasses first and foremost * the abolition 
of nuclear weapons and the prevention of mass-death and destruction  from 
radiation. My  delegation's position on the question of radiological Weapons rests 
on:thepremise, uncontestedso far, that for the present, atacks on nucleàr .  
facilities constitute the only concrete formthat radiological 'warfare cari take 
and that the issue. of  eliminating the possibility of such attacks must, therefore, 
be:settled within or along-with a future - radiological weapons convention. 

CD/W.261 
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Yks. THEORM (Sexlen) 
Five years se the United  -States  and. the Soviet Uni=submitted identical 

draft treaties on Radiological Weapons entitled "Joint USSR-USA proposal on . 

major elements of a treaty prohibiting the development, production, stockpiling 
and use of radiolegical weapens". 

• 
Siiicé 1979 the deliberations on à treaty prohibiting ràdiOlogioal warfare 

are beirg carried out at the Conference =Disarmament. 
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Last year exploratory discussions and negotiations were carried out in the
Ad Hoc Working Group both on prohibiting developmént and productiôn of radiological
weapons and on the prohibition of radiological warfare in the form of attacks on

nuclear energy facilities.

Sweden is prepared to participate actively in negotiations ozi -bo th tracks :

tZadiological weapons as such do not exist in the present. This fact- provi.des
as with an opportunity to negotiate a model convention on the prohibition of
possible future means of warfare. Such a convention shoald' contairi prov,isiôns on
concrete measures to halt research and devèlopment of nèw weapon systemà and even
weapon concepts. Our goal should be to reach provisions that are more ambiti^s^T
than thôse déveloped in the Convention on the Prohibition of I^ii.litary or Any
Hostile Use of Hnvironmental Modification Techniques (rLerr'iOD).

My delegation would, in a spirit to facilitate the work on track A, liké to
reiterate a proposal, presented in the Ad Hoc Working Group in June last 3rear -foT,
a formula for a positivé definïtion on the concept.of radiological weapôns that
in our view solves the problem of not legitimizing nuclear weapons.

Sweden is working on the problem of delimiting the concept of radiological
weapons from that of particle--beam weapons not having mass destruction effects
and based on the principle of accelerated radioactivity.

,As to track A verification, we think that safeguarding the relatively few
deposits of radioactive material that are large enough'to be significan: as
potential sources for production of radiological weapons, should such-weapons ever
be produced, would be a relatively simple one. The experience gained regarding
international safeguards aimed at preventing diversion of material from peaceful

uses to weapons is considerable..

The most.powerful means of conducting radiological warfare is an attack on

nuclear facilities. Let me give you a few examples.

The radioactive effects of an a:ttack on an ordinary power reactor could cause
immediate effects comparable to the fall-out from a 20 kC nuclear-weapon surface
explosion, while the long-term radioactive effects could be in orders of magnitude
more severe than those for a nuclear explosion. It would be noted in this
connection that the production: râ.te of radioactive substances in a 1 000 W nuclear
electrical generating station is equal to that of one 60 kT' atomic bomb every day.
After éome time of operation, the core of sucY^l a reactor is very dangeroue indeed,

if brôiight; into the open.

Although only rather modest amounts of short-lived compounds would emanate
from the burnt out reactor.a substantial amount of long-lived compounds would be
released, which would:cont2minate and render uninhabitable a.considerable area for

.decades.

If an attack is carried out with a nuclear weapon the effects will be

disastrous.
Immense drivir.g force for dispersal of radioactive substances would be

added by the nuclêar explosion. The radioactivity. contained in the reactor would

also be added to the radioactivity produced by the bomb itself.
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The reactor contains relatively smalï amuunts of short-lived radioactivity

and would only•contribute modestly to the total dose rate during.•the first,week

after the detonation. However, the amounts of the more long--lived;.compounds

are very substantial in the reactor and after oniÿ one week the radioactivity
that emanates from-the burnt-out reactor would overshadow the radioactiyity.of

the bomb • itself .

If a one-megator_ bomb is detonated, the area affected by a radiation dose
exceeding 100 rads would be some 2-,000 square kilometres. If the_same bomb.hits
a nuclear reactbr of ?,000 megawatt -- a common size--- the. area affected_bÿ.the..
same -radiatiaiz•^doae of 100 rads perimeter.would encompass an about 20 timés
larger area. o.r` :about: 30 to 40,000 square kilomctres::-. The çonsëquemcè.s of.'a.
nuclear bomb explosion on,a storage.tank could be even more disastrous and. ;- :
result in doses exceeding 100 rads in an area of more than 50,OOC square kilometres.

It is thus quite obvious that •the damage inflicted on countries where -many
reactors are in operation and ma:^y more are being built or planned would be

disastrous indeed. Attacks on nuclear facilities would make practically the

whole-of these and neighbôuring countries uninhabitable for years or decades..

Attacks on nuclear facilities involve risks for mass'déstruction iu 4;pny.
countries where such facilities exist and in neighbouring countries as well.
These risks exist right now. I do not have to remind. anyone here,that this is
a means of warfare.that does not necessarily require the possession of nucléar:.

weapons on the part of -the attacking side.

An âgréemeht-on the prohibition of attacks, includirsg nuclear attacks ,on.,
nuclear facilities should be simple and straightforward. Attacks on nucleer
reactors, reprocessing facilities, spent fuel storages and waste deposits on

land should be prohibited. My delegation will present.,a concrete proposal in

these terms:

On the question of the link between tracks.-A and B, the swedish positiôn._
is rather'flexible. Originally the Swedish delegatiôn considered the track B'
proposâl as a specification :tg draft article .III in the United States/USSR
proposal of 197.9: •: But other solutions to secure the lin_k. are possible.

Substance is more important than form.
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I - Propose now to comment very briefly on the question of radiological weapons. 
This issue, in which progress has long appeared possible, is one on which we seem 
to have Shown a singular leek of imagination and commitment.: - The effort expended 
by successive chairmen of the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons, and I . 
single out as a particular example Ambassador Wegener of the Federal Republic . • 
of Germany, has been nothing short of prodigious. Last.year, the Soviet Union . • 
and the United States chaired contact groups which attempted to reach consensus 
but ultiMately fell short of the mark. I suggest that we should all review our 
positions With the objective of coming to an agreement and approving a draft 
treaty during the summer session. Let us consider the opportunities. First, it 
is an areê in which the Soviet Union'and  thé  United States are in agreement, as . 
indicated in their 1979 Proposals. Surely this in itself is an important fact 
of life for this Conference: Secondly,-e .:draft treaty would effectively ban a 
weapon .system before it has - been developed and deployed. Indeed, it would 
preclude the research and development of Such a system. Finally,  and of no small 
importance, it woilld give'à psychological lift to the international community, 	. 
which by all accounts ncit- only needs but deserves it." We could provide a 
message of hope, where one is badly needed, and on a future-oriented problem • 

 which might contain lessons applicable to other issues. 

We recognize that there are deeply-held convictions that the joint treaty 
of 1979 should deal with other aspects. While not disagreeing with those who 
argue that such other matters should be addressed, we suggest that such: 
questions be addressed in subsequent negotiations. The Canadian delegation" 
supports a review of the issues pertaining directly.to  radiological weapons 
with the objective of simplifying the negotiating process. Indeed, we could 
agree to a draft based on the original 1979 submission. It is in fact an 
embarrassment to us and, we suggest, to the Conference, that this relatively 
straightforward issue should remain unresolved. It would serve us all well to 
remove radiolOgical weapons from our agenda by reaching consensus on a draft 
treaty. This would permit us, in turn, to focus our attention on other 
substantive issues. 
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I would also like to say a few words on the activity -of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Radiological Weapons: As this year's Chairman_of thet subsidiary body which we 
managed to re-establish.only at the end of'the'spring Part of the Sessien, I intended 
to make maximum use of the time:remaining fer  substantive  work in line with the ' 
practice of_last year when the .prohibition of.adioiogicaI Weapons and the -protection 
of nucleer facilities,were disCuased in two seWaté groups. HoWever, rightfrom 
the beginning : of the  suer part  Of the  session the  problem of the so-called linkage 
oame : intO focus.agein and brought_ withit a nuiljer of organizatiOnal probleibs. We . 
have.finally deCided not to create two werkinggroups and to Werk within thc'plenary 
of the Ad Hoc  Cemmittee, but'we still haVé to reach agreement on . the frameworkWithin 
which we should.address the f .twe problems. .In spite of these proCedural difficulties 
we succeeded in dedieating'ieveral . .meetings to  substantive  work.  Iwo newrdecliMents 
weçe introduced by : the délégations of Sweden and the United Kingdom, respeCtively, 
and -a first exchange of views on these documents . was undéftaken. 

Apai.r- from.the position emy -8elegation, to which I shall refer later, as 
Chairman.cf. the Ad Hoc Comitte. I would very much prefer if We COuld ConSider the 
problem cf the prohibition Ofradiological weapons and that cif the protection of 
nuclear facilities separately, On their ownslerits. It would give'Us a chance to take 
up where . we stopped last year and to MaÉe"use of the results of the last two:years .  

. of activity in this field.: I realize  th àt these results were not Very impressive, but 
at  least a number of probleMs -iiereelarifiéd which could create a basiSTOr:further 
efforts,te,solve these'two .  probleàs. i th  interested in organizing our.work -taq that 
each delegation is free to expresà - itself on all pfebléms it deems relevant:to. the 
subjectmatter..  I Would,.however,.praférte'liaiie . a structured discussion%so that 
at the end of thé session'We see Clearly çiherwe stand. Some lnterestingproposals 
for our programme of work were advanced recently, and it . is my intention to find out 
at the next meeting of the Ad Hoc  Committee whether they could meet with consensus. 

As for the position of my delegation on the problem, it proceeds from the fact 
that the prohibition of radiolOgical weapons is a question of a basically different 
nature than that,of the prcïtèctiéei of nutlear facilities. These two important problems 
differ as far ae,reoliiiiçél:h2tkire as well  as  military and legal background are 
concerned. iditbiiitpeohi-bri4ion of radiOlOecal weapons we shall take into account 
the possibilitï OF: rpating cohei'ete wesiAanein the full sense of the word. • They 
would  comprise  ré4cietive méterle with'sh4t4mum half-life of decay, whiotrhas to 
be pr;oduced ariâ-Stored, as well al th  é nedesâay «munitions, devices and equipment which 
would also have to be produced and stored. The final weapons could -hypothetically be-
prepared for:use, transported and.used. 111 these chéracteristics render the question 
of the prohibition of radiological weapons a tYpical disarmament problem with . a 
possibility for appropriate verification measures. 

On the other hand, theprohibitionof . attacks against nuclear facilities is of 
a different nature, since it amounts cmiy to a problem of non-Use of force - against 
certain objects or installations. Since there is no'Possibility of applying the 
same measures of compliance and verification to the prohibition of radiological weapons 
as well as to the material and technical pre-conditions of a possible attack against 
nuclear facilities, the latter problem should be treated with a completely different . 
aPPrPach. 
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Mr. CROVIARTIH (United Kingcom) : Nir. President, mY statement on 12 July was

devoted to chemical weapons.
This^morning I wish to anticipate next week.-'s agenda

item by devoting my statement princapally,to New 1•leaaons of Mass Destruction and

Radiological Fieapons.
I intend, however, also to touch upon some other•ïtems on

cur agenda for tliis'session.

My Government's view on the question of new weapons of mass destruction is

well known.
We have repeatedly stated, both here and at the United Nations, that

the British Government believes that it would be most serious and regrettable if
any new kinds of weapons of-mass destruction were invented and deployed for use.
But my delegation hass noted, as others,will have done, that although this subject
has been on our agenda fcr many years no substantial evidence of any kind has been
put forward to indicate that there are new types of Weapons of mass destruction in

prospect.
There has been no solidly-based proposal for the prohibition of any

specific kind of new weapon of mass destruction.
In the absence of such a proposal,

my delegation continues to oppose.the negQtiation of a compréhensive agreement on

what would still be a hypothetical_.subject mattér.
Disarmament treaties need to

be specific in scope and susceptible of verification if they are to command

international confidence.
A comprehensive agree;aent dealing with unspecified néGr

weaponsIof mass destruction could not fulfil these requirenents.
Furthermore, the

United Kingdom.delegation made clear, as.long ago as 1980 (CD/PV.81) that. they saw
no just'Afication.for the establishment of an expert group on this subject, in the
absence of."the identification of anÿ new.weapons of mass destruction or of the
principles on. which any new weaporl of mass destruction might be bâsed.

No evidence

has been produced since that time which inclines us to change this view.
Many other

delegations hold similar views.

It was therefore a matter of surprise to us that a..group of sociaiist; States
should propose at the beginning of this year, in document CD/434, that'àn Ad Hoc
Committea should be-set up.to deal not only with radiologiçal weapons, according
to well-established precedent,.but_also to negotiate with a view to.preparing a

draft comprehensive agreement'in this field.
NQthing, to our knowledge, had occurred

which could lead any delegation to believe that such. a proposal was more acceptable

now than it had been in earlier years.
The. only result of this manoeuvre was to

delay the setting up of the Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons until it was
too late ta embark on.substantive work in the first half of our 1984 session.

The

responsib.ility.. for this delay must. clea^ly rest with those delegations .who made, and
persisted with, this proposal to enlarge a hitherto uncontroversial mandate.

When I spoke on 26 August last year, I made clear the disappointment of my

delegaticn at the lack of progress in the negôtiations on radiological Group
1983. The intensive negotiations which were conducted in the Working

P last
"

year did.not result in an agreement on what we have to come•to call the ^ "traditfonal
"on

radiological weapons treaty; and the discussion of the pagreement
ononfthetgCneral

nuclear facilities made no sensible progress towards any
principlaz of which a future legal instrument might be based. We hadô ophowtbestthe

Conférence would give guidance, as the Working Gz'oup's report•put.it,

to make progress on the subject matter". This guidance
^^ss wereofurtharpdashad

^by the Conference, and our hopes of making systematic p_ g
by the procedural wrangle which marred the start of the Ad Hoc Committee's work.
This procedural diffit.ulty was emphasized by the introduction by the Swedish
delegation of a draf^ treaty which once more concentrated attention on the question
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of the linkage between the traditional radiological weapons treaty and the 
prohibition of attacks on nuclear facilities. Work . was consequéntly delayed while 
one group of delegates argued tnat we should continué . dur 'work on the previously 
accepted lines, with a clear division between the two subjects, and others called . 
for them to be treated together. My delegation, with others, Tleaded for a 
practical, not an ideological, approach. We were ready . to aCcept whatever the 
Chairman of the Ad Hoc  Committee, Ambassador Vejvoda, thought most appropriate.• 
The programme of work finally adopted, is however, in our view, an unhappy compromise 
which, as has become only too evident, renders it difficult to conduct a systematic 
discussion of the problems before the Ad Hoc  Committee. The Ad Bloc Committee on 
Radiological Weapons has so far this year concentrated very largely on the questions 
of definition and scope. As one delegation has ruefully remarked, the passage of 
time has not eased our difficulties. Much of the discussion has repeated views 
put forward in earlier years, and there has been little evidence of readiness t6 
seek pragmatic solutions. The Swedish draft treaty has been presented by its authors 
as "an honest attempt to find compromise solutions which could be acceptable to all": 
But it is already clear that many delegations do not see a draft whose basic approach 
is to set the two tracks firmly in the context of a single legal instrument as a 
basis . for compromise. The Swedish delegation has proposed a single criterion -- that 
of so-called "mass destruction" —.for the selection of nuclear facilities to be covere 
by any prohibition .and in setting lower limits to the size of these facilities. Member 
of the Group of 21 have supported the general approach of the Swedish draft, but they 
have not shown themselves ready to support the draft in detail. For example some 
have continued to argue that "all nuclear facilities" should be included in the scope 
of any prohibition. As I said last year the all-embracing prohibition which such a 
statement implies could neither be practically implemented nor theoretically -justified. 

We cannot•expect a great deal of progress in the limited time that now remains 
to us this year. .But in my-delegation's view the time would be well spent, and we 
could have something worthwhile to report, if we could firstly reach agreement in 
principle on the criteria which would apply in determining which facilities should 
be protected from attack; and, secondly, on the basis of those criteria, a list of 
the categories of facilities which might fall within the ScOpe of any prohibition. 
My delegation is ready to join in such discussions without prejudice to our  basic 
position as set out in earlier working papers (0/374, CD/RW/WP.47). As a model 
for the type of definition which is needed my delezation has already drawn attention 
to the Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy 
(CD/RW/WP.53). 

Agreement on these two basic points could provide a foundation for further work 
but many other problems remain. The Swedish draft treaty proposes, by implication, 
that attacks on all nuclear facilities falling within their definition should be 
prohibited even.-if.these facilities are used for military purposes. 	Other 
delegations have continued to argue that only civil facilities .should be cOvered; 
in this connection there is no consensus On the role which the IAEA might play. 
The Swedish draft treaty does•not deal with the question of the physical marking 
of facilities or delimitation of zones of protection, to which some delegations have 
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attached importance. Indeed in this respect the Swedish draft treaty -amounts
to little.^.more than an extension to a wider range of installations of the
prohibitions already contained in the Addition3l Protocol to the Geneva Conventions.

My delegation continues to doubt whether it is either practical-or desirable
to conttnLie to attempt to combine the two subjects of radiological weapons in the
tra,oitiôn^_i sense and prohibition of attacks on nuclear fdèilities in a single
légal instt`ument. We set out the reaeons for these doubts fully in an earlier
pâpèr and no arguments to the•contrary have been advanced since then which
seecri.to,us cônvireing. But continuing argument over form will-not promote a
èolütion_tâ^ôurt.difficulties. We should instead concentrate on the building.blocks
both.of â treaty to ban radiological weapons and'on a possible prohibition'of.
attacks ôn nûclear facilities.' Only,bÿ syste©atic stage-bÿ-stage examination of
each element,-untramelled by preeoncéptions as to the final form, can we expect to
•asakc progress.
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The PRESIDENT (translated from Russian):  The 277th plenary meeting of the 
7  Conference on Disarmament is called to . order. The Conference today takes uP . the 
consideration of  item -7 	its agenda, entitled "New types of weapons of maes 
destruction and new syseems otsuch weapons; radiological weapons". However, in 
accordance with rule  300f  the 'rules of procedure any member may raise any subject 
relevant to the work  of 'the  CC:inference. The indicative time-table for this week 
included the possibility of  holding an informal meeting today after the conclusion 
of the plenary meeting. At the request Of a number of deleeations, and bearing in 
mind that today the representative of the Soviet Union is concluding  bis  presidency, 
I do not intend to hold an informal meeting. The'list of speakers for todayleceudes 
the representatives of Sweden, Burma,.India, Venezuela and Mexico. I now give the 
floor to the representative of Sweden, Ambassador Ekéus. 

Mr. EKEUS  (Sweden): Thank you Mr. President. May I, at this late stage in our 
work for the month, congratulate you on your assumption of the Presidency of the 
Conference on Disarmament, and also express the appreciation of my delegation for 
your skill and energy in the performance of your duties, -as well as- foreihe sped -
humour and spirit you have brought to this past month. May I also, through you, 
Mr. President, express thanks for the kind words directed to my deleg.ation with 
regards to the Presidency of Sweden fer the month of June. 

Mr. President, the item on this week's agenda is, as you just mentioned, 
"New types of weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons; 
radiological weapons", and it is on this item that I wish to speak today. 

In 1979 the Soviet Union and the ppited States of emerica presented a joint 
draft treaty prohibiting radiological Weapons and in June 1930 Sweden proposed 
that the scope of the draft -treaty should be broadened to include also the-
prohibition of radiological warfare (CD/RW/UP.6). The negotiations have since 
then reached a certain impasse . and during the last year or so progress has been 
very limited and in seMe resPects practically non-existent. This has particularly 
been the case as regards the issues falling within the scope of what has generally 
been called Track 3, i.e. the prohibition of attacks un nuelear facilities.: 

A  few days ago, on 26 . July, the distinguished representative of the 
United Kingdom exprestedleisdisappointment at the lack of progress in the 
negotiationt  on  radiological weapons during 1983. This disappointment is fully 

- shared by Sweden. Furthermore, this negative trend ewas worsened during.the:apring:. 
part of the session  this year when no 	 p1 cc 	thià Iààdè. 
What became most important at this juncture was to bring .abouttiWiami .:e-eieUations 
on all aspects of the substance. 

The very essence of the word negotiation impliee that we have to come to 
terms with our differences, that we must continuously evaluateland reievalbate: 
our positions and try to give in - order to get.  Nt  only are there conSiderable 
differences between delegations on substance but the very procese of negotiations, 
the interplay between give and take, has been hampered by the fact that the 
issues falling under Track A, i.e. radiological weapons in the traditional sense, 
hava been dealt with separately from those.. of Track B. My delegation therefore 
felt, and still feels, that the two aspects of the issue should be negotiated 
within  one and the same framework -- or neither of the two aspects are likely to 
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find their solutions. Nobody can really know today if the final result of such
negotiations will en-eree in the form of one or two legal instruments since our
negotiations have simply not reached a stagc where a clear picture of this question
is at hand. It is therefore not without^concern that the Swedish delegation notes
that some dLlegations continue to be preoccupied with the possible final form
rather than with the substantive content of an agreement or agreements. Actually
I think that such a preoccupation serves no othFr purpose than to divert us from
our true task, that of negotiating solutions to the problems.

In or-d^r to break the impasse Sweden ahdbavoured to elaborate some compromise-
tzxt propb--als which we hoped would serv-a to bring us back to negotiating on

substance. These proposals were presented in-document CD/Hi:/WP.52, dated

18 JunF:. 1984; This Working P3p,=r was intended as a possible basis for •
compromises on all sides and it addresses some of the major' still outstanding
issues where, as we sea it, little or no progress has been made during the last
year. One-such major issucl is the question of prohibiting attacks on nuclear
f4cilities.:-

In tha course of th_ last month and a half, a graat number of interesting
and important questions have been raised with my d;:li_yzation as a result of the
abovü-nentioned Working Pag%:r C4IRi•:/(dP.52, and most of thc,. have been or are being
di^alt with in th^-_ !►d Hoc Committee on Radiologic?1 Weapons. Some of those
questions r.:r:rit••the attention of the wholz: Conference and I wish to use this
opportunity to reflzct a little on them.

Tha • first and foremost question •that must be addressed i s,: What is the :âi.m
of the treat^y or treaties which we are trying• to elaborate in th:- Ad Hoc Co.T..Bitteé
on Radz.ological Weapons? In this cont,^xt wu7:n_ght be well served by reminding
ourselves that the Committee'has been set up unL -r an aq-_-nda item entitléd "New
types of weapons of mass destruction and new-systams of such weapon3;
radiological w_apons".• --A definition of -^r;aapcns • of mass destruction was 'givén -
allready' in '19ç'8 in resolutison S/C.3/30 of the- Commissibn for Conventional"
Armainents 'set iip under tht^c:ünitpd Nations Security- Council.' "Radioactive -material
weapons " was th_n defined as a weapon of mass destruction.- Other such weapons
were "atomic explosive weapons, lethal chemical and 'ciological weapons az,d any
weapons dt:•velopc.d•in the future which have characteristics comparable in .•*
destructive effect*to those of the atomic bomb or othzM weapons mentioned above".

The specific question of radiological weapons was thèn'for the first time
raised at •the twenty-fourth session of the General ! ►ssenbl; in 1969 which, in
resolution 2602 (XXIV) invited the Conference of the Ce:nmitter on Disa .,:am2nt
int--r alia to consider effective metüods of control against-th%- use of
radioactive methods of 'warfar:: conducted independently of nucl ^-4r disa:miamerat.

2;ow, in dualing with this agenda item, ther maïr aim, as the Swr.dinh delE'gation
sces it should be to prohibit radiologically caus;:d mass destructiôn. Therefore
in f:r ticlt Iil of the Swedish t;orking Paper it is Droposad that the'use of
radioactive mat=rial.-for hostile purposes causing dcstruction•damagU or injury
by means of the radiation' produc.:û by the dec^j• of such material should be
pr ohibi ted irrespective of the method applied. The two mzthods so far discùssed
in the Cotilmittee arv, that of using actual radiological weapons and that of
attacking.nuclear facilities. From a*nass destruction point of view it matters
little if the radioactive material used is produced by the attacker or if it
already exists in the count:y Of the attacked.
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As regards the question of prohibiting attacks on. nuclear facilities,.some
delegations argue that adequate protection is already given in the 1977 Additional
Protocols to the Geneva Conventions on the laws of war. For the reasons elaborated
on a number of times by th,^- Swedish delegation we do not think that it is so. Not
all kinds of dangerous installations of the nuclear fuel cycle are covered, only
t°nucltar electrical generating stations:' according to the Protocol. Furthermore,
too much room is left for subjective assessments by individual commanders for the
protection to be satisfactory. :I would also like to draw attention to Protocol I,
Article 56, point 6, in which the Protocol itself contains a recognition that the
protection it grants is not.complete. It raadâ: "The High Contracting Parties
and the Parties to the conflict are urged to conclude further agreements among
themselves to provide additional protection for objects containing dangerous
forces". Furthermore, it is a sad fact that only a very small number of States
have ratified the two Protocols-. Protocol i, which is the one most commonly
referred to in this context, has for example not yet been ratified by any of the
members of the Conference. on Disarnament belonging to the two military alliances..
It could also be noted that it is usually those delegations which have not
ratified the Additional Protocols which most eag-^rly argue that this is where
the question of.prohibiting attacks on nuclearfacilit3•es are or should be dealt
with.

Other delegations hold the view that?the ai,a of a prohibition of attacks on
nuclear facilities should be to protect the nuclear installations themselves so
as to ensure the safe &,velopment of nuclear,energy. Ensuring the safe.-
developme•nt of nuclear energy is as such a*camruendabie u,ndertakins which Sweden
certainly could support. But no matter how great its desirability it is not a
task for a disarmam,::nt body. Actually, arguing that the purpose of prohibiting
attacks on.-nüclear facilities is to -ensure the safe. development of nucl^:ar energy
amounLs in this context to nothing less than arguing that this questiôn.does not
belong in the Conference on Disarmament. I ev:n• think that this is precisely the
point those delegations wish to make. However, a..my df^l;^:gation sees it, the
question is not one of protecting-the installations but one of prohibiting the use
-for hostile purposes of the radioactive material within those installations, as
means of mass destrucLior...

Having established that the overriding purpose should be to prohibit tha use
of radioactive material for hostile purposes and that the means utilized to do so
could include not only radiological weapons in the traditional sens; but also
attacks or, nuclear facilities in such a way that radioactivity may be released,
weapons as well as nuclear facilities must be defined. Not all nuclear facilities
contain.enough radioactive material to cause damage substantial cnough to possibly
qualify as mass destruction. Sweden has tried to identify the fac;lities that
would meet with this criterion and has concluded that a prohibition of attacks
should basically encompass four categories of facilities namely nuclear reactors,
intermediate sp%.nt-fuel storagcs, r_•proc2ssing plants and waste deposits.
Furthermore, they must bt: of a certain size or have a certain capacity in order to
contain.enough radioactivc material to qualify as potentially dangerous from a
mass destruction point of view. The method for calculating these thresholds has
been described in document CD1iF+/CRP.27.

Now,.3omc dalegations have expressed concern that thase provisions imply
that production for military purposas is tacitly sanctioned and that military
facilities would be exempt.from ±ttacks.
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From.the point of view.of th^_ potential to causu mass destruction this
potential is the sa..*rt no matter the intended use of a particular facility. Let me
also state that in the opinion of my delegation the necessity of preventing mass
destruction should at any given time have prio,•itiy. ev.:r other military interests.

--Fiavinb said this I wish - to recognize, however, that the conctrn expressed has a
certain political legitimacy and this is why the Swi.zish proposals have been
formulated in a wzy as to minimize such possible consequences. First of all-,
typical military installations such as nuclear weapons production plants and
nuçlear wc:apons depots are not included. Secondly, the provisions cover only
attacks - that would cause the release or dis3Cniilutio:l of radioactive material.
Thirdly, tht: need for information and international control is met in Article III
and Annex III of tha Swedish proposal, cal?.in6 for a rGgistÇr to be kept by the--
D:.positary which is based on di:taile3 information verified throu^h mandatory
on-site insr::ctions.' S:aeden is of the opinion that if a State party chooses to
a,onpj.r with the: e regulations the possible oilitr.ry or ncn-mil it2ry nature of a
reactor, sptnt--fuel storage,:.reprocessing plant or wastt. - deposit cari be considered
tp be of less conc•arn to the intrnational conmunity than the. need to prevqnt a
possible nass-dzstF•uction situation. If the S:-rFdish proposal is studied in great

detail.it should becomE quit_ clear that rael worry in respuct of possible
ssnctioning of railitary activiti-;s is not called for.

Another question which has-caus^!d some conccrn in the:Çc=.^raittue is how to
deal with reactors in different stages. 'Unat the issuc boils down to is the
qu.:stion of when a reactor is to be considared e reactor for the purpose of thQ
proposc:d provisions.

It takes some time for a reactcr.to reach its critical stage. Furtherffd-k!-;
reactors are shut dou!'im. from time to time. This must for ^-_xample be done when
fuel is replacud. But making provisions for all the temporary changes in the .
normal life-cyclas of each individual reactor would not be r::alistic or -practical
nor would it serva any particular purpo3-:;; as it would not be possible to keep
military commin3ers continuously inform.::d of th-: *;^wlta: ^: stat;xs_ of. .^ach , and
very reactor in the world. • The* maih- aim bein-,,r to- cxcïude every .possibility of

release of rradio3ctive material, Sweden is of ti?c ôpinidn that for thè-purpose of
our proposed provision a reactor should be considered a reactor from when it
reaches its first critical stage until the stage when it is-decom.^issioned, i.e.
finally shut down. . If delegations would want this . cl.:arly rFf lact^.:d in the"
provisions, ways:to do so could aasily be found.

In his.speech on... 26 July the-distinguishad representa.tivr: of the
iJnit^,̂ d Kingdom Âmbassador Crocsertiv, point::d out that the--Swcdish draft tr.e,#y ..
does not deal with the questions of the physical raarking.of facilities=or
delimitation of zor.-_^s of protect-ior,. :_ This is true and:-the reasons for this have
been clearly spelled out in the CoramittL-: in response to questions put by the
délegation of the F'c:ds:r:il Republic of GcrWany. T::esa reasons have also becn
presentzd to the Comrnitte-_^ in writing, in document CD/R ►J/CP.Y.29 dated
19 July 198¢. rïllow me therefor;: to read out some relavant passages from this
document.

"Coneernin„ the question of establishing particular safety zones around the
facilities, Swc:djn has from the past dclibt.rations in the CocIT-ittee come to the
conclusion that the probltsms they give rise to outwLigt?t thcir possible advantages".
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Since "by the term attack Sweden understands all attacks on the facilities in 
question which cause release or dissemination of radioactive material, the question 
if the facility itself has-been the intended target or if the damage is incidental 
is in the Swedish opinion of less significance". The necessity to prevent mass 
destruction should at any given time Prevail  over other interests. From this 
follows "that any attack on military targets in tha vicinity of nuclear facilities 
must be planned and performed so as to exclude any possibility of radioactive 
material being released. Given the high precision in today's weapons this is no 
overwhelming task. Furthermore, the existence of protective zonas might give« 
rise to the temptation to us* them as  iiilitary  sanctuaries, thereby enhancing the 
risk of military targets being placed close to nuclear facilities and •consequently 
also the risk of accidental damage being caused to the facilitice. Actually, the 
protective zones could in some instances diminish the very sefety they were 
intended to enhance"'. 	 , 

_"Physical identification (marking) of nuclear facilities poses great problems 
for some governmente fearing that such markings could cause worry to the 
population to such an extent that the development of nuclear energy for peaceful 
purposes could be made difficult. However, Sweden has no objection to such 
markings, should States Parties wish to make them. However, we consider that such 
identification should be voluntary, and that absence of such markings in no way 
should relieve any Party of its obligations according to other  provisions of the 
treaty. A florin  for physical identification is provided in the 1977 Additional 
Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, Annex I, Article 16." 

I have now commented on some of the major issues so far discussed in the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Radiological Weapons. Other important issues remain and 
some of them have not yet been dealt with in the Committee. May I therefore 
conclude this statement by expressing my intention to revert to this matter ate 
later stage, should the development cf the negotiations prompt me to do so. 
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